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ABSTRACT 

 

 Extending previous research on family interaction (e.g., Tannen, Kendall, and Gordon 

2007; Gordon 2009) and online multimodal discourse (e.g., Gordon forthcoming), I use 

interactional sociolinguistics to analyze instant messages exchanged among members of Korean 

families(-in-law). I explore how family talk is formulated and fostered online through 

technological affordances and multimodalities. Data are drawn from 5 chatrooms of 5 Korean 

families(-in-law), or 17 adult participants, on KakaoTalk, an instant messaging application 

popular in South Korea.  

 In their instant messaging, family members accomplish meaning-making through actions 

and interactions, between online and offline, and with visuals and texts. This analysis employs 

the notion of "entextualization" (Bauman and Briggs 1990; Jones 2009), or the process of 

extracting and relocating (a part of) discourse, actions, materials, and media into a new context. I 

suggest that this meaning-making process is fundamental to understanding how intertextuality 

and framing are interconnected (see Gordon 2009), especially in technology-mediated 

multimodal interaction. I also draw on Tannen's (1994a, 2007) theorizing on power and 

solidarity and Gershon’s (2010a, 2010b) concept of "media ideologies" to explore familial 

identity work, especially concerning intergenerational family relationships such as between in-

laws and between grandparents and grandchildren, as well as between spouses who manage 

marital and parental bonds in the context of a long-distance marriage. 
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 First, I illuminate the prominent role of everyday photo-/video-sharing in family instant 

messages and demonstrate how this practice contributes to making meanings. By taking photos 

and videos, family members perform a form of entextualization that necessarily entails 

“resemiotization” (Iedema 2003); through technological affordances and multimodalities, 

everyday moments from life are brought online through visuals and texts. I show how different 

trajectories of meaning-making are created depending on whether photos and videos are shared 

with or without captions. I characterize this process as 'continuous reframing’ (participants offer 

different orientations to the photos and videos, as well as the current interaction about them) and 

‘enriching intertextuality' (among various technologically-enabled options, participants choose 

specific ways to capture, share, and communicate about everyday experiences, while also 

building upon previously shared visuals and texts). I demonstrate how it is accomplished through 

mutual participation between senders and receivers.  

 Second, I show how family members, during everyday photo-/video-sharing, assume 

"footings" (Goffman 1981), or alignments, in their chats, thereby enacting various familial 

identities by using language in patterned ways in recurring interactional activities that include 

requesting photos and videos of family children, having imaginary conversation with non-present 

family children, and reporting on babysitting. This suggests how intergenerational family 

experiences are multimodally and virtually constructed in family chatrooms.  

 Third, extending the idea that family discourse consists of ritualized linguistic patterns 

(what Gordon 2009 calls "extreme intertextuality") and recurring frames of family experiences, I 

examine instant messages exchanged, as well as everyday photos shared between members of a 

married couple in a long-distance relationship. I show how they create and enact their virtual 

married life to act as both marriage partners and parents.  
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 Broadly, my analysis highlights online chat as a site for contemporary family discourse 

that is coupled with technological affordances and multimodalities. This expands upon the view 

that family is a discursive construct, demonstrating how the interplay of photos, videos, and text 

contributes to creating family online. It also illustrates how traditional and contemporary 

perspectives on family and gender are (re)produced, along with Korea's age-centered culture and 

language use, online. This study contributes to our understanding of family interaction by 

examining family discourse in a language that is relatively understudied in this context (Korean), 

in relatively understudied types of family relationships (in-laws and grandparent-grandchild 

relationships), in a relatively uncommon family situation (long-distance marriage), and in a 

relatively new context of communication (instant messaging). 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Prologue 

 I begin with an excerpt from the family chatroom of one of the families that participated 

in my study, because it captures the essence of what I explore in this research: How members of 

Korean families that are multigenerational and include in-law relationships, make meanings and 

create family in instant messages via KakaoTalk, an instant messaging platform that is very 

popular in Korea.  

 This family includes Jia, her husband (Taewoo), her parents, and her younger brother; 

they all participate in a shared family chatroom. They also share a family dog who figures 

prominently in this example, a male Bichon Frise, whose name is Leo. He was adopted before 

Jia was married, while she was living at home with her parents and brother. After Jia's marriage, 

the entire family has been sharing Leo, as Jia (and her husband) and her parents (and her younger 

brother) live very close to each other.  

 It was Leo's first birthday and to celebrate, Jia made him a dog birthday cake out of 

chicken breasts and sweet potatoes. To the family chatroom, she sent, without any captions, eight 

photos of Leo sitting with a birthday hat on, next to Jia's home-made birthday cake. A message-

read notification showed that all the family members saw the photos, but no one has responded. 

Six minutes later, Jia directly asks why they have not. 
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1.1.1. Photos of family dog: 'Why isn't anyone responding?' 

 

In this interaction, Jia sent the photos without any explanation of them and the current interaction 

was brought to an end due to the absence of receiver participation. But her own follow-up 

message suggests that she was actually expecting and looking for responses from her family, as 

seen in line 2 ("Why isn't anyone responding?"). In a playback interview I conducted, Jia 

mentioned that she thought her family would be as excited as she was and shower her with 

compliments and questions, because it was Leo's first birthday and Jia made his birthday cake 

from scratch.  

 I wondered why Jia had not 'typed out' what she wanted to 'hear' from her family. If she 

did, it might have encouraged her family to communicate about the photos Jia sent. I also 

wondered what her family's lack of response meant here. Possibly, her family was not interested 

enough in those photos to respond; they liked the photos but just did not say anything; they 

disliked the photos but did not want to show disalignment with Jia; or they were distracted at that 

time. This list can go on and on. According to Placencia and Lower (2013), in their study of 

Facebook posts, sharing photos on social media is an invitation to respond. That is, by not 

answering Jia's invitation, her family members did not meet Jia’s expectation for and anticipation 

of her family's participation as photo recipients. Jia's lack of caption and her family's lack of 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Jia 

October 28, 2016, 9:33AM 

Eight photos of Leo sitting with a birthday 

hat on, next to his birthday cake that Jia 

made 

6 minutes later 

2 Jia 

October 28, 2016, 9:39AM 

다들    왜  반응이        없어? 

ta-tul way panung-i     eps-e? 

all-PL why reaction-NOM not exist-INTMT.INT 

'Why isn't anyone responding?' 
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response highlights the importance of mutual participation between senders and receivers in 

meaning-making, especially when everyday photos and videos are shared via instant messages. 

 Moreover, the example serves as a peek into the nature of this family’s chatroom 

interaction. Instant messaging is one way they interact with each other throughout the day, and 

sharing everyday photos and videos is common in it. The family intuitively knows their 

KakaoTalk chatroom is where they share moments of their everyday lives, which shows family 

members' ideas about a particular medium of communication, or what Gershon (2010b) calls 

"media ideologies," or sets "of beliefs about communicative technologies with which users [...] 

explain perceived media structure and meaning" (3). This shared belief about using KakaoTalk 

among members of this family arises when they capture moments of life; share everyday photos 

and videos; and talk about them in instant messaging. Moreover, in doing so, family members 

virtually perform a variety of familial identities in the chatroom. For instance, excerpt 1.1.1 

indicates how Leo is considered part of the family. Making the cake for him to celebrate his first 

birthday, Jia not only shows her relationship to Leo but also performs her familial identity as a 

big sister who cares for her (symbolic) sibling's birthday. It is through examples like this one that 

interested in what a family chatroom means in the context of modern family talk among Korean 

families(-in-law) and what they do in such chatrooms to create themselves as a family. 

 With those two main interests – making meanings and creating family in family 

chatrooms, I will present how online family talk is formulated and fostered via instant messages.  
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1.2. Genesis of the study 

 This study is motivated by prior scholarship on everyday family conversation. Scholars 

address a wide range of family interaction contexts including dinner table talk (e.g., Erickson 

1982, 2004; Blum-Kulka 1993, 1997; Kendall 2006, 2008), parent-child pretend play (e.g., 

Gordon 2008, 2009), family arguments (e.g., Tannen 2006a; Bova and Arcidiacono 2015), 

family TV time (e.g., Tovares 2006, 2007, 2012; Fägersten 2012; Brenner, Burns, and Ewald 

2014), and interaction through family pets (Tannen 2004b). 

 Especially inspiring to me are Tannen, Kendall, and Gordon’s (2007) edited volume, 

Family Talk: Discourse and Identity in Four American Families and Gordon's (2009) book, 

Making Meanings, Creating Family: Intertextuality and Framing in Family Interaction. Both 

books are based on a research project conducted at Georgetown University and funded by the 

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. In addition, I am inspired by research conducted at the Center on the 

Everyday Lives Families at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), also funded by 

the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, including by Ochs and Kremer-Sadlik (2013), C. Goodwin 

(2007), M.H. Goodwin (2006), M.H. Goodwin and Cekaite (2013, 2018), Sirota (2006), and 

Wingard (2006). Both the Georgetown and UCLA research projects focused on communication 

in middle-class American families that included at least one child, and both provide empirical 

and theoretical grounding for the discourse analysis of family interaction. 

 In Family Talk (Tannen, Kendall, and Gordon 2007), contributors to the volume analyze 

naturally occurring spoken interactions among members of four white dual-income American 

families who self-audio-recorded over the course of approximately one week as family members 

engaged in various everyday activities. The chapters elucidate how members of the families 

manage power and solidarity, develop family relationships regarding gender and roles within the 
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family, and construct their individual and family identities in talk. In Making Meanings, Creating 

Family (Gordon 2009), stemming from the Family Talk project, Gordon explicates the 

relationship between framing and intertextuality by identifying different kinds of frame 

laminations (e.g., reframing, overlapping, blending, and embedding frames) in various family 

contexts. Her book illuminates how family members – mostly between parents and children, and 

married couples – make use of the history of their talk to interact, manage the current situation, 

and therefore create their shared identity as a family. As case studies of American family groups' 

everyday discourse, both books – along with other publications emerging from the same project 

(e.g., Gordon 2002, 2004, 2008; Tannen 2004b, 2006a; Kendall 2006, 2008; Tovares 2012) – not 

only illuminate family interaction across multiple everyday contexts but also contribute to 

interactional sociolinguistic theories, especially, framing (including footing), and intertextuality. 

 As noted by many scholars, family is a primary site where people experience their 

everyday life by building relationships, teaching, learning, socializing, and interacting with 

others related by blood, marriage, law, and love. Commonly explored contexts of family 

interaction include face-to-face encounters during dinnertime (e.g., Erickson 1982, 2004; Blum-

Kulka 1997; Sterponi 2003); one parent’s homecoming for dinner (e.g., Kendall 2006, 2008); 

children's bedtime (e.g., Aviezer 2003; Sirota 2006; Gordon 2009) and bath time (e.g., Gordon 

2009; Tulbert and M.H. Goodwin 2011); helping children with their homework (e.g., Wingard 

2006; C. Goodwin 2007; Wingard and Forsberg 2009); and interactional activities such as 

narrating (e.g., Gordon 2009; Tovares 2010), arguing (e.g., Tannen 2006a; Bova and 

Arcidiacono 2015), and parenting (e.g., Tannen 2004b; Marinova 2007; Gordon 2008). 

Frequently examined is the interaction between parents and young children, as noted above. 
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  Among various family activities, mealtimes are a site of much academic inquiry into 

social interaction (e.g., Blum-Kulka 1994; Ochs, Pontecorvo, and Fasulo 1996; Ochs and Shohet 

2006; Gordon 2015b). While eating and sharing food, family members distribute and evaluate 

prepared dishes (e.g., Wiggins 2002, 2013; Mondada 2009; Galatolo and Caronia 2018). In 

particular, parents feed their children (e.g., Bova and Arcidianco 2014) and monitor what and 

how they eat (e.g., Ochs, Pontecorvo, and Fasulo 1996; H. Kim 2006; Paugh and Izquierdo 

2009). Moreover, during the mealtime, everyday conversation naturally emerges in various 

forms, including storytelling (e.g., Ochs and Taylor 1992, 1996; Blum-Kulka 1993, 1997); 

language socialization and learning (e.g., Snow and Beals 2006); and talking about numerous 

topics such as cultures, foods, and people (e.g., Raspayeva 2018, Wilczek-Watson 2018). 

 However, as Gordon (2009:198) remarks, ‘family’ is not a uniform entity: In 

contemporary life, “families emerge and exist in various forms." This moves discourse analytic 

studies of family talk in "several directions beyond the 'traditional' nuclear family dinner" 

(Gordon 2015b:314). Gordon (2009:198) also reminds us that "[e]ven in families for which 

family dinner is an ongoing ritual,” it is important to examine family interaction across various 

contexts, because this “enables analysis of how talk structures and plays into everyday family 

activities beyond the dinner table” and “provides the opportunity to investigate how relatively 

well-studied aspects of language use [...] vary across family situations." Gordon also notes that 

the rapid decline of the family dinner (citing Mestdag and Vandeweyer 2005) in modern society 

has been reshaping family dinners, which ultimately suggests that the context of 'family dinner' 

be reconsidered (citing Kendall 2006). 

 The long-standing view on family mealtime held by scholars in previous discourse 

analytic research, in fact, evolves from, and is based on, the traditional and early-stage family 
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household composition: parents and children who are school age or younger. But the family 

continues even after children become grown-ups and move out for college, marriage, or 

employment. There are some studies that address interactions between adult children and their 

older parents such as power negotiation among adults over two family generations (Watts 1991), 

the discursive construction of "adult child identity" (Johnson 2018), and examples of family 

interactions between older parents and adult children as well as older siblings from Tannen's 

books that include I Only Say This Because I Love You (2001), You're Wearing THAT? (2006b), 

and You Were Always Mom's Favorite (2009). However, there is still a dearth of sociolinguistic 

research on how older parents and their adult children, including in in-law relationships, interact 

with each other. 

 Furthermore, it has been reported in the field of family studies that technology has helped 

to keep family members connected and involved (see Kennedy, Smith, Wells, and Wellman 

2008; Lanigan, Bold, and Chenweth 2009; Williams and Merten 2011; Taipale 2019). In 

particular, Jennings and Wartella (2013) note that as children age, digital technologies become 

increasingly important to families and serve as a means for children to stay connected with their 

siblings and parents. There are also some discourse analytic studies on family interaction that 

consider mass media and technologies. For example, family members use media references such 

as TV shows and films (Fägersten 2012) and the 2000 U.S. presidential election (Gordon 2004) 

to interact. Family interaction is constructed in other media-related contexts too, such as while 

family members watch a reality TV show (Tovares 2006) and a television quiz show (Tovares 

2012). Also, family members communicate with each other while playing computer games and 

video games (e.g., Aarsand 2007; Fatigante, Liberati, and Pontecorvo 2010) and through a smart 
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phone translating application (İkizoğlu 2019). However, family discourse occurring online such 

as in instant messaging is relatively underexplored. 

 In addition, the lion’s share of previous family discourse research focuses on western 

families, while Asian family contexts are relatively understudied, and primarily limited to 

interactions between parents and their young child (mostly prepubescent children) in relation to 

language acquisition and multilingualism. Those studies include Minami and McCabe (1995); S. 

Choi (2000); C. Chang (2003); Harkins and Ray (2004); Murase, Dale, Ogura, Yamashita, and 

Mahieu (2005); Hua (2008); Song (2019); J. Choi, Y. Kim, and D. Lee (2012). Similarly, more 

research on languages other than English in digital discourse is still needed; while it has been 

more than 10 years since Danet and Herring (2007) pointed out the scholarly necessity of 

examining non-English language and discourse in online discourse, there is still much to be 

explored in this context.  

 For these reasons, it will be meaningful to consider how non-western family talk among 

adults (older parents and adult children, including in-laws) is technology-mediated. To fill in this 

research lacuna, in this study I investigate Korean family(-in-law) discourse accomplished via 

instant messages (on KakaoTalk, a Korean instant messaging application). Studies of both family 

discourse and online discourse will benefit from my analysis of how Korean family talk plays 

out online via instant messages. 

 Illustrating digital family portraiture and in keeping with Gordon's (2009:198) claim that 

"it is important to continue to widen our methodological and analytical nets if we want to capture 

what might actually constitute family in everyday talk," I investigate instant messaging in 

Korean extended families wherein traditional family rituals and activities are accomplished in 

new and different ways using technological affordances and multimodalities. In doing so, I aim 
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to explore a fuller spectrum of today's family discourse contexts. Keeping in line with current 

scholarly attention to how digital technology affects family communication (see Taipale 2019), 

my study will provide linguistic insights into how online family talk is formulated and what 

family members achieve in creating it. 

 I do this by extending interactional sociolinguistics – which is used in Family Talk 

(Tannen, Kendall, and Gordon 2007) and Making Meanings, Creating Family (Gordon 2009) – 

into a new family discourse context: instant messages exchanged via KakaoTalk on a daily basis 

by members of Korean families (adult children and their spouses, siblings, and parents). Of 

particular interest within those instant messages are intergenerational family relationships such 

as between in-laws and between grandparents and grandchildren, as well as between spouses 

who manage marital and parental bonds in the context of a long-distance marriage. 

 I also demonstrate how interactional sociolinguistics, especially theorizing on phenomena 

such as intertextuality and framing, illuminates family talk that is mediated by technology and 

multimodalities. According to Schiffrin (1994:133), interactional sociolinguistics “provides an 

approach to discourse that focuses upon situated meaning.” In founding the approach, John 

Gumperz (e.g., 1982), makes clear that how language works in interaction is culturally-shaped. 

Deborah Tannen (e.g., 1993a, 1994a, 2004b, 2006a, 2007, 2007[1989]) also contributes to 

establishing and developing interactional sociolinguistics, especially concerning framing and 

intertextuality in meaning-making as well as power and solidarity dynamics in interpersonal 

relationships. That is, interactional sociolinguistics allows us a view of not only how meanings 

are situationally constructed but also how cultural background and social context contribute to 

such situated meaning-making in interaction. The interactional sociolinguistic approach enables 
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me to delve deeply into how interaction is situationally-constructed, especially when mediated 

by technology and multimodalities.  

 Along with interactional sociolinguistic frameworks, I also bring together the notions of 

entextualization (Bauman and Briggs 1990), resemiotization (Iedema 2003), and technologies of 

entextualization (Jones 2009). Note that entextualization is used as an umbrella term hereafter 

that integrate those three concepts, unless otherwise noted with reference specific scholars. I use 

this term to capture the idea that moments from everyday life and communication can be broken 

off and bound into a unit that can then be shared (within and across modalities), thus serving as a 

resource for ongoing meaning-making and by extension, creating family.  

 In addition, I draw on insights from multimodal analysis (e.g., Norris 2004; Kress and 

van Leeuwen 2006[1996], R. Scollon 1998, 2001) about how meaning-making is accomplished 

through multiple modes and how a range of devices and resources (e.g., verbal, material, and 

semiotic) can serve as "mediational means" (see R. Scollon 1998, 2001) to achieve meaning-

making and social interaction. I also draw on linguistic anthropology – Gershon’s (2010b) notion 

of "media ideologies," or a set of beliefs about how the medium affects the ways a message is 

communicated, in particular. These theoretical concepts help to more deeply investigate how 

online family talk is different from and also similar to offline family talk. 

 Ultimately, my goal is to widen the spectrum of family discourse analysis through the 

examination of technology-mediated discourse of modern Korean families(-in-law) via instant 

messages. Also, by bringing interactional sociolinguistics into digital contexts, my study 

contributes to broadening our knowledge of how language works in the context of technology 

and multimodalities. Therefore, my research connects past and present scholarship on family talk 

by examining family discourse in a language that is relatively understudied in this context 
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(Korean), in relatively understudied types of family relationships (in-laws and grandparent-

grandchild relationships), in a relatively uncommon family situation (long-distance marriage), 

and in a relatively new context of communication (instant messaging). 

 

1.3. Research interests 

 Briefly, in this study I demonstrate 1) how technologies and multimodalities facilitate and 

foster online family talk, especially when family members share everyday photos and videos 

with each other; and 2) how family members construct and perform family-related identities in 

instant messaging. My data analyses therefore present how offline is linked to online for "making 

meanings, creating family" (to borrow a phrase from Gordon 2009).  

 

1.3.1. Making meanings through actions and interactions; between online and offline; and 

with visuals and texts 

 

 In my data, by sharing and responding to daily photos and videos, 17 adult members of 5 

Korean families create online family talk over a period of time that varies per family (from a 5-

month minimum to a 2-year-and-4-month maximum). My analysis highlights how meaning-

making is accomplished through actions and interactions; between online and offline; and with 

visuals and texts. First, I illuminate the prominent role of everyday photo-/video-sharing in 

family instant messages and demonstrate how this practice contributes to meaning-making. 

Different trajectories of meaning-making are created depending on whether photos and videos 

are shared with or without captions. I call this process 'continuous reframing and enriching 

intertextuality' and demonstrate how it is accomplished through mutual participation between 

senders and receivers. To elaborate, reframing (following Tannen's [2006a:601] concept of 
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reframing to mean "a change in what the conversation is about") continuously occurs when 

people talk about 1) what is going on in shared visuals and 2) what is going on in the current 

interaction. Intertextuality is enriched 1) in a paradigmatic way in which moments of everyday 

lives are chosen to be captured with a smartphone as either a photo or video, with or without text, 

or just using text; discursively and visually crafted via visuals and texts; and transformed from 

offline to online to be shared; and 2) in a syntagmatic way in which family members build up 

each other's instant messages, while also linking each other to talk about the photos and videos as 

well as the current interaction.  

 Second, integrating the notions of entextualization (Bauman and Briggs 1990), 

resemiotization (Iedema 2003), and technologies of entextualization (Jones 2009), I demonstrate 

how entextualization is fundamental to understanding the interconnectedness between 

intertextuality and framing, illuminated in Gordon (2009), especially in technology-mediated 

multimodal interaction. To be specific, I investigate how everyday experiences are entextualized 

in family chatrooms where they are involved in resemiotization processes (from moments to 

visuals to texts; and from offline to online). This meaning-making process is accomplished 

through continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality. Continuous reframing and enriching 

intertextuality capture how everyday photo-/video-sharing is traced back to family members' 

physical lives in which senders capture their everyday experience via smartphones in the form of 

photos or videos; these are recontextualized and transformed in interaction (through various 

linguistic, discursive, and multimodal devices and strategies) and their meanings are gradually 

developed by mutual participation between senders and receivers. Also, physical distance 

between marriage partners in a long-distance relationship plays a role in bringing together two 
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offline everyday lives, through texts and visuals, into a chatroom and thereby contributes to 

creating the couple's virtual married life.  

 By investigating how technological affordances and multimodalities (including language) 

facilitate and foster online family talk, the study demonstrates how family members accomplish 

meaning-making through actions and interactions; between online and offline; and with texts and 

visuals. The study also illuminates the complexity and nuance of online family talk and 

highlights the mutual relation among the notions of entextualization, intertextuality, and framing, 

especially in the context of digital multimodal discourse.  

 

1.3.2. Creating family via instant messages  

 Family identity work in relation to power and solidarity dynamics in communication and 

relationships is illuminated when everyday family experiences are multimodally transformed and 

shared in family chatrooms from offline to online as well as with visuals and texts. 

 Over the years, many researchers have demonstrated how identity construction is 

accomplished through language use and interaction, and thus identity is socially and culturally 

situated and negotiated (see Ochs 1993; Kroskrity 2001; Bucholtz and Hall 2005). Bucholtz 

(1999) argues that identity is not the result of the fixed social categories of a speech community 

but is rather the product of linguistic and other social practices, whether positive or negative, by 

showing how the 'nerd' identity of a group of female high school students is constructed in their 

discourse. Hamilton (1996), in her study of conversations between herself and an Alzheimer's 

patient, also demonstrates how a linguistic approach, focusing on intertextuality, helps to 

understand the moment-to-moment social construction of "relatively stable social identities" 
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(81), as interlocutors bring prior utterances and conversations into the current interaction. 

Kendall (2006) and Gordon (2009) demonstrate how family members use language to frame 

family interaction as child-centered or couple-centered, showing how family-related identities 

such as parents and a married couple are discursively constructed. 

 Building on such work, I explore how technologies and multimodalities contribute to 

identity work through patterned language use in recurring interactional activities and thus how it 

shows sociocultural values and norms of Korean families. In my data, using a variety of devices 

and strategies (linguistic, discursive, and multimodal), family members construct "footings" 

(Goffman 1981) in their chats, thereby enacting various familial identities. This illustrates how 

traditional and contemporary perspectives on family and gender are (re)produced (extending 

Kendall 2007), along with Korea's age-centered culture and language use. Moreover, applying 

Tannen's (1994a, 2007) multidimensional model of power and solidarity dynamics, I illuminate 

the complexity of Korea's intergenerational family relationships. I also find that instant messages 

exchanged between members of a married couple in a long-distance relationship show how they 

create and enact their virtual married life to act as both marriage partners and parents. 

 Endeavoring to understand how online family talk is formulated and fostered through the 

interplay of photos, videos, and text, this study builds upon and integrates understandings of 

technologies, identities, and discourses in Korean families(-in-law) to suggest that meaning-

making, especially in technology-mediated multimodal interaction, should be understood at the 

theoretical intersection of entextualization, intertextuality, and framing. I also highlight how 

footing contributes to identity construction and how it helps create family, managing power and 

solidarity in digital family contexts. Looking into how Korean families(-in-law) make meanings 
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and create family with photos, videos, and language in instant messages, this study will thus 

serve as a scholarly reminder of how language use is mediated by technologies, multimodalities, 

and cultures.  

 

1.4. Overview of chapters 

 The organization of the remaining chapters is as follow: With interactional 

sociolinguistics as the theoretical backbone of this study, in Chapter 2, I present an overall 

review of past work in two important theoretical areas within this approach, frame analysis and 

intertextuality, and introduces key findings. I also review concepts such as 'entextualization' 

(including resemiotization and technologies of entextualization) in order to foreshadow how I 

delve into technology-mediated multimodal discourse of Korean families(-in-law). In addition, I 

review the main research foci addressed in this research: media ideologies, identity work in 

families pertaining to gender, and power and solidarity dynamics, as well as relevant existing 

research on family discourse and online discourse. 

 In Chapter 3, I present the data and methods of my study in detail. I first explain 

KakaoTalk, the major means of communication used by 5 families (17 adult family members), to 

provide readers with a better understanding of the collected data. I also give a detailed account of 

Korean speech level markers, related to the Korean honorific system, which are major lexical 

items used in instant messages. The chapter then introduces the family participants and describes 

data collection and display methods. 

 In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, I present data analysis. While each chapter has its own research 

focus in the context of online family discourse, jointly the chapters contribute to understanding 
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how online family talk is facilitated and fostered by technologies and multimodalities. Moreover, 

each chapter ends with its own discussion that further addresses some aspects that, I note, 

highlights my research foci.  

 In Chapter 4, I analyze everyday photo-/video-sharing. Photos and videos entextualize 

everyday experiences that can be shared and commented online, where they are involved in 

resemiotization process (from moments to visuals to texts; and from offline to online). While 

shared, everyday photos and videos are sent with or without captions, which, I argue, aligns with 

Bakhtin's (1981) centripetal force (centralization) and centrifugal force (decentralization) in 

language use, respectively. Contributing to mutual participation between senders and receivers, 

shared visuals with or without captions accordingly shape different trajectories of meaning-

making, creating what I describe as 'continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality.' Through 

the examination of everyday photo-/video-sharing, I demonstrate how the concept of 

entextualization is fundamental to better understanding the relationship between intertextuality 

and framing in technology-mediated multimodal discourse. 

 In Chapter 5, I analyze intergenerational family experiences and relationships such as 

between in-laws and between grandparents and grandchildren during everyday photo-/video-

sharing. I also situate those two relationships on Tannen's (1994a, 2007) multidimensional model 

that presents dimensions of hierarchy (equality-hierarchy) and of connection (closeness-distance) 

in interpersonal relationships. Intergenerational family experiences are multimodally transformed 

and shared and thus intergenerational family identities are virtually constructed through the 

interplay of photos, videos, and text. This identity work is done through patterned language use 

with recurring interactional activities such as requesting photos and videos of family children; 

having imaginary conversation with non-present family children; and reporting on babysitting. 
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 In addition, my analysis highlights the complexity of power and solidarity in family 

relations and familial identities. When sharing everyday photos and videos of family children, in-

laws make use of "ventriloquizing" (Tannen 2007[1989]) and "ventriloquizing-like constructed 

dialogue" (Tannen 2003) by typing to, for, through, or as family children who are physically 

non-present in chatrooms but visually present in the shared photos and videos. Through this 

discursive strategy, family elders display what I characterize as 'kneeling-down power and 

solidarity' to enhance solidarity with grandchildren and accomplish what I describe as, 'do(t)ing 

grandmother,' or performing (‘doing’) the grandmotherly identity in a ‘doting’ way. Acting as 

intermediaries, daughters-in-law, when talking to their mothers-in-law, animate the voices of 

their children to help build virtual solidarity in grandparent-grandchild relationships. The 

analysis also reveals that mothers are expected to take and share photos and videos of their 

children for the children's grandparents (i.e., parents[-in-law]). In addition, my analysis shows 

how family members use Tannen's (2014) sense of "power maneuvers and solidarity 

maneuvers," and how those maneuvers are ambiguous and polysemous, working to construct 

either the identity of 'overpowering babysitter' or 'doting grandparent,' or both at once. 

Meanwhile, children(-in-law) of the family elders rather frame babysitting situations as face-

threatening toward their own parents(-in-law), instead of exerting power acts as parents of the 

children.  

 Integrating my two research interests – making meanings (mainly focused in Chapter 4) 

and creating family (Chapter 5) – I, in Chapter 6, investigate instant messages between a long-

distance married couple, Phillip and Eunbyul. The couple's own use of photos, videos, and text in 

their chatroom highlights the role physical distance between the participants plays in illuminating 

how entextualization, intertextuality, and framing are theoretically connected. It also 
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demonstrates the couple's identity work as marriage partners and parents. Specifically, members 

of the couple entextualize their couplehood and parenthood experiences through photos, videos, 

and text, in their chatroom where they are involved in resemiotization processes through opening 

and closing rituals (through morning and night interactions), a couple-centered frame, and a 

parent-centered frame by using recurring patterns of their interaction and thus enriching 

intertextuality. Through this, the couple virtually enacts their married life via instant messages. 

 My analysis of the couple’s KakaoTalk messages also illustrates how "the anchoring of 

activity" (Goffman 1974) – which, he explains, frames a social activity – is realized in online 

family talk. The couple's opening and closing messages, as frame boundaries, serve to frame 

their interaction as virtual married life. Within the frame of virtual married life, the couple 

constructs two primary frames that have been examined previously in offline family discourse 

(e.g., Kendall 2006; Gordon 2009): a couple-centered frame and a parent-centered frame. In the 

couple-centered frame, Eunbyul acts as a good wife taking care of her husband and household 

through communication about everyday topics such as mealtimes and the weather. Also, as 

marriage partners, they employ various speech markers such as a polite speech level marker (-

a/eyo), a cute marker (i.e., adding nasality, -ng, to the end of an instant message), and a final 

lengthener to linguistically strengthen equality and closeness. In the parent-centered frame, 

Eunbyul does storytelling-like problem sharing to claim her identity as a mother. Phillip displays 

his parental identity through "ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue" (Tannen 2003) toward 

the couple's non-present daughter.  

 In Chapter 7, after summarizing the data analysis chapters, I address three themes that run 

through this research. First, I further discuss the relation among the concepts of entextualization, 

intertextuality, and framing. Next, I consider the discursive functions of the polite speech level 
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marker (-a/eyo) in family instant messages. Finally, I illuminate how family members instant 

message about everyday experiences contribute to making meanings and creating family. 
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CHAPTER 2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

2.1. Introduction 

 My research is an interactional sociolinguistic study of technology-mediated multimodal 

discourse of Korean families(-in-law) via instant messages. Using interactional sociolinguistic 

perspectives, the theoretical frameworks that I draw on in this analysis are framing and 

intertextuality. I also consider the notion of entextualization (in a broad sense meaning a 

meaning-making process of extracting (a part of) discourse, actions, materials, and media, and 

relocating it into a new context) that includes entextualization (Bauman and Briggs 1990), 

resemiotization (Iedema 2003), and technologies of entextualization (Jones 2009) to further 

explore the framing-intertextuality relationship in technology-mediated multimodal discourse. 

 Following Tannen and Trester's (2013:ix) conviction that social media "provide a new 

means of understanding who we are and how we connect through language," this research 

explores how technological affordances and multimodalities shape the ways family members 

interact with each other and create family via instant messages, maneuvering acts of "power and 

solidarity" (Tannen 1993a, 1994a, 2007). Also, the study illuminates how modern Korean 

families(-in-law) use language to show their own family values and cultures in instant 

messaging. 

 To give a general sense of how I interpret my data, instant messages of Korean families(-

in-law), section 2.2 introduces interactional sociolinguistics as an approach to discourse. I first 

outline what interactional sociolinguistics is, through Gumperz's work (1971, 1982). I then 

introduce key theoretical concepts along with interactional sociolinguists who also made 

scholarly contributions to establishing and developing interactional sociolinguistics. For 
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example, Tannen (1993a, 1994a, 2006a, 2007[1989]) examine the relationship between framing 

and intertextuality ('repetition' and 'constructed dialogue' in her own terms), and power and 

solidarity dynamics in interpersonal interaction.  

 In section 2.2.1, I review Goffman's (1974) Frame Analysis, developed from Bateson's 

(1972) notion of frames, in which Goffman introduces his understanding of social interaction, as 

well as footing (Goffman 1981). I also examine prior studies on framing in interactional 

sociolinguistics to see how frame analysis makes theoretical and methodological contributions to 

discourse analysis.  

 Next, in section 2.2.2, I provide an overview of intertextuality with paradigmatic and 

syntagmatic aspects as well as diachronic and synchronic dimensions. Also, summarizing 

Tannen's (2007[1989]) findings in her book, Talking Voices, such as constructed dialogue and 

involvement, I illustrate how discourse analysis understands the notion of intertextuality. Section 

2.2.3 reviews prior studies that highlight the interconnection between framing and intertextuality 

as theories in discourse analysis (e.g., Gordon 2002, 2008, 2009). 

 Section 2.2.4 describes a recent interest in developing the notion of entextualization, 

especially in social media contexts. Orienting toward Bakhtin's (1986:103) abiding concern that 

"any coherent complex of signs" is indexical, I review the concept of entextualization (Bauman 

and Briggs 1990) and related notions like resemiotization (Iedema 2003) and technologies of 

entextualization (Jones 2009) in order to address 'connection and transformation' in meaning-

making. The section also briefly reviews Gordon (forthcoming) which focuses on intertextuality 

and metadiscourse online. This is important because it lays some groundwork for my analysis of 

how technologization and multimodalities enable texts (instant messages) to communicate with 
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visuals (everyday photos and videos) thus creating multimodal communication (text-to-visuals 

and vice versa) and metadiscourse (e.g., online discourse about offline discourse).  

 In section 2.3, I introduce key research foci considered in this research. I first describe the 

linguistic anthropological term, "media ideologies" (Gershon 2010a, 2010b). I then review prior 

research on identity work in gender and family following the idea that identity is "the emergent 

product [...] of linguistic and other semiotic practices" (Bucholtz and Hall 2005:588). I also 

describe Tannen's (1994a, 2007) sense of power and solidarity dynamics in interpersonal 

relationships. 

 Lastly, in section 2.4, I review studies drawn from areas of discourse analysis that are 

especially relevant for this study: online discourse (section 2.4.1) and family discourse, both 

online and offline (section 2.4.2), identifying scholarly trends in those areas of research and 

identifying research gaps that this research fills in.  

 

2.2. Interactional sociolinguistics 

 As Schiffrin (1994:133) writes, interactional sociolinguistics "provides an approach to 

discourse that focuses upon situated meaning." A linguistic anthropologist, John Gumperz, is 

often considered the founder of interactional sociolinguistics. He demonstrates that situated 

meaning is constructed with and surrounded by language, society, and culture. In his collected 

essays (1971), he illuminates how diversity of language and dialect is linked to social behavior 

and interaction. To elaborate, he examines languages and dialects in India to consider how social 

stratification such as caste boundaries affects the choice and use of dialects, and how social 

contacts between different speech communities formulate convergence of language. Focusing on 

the verbal repertoires that speech communities use, Gumperz also investigates code-switching in 
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Norway through which participants change from a local dialect to standard Norwegian, 

depending on social relationships and contexts (see also Blom and Gumperz 1972). 

 Elsewhere (1982:66), Gumperz writes that the "interpretation of messages is in large part 

of a matter discourse context, social presuppositions and speakers' background knowledge." That 

is, discourse is context-bound as meaning resides not only in the words spoken but in every 

aspect of how they are spoken. Interlocutors glean meanings of current interaction through what 

he terms "conversational inference" (153), which is an interpretive process where they make use 

of background knowledge (which can be linguistic, social, and cultural) to recognize and 

evaluate language use in interaction. Gumperz (1982) notes lexical items, syntactic structure, and 

paralinguistic features such as tone, pitch, laughter, as well as non-verbal actions, function as 

what he calls "contextualization cues" that "signal meaning, create coherence, [...] and guide 

interpretations" (Ammon, Dittmar, Mattheier, and Trudgill 2004:77).  

 Gumperz (1982) also demonstrates how different cultural expectations are conveyed in 

the use of intonation. In the cafeteria of an airport outside London where he conducted 

fieldwork, Gumperz observed when Anglo-British customers (airport workers) ordered meat, the 

servers, who were from India and Pakistan, asked whether they wanted gravy. Although the 

servers intended to ask a question and make an offer (i.e., "would you like gravy?"), they said 

simply “gravy,” and with the falling intonation. In the Southern Asian servers' cultural context, it 

is normal to ask a question with the falling tone. However, to the Anglo-British who had 

different expectations about intonation, it was a statement (i.e., as Tannen 2005:34 explains, 

“This is gravy. Take it or leave it.”) and sounded rude. This example captures 1) that intonation, 

as a contextualization cue, is important to signaling and interpreting the meaning of what is being 

said; 2) that the contextualization cue can be perceived differently in different cultural contexts; 
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and thus 3) that the use of the contextualization cue can cause miscommunication when 

conversationalists have different cultural expectations toward it.  

 To summarize, interactional sociolinguistics accentuates the power of context in which 

language use is culturally and socially situated and understood for meaning-making. Next, I 

introduce a sociologist, Erving Goffman, focusing on his notions of frames and footing, and how 

they contribute to interactional sociolinguistics. 

 

2.2.1. Frame analysis and footing 

 

2.2.1.1. Frame 

 In linguistics, frame and footing are critical concepts for examining how interlocutors 

understand the current situation and orient themselves toward it for meaning-making. Scholars 

draw upon frames and footing in considering how interlocutors make use of language to make 

meanings in social interaction (e.g., Tannen and Wallat 1993; Hoyle 1993; Cromdal and 

Aronsson 2002; Gordon 2008, 2009; Hsiao 2019; Tarım 2019). Theorizing frames dates back to 

Bateson (1972). Bateson uses the analogy of the picture frame to conceptualize how people 

perceive and understand what is being seen and heard. According to him, a frame is a 

psychological concept that serves to delimit what messages and actions are meaningful or not, 

and thus instructs or gives aid to receivers of messages and actions, helping them to understand 

and interpret them in a certain way. Bateson’s observation of the behavior of two monkeys at a 

zoo is a classic and productive example of what is meant by his notion of frames and how they 

function in understanding what is happening. Bateson saw the monkeys nipping each other. He 

notes that whether they are playing or fighting is determined through signals that send a 
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'metacommunicative message' of what is actually occurring and how to interpret it. Here, 

according to Bateson, this metacommunicative message defines the act of biting as belonging to 

a certain frame, which consequently helps one’s perception and understanding of it. In Bateson’s 

words, "this phenomenon, play, could only occur if the participant organisms were capable of 

some degree of metacommunication, i.e., of exchanging signals which would carry the message 

'this is play'" (179).  

 Goffman (1974) expands Bateson's discussion of monkeys at play to human interaction, 

defining frames as "what it is that’s going on here" (8). He then considers what is required when 

something serious is transformed into something playful. Borrowing a musical term, "key," 

Goffman defines it as "the set of conventions by which a given activity, one already meaningful 

in terms of some primary framework, is transformed into something patterned on this activity but 

seen by the participants to be something quite else" (43-44). He also notes that keying introduces 

transformation that alters what it is going on in a given activity (i.e., frame change) by offering 

certain cues that signal when the transformation is to begin and when it is to end, "brackets in 

time" (45) (see section 2.2.1.3 for details). In providing examples of transformation such as 

make-believe, sports contests, ceremonials, run-throughs (technical redoings in Goffman's 

words), and regroundings, Goffman suggests transformation of frame occurs when something is 

performed, practiced, arranged, and changed what it keyed (i.e., rekeying). Accordingly, 

Goffman argues that rekeying adds "a layer or lamination (italics in original) to the activity" 

(82), creating frame lamination, or the idea that a situation can be defined in many ways and 

these definitions are intertwined. Later, drawing on keying and framing and analyzing audio-

recorded family conversations, Tannen (2006a) identifies the phenomena of recycling (repetition 

of words and topics), reframing (a change of frame), and rekeying (a change of tone) to explicate 
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the intricate relationship between framing and intertextuality, especially when family members 

come into verbal conflict over household chores.  

 Building upon Bateson's and Goffman's notions of framing, discourse analyst Deborah 

Tannen and her students (along with her colleague Deborah Schiffrin), in the book, Framing in 

Discourse (1993a), have applied frame analysis to a range of contexts including storytelling by 

Americans and Greeks, a medical examination/interview, children's sportscasting play, psychotic 

discourse between a psychiatrist and a patient, sermons at a Baptist seminary, cross-cultural 

communication between Japanese and American students, teasing in casual conversation among 

friends, and a sociolinguistic interview. Heeding Goffman's (1983:157) call that "linguistics 

provides us with cues and markers [...] helping us to find our way to a structural basis for 

analyzing" frames, the edited volume demonstrates "how theories of framing can be translated 

into nuts-and-bolts discourse analysis" (Tannen 1993a:5). Tannen has continued exploring 

framing in conversational interaction in relation to language and gender (1994b) and 

intertextuality (2006a). Gordon (2002, 2003, 2008, 2009) also elaborates further forms and 

functions of framing in interaction based on the analysis of American family discourse.  

 Orienting toward Goffman's (1974, 1981) understanding of transformation in interaction 

and examining naturally-occurring conversation between friends; among family members, 

between a customer and an airline agent; and between an employer and an employee, M.H. 

Goodwin (1996:71) also claims that participants shift frames "as practical solutions to 

interactional dilemmas, reshaping the speech event, or constructing distance from the tone of the 

activity in progress." M.H. Goodwin finds that people make use of prior utterances at the levels 

of words, syntactic structure, sounds, and (speech) acts, to shift frames including footings (i.e., 

orientations or alignments) and therefore reshape meanings during the course of talk. For 
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example, when one child, Ruby, is sitting on her friend, Bea, they get in an argument as Bea is 

telling Ruby to get off. Ruby linguistically plays with Bea’s directive, “Come on” by taking it as 

a request to go somewhere (“Where we goin”) rather than to get off of her. She also plays with a 

word ("rather") from Bea's utterance (“I am tryin to get off rather”) phonologically by 

interpreting it as “weather” and saying “oh: the weather you want? The day is sunny and 

tomorrow’s gonna be ra-.” Ruby’s listenership that playfully manipulates Bea's prior utterances 

shows how Ruby attempts to reframe the current argument as humorous. 

 According to Goffman (1974:86, 157), a lamination, or a layer, constitutes a structure of 

a situation or an activity, and adding a layer involves transformation of the situation or the 

activity. Lamination suggests 'two features of the activity': "One is the innermost layering, 

wherein dramatic activity can be at play to engross the participant. The other is the outermost 

lamination, the rim of the frame, as it were, which tells us just what sort of status in the real 

world the activity has, whatever the complexity of the inner laminations" (82) (italics in 

original). Goffman's account of lamination suggests that it captures the overall framing 

phenomenon of how a certain activity or situation is defined and thus transformed.  

 Scholars have identified various and more specific ways that frames are laminated, or 

layered (e.g., reframing, blended frames, embedded frames, overlapping frames), while also 

showing how these kinds of lamination are accomplished linguistically in everyday social 

interaction. Ribeiro (1993) illustrates different levels of frames in the context of a psychotic 

interview between a doctor and a patient. In the interaction, Ribeiro finds, two frames are in 

operation: One is an interview frame where the doctor asks questions to the patient and the other 

is an psychotic crisis frame in which the patient does not answer the questions and instead 

engages in speech play activities by speaking to and as her mother, grandmother, or sister who 
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are not co-present in the interaction or to herself at a different age through the use of a baby talk 

register, a song, a chant, and nonverbal cues. Ribeiro notes that the psychotic crisis frame is 

embedded within the interview frame as the patient is aware of the presence of the doctor and 

what is currently happening (medical interview). Ribeiro also notes different levels of framing 

when the patient produces different roles of (imaginary) participants she addresses. For instance, 

under the frame of the psychotic crisis, the patient creates 'the mother/child frame' in which she 

presents her mother and herself as a child. When it occurs, she constantly changes roles from the 

mother to the child, which causes frame shifts. Ribeiro suggests how various frames are at 

different levels, which creates frame lamination.  

 In line with this work, Gordon (2009), analyzing recordings of naturally-occurring family 

conversations among participants from the Family Talk study (Tannen, Kendall, and Gordon 

2007), specifies four ways frames are laminated in meaning-making: overlapping frames, 

embedded frames, blended frames, and reframing. By overlapping frames, Gordon (2009:116) 

refers to situations where a current speaker repeats a prior utterance in the present context and 

thus two definitions of what is occurring in interaction co-exist, creating two frames at once. In 

one family who recorded their own talk for one week as part of their participation in the study, a 

husband, Steve, calls a Chinese restaurant to order food and it takes longer than expected. He 

then calls out "PI:::ZZA:::::::::::::!" loudly during the call but not into the phone, implying that 

ordering pizza (which was what he originally proposed) would have been easier. Later, when 

Steve’s wife, Janet, tests a phone recorder the couple is using for the project, instead of saying 

the usual test phrase, "testing, one, two, three," she brings in Steve’s prior voice and announces 

"I’d like to order some Chinese food," play-yelling "PI:::ZZA:::::::::::::!." Gordon suggests that 

Jane’s calling out "pizza" creates two frames simultaneously and performs a repetition of what 
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was being uttered that creates discourse that Bakhtin (1984) would label as "double-voiced": 

First, it creates a frame of what Janet is currently doing — testing the recorder. Second, and 

simultaneously, a playful frame is constructed in which she reiterates what was previously 

uttered by Steve in order to tease him. Thus, her intertextual repetition makes her utterance 

“polysemous” (Gordon 2009:132). It brings in a shared prior experience (i.e., Steve's yelling of 

"pizza") to the current context and has the participants notice the overlapping meanings of her 

words (i.e., testing and teasing).  

 By embedded frames, Gordon (2009:141) refers to "a situation in which a frame with a 

more specific metamessage is completely embedded in a frame with a more general 

metamessage" that provides what Goffman (1974) calls "the rim of the frame" which, I note, is 

similar to Ribeiro's (1993) understanding of different levels of framing in the psychotic discourse 

she examined. Gordon gives an example where Janet and Steve do pretend-play with their nearly 

three-year-old daughter, Natalie, while they are giving her a bath in the bathtub. Before their 

role-plays, Janet and Steve try to wash Natalie but she stubbornly refuses their instructions. 

Natalie then creates an imaginative play frame by assigning roles to her parents and her doll, 

Fishie. She performs as the parent (either 'Mommy' or 'Daddy') of the doll (named Natalie in the 

play) with one of her parents who acts as the other parent. The in-play situation and some lines 

are borrowed from the family's prior interaction that included the bath time struggles. Natalie 

repeats what her parents previously told her, acting as a parent, and so do Janet and Steve. Their 

acts of repeating certain prior utterances serve as reenactments of their shared past activity, 

embedding it in an already-established play frame. Also, their play frame is embedded within 

their real life frame (i.e., bath time frame) in that their pretend play roles are linked to their real 

life roles.  
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 Gordon (2008:320 and 2009:187) defines blending frames as two simultaneous 

definitions of what is happening. For instance, when Sam playfully sings a song while he puts a 

coat on Kira to go to daycare, the playful frame is created along with the parenting frame. 

Drawing from Tannen and Wallat’s (1993) concept of "leaky frames" and Tannen’s (2006a:601) 

understanding of "reframing," Gordon discerns how leaky frames and blended frames are 

different. Leaky frames occur when one frame accidentally leaks into another and Tannen and 

Wallat provide an example of this where the pediatrician unintentionally says, “Is your spleen 

palpable over there?” in a teasing tone to the child. Here, a lexical item that would serve to report 

what is happening for the medical residents who will later watch the recording “leaks” into the 

teasing frame with the child. For Gordon, blending is a more purposeful strategy; it is often used 

by parents to accomplish parenting work through play.  

 Tannen (2006a:601) defines reframing as "a change in what the discussion is about" in 

her analysis of family conflicts. In her example, members of a married couple, Neil and Clara, 

are arguing about who is responsible for taking a package to the post office. But their argument 

is later reframed as the discussion about spousal support in life beyond household chores. 

Gordon (2009) draws on this notion in demonstrating how a mother reframes as a kind of play a 

line ("Kelly and Carl are sister and brother") from her daughter's bedtime storybook, I'll Share 

with You, when the daughter introduces pretend-play saying "I'm Kelly and you're Carl." Gordon 

also observes that while both reframing and the leaky frames suggest a sequentially unfolding 

change of frames, reframing seems intentional to achieve certain goals, similar to blending 

frames, whereas leaky frames are not strategically planned. 
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2.2.1.2. Footing 

 In Goffman's later work, Forms of Talk (1981), he pays increasing attention to how each 

interlocutor shows certain orientations toward those frames layered in interaction. In the chapter 

titled, Footing, he observes alignments that "we take up to ourselves and the others present as 

expressed in the way we manage the production or reception of an utterance" (128).  

 Developing the idea of footing (i.e., alignment), he specifically presents how speakers 

display their footings toward what is going on here in interaction (i.e., frames), utterances that 

are produced, and the other person(s) as part of the interaction, naming this speaking footing 

"production format." In his notion of "production format," Goffman deconstructs speakers into 

"animator" (sounding box); "author" (who constructs the words and sentences uttered or written 

by the animator), "principal" (whose beliefs are represented and who is committed to what the 

words say), and "figure" (a character in the utterances). Goffman also identifies how recipients of 

what is being delivered by speakers are ratified or unratified and addressed or unaddressed, by 

proposing "participation framework." The participation framework distinguishes which people 

are in and outside of conversation: "ratified" (official) participants – addressed and unaddressed 

– and "unratified" (unofficial) participants – bystanders and overhearers. It also suggests how the 

status of hearers can be changed and recognized in response to frame changes.  

 Goffman's production format is deeply related to the ways in which people speak for and 

as another in interaction, as numerous scholars have noted (Schieffelin 1990; Schiffrin 1993; 

Tannen 2004b). Animating another in interaction shows how different (speaking) footings 

interact with each other to display (dis)alignment and negotiate frames as they unfold. For 

instance, the strategy Schiffrin (1993:258) refers to as "speaking for another" where "a 

spokesperson not only uses the other as a basis for a next utterance but also enters into the 
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other’s perspective to issue a next utterance from that other’s point of view." However, this 

linguistic strategy can be interpreted as either "chipping in" (supporting) or "butting in" 

(interrupting).  

 Speaking for another provides a certain interactive "move" (a unit of interaction; see 

Goffman 1981) that suggests the ways in which a participant aligns and displays her or his 

identity within the present interaction. In Schieffelin (1990), a mother speaks for her babies to 

help to talk to their siblings because according to Kaluli people, babies are helpless and have no 

understanding of communication. As part of her research on speaking in the voices of others in 

interaction (which relates to repetition and intertextuality, considered in a later section of this 

chapter), Tannen (2007) demonstrates how a mother uses a baby talk register to mitigate a 

conflict between the father and the toddler. Elsewhere, Tannen (2004b) shows how a mother 

‘borrows’ the family dog’s voice to buffer criticism directed at her son for his bad behavior; by 

speaking as the dog with a high-pitched voice, she brings in humor.  

 People speak for and as another in online discourse as well to take upon certain footings. 

Gordon and İkizoğlu (2017) examine the interactional move that they term 'asking for another' 

(building on Schiffrin’s 1993 "speaking for another"), featured in one online discussion thread 

where a woman asks for diet and health advice on behalf of her boyfriend. In this asking-for-

another phenomenon, the original poster characterizes her boyfriend as a picky eater, and posters 

to the thread create a 'mother-like figure' identity for the original poster and her boyfriend as a 

'victim of nagging' and 'childish.' In Choe (2020), I present people taking upon footings of a cat 

caregiver, a fellow cat, and a sport commentator by typing as and to cats via a text-based live 

chatroom when they watch livestreams of cats eating. 
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 The aforementioned studies extend Tannen and Wallat (1993), a pioneering discourse 

analytic study also included in Tannen’s (1993a) edited volume that shows how interlocutors 

construct, display, and manage multiple footings and frames. In their study, a pediatrician adopts 

three different registers to deal with each of three audiences while checking a child’s ears: 

teasing register for the girl she examines, consulting register for her mother, and reporting 

register for non-present medical students who will later view the video-recording of the pediatric 

encounter. This is part of, but does not fully accomplish, the framing of the encounter: The 

doctor strategically manages different footings (i.e., the child's doctor, a consultant, and a 

reporter), which come along with different frames (i.e., the medical check-up frame, the 

consulting frame, and the teaching frame), respectively. To be specific, when the doctor 

examines the child, she uses motherese with an exaggerated pitch and long pauses to make her 

comfortable during the examination, saying “Do you have a monkey in your ear?”, “I..see……a 

birdie!” In contrast, she explains, “Her canals are are fine, they’re open, um her tympanic 

membrane was thin, and light” using a flat intonation when giving a running account of what she 

observes in the examination for the benefit of the camera and the students who will later view the 

video. Here, we should note that the (para-)linguistic features, or "contextualization cues" in 

Gumperz's (1982) words, that the doctor employs contribute to frame and footing shifts.  

 Goffman (1981) claims that footing display is (para-)linguistically accomplished, which 

also corresponds to contextualization cues (Gumperz 1982). As mentioned above, 

contextualization cues include prosodic features such as intonation and stress, paralinguistic 

devices like laughter, and lexical items, along with multimodal resources such as gestures. In an 

example provided by Goffman (1981), when the then U.S. President Nixon comments on the fact 

that a female newspaper correspondent (Helen Thomas) is wearing a pantsuit, his wide grin 
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suggests a paralinguistic display of his playful/sexist alignment toward the way she dresses and 

signals a frame shift from the official duty frame (signing a bill).  

 Many other scholars (e.g., Hoyle 1993, 1998; Gordon 2008, 2009; Matsumodo 2011) 

have also empirically demonstrated how a variety of contextualization cues are used in frame 

management including footing. For example, in Hoyle (1993; 1998), three boys bring in 

appropriate registers of sportscasters, interviewers, and interviewees to enact their imaginary 

roles while playing sports, such as basketball, as well as computer games depicting ping pong. 

When sportscasting, for instance, the boys use simple present action verbs and reduce syntactic 

complexity, which is what sport announcers do to give running commentaries of an on-going 

game (e.g., “He shoots, he scores!”). In Gordon’s (2008) analysis of family interaction, the father 

of a nearly three-year-old child uses a variety of linguistic resources such as a low-pitched voice 

and medical terms such as 'symptoms' when acting as a doctor while doing pretend-play with his 

daughter. Matsumoto (2011), in her study of elderly Japanese women telling stories about their 

husbands' deaths, proposes "quotidian framing cues," drawing from Gumperz’s (1982) 

contextualization cues. Those quotidian framing cues include laughter, informal referential 

terms, predicate ending forms, and onomatopoeic expressions are used as such cues. Through 

such cues, a grave and serious moment of their husbands' dying is transformed to lighthearted, 

creating humor. 

 Footing is also deeply related to frame lamination. As Goffman (1981:128) writes, "a 

change in our footing is another way of talking about a change in our frame for events." Hoyle 

(1993:115) extends Goffman’s remark, saying that footing is "the way in which framing is 

accomplished." That is, what is currently taking place in interaction (i.e., frame) is reflected in 

how we orient ourselves to the on-going interaction (i.e., footing). Goffman (1981:155) notes 
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that footing is also layered itself, remarking that “within one alignment, another can be fully 

enclosed.” In his analogy between footing change and the act of jumping, he explains "in truth, 

in talk it seems routine that, while firmly standing on two feet, we jump up and down on 

another" (155). As jumping up and down is a continuous sequence of collective moving actions, 

Goffman’s sense of footing change reflects a continuum of orientations taken up toward what is 

currently taking place. In other words, different footings interact with each other, as frames are 

changed. Orienting toward his sense of layering, Hoyle (1993:115) states that "most often 

interactants do not simply change footing but rather embed one footing within another. Such 

embedding of interaction arrangements, or 'lamination' of experience, permeates talk." She also 

quotes Goffman (1981:154), who observes, "each increase or decrease in layering – each 

movement closer to or further from the 'literal' – carries with it a change in footing."  

 Building upon the discourse analysis of frame and footing, in Choe (2020), I examine 

cats mukbang (a livestream of cats eating) to explicate how different footings interact with each 

other and create what I call "footing lamination," especially in technology-mediated multimodal 

interactive environments (as previously mentioned, I also examined how people communicate in 

different voices in this context). I identify four types of footing lamination in the study: 1) 

Shifting footings with reframing and rekeying; 2) joint footing; 3) embedded footings; and 4) 

blended footings. When people view cats mukbang, their orientations greatly depend on cats' 

actions and are changed moment-by-moment. Footing lamination occurs as participants: 1) shift 

their footings with the use of exclamations like “oh” when cats show up (frame change from 

waiting for cats to viewing cats mukbang) and a cat successfully catches a fish (changing the 

tone of the chat messages to display more affective orientations); 2) multimodally co-construct a 

joint footing through recruitments, made up of chat messages and the host's spoken and bodily 
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actions, creating "constructed action" (following Tannen's 2007[1989]) sense of "constructed 

dialogue"), or puppeteering the host's bodily actions via chat messages; 3) embed one footing 

into another through pretend-play where people type not only as and to cats but also as sports 

commentators for a cat catching fish; and 4) humorously blend two simultaneous emotive 

footings when either a dog or cicada suddenly appears on the screen and breaks the general 

frame of cats mukbang.  

 As noted in Choe (2020), the study is conducted from the perspective of human 

participants. This means that the cats could have a different understanding of what is happening, 

similar to Bateson's (1972) example of two monkeys at the zoom in which zoo visitors think the 

monkeys are combating whereas they are playing, while there is also diversity among the 

footings that human participants take up while viewing, such as cat caregivers, fellow cats, and 

sports commentators. The cats in mukbang stumble upon food and water whereas the human 

participants intentionally set up a stage to attract the cats and watch them eat. This suggests how 

frames and footings can be established and perceived differently, which supports Bateson's 

(1979:31) conviction that "all experience is subjective." As highlighted in Bateson (1979), what 

people consciously perceive has different “image characteristics.” In other words, our exterior 

experience is always reconstructed as an image in our mind, mediated by our sense organs and 

neural pathways. If, according to Bateson, someone steps on your toe, your brain constructs an 

image of that someone’s foot landing on yours, based on neural reports it receives, and lets you 

perceive your toe as stepped on, immediately after it happens. Thus, your perception is your own 

creation, which is subjective rather than objective. Given the subjective perception of what 

people experience, therefore, it is no wonder that individual people (and maybe cats) have 

different perceptions, interpretations, and expectations of what is presently going on. This 
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accordingly causes individuals to show different orientations toward and provide definitions of 

the current interaction.    

 

2.2.1.3. The anchoring of activity 

 To further flesh out Goffman's Frame Analysis, I now describe five categories of "the 

anchoring of activity" that, Goffman suggests, frames a certain social activity in specific ways. 

The five elements include 1) episoding conventions; 2) appearance formulas (person-role 

formulas); 3) resource continuity; 4) unconnectedness; and 5) the human being. They construe 

the process through which a certain frame is maintained as 'the anchoring.' By anchoring an 

episode or a social activity, according to Goffman (1974:247), actual experiences are organized 

and framed, creating meanings of what is going on and clarifying interpretations of it in current 

interaction.  

 First, the 'episoding conventions' mark off an activity from others and thus frame it. 

Brackets tell us when the activity begins and there are two types of brackets: external and 

internal. At the theater, for example, before the performance starts, the lights dim, and the 

curtains rise. In contrast, after the show ends, the curtains fall, and the lights go on. Those lights 

and curtains, according to Goffman, serve as opening and closing brackets, respectively, as a 

type of external brackets. These opening and closing moments are boundaries of the performed 

world on the stage, distinguished from the real world. Meanwhile, internal brackets are built into 

an ongoing activity, which is an intentional "temporary time-out"' (Goffman 1974:260) such as 

intermission during the play. However, Goffman (1974) notes how bracketing conventions can 

be perceived differently. In his example, the good-bye ritual suggests the end of a day at the 

office, seen as an external bracket, but also at the same time, it can be seen as an internal bracket 
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as working at the office is the continuing performance recurring at the end of each weekday, 

while being interrupted on weekends and at holidays. As interlocutors make use of certain 

contextualization cues to signal the on-going interaction is framed, those cues also allow the 

participants to recognize and realize when and how the framed activity opens and closes. 

 Second, 'appearance formulas,' or person-role formulas, indicates "a single continuing 

personal identity" (Goffman 1974:286) that each individual has, linking a particular frame to the 

continuing world where it sustains. In casting someone as an old man for a film, according to 

Goffman, an actor's biological age is considered, because 'a real living wrinkle' of the old man is 

shown as naturally and expressively as possible, while the actor playing himself using his real 

characteristics. Goffman (1974:293-294) writes "each utterance or physical doing that the 

individual contributes to a current situation will be rooted in his biographical, personal, identity." 

That is, the appearance formulas are thus an implicit indication of lamination in framing, in 

terms of participation, as a person's identity in reality, or the rim of the frame (the outermost 

lamination), is incorporated with and endured in a framed activity – the innermost frame, while 

also telling us "what sort of status in the real world the activity has" (Goffman 1974:82).     

 Third, according to Goffman (1974:287), "[e]ach artifact and person involved in a framed 

activity has a continuing biography, that is a traceable life (or the remains of one) before and 

after the event." This 'resource continuity' presents how certain 'style' is identified and 

maintained throughout performance. Just like when one language is translated to another, its 

linguistic style through lexical and grammatical constraints, is considered, according to Goffman 

(1974:288-289), "expressive" aspects of behavior is exhibited when one is engaged in an 

activity. Goffman highlights how 'style' can be viewed as individual and distinct because there 

are different narrative styles by movie makers; chess playing styles by chess players; national 
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styles of diplomacy by diplomats; and even stealing styles by gang of thieves. Characterizing 

style as an “identificatory device,” Goffman notes "all our so-called diffuse social roles can be 

seen partly as styles, namely, the manner of doing things that is 'appropriate' to a given age, sex, 

class, and so forth" (290) (italics in original).  

 Fourth, 'unconnectedness' shows that some of what surrounds us is incidental. When an 

activity occurs in a context, the presence of immediate surroundings is not planned, expected, 

and anticipated. Although we can trace backwards that a chair came from a tree from which its 

wood came, the tree did not grow to become that particular chair. This suggests that meaning-

making in social interactional cannot be taken for granted and is thus based on the contextual 

ground that requires situated interpretations. 

 Fifth, 'the human being' anchors doings in the world. Goffman gives an example of a 

writer who creates a fiction (294-295). The writer is the one who can create characters and their 

personality and beliefs, their manner in which the characters say, and what they say with the 

manner. The writer speaks through those characters and make the experience that readers can get 

out of through the writer's writing. In a similar vein, in real life, each individual contributes to a 

current situation through their own perception and participation. When they do, according to 

Goffman (1974:293), "a person's acts are in part an expression and outcome of his perduring self, 

and that this self will be present behind the particular roles he plays at any particular moment."  

 The anchoring of activity explains the basics of how a certain social activity can be 

framed and is maintained in a way it is framed. In particular, it illuminates what Goffman (1974) 

ultimately claims in framing: "connectives," or the "directional track" (210) that helps 

participants (dis)attend the current situation, signaling how to "locate who is doing what at the 

moment it is being done" (211). First, through the anchoring of activity, Goffman's (1981) sense 
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of "changing hats" – changing one's social roles per situational context (see section 2.3.2 for 

details) occurs, as participants make use of certain aspects of their self and fit their actions into a 

framed activity. Second, the anchoring of activity strengthens the interconnectedness between 

'what is happening at the moment' (e.g., interaction) and the ongoing world it belongs to. What 

and how people say and do in that moment are based on the ongoing reality. This, I note, can 

support the construction 'online discourse about offline discourse' where people bring offline 

experiences into online platforms to share. 

 To summarize, I have reviewed key concepts in Frame Analysis along with footing. A 

theory encompassing the notions of frames and footing, as Schiffrin notes (1996:307), "provides 

an understanding of how language is situated in particular circumstances of social life and how it 

both reflects and adds meanings and structure to those circumstances." Next, I address 

intertextuality, another key theoretical concept used in this research, and one that is closely 

connected to the concept of framing. 

 

2.2.2. Intertextuality 

 In this section, I present an overview of intertextuality with a particular interest in 

paradigmatic and syntagmatic aspects as well as diachronic and synchronic dimensions. I also 

summarize notions of constructed dialogue and involvement from Tannen's book, Talking Voices 

(2007[1989]).  

 Intertextuality, or the idea that all texts are related to other texts, is prominent in many 

recent interactional sociolinguistic studies. The term is first coined and elaborated by Kristeva 

(1986). Addressing the relationship between texts, Kristeva claims "any text is constructed as a 

mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and transformation of another (37)." She also 
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distinguishes two types of intertextuality: horizontal and vertical. Horizontal intertextuality, 

considers the word's status in a way that it "belongs to both writing subject and addressee," 

whereas vertical intertextuality entails the word's status in a way that it "is oriented towards an 

anterior or synchronic literary corpus" (36-37). 

 Kristeva's understanding of textual relations has its roots in Bakhtin's (1981, 1986) notion 

of dialogism. She is among the first to introduce Bakhtin to Western societies.  

According to Kristeva (1980:72), Bakhtin's (1981, 1986) concept of "dialogism" is "the logic of 

distance and relationship" between speakers and addressees in text (italics in original). Distant 

and relational aspects of dialogism, as interpreted and explained by Morson and Emerson (1990) 

and outlined in Gordon (2003), can be understood at three senses: First, Bakhtin views dialogue 

as “a global concept,” and "as a view of truth and the world" (Morson and Emerson 1990:130, 

131). Dialogue occurs at every moment of one's daily life that is ongoing and what he describes 

as "unfinalizable." Thus, dialogue, according to Gordon (2003:19) "conceives of language (and 

living in the world) as an open-ended, creative process." This sense conveys how meaning-

making is a constant moment-by-moment process within, across, and between (con)texts. 

 Second, Bakhtin’s notion of dialogue indicates “addressivity,” meaning that "every 

conversation is full of transmission and interpretation of other people’s words (Bakhtin 

1981:338). Every utterance needs both a speaker and a listener and they have ‘joint 

proprietorship’ of it. In other words, participants mutually influence each other and make 

meanings of all utterances that consist of the 'not-yet-spoken' (the anticipation of a response), as 

well as the 'already-spoken' (previous utterances).  

 Third, some utterances in dialogue can be either dialogic or monologic. If some 

utterances are borrowed, they come with 'quotation marks' that speakers want the hearer to hear. 
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This view of dialogue is 'double-voiced' that the precedent and current voices are simultaneously 

invoked. Double-voiced words have two types: Those that are passive and those that are active. 

According to Bakhtin, the passive double-voiced words entail that the speakers use previous 

discourse for their own purpose. They are either unidirectonal (e.g., stylization) or varidirectional 

(e.g., parody), in terms of how purposes of the speakers and the others can match witch each 

other. The active double-voiced words resist the speakers' purposes and dispute their intentions, 

internally being dialogized (following dialogism's second sense of addressivity). 

 Scholars such as Hodges (2015) and Johnstone (2008) also discuss such directional 

aspects of intertextuality. According to Hodges (2015:44), horizontal intertextuality aligns with 

syntagmatic relations between texts, as he cites Bakhtin (1986:94), where texts link "in the chain 

of speech communication" when a speaker responds to what was remarked by another and thus 

the prior remarks are built upon to formulate a new text. Hodges also notes Tannen's (2006a) 

notion of recycling, as an example of syntagmatic intertextuality, where previous conversational 

topics are picked up, brought into, and form the current interaction. Vertical intertextuality 

involves paradigmatic relations between texts. According to Johnstone (2008:180), vertical 

intertextuality refers to "how texts build on texts that belong to the same or similar categories" 

such as internet memes that juxtapose "images and texts in ways that depart minimally (but 

cleverly) from previous juxtapositions." 

 In Fairclough's (2003) sense of textual relations, paradigmatic relations are 'in absentia' 

and syntagmatic relations are 'in prasentia' (italics in original), meaning that paradigmatic 

relations consider "relations of choice" between what is present and what is absent and that 

syntagmatic relations address "relations of elements" which are present in a text (37). 
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Temporally, syntagmatic relations refer to intratextuality (what co-exists within the text) whereas 

paradigmatic relations refer to intertextuality (what exists between texts).  

 Intertextuality can also be understood with synchronic and diachronic dimensions. 

Tannen (2006a, 2007[1989]) examines repetition, a type of intertextuality is synchronic as well 

as diachronic. According to her, synchronic repetition refers to "repeating one's own or another's 

words within a discourse" and diachronic repetition refers to "repeating words from a discourse 

distant in time" (102). 

 In terms of directional as well as temporal aspects, intertextual style, especially double-

voicing, in language use, such as what Tannen (2007[1989]) explores as repetition as well as 

constructed dialogue (animating the voice of another), shows how intertextual chains can be 

formulated and traced back in many ways. In a similar way, Hamilton (1996), in her examination 

of constructing and shifting identities of peer and patient within and across interactions between 

a person with Alzheimer's disease and the researcher, distinguishes between 'intratextuality' 

(repetition within one conversation) and 'intertextuality' (repetition across current and past 

conversations) in discourse.  

 To summarize, the concept of intertextuality captures the 'connections' between texts and 

language, while also highlighting temporality and directionality within and between texts. 

Understanding such textual relations helps to tease out meaning-making process in which bits of 

an old text or interaction are used in a current text or interaction. In the next section, I further 

explain Tannen's concept of repetition in relation to constructed dialogue and involvement.  
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2.2.2.1. Talking Voices 

 Talking Voices: Repetition, Dialogue, and Imaginary in Conversational Discourse was 

first published in 1989 and its second edition was released in 2007. Focusing on 'repetition' as a 

type of intertextuality, this book provides a comprehensive framework for understanding 

intertextuality in ordinary discourse including the functions and forms of repetition, how 

dialogue is constructed, and what creates involvement in interaction. The following overview 

focuses on the second volume, with special attention paid to constructed dialogue and 

involvement.  

 

2.2.2.1.1. Constructed dialogue 

 Tannen (1986, 2007[1989]) argues that we cannot represent another’s words exactly as 

they were spoken and even if we did, the words are recontextualized by a current speaker’s voice 

and a current context. For these reasons, Tannen convincingly argues that reported speech, or 

quotation, should in fact be thought of as what she calls "constructed dialogue" because what 

was previously spoken by someone cannot be exactly represented as it was, in the new context. 

Tannen's notion of constructed dialogue, in contrast, fits into the collective approaches to 

intertextuality, suggested by Bakhtin, Bateson, and Becker, in consideration of relations and 

contexts in language and text.  

 Tannen (2007[1989]) identifies "ventriloquizing," or when a speaker animates another’s 

voice in the presence of that other, as a type of constructed dialogue. According to Tannen 

(2003:55), ventriloquizing occurs when "a person speaks not only for another but as another." 

Constructed dialogue usually appears in different forms of speaking through, as, and to 

something or someone but does not always happen separately: They are interrelated. In Tannen 
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(2007[1989]), for example, a guest talks to a cat, asking “what do you see out there, kitty?” and 

the cat’s owner answers on behalf of the cat, saying “I see a beautiful world just waiting for me” 

in a high-pitched and childlike voice. When the host is speaking for the cat, (s)he is speaking as 

the cat at the same time, animating the cat voice and taking up footings of the cat and a cat-

spokesperson. In Choe (2020), I examine online cats mukbang (Korean livestream of cats 

eating), where viewers type not only as and to cats but also as sports announcers regarding what 

the cats are doing. The viewers use specific cat-animated markers in Korean, '-nyang,' attached to 

the end of their chat messages as if they were cats or talked to the cats in the show. Also, 

reminiscent of the children who produced play-by-play descriptions of their own play in Hoyle 

(1993), the viewers give running commentaries of a cat’s fishing as if they were sports 

broadcasting. 

 Tannen (2003) also notes "ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue" occurs. It is not a 

typical case of constructed dialogue, including ventriloquizing, but rather is a related strategy 

that illustrates how one speaks to another through someone or something. For instance, Tannen 

(2003) describes two excerpts of family interaction. In those excerpts, a wife expresses criticism 

toward her husband (for his drinking a Coke and his tendency to wake up late). When she does, 

she addresses her response to their daughter, by saying "Did Daddy get a Coke 'cause Mommy's 

being mean?" and "Tell Daddy to wake up this early on other days" with a high-pitched, baby-

talk register, instead of talking directly to her husband. Tannen notes those paralinguistic and 

prosodic features of the wife's responses frame them as ventriloquizing-like. Through such 

ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue, the wife also manages power and solidarity in the 

interaction. In both examples, the wife positions herself as a primary caregiver of the family who 
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criticizes some aspect of the husband's behavior. But she also invokes solidarity as she, speaking 

as if to the child, minimizes face-threatening acts instead of showing anger toward him.  

 Constructed dialogue including ventriloquizing brings playfulness into interaction. There 

are other reasons too why people borrow others’ voices in interaction. First, it lightens up the 

tone of interaction such as in Tannen (2004b) where a mother ventriloquizes the family dogs 

(i.e., talking to and as the dogs) when chastising a son who does not put away his toys, and in 

Gordon (2009) where a father uses reduplication and baby talk intonation of the family’s 

familylect, “went bye-bye,” to tell his wife that his computer had frozen. Second, borrowing 

another’s voice helps to construct and represent certain identities, as seen in Brenner, Burns, and 

Ewald (2014), which examines male family members talking to, for, and about the TV by 

speaking as and to football fans, coaches, and commentators while watching a football game at 

home to establish fan discourse and fan identity, and in Leppänen’s (2015) analysis of personal 

blog posts about dogs by their owners who write as if they were the dogs. Third, it creates 

‘involvement,’ showing shared feelings and affiliation as demonstrated by Tannen (2007[1989]) 

and discussed in more detail in the next section, and also as shown in MacMartin, Coe, and 

Adams’ (2014) analysis of veterinarians’ pet-directed talk. Lastly, constructed dialogue 

accomplishes multiple tasks such as in Gordon (2008), where a father speaks as a doctor to enact 

pretend play with his nearly three-year-old daughter while also taking care of her during 

breakfast time, and in Roberts (2004), where vets produce animal-directed and animal-authored 

utterances to sustain an expert demeanor, care for animals, and manage good client relations.  

 In sum, constructed dialogue by animating the voice of another reveals how a current 

speaker’s voice is layered with another’s to create certain meanings and accomplish interactional 

goals and identities. Thus, it explains how multiple speaking footings are taken up 
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simultaneously, while also showing another way of creating intertextuality in interaction where 

we draw on the voices and words of others (including past or imaginary selves) to make 

meanings. 

 

2.2.2.1.2. Involvement 

 According to Gumperz (1982:1), creating and sustaining conversational involvement in 

interaction requires active participation and mutual understanding based on background 

knowledge. He also notes conversational involvement is achieved (in)direct words, gestures, or 

nonverbal signs. Meanwhile, Chafe (1982, 1984, 1985) understands involvement as an internal 

state of being engaged in interaction, noting three types of involvement: 1) self-involvement of 

the speaker, 2) interpersonal involvement between speaker and hearer, and 3) involvement of the 

speaker with what is being talked about. Building on Gumperz and Chafe, Tannen (2007[1989]) 

views involvement as a state of connection that binds speakers and listeners together and which 

can be linguistically achieved. 

 Tannen notes that sound and sense are basic elements of creating involvement. On the 

sound level, she cites "rhythmic synchrony" from the study of conversational synchrony (e.g., 

Birdwhistell 1970; Scheflen 1972; Kendon 1981), which refers to "the astonishing rhythmic and 

iconic coordination that can be observed when people interact face to face" (Tannen 

2007[1989]:32). Utterances and movements of listeners are synchronized with those of speakers. 

Erickson and Shultz (1982), as cited in Tannen (2007[1989]), demonstrate that successful 

conversation occurs on the regular beat, established by shared conversational rhythms between 

participants, including speaking at the same time after a pause, and making physical moves at the 

same moment and in the same direction. On the sense level, Tannen illustrates various linguistic 
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strategies that create involvement in interaction and some of them are repetition, constructed 

dialogue, and imagery and detail (which I discussed earlier). 

 There is much subsequent work that shows how interlocutors linguistically create 

involvement in interaction. As Tannen (2007[1989]) makes the claim that repetition is a primary 

means of constructing involvement in discourse, Gordon’s (2002, 2004, 2008, 2009) studies 

show family members how family members become connected to each other by bringing in and 

reshaping prior utterances/conversations into the current interaction. In Choe (2018), I note that 

Korean female friends repeat (simplified) minimal responses (e.g., ㅇㅇㅇㅇ [yeah yeah yeah 

yeah], 응응 [yeah yeah]) to emphasize their interest and engagement in the current primary 

message sender’s talk. Kuo (2003) observes that male sports reporters construct dialogue by self-

quoting their prior utterances and quoting what players would say or do in described situation in 

Mandarin in televised sports programs in Taiwan. While doing so, they use the second person 

pronoun, ni, more frequently than female counterparts. Their predominant use of the informal 

and causal person pronoun along with constructed dialogue presents their strong self-

involvement, interpersonal involvement with the TV audience, and sports team, and their 

involvement with the reported sport event.  

 In summary, synthesizing Gumperz's and Chafe's perspectives on involvement, Tannen's 

(2007[1989]) understanding of involvement illuminates how being participatory in interaction is 

linguistically realized, creating mutual participation.  
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2.2.3. Framing and intertextuality 

 Earlier, I reviewed two theoretical frameworks used in this study: frame analysis and 

footing (section 2.2.1) and intertextuality (section 2.2.2). I now integrate them together to review 

discourse studies that explicate the relationship between framing and intertextuality in meaning-

making.  

 As noted by Tannen (2006a) and Gordon (2009), framing and intertextuality have come 

to be seen as increasingly related in discourse analytic research. Tannen (2006a) considers how 

intertextuality occurs along with situational changes in the context of family arguments, by 

emphasizing the role of topics coming up again and again (recycling) both in the same or a 

different context; how family members changes the current conversation (reframing); and change 

of the tone of interaction (rekeying). I note that the recycling-reframing-rekeying is greatly 

affected by the interpersonal relationships through which speakers talk. One of the married 

couples Tannen observes is Janet and Steve, who are expecting their second child. Janet 

criticizes Steve, in private, who she feels does not cooperate with her in reading books on 

parenting and in writing in their pregnancy journal. Janet’s criticism calls into question Steve’s 

responsibility as a father. When this topic is brought up again when they talk to their friend, 

Nina, in public, Janet displays different alignments toward Nina and Steve. First, with Nina, she 

builds up solidarity by agreeing that second babies usually do not get as much as attention as the 

first ones. Tannen (2006a:603) argues that Janet attempts to create rapport with Nina, claiming 

sameness, a tendency commonly observed in talk among women friends. Janet then performs as 

a married-couple team with Steve, by acknowledging her lack of commitment to reading the 

books and writing the pregnancy journal for their second baby; this treats the topic of the prior 

argument less seriously. In this conversation, Nina acts as an audience for which Janet and Steve 
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collaborate together and thus her presence greatly affects how the interaction is reframed and 

rekeyed. This supports the idea that listener participation plays an important role in 

intertextuality in discourse, as Tannen (2006a:600) argues: "conversation is not a passive 

endeavor of listening to others speak, nor a matter of serial passitivity in which a person actively 

speaks then remains passive while another speaks." It also shows how the 'same' topic is 

differently shaped across interactions. 

 As introduced in section 2.2.1.3, Gordon (2002, 2008, 2009) identifies different types of 

frame lamination. She demonstrates how frame lamination is created by the use of 

intertextuality, or intertextual repetition of prior words and utterances in the present context, 

arguing that framing (and footing) and intertextuality are fundamentally intertwined. This builds 

on the idea that interlocutors reshape and recontextualize what was being said and done to define 

the current situation and thus align toward it. For instance, recall one of Gordon's (2009) 

examples, Jane's calling out "PI:::ZZA:::::::::::::!" (her husband's prior utterance he yelled while 

he was on hold, ordering Chinese food), when giving a test to a phone recorder for the project. 

By performing a repetition of what was said by Steve, Jane creates a play frame to tease her 

husband. At the same time, her repetition constructs a frame of what she is doing – testing the 

recorder. That is, Jane's intertextual repetition makes "two frames at once," which is what 

Gordon (2009:116) refers to as "overlapping frames." This type of repetition consequently 

results in intertextual lamination across contexts or within a context.  

 Tovares (2012) illustrates in her analysis of family discourse (drawing on the same 

database of four families’ recordings as Tannen and Gordon) how family members create their 

family's identity by referencing publicly available resources such as TV shows. Elsewhere, 

Tovares (2016) analyzes extracts from the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) hearings 
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in which testifiers and TRC officials go off-script to manage the current hearings. She focuses on 

how such dialogic alternation can manipulate frames and relates intertextuality (dialogicality in 

her article) between past and truth. Trester (2012) analyzes how language play (based on 

intertextuality) manipulates frames when improvisational theater performers spontaneously and 

collaboratively create games while getting ready for their show. Sierra (2016), in her study of 

conversations among friends, investigates how participants bring in media references to manage 

current frames in interaction. Almahmoud (2015) studies how users on Twitter strategically 

employ hashtags as intertextual references to (re)frame the Women2Drive campaign in Saudi 

Arabia. Grieser (2018) illuminates how people in online fanfiction community of a movie, 

Twilight, manage intertextual discourse process, building upon Tannen's (2006a) identification 

of recycling, reframing, and rekeying.  

 To summarize, illuminating the tight-knit relationship between framing and 

intertextuality, scholars acknowledge that the ways in which interlocutors employ "prior text" 

(following Becker's [1994] notion) to manage what is currently happening and therefore 

accomplish making and interpreting meanings.  

 

2.2.4. Beyond text and interaction 

 As Bakhtin (1986:103) suggests, "any coherent complex of signs" can create meanings. 

R. Scollon and LeVine (2004:3) also point out "discourse is inherently multimodal, not 

monomodal." For the past decades, scholars have turned their attention to multiple modes that 

are not limited to spoken and written language, in terms of how such modes communicate 

meanings, such as bodily actions, gaze, facial expressions, and objects in face-to-face interaction 

(e.g., Erickson 2004; C. Goodwin 2018; Cekaite and M.H. Goodwin 2018); photographs, 
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drawings, advertisements, textbook illustrations, and public signs (e.g., Kress and van Leeuwen 

2001, 2006[1996]; R. Scollon and S. Scollon 2003; Bateman 2014); media including music and 

films (e.g., Irvine 2014); and visually expressed narratives like comics and graphic novels 

(Bateman and Wildfeuer 2014).  

 Technological affordances make more tangible and apparent how creating and using 

intertextuality inherently involves multimodal aspects of making meanings. For example, 

technology-mediated visual materials such as emojis, emoticons, memes, and GIFs are coupled 

with language and text to communicate via text messages (e.g., Tannen 2013; Al Zidjaly 2017; 

Al Rashdi 2018); email (e.g., Skovholt and Grønning, and Kankaanranta 2014), and open 

chatrooms during a livestream (e.g., Graham 2019). In particular, while livestreaming, people 

integrate spoken, typed, and bodily actions to accomplish interactional tasks (e.g., Choe 2019). 

For instance, my study of mukbang (Choe 2019) demonstrates how a typed action (a viewer's 

chat message) is transformed into a host's bodily action of eating. Technological affordances and 

multimodalities facilitate offline interaction as well. In İkizoğlu (2019), a smartphone translation 

application is treated as another participant which facilitates multilingual family interaction. 

When a family member says something in English to the application, for example, it produces 

written and spoken translations in Turkish for the family member who does not speak or 

understand English.  

 As addressed in the previous section, meaning-making always involves 

(re)contextualization of (prior) words and utterances as well as current situations – connection 

and transformation, in other words. To give a better understanding of meaning-making in 

discourse, in what follows, I discuss the broad notion of entextualization – using the term 

entextualization from Bauman and Briggs (1990), resemiotization from Iedema (2003), and 
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technologies of entextuailzation from Jones (2009). I also consider Gordon (forthcoming) to 

address how online discourse about offline discourse creates decontextualization and 

recontextualization, thus highlighting connection and transformation in meaning-making. By 

doing so, I further address how technological affordances and multimodalities strengthen the 

idea that the term ‘intertextuality’ is not necessarily limited to textual relations and that meaning-

making, itself, is a process that illuminates 'connection' and 'transformation' between online and 

offline as well as between texts and visuals.  

 

2.2.4.1. Entextualization  

 Leppänen, Kytölä, Jousmäki, Peuronen, and Westinen (2013) suggest that 

entextualization and resemiotization are closely related to each other, although each emerges 

from a different disciplinary background – anthropology and performance studies (e.g., Bauman 

and Briggs 1990) for entextualization versus social semiotics for resemiotization (e.g., Iedema 

2003) – and with a different purpose. 

 Entextualization refers to as "the process of rendering discourse extractable, of making a 

stretch of linguistic production into a unit – a text – that can be lifted out of its interactional 

setting" (Bauman and Briggs 1990:73). Discourse analysts typically have drawn on this concept 

to explore the meaning-making processes of decontextualization (the act of extracting a part of 

discourse) and recontextualization (the act of relocating the extracted into a new context) (e.g., J. 

Park and Bucholtz 2009; Trester 2012; Androutsopoulos 2014; Sinatora 2019). Also, some 

studies, based on spoken communication, concern entextualization in consideration of 

intertextuality and framing (e.g., conversational discourse among improv performers in Trester 

2012, and interviews in Koven 2014). They examine how 'text' is decontextualized and 
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recontextualized, while also contributing to framing the current interaction in certain ways — 

For example, in Koven (2014), participants distinguish "interview frames" from other speech 

events in interaction.  

 Resemiotization addresses "the multi-semiotic complexity of a construct or a practice" 

(Iedema 2003:40), or "how meaning making shifts from context to context, from practice to 

practice, or from one stage of a practice to the next" (Iedema 2003:41). It has been used 

primarily by mediated discourse analysts and visual communication scholars (e.g., Kress and van 

Leeuwen 2006[1996]; Iedema 2003).   

 Jones (2009) proposes what he terms "technologies of entextualization," foregrounding 

the role of technologies in entextualization. He points out the traditional notion of 

entextualization is 'insufficient' because it is limited to language that renders 'text' and text is the 

product of entextualization, although other semiotic means including gestures, bodily actions, 

and even technologies can make meanings (287). Refining entextualization to refer to "the 

process through which actions are turned into semiotic mediational means for taking subsequent 

actions," Jones primarily focuses on how, in the digital age, particular mediational means such as 

typewriters, computers, tape recorders, and video cameras are used to produce texts. The notion 

of "technologies of entextualization" involves "technologization of practice," which refers to the 

mechanism by which objects and social actions are transformed into resources people use (see 

Jones 2014 for details). Within this practice, technologies of entextualization embody different 

affordances and constraints of actions that appropriate participation, and which can be taken to 

(re)produce texts both at the time of their use or in the future. In one of three stories that Jones 

(2009) provides, for example, when a group of friends took photos and videos with their mobile 

phones and digital cameras at a club, their friends stopped their actions temporarily and made 
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poses and facial expressions toward the camera lenses. The next day, the friends photoshopped 

and posted the photos on Facebook with comments and later other friends also uploaded their 

photos taken the other night and sent comments to each other on how they looked and what they 

were doing when the photos were taken. As Jones notes, this digital sharing of photos indicates 

how different "mediational means" (see R. Scollon 1998; 2001) (e.g., cameras, photoshop, social 

media, and comments) mediate and (re)produce actions and interactions, across time and space, 

involved in the whole process of entextualization.  

 Entextualization focuses more on "the reflexive capacity of discourse" (Bauman and 

Briggs 1990:73) while resemiotization considers a broader meaning of transformation of text, 

action, and materials along with sociohistorical elements. However, they are still closely related 

to each other. Jones' (2009) technologies of entextualization is very similar to Iedema's (2003) 

resemiotization, as it also considers 'text' in a broader sense that is not limited to language and 

text (in a traditional sense). Leppänen, Kytölä, Jousmäki, Peuronen, and Westinen (2013:6) 

remark that entextualization and resemiotization "offer a complementary analytic purchase," 

especially in studying social media activities because in social media "active recirculation and 

appropriation of complex multi-semiotic material" from texts to materials, are constantly built 

upon.  

 Numerous scholars have begun to demonstrate how entextualization and resemiotization 

can constitute a powerful analytical framework, when considered together, as fragments of 

cultural and social practices are circulated through multimodalities and technological 

affordances. For example, Thurlow and Jaworski (2014), in their multimodal study of the 

tourism discourse of the Leaning Tower of Pisa, analyze how tourist performance is always 

(re)mediatized through verbal (e.g., guidebooks and official brochures), non-verbal (e.g., 
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climbing the Tower and making a pretend-pose of pushing the Tower), and practices (e.g., 

posting a YouTube video of oneself climbing the 294 steps to the top of the Tower). Such 

multiple ways of talking about and behaving in the touristic space, according to Thurlow and 

Jaworski, create multimodal layers of meaning for the physical space (the Tower) through 

continuous transformation. Others include memes (e.g., viral parodies of the British wartime 

propaganda poster, "Keep calm and carry on") in Varis and Blommaert (2015); Greek Crisis-

related small stories via Facebook posts (Georgalou 2015); parodies of online consumer reviews 

in Amazon, an e-commerce website (Vásquez 2016); and Finnish hip-hop music (Westinen 

2014).  

 Tannen's (2007[1989]) sense of details that create imagery to some extent can align with 

the ideas of entextualization and resemiotization, as all of these notions highlight connections 

and transformations between what is said (details via speaking or writing) and what is evoked 

(images via listening or reading). According to Tannen, specific and explicit details provided by 

a speaker or writer evoke a particular emotion, idea, or memory for the listener, enable her or 

him to imagine a certain scene through the details, and allow a show of appreciation and 

understanding. Offering details represents "a major form of mutual participation in sensemaking" 

(Tannen 2007[1989]:134). In one of Tannen’s examples, a Finnish man is talking about his 

elderly mother being intercepted at the Soviet border for a luggage search on her way back to 

Finland. He dramatizes the unnecessary, inappropriate, and prolonged search by describing how 

the Soviet border guards even squeezed out a toothpaste tube that his mother had. Such a tiny 

detail creates certain images and the images lead people to contextualize what is being told in an 

intended way.  
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 Orienting toward the idea that imagery and detail are a social act between speakers 

(writers) and listeners (readers), based on Tannen’s examples, I also suggest that offering details 

is a discursive act while creating images is a mental act, which are connected to each other in 

making and understanding meanings. That is, imagery and detail show how an event is 

transformed from language (usually in a form of storytelling in Tannen's examples) to (mental) 

images, connecting speakers/writers to listeners/readers.  

 To sum up, entextualization and resemiotization highlight that meaning-making involves 

connection and transformation, which are textual and spatiotemporal, and thus that discourse 

should be viewed as relational, rather than consequential. Integrating entextualization, 

resemiotization, and technologies of entextualization, this study addresses the triangular 

relationship among entextualization, intertextuality, and framing in technology-mediated 

multimodal interaction, my study thus demonstrates how meaning-making in online family talk 

is accomplished through actions and interactions; between online and offline; and with visuals 

and texts.  

 

2.2.4.2. Intertextuality 2.0 

 In a study of metadiscourse and meaning-making in online discussion boards, Gordon 

(forthcoming) examines the online discussion boards on the website of a weight-loss application. 

She address various activities on the boards, such as problem solving, 'locking' threads 

(moderating, using the boards’ guidelines to shut down a thread), 'fixing' another's post 

(providing assistance, displaying disagreement, or creating humor), and defining and negotiating 

terms for discussion (e.g., “clean eating”). Her analyses elaborate how intertextuality and 

metadiscourse (discourse about discourse) are "prominent, interconnected, and fundamental to 
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meaning-making" (n.p.), especially in technology-mediated multimodal interaction. I note this 

highlights 'connection' (between and within online and/or offline as well as visuals and/or texts) 

as well as 'transformation' (from offline to online; from texts to visuals [and vice versa]; and 

within visuals and texts, respectively), in terms of meaning-making. 

 Building upon the idea that "all texts are linked to and derive from other texts" (4), which 

Kristeva (1986) terms intertextuality and which corresponds to Becker's (1994) notion of "prior 

text," Gordon (forthcoming) argues intertextuality makes metadiscourse (discourse about 

discourse) "possible and interpretable" (n.p.), because it always points to and traces backward to 

where language and text come from, thus creating linkage between prior and current text.   

 Gordon demonstrates how using intertextuality creates metadiscourse through (present) 

online discourse about (previous) offline discourse. As she notes, it is widely agreed that online 

interaction and offline interaction are interconnected in everyday life (e.g., Aarsand 2008; 

DiDomenico and Boase 2013; Gordon and İkizoğlu 2017). In Gordon (forthcoming), people 

bring their offline experience online. For instance, they share stories of medical encounters with 

their doctors and arguments with their partners to discuss how to handle them and get support; 

they describe everyday eating practices to seek advice. Online discourse is thus formulated and 

developed from offline communicative events and practices, which illustrates 

(re)contextualization from offline to online and which thus creates intertextuality and therefore 

metadiscourse.    

 Online discourse about offline discourse highlights how text, itself, can be 

(re)contextualized from offline (previous discourse) to online (current discourse). Gordon also 

investigates such transformation between and within means of communication: text (e.g., 

language of the discussion threads) and visuals (e.g., memes and GIFs). In one of examples 
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Gordon presents, a moderator 'locks' a thread, titled "Bread??" where an original poster enquires 

about people's views on bread and weight loss, because people started attacking each other. To 

do this, the moderator uses a GIF that features Aladdin from the Disney animation, Aladdin, 

holding bread, with a caption that reads "All this for a loaf of bread?." This is a scene in the 

movie when Aladdin was chased by guards because he stole a loaf of bread and was about to 

jump from a high wall to get away. According to Gordon, the meme creates multiple intertextual 

links with other discourses here: First, the scene used in the meme, itself, has an intertextual 

reference to Victor Hugo's Les Miserables. Second, the word, ‘bread’ in the thread and the bread 

in the GIF are intertextually linked to each other, making it clever and humorous. Third, there is 

intertextuality between the thread and what has happened in the GIF: The thread includes the 

mundane topic of bread, but turns into personal attacks as people participate in the thread, as 

Aladdin is chased and escapes from guards, just for the bread. This example illuminates how a 

text can be presented with visuals and its meanings are reshaped and thus developed by its 

readers whose participation contributes to framing the original text in different ways.  

 Moreover, Gordon explicates how intertextuality and metadiscourse contribute to 

creating ideologies of interpersonal communication and relationships, as well as identities. 

Gordon provides an example where an original poster shared her quarrel with her partner due to 

her '(over)use' of the app and some conflicts were provoked among commentators because of 

different perspectives on appropriate app use, along with different understandings of the nature 

of interpersonal communication and relationship with a partner. Thus participants "discursively 

construct and contest ideologies about the interrelationships between digital communication 

technologies, interpersonal communication, and partner relationships" (n.p.), which, Gordon 

notes, also aligns with creating media ideologies (Gershon 2010a, 2010b) – how to perceive and 
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use communicative technologies – as well as cultural discourses (Carbaugh 2007) and Master 

narratives (Tannen 2008): culture-wide ideologies that a discourse (or narrative) connotes and 

constructs.  

 Gordon’s analyses provide a better understanding of meaning-making in technology-

mediated interaction, in terms of connection between online and offline as well as with visuals 

and texts. Also, Gordon highlights how people fit language (and other semiotic resources) into 

contexts to construct and display shared ideologies and identities. Ultimately, she demonstrates 

how technological affordances and multimodalities enable intertextuality to be understood in a 

broader sense, beyond text and interaction. 

 

2.3. Ideology, identity, and power and solidarity 

 In section 2.3, I introduce key topics that figure prominently in my study: 1) media 

ideologies (Gershon 2010a, 2010b); 2) identity work pertaining to family and gender; and 3) 

power and solidarity (Tannen 1993a, 1994a, 1994b, 2007). 

 

2.3.1. Media ideologies 

 In The Breakup 2.0: Disconnecting over New Media (2010b), Gershon analyzes 

interviews conducted with American college students about how they use new media to end 

romantic relationships. In their breakup narrative interviews, the young adults suggest what 

constitutes proper and improper use of new technologies for romantic dissolutions. For instance, 

Rebecca received a text message from her boyfriend to break up that indicated, "this isn't 

working out." She called him to talk in person, but he never answered the phone and talked to 

her only via text messaging. Rebecca reports that she was upset with the entire break up taken 
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place only by text without any clarity. To Rebecca, break up over texting is not personal enough, 

but rather obscure. To her now ex-boyfriend, however, texting is clear enough to deliver his 

intention. In other words, they have different understanding of media choices. Through collected 

break up narratives, Gershon notes what she terms "media ideologies," or "what people believe 

about how the medium affects or should affect the message" (Gershon 2010a:391). Each medium 

shapes the ways a message is structured and conveyed, creating metamessage that the medium 

produces.  

 Echoing Gershon's media ideologies, Tannen (2013) illuminates the key role that a 

medium takes in creating metamessages in online interaction and how it manipulates different 

"conversational styles" (Tannen 2005), which may result in miscommunication. In one of 

Tannen’s (2013) examples, a younger brother sends short text messages, which from his sister’s 

perspective shows lack of showing enthusiasm in response to her plan to visit him, although the 

brother is actually excited about spending quality time with her. Based on his taciturnity in text 

messaging, the sister misinterprets what her brother intends to say, or his 'metamessage.'  

 Gershon (2010b:6) explains that media ideologies are also related to "idioms of practice," 

as people "figure out together how to use different media and often agree on the appropriate 

social uses of technology." Shared media ideologies allow people to use a certain medium in a 

particular way, creating a shared identity and thus formulating a virtual community. For 

example, in Gordon (forthcoming), people use online discussion boards to discuss weight-loss 

for solidarity building and information sharing. Each online forum maintains its own media 

ideology through community rules and practices (e.g., Gordon forthcoming; Stommel 2008; 

Stommel and Koole 2010). In Boczkowski, Matassi, and Mitchelstein’s (2018), Argentinians use 
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social media platforms such as WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat for different 

purposes.   

 The notion of media ideologies thus suggests how technology (re)mediates what we talk 

about and how. As Gershon (2010b:3) remarks, "no matter what is actually said, the medium 

becomes part of what is being communicated." Media, as new places for interaction, offer new 

ways of communicating and expressing oneself. 

 

2.3.2. Identity work in gender and family 

 Turning to identity work in gender and family, I explain it with its relationship with 

Goffman's (1981) notion of footing to highlight how footing and identity work together to 

accomplish acts in interaction. To do so, recall the Nixon (male U.S. president)/Thomas (female 

news reporter) example from Goffman (1981) here: When Nixon took up the playful footing 

toward Thomas, he commented on her slacks and used other paralinguistic strategies that include 

a wide grin to highlight her identity as a woman. When the president changes his footing to the 

teaser/sexist toward Thomas, her woman's identity is recognized more than her as the reporter. 

Identity work in interaction, to borrow from Goffman (1981:145), is likened to "changing hats." 

The hats in the metaphor can refer to social roles. Performing certain social roles uncovers how 

the person shows her/his capacity, displaying their identities. In Goffman's words, "[t]o a degree, 

then, to select the capacity in which we are to be active is to select (or to attempt to select) the 

capacity in which the recipients of our actions are present." That is, the social roles in Goffman's 

sense are relationally constructed, which can be characterized as footing, or alignment. People 

show different identities or create new ones, to align toward others and the current talk.  
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 Bucholtz and Hall’s (2005) discussion of language and identity is line with Goffman in 

that the authors argue that identities are constructed through language that highlights or obscures 

aspects of the relationship between self and other. In this regard, footing and identity are closely 

tied up with each other. How participants orient themselves to one another helps to accomplish 

identity work moment-by-moment in interaction, as identity is fluid, fragmentary, contingent, 

and constituted in discourse (Benwell and Stokoe 2006:17).  

 There are studies that address the relationship between footing and identity in different 

family contexts. For instance, Kendall (2006, 2008), in her studies of family discourse at 

dinnertime and during dinnertime homecoming encounters (when one parent arrives home from 

work to meet the other parent and child already at home), explores how family members take up 

footings to position themselves and others, with a focus on identity construction. Gordon (2007) 

examines how a woman creates alignments in a conversation with her brother who babysat her 

daughter to constructs her maternal identity. Building upon Kendall's (2006) sense of child-

centered and parent-centered frames, Yoon and D. Lee (2012) illustrates how two immigrant 

mothers construct their identities as "a primary educator at home" (170). Aronsson and Gottzén 

(2011) investigate generational positions, in relation to food and morality, in Swedish middle-

class families, where an older sibling positions himself as a caretaker, acting as a co-parent, to 

make his younger sibling finish his food before desserts. 

 A common type of identity work in family interaction pertains to gender. In Tannen, 

Kendall, and Gordon (2007), scholars present how family members make use of language to 

construct and perform gender-specific family-related identities: Women's identities such as 

mothers and wives are presented through their performing as primary caregivers (e.g., Gordon 

2007; Kendall 2007) and men's identities as husbands and fathers who are positioned as 
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"breadwinners" (e.g., Kendall 2007). Also, gatekeeping in family interaction is also gender-

specific: Johnston (2007) found that women are positioned as gatekeepers regarding care of the 

child, with being positioned as managers of family finances. 

 Ochs and Taylor (1996) observe that mothers set up a situation that they call "Father 

knows best" by urging the child to tell their day to the father at the dinner table. This particular 

dinner-time ritual also suggests gender-related patterns of family interaction; the authors suggest 

this helps reaffirm the family hierarchy. Tannen (2007) notes that it also indicates the family 

power-solidarity structure in which the mother attempts to involve the father with the children's 

daily lives, thus creating closeness and involvement. Gender-related identity usually 

accompanies power and solidarity and I will further discuss this in the next section. 

 

2.3.3. Power and solidarity  

 Following Goffman's (1967) notion of face, "the positive social value a person effectively 

claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken and his face work that designates the 

actions taken by a person to make whatever he is doing consistent with face" (Goffman 

1967:31), Lakoff (1973) conceptualizes politeness based on American discourse: 1) Don't 

impose; 2) Give the receiver options; and 3) Make the receiver feel good.  

 Building upon Lakoff's theorizing, through the extensive observation of family 

interaction and talk at work, Tannen (1994a, 2007) proposes "the ambiguity and polysemy of 

power (hierarchy) and solidarity (connection)" in interaction. By ambiguity, she refers to 

meaning either power or solidarity whereas by polysemy, she refers to meaning both power and 

solidarity. Tannen notes that in conventional belief, power and solidarity are dichotomous in that 

hierarchical relationships preclude closeness and vice versa. But in real-life discourse, Tannen 
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argues that they, in fact, are paradoxically and simultaneously exerted. For instance, in Marinova 

(2007), a man constructs his parental identity as a concerned and responsible father by giving 

directives, advice, and warnings when talking about his college-age daughter's upcoming study-

abroad semester, with the daughter, his spouse, and non-family members. The father's linguistic 

behavior also displays his negotiation of power and solidarity: his somewhat controlling and 

authoritative utterances to his daughter are a power maneuver but at the same time are intended 

to show caring and solidarity.  

 Tannen proposes the multidimensional grid to capture the dynamic relations between 

closeness and distance on the one hand, and hierarchy and equality on the other, as seen below.  

 
Figure 1. Multidimensional grid (Tannen 1994a:171 and 2007:30) 

 

According to Tannen (1993a, 2007), power and solidarity in interaction are not mutually 

exclusive; each entails the other, thus creating ambiguity and polysemy. Tannen offers cross-

cultural examples for each dimension in which those four elements (hierarchy-equality and 

closeness-distance) are intertwined with each other. For example, the American employee-

employer relationship is situated on the first quadrant as it is based on hierarchical work 
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structures (hierarchy) and also formality (distance) is expected. However, between American 

siblings, they are close as well as relatively equal, located on the third quadrant (i.e., the bottom 

left-hand corner). As cited by Tannen, Geertz (1989[1961]) explains there are two registers in 

Javanese: Familiar and respect. The respect register is situated on the hierarchy-equality axis and 

the familiar register on the closeness-distance axis. Tannen continues to write Javanese children 

use the familiar register when interacting with their parents and siblings until about age ten or 

twelve, and shift to the respect one when entering into adulthood.  

 Tannen’s early works show what linguistic strategies are used to operate power and 

solidarity and thus build up relationships. For instance, in Tannen and Kakava (1992), Greek 

people display solidarity at points of disagreement in which power is operated, with the use of 

linguistic markers as an indicator of solidarity including first name, figurative kinship terms, 

personal analogy, a certain Greek particle, and imperatives. Elsewhere, Tannen (1994a) 

demonstrates the relativity of five linguistic strategies with regard to power and solidarity 

including indirectness, interruption, silence versus volubility, topic raising, and adversativeness 

(verbal conflict).  

 Tannen (1994b), building on Goffman's frame analysis (1974), finds that in the 

workplace, higher-status people, regardless of gender, usually control the framing of the 

interaction. However, in same-sex interactions Tannen examines, the men tend to reflect and 

negotiate their relative status and connection, whereas among females, women in higher 

positions still take the controlling role in managing the current interaction. People in the 

workplace thus balance between status (hierarchy and equality) and connection (closeness and 

distance) and therefore 'display' their identities based on their hierarchical relations and gender. 

Tannen claims that such patterns of gender are "sex-class-linked" (Goffman 1977), rather than 
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"sex-linked," meaning that gendered culture and practice are formulated from the "the class of 

women" or "the class of men." Importantly, this study also shows how "footing" (Goffman 1981) 

can be used as a means to investigate power and solidarity. In other words, how people exert 

power and solidarity vis-à-vis one another is a display of how they align themselves toward their 

counterparts and the current situation, jointly creating and negotiating power and solidarity.  

 

2.4. Types of discourse 

 In this section, I provide a review of literature on types of discourse that are deeply 

related to my research interests, focusing on the research conducted by linguists, concentrating 

on those who have had discourse as a main analytical unit. In section 2.4.1, I discuss online 

discourse and in section 2.4.2, I address family discourse taking place both online and offline.  

 

2.4.1. Online discourse 

 According to Herring and Androutsopoulos (2015:217), online discourse (computer-

mediated discourse in their words), is "the communication produced when human beings interact 

with one another by transmitting messages" via digital devices such as computers, smartphones, 

or tablets. Many other terms used to refer to such technology-mediated discourse include 

computer-mediated discourse/communication (CMD or CMC), internet(-mediated) discourse, 

digital discourse, new media, or electronically-/technologically-mediated discourse 

(communication). In my research, all these terms are interchangeably used.  

 Herring (2004) conceptualizes the framework of computer-mediated discourse analysis 

(CMDA). It is an approach to the analysis of language use in computer-mediated 

communication. CMDA, according to Herring, looks into digital discourse at four levels: 
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structure, meaning, interactional management, and social phenomena. Related to Herring's 

framework, Herring and Androutsopoulos (2015:127) note computer-mediated discourse is 

varied as it is determined by its built-in technical properties and the social and cultural contexts 

in which its particular instances of use are embedded. In this area of study, researchers have 

addressed 1) the nature of CMD including language use (i.e., spoken language and written 

language), and different modes and types (e.g., email, online forum, chat, instant message, or 

blog); 2) a trend of change in digital discourse, ranging from textual interaction to multimodal 

interaction; 3) how CMC is structured at the sentence/utterance, exchange, and interaction levels; 

4) how meanings are created and delivered; 5) how participants negotiate communication 

constraints and manage online interaction; and 6) how online environments contribute to 

achieving communication goals, ranging from self-presentation to civic engagement. 

 Multimodality is a relatively more recent additional consideration in the linguistic study 

of technology-mediated discourse. In particular, scholars are now concerned with "how 

multimodal, multisemiotic resources are employed to enact identities, activities, and ideologies 

in the digital world" (Blitvich and Bou-Franch 2019:4). This 'research move' from textual 

interactions to multimodal interactions is what Herring (2013) characterizes as "Web 2.0." As all 

human interaction is inherently multimodal (see R. Scollon 2004, Erickson 2004), this scholarly 

shift highlights how we should place technological affordances and multimodalities as central to 

digital discourse analysis.  

 Scholars have explored how multimodalities, coupled with technological affordances, 

contribute to meaning-making in online discourse. For instance, Al Rashdi (2018) illustrates how 

emojis, functioning as "contextualization cues" (Gumperz 1982), serve communicative functions 

including indicating approval, complimenting, celebrating, aligning with others, indicating 
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message tone, and opening and closing interaction. Bourlai and Herring (2014), in their study of 

memes in Tumblr, observe that image memes are more powerful in conveying emotion than is 

plain text. Tolins and Samermit (2016) illustrate how GIFs, as embodied actions, are used to 

display a certain stance toward prior talk. Gordon (2015a, forthcoming) presents how images and 

GIFs are used in online discussion boards, such as when moderators 'lock' (monitor and cut off) 

threads. Using such visuals, as an intertextual strategy, moderators convey community authority, 

evaluate the posts, and therefore justify the locking. It adds new meanings to the images and the 

GIFs that fit into the current locking situation, thus creating humor. Dresner and Herring (2010: 

256) examine emojis as nonverbal indicators of online communication. They argue that emojis 

serve to provide "what the user intends by what he or she types," which, I argue, functions as 

'visual metamessage.' For example, there is an underlying intent of joking when a text-message is 

sent with a wink emoji, ;). In a similar vein, I (Choe 2018) observe that a female friend uses an 

animated sticker to signal that her prior messages are intended to be playful. The adaptable use 

of non-textual multimodalities makes us heed how people multimodally accomplish meaning-

making in online interaction. 

 Also, technological affordances enable face-to-face interaction via video chats and 

livestreaming. In those settings, people are able to make use of bodily actions as well as spoken 

actions alongside chat messages. Those multimodally interactive settings are used not only in 

everyday conversation (e.g., Sunakawa 2014; Norris 2016) but also for more specialized 

activities such as language-learning (e.g., Hampel and Stickler 2012; Kozar 2016; Akiyama 

2018). My study of human mukbang (Choe 2019) shows how diverse means of communication 

including spoken, typed, and bodily actions, are employed simultaneously in technology-

mediated environments. I note eating actions are collaboratively constructed by a host's spoken 
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and bodily actions and his viewers' chat messages. Online gaming is another example showing 

how interaction can be formulated beyond language and text as well as across time and space 

(see Keating and Sunakawa 2010; Recktenwald 2017; Ensslin and Balteiro 2019; Graham 2019). 

 Online discourse is not isolated. Rather, it is an extension of and part of everyday life (see 

Aarsand 2008); for example, people often create "online discourse about offline discourse" (see 

Gordon forthcoming). This particular type of discourse shows how offline worlds are 

(re)mediatized and (re)contextualized in online worlds for everyday occasions. For example, 

users often bring their medical experience or anecdotes (in the form of narratives or questions) to 

the internet such as on discussion boards and community pages to accomplish certain 

interactional goals (e.g., information-sharing, problem-solving, rapport-building) — bone 

marrow transplantation narratives in Hamilton (1998), frustrating medical and everyday 

encounters about weight loss in Gordon (2015a, forthcoming), and eating disorder issues in 

Stommel (2008). Workplace discourse also occurs in digital environments for collaborative work 

with those at different locations (Keating and Jarvenpaa 2011); email reporting and supervising 

between school counseling Master's student interns and their internship supervisors (Gordon and 

Luke 2012); and during-office-hour-interaction via instant messages (Mak 2014, 2015; Darics 

and Gatti 2019). The formulation and dissolution interpersonal relationships online is not 

unusual as well such as online dating (e.g., del-Teso-Craviotto 2006; Mortensen 2017), and 

breaking up (e.g., Gershon 2010b). Moreover, online reviews (e.g., Vásquez 2011, 2014) show 

how online worlds and offline worlds are connected, and by extension, circulated: Consumers 

share online their product or service experience offline such as with products, restaurants, and 

hotels. In response to it, merchandisers manage consumer satisfaction (see Zhang and Vásquez 

2014). 
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 A good deal of research on online identity work is deeply related to the notion of 

"presentation of self" (Goffman 1956) where people craft and perform a certain persona at the 

"front stage," and self-identity varies from professional to interpersonal. Petroni (2019) presents 

self-branding via LinkedIn, an employment-oriented online platform, with the examination of 

lexical usage in the summary sections of users. In Riboni (2017), YouTube makeup tutorials 

highlight how YouTube personalities discursively act as makeup gurus. Ellison, Hancock, and 

Toma (2011) show that online dating profile pictures show a flexible sense of identity that does 

not necessarily match users' current offline selves but shows what can be fulfilled in future face-

to-face interaction with their possible dates, which is what they call "promise framework." 

Bouvier (2012) finds that college students tend to present selective selves on Facebook profile 

pictures. García-Gómez (2019) studies how heterosexual young British men construct and 

display their masculine identities via sexting.  

 Identity performance online can also be multimodally accomplished. Schwartz and 

Halegoua (2015) conceptualize a digital "spatial self" that represents one’s offline mobility, 

activities, and experiences in physical places through location-based social media such as 

Foursquare, Instagram, and Facebook and their built-in geographical functions. They argue that 

geographical cues and maps can also be used to present one’s selves along with textual and 

visual multimodalities. In Gordon and Choe (2019), Asian American young adult women make 

use of YouTube to share their lunchbox moment stories by employing multimodal resources 

including language such as a pop-up image, gestures, heritage languages, intensifiers, and 

"constructed dialogue" (Tannen 2007[1989]). While telling their own lunch box moment 

experiences, they thus consider their Asian American self in the broader context of 

discrimination in the United States.  
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 The lunchbox moment narratives also indicate the construction of in-group identity. Choe 

and Gordon (manuscript) present how users via YouTube comments respond to the shared video 

clip of the lunchbox moment. Sharing their own lunchbox moment stories, people perform 

marginalized self as relatable to others and thus create a virtual online community. Maíz-Arévalo 

(2019) investigates how Facebook users share a common interest in a Spanish male singer via a 

Facebook group, creating a shared identity as fans of the singer and thus constructing a virtual 

online community. Hamilton (1998) investigates SupportBMT, the cybercommunity of bone 

marrow transplantation where members (patients, their families and friends) share their 

transplantation experience. Their shared stories contribute to creating a group identity as a 

survivor, making the online community serve as a life-affirming advocacy group. Morrow (2012) 

also finds Japanese people establish a sense of shared group membership on an online board 

where they exchange divorce experiences and advice. The author finds that giving advice carries 

an empathetic tone, which position the advice givers as fellow sufferers, who have similar 

experiences, which consequently creates a peer support network. Such community-based identity 

work is also conducted by conforming to community rules and values such as is shown in 

Gordon (forthcoming), Stommel (2008), and Stommel and Koole (2010). 

 Moreover, YouTube has become the participatory site where many (re)create certain 

identities along with ideologies. Chun shows how parody on YouTube integrates discrimination 

and stereotypes with ideologies of language, race, and nation such as Asian American and 

whiteness (Chun 2016), stereotypical Southern redneck (Chun 2018), and orientalism in Arabic-

English bilingual performance by a stand-up comedian and TV personality who is of Korean and 

Vietnamese descent (Chun and Walters 2011). Tovares (2019) examines how language 

ideologies – a certain belief about language behavior – center around metalingiustic comments 
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about language varieties, in response to a popular music video of a Ukrainian performer singing 

in Ukrainian, Russian, and surzhyk (a sociolect of Russian and Ukrainian).  

 Online discourse touches on many aspects of interaction, ranging from multimodal 

functionality to identity construction. Different platforms are used to establish certain (group) 

identities and accomplish interactional tasks. Also, online discourse indicates how online worlds 

and offline worlds are interconnected as they are on the continuum of everyday lives.  

 

2.4.2. Family discourse 

 Types of families are varied, according to factors such as life stage, language, ethnicity, 

religion, socio-economic status, sexual orientation of parents, or family structure (e.g., 

immediate, extended, adopted). Within these various family types, family members create and 

maintain diverse interpersonal relations and contexts. Highlighting how offline and online 

contribute to shaping family discourse differently, the following two sections review previous 

studies on family interaction in the field of discourse analysis.  

 

2.4.2.1. Offline 

 There is a substantial body of literature of family interaction in discourse analysis, 

usually based on spoken interaction. These studies address how diverse family relations, types, 

and contexts shape, and are shaped by, interaction. They include husband-wife (e.g., Tannen 

2006a), parent-child (e.g., Gordon 2005, 2008), child-child (e.g., Davies 2010), in-laws (e.g., 

Sandel 2004; Han 2013), intergenerational family relations (Hua 2008, 2010; Vidal 2015), and 

families such as stepfamily (e.g., Dedaić 2001; Gordon 2003), multicultural and multilingual 

family (e.g., Hua 2010; De Fina 2012; Vidal 2015; İkizoğlu 2019), and LGBTQ family – lesbian 
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mothers (Wagner 2010) and gay fathers (Lewin 2009). In these various family settings, focusing 

on language use, scholars mostly address how family members perform their family-related 

identities, occasionally related to gender, and how family members accomplish interactional 

tasks such as requesting (Mandelbaum 2014; Wu 2018); discussing family issues like a mother's 

cancer diagnosis and prognosis (Beach and Lockwood 2003; Beach and Good 2004); creating 

humor (Everts 2003), including teasing (Johnsen 2020); as well as accomplishing household 

tasks like parenting (Gordon 2009), feeding (Wiggins 2014), and getting children ready for bed 

(Tulbert and M.H. Goodwin 2011). Regarding intergenerational family relations, many prior 

studies address generational divides consisting of language use (e.g., Hamaguchi 2002; 

Canagarajah 2012; Vidal 2015), technology use (e.g., Aarsand 2007), and power hierarchy 

(Sandel 2004).  

 Family-related identities emerge and are constructed during interaction and scholars have 

examined a diversity of such situations: a mother constructs her role and identity when talking to 

her brother who babysat her daughter (Gordon 2007); a family creates its political identity 

(Gordon 2004); a father constructs his identity while talking to his college-age daughter 

(Marinova 2007); parental identities are created when parents monitor and manage their 

children's dinning behavior (Ochs, Pontecorvo, and Fasulo 1996; H. Kim 2006; Paugh and 

Izquierdo 2009); siblings create their identities as older siblings (Gordon 2005) and as sisters 

(Tannen 2008); and mother-daughter relationships and identities are constructed (Tannen 2001), 

including daughters-in-law (Schiffrin 1996; Creese and Blackledge 2017).   

 Among different types of family interactions, storytelling is one of primary interactional 

activities that family members do, while also showing familial identities. Researchers have thus 

explored 'telling your day' ritual between children and parents (Ochs and Taylor 1992, 1995), 
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narratives during mealtimes (Blum-Kulka 1997; Raspayeva 2018), an older sister's hypothetical 

narratives to her unborn sister (Gordon 2005), sibling(-related) narratives (Tannen 2008; Davies 

2010); women in family's narratives about family traditions and values (Schiffrin 1996); history-

related memory narratives such as holocaust survival (Schiffrin 2000) and Argentinean history 

between 1945 and 1983 (Bietti 2010).  

 Code-switching is another linguistic phenomenon frequently observed among family 

members and one that is widely studied. For example, studies have considered interactions 

between Spanish-English bilingual granddaughters and a Spanish monolingual grandfather 

(Videl 2004) and Chinese and English when children are arguing with their mothers (Williams 

2005).  

 Multimodalities are also essential to creating family interaction and have received 

research attention in linguistics and related fields. Focusing on bodily, temporal, and spatial 

arrangements, scholars address a range of family contexts such as parenting (M.H. Goodwin and 

Cekaite 2013, 2018), doing school assignments (Fosberg 2007), mealtimes (Aronsson and 

Gottzén 2011 and Erickson 1990), storytelling with family pictures (Bietti and Castello 2013), a 

multilingual family talking through a smartphone translation application (İkizoğlu 2019), and a 

child's birthday celebration (Rancew-Sikora and Remisiewicz 2020).  

 Family is a site of research in Korean discourse analysis as well. Scholars have 

considered language socialization in mealtime conversations (Cho 2005); language use between 

mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law, described in Korean soap operas (Han 2013); and parent-

child interaction in Korean American family interaction (A. Kim, J. Lee, and W. Lee 2015). Of 

particular interest are interactions in certain types of Korean households: One is 기러기 가족 

[kirogi kajok], wild goose family in English, referring to a multinational household where 
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children and their mother have moved abroad (mostly to English speaking countries) for the 

children's education, so-called 'early study abroad,' while the father lives alone in Korea to work 

and financially support his children and wife. H. Lee (2010) illustrates how two kirogi mothers 

living in Hawaii with their children, re-construct their identities as good mothers as well as 

empowering women in a transnational space. Song (2012) addresses how some transnational 

families distance themselves from other kirogi families.  

 Another type of Korean household that has received some research attention in discourse 

analysis is immigrant mothers, usually from South-East Asian, who came to Korea for marriage 

(e.g., J. Choi, Y. Kim, and D. Lee 2012; Yoon and D. Lee 2012). Discourse studies usually focus 

on how immigrant women, neither fluent in Korean nor familiar with Korean culture, act as 

mothers, dealing with different everyday situations with their family members, including 

homework assistance situation. For example, Yoon and D. Lee (2012), illustrate discursive 

patterns of two immigrant mothers during homework caring situations. A Vietnamese Korean 

mother who is not fluent in Korean often makes directives to have her child do homework while 

the Mongolian-Korean mother, fluent in Korean, uses indirect speech to make suggestions and 

negotiations to guide her son to do his homework. 

 To sum up, offline family discourse collectively presents how family members 1) 

construct and perform family-related identities, along with power and solidarity dynamics 

including gender and age and 2) jointly and multimodally accomplish everyday family routines 

and activities.  
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2.4.2.2. Online 

People extend their private realm of family into public spheres like the internet, using 

family as an interactional resource. For instance, in online forums, women share relational 

conflicts with in-laws (Sandel 2004; Perelmutter 2010); and discuss motherhood such as good 

mothers (Mackenzie 2017, 2018) and migrant mothers (Vezzey 2018), and parenting (Pedersen 

and Smithson 2010). Talking about, as, and in family suggest how public and private spheres are 

not segregated, but rather interconnected (see Tannen 2006a; Tovares 2006), which is also 

related to the interconnectedness between online and offline (see Aarsand 2008). Numerous 

studies include online private discourse among family members via online messaging (e.g., 

Tannen 2013; Al Rashdi 2018), Facebook (West and Trester 2013; Placencia and Lower 2013), 

emails (Rowe 2011), and video calls (Sunakawa 2014; Norris 2016; Lyons and Tagg 2019). 

However, many of these studies (Rowe 2011 and Sunakwa 2014 are exceptions) use 

family interaction as a research site to look into the formulation of interaction, with a focus on 

what resources and strategies (e.g., linguistic, multimodal, or discursive) or physical elements 

(e.g., physical distance) affects it. Many more studies, especially in discourse analysis, are still 

needed to consider how people make use of digital environments, alongside language and other 

multimodalities, to maintain close interpersonal relationships like family, performing family-

related identities coupled with power and solidarity.  
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2.5. Summary 

 As outlined in this chapter, introducing interactional sociolinguistics as an overarching 

framework of my research, the chapter has reviewed framing, intertextuality, and 

entextualization (including resemiotization and technologies of entextualization). It has also 

described three research foci that will be addressed in data analysis: media ideologies, identity 

work (pertaining to family and gender), and power and solidarity dynamics. Considering family 

discourse (both online and offline) and online discourse as types of discourse, the chapter has 

attempted to bring together different concepts and theories to have online family discourse as a 

theoretical gathering place and thus illuminate how interactional sociolinguistics is the right tool 

to explicate meaning-making accompanying with technological affordances and multimodalities. 

 In the next chapter, I detail my data including family participants and data collection and 

display methods. I also describe KakaoTalk, a means of communication through which the 

participants communicated with each other, and Korean honorific system, which is featured in 

the data for this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 THE STUDY 

 

3.1. Korea 101 

 In this section, I introduce KakaoTalk, the medium of my data, along with the Korean 

honorific system, which shapes and figures in my data. KakaoTalk is an instant messaging 

application popular in South Korea and my data are instant messages exchanged via KakaoTalk. 

Honorification is one of the distinct linguistic features of Korean and one that family members 

strategically use in interaction.  

 

3.1.1. KakaoTalk 

 According to the Pew Research Center's Spring 2018 Global Attitudes Survey, cited in 

Silver (2019), 100% of Korean adults surveyed reported that they own mobile phones and 95% 

of them have smartphones (N=1,007). The Economist (2019) also notes that 94 % of South 

Koreans use KakaoTalk (also known colloquially as KaTalk), a free instant messaging 

application for smartphones. These numbers speak volumes: KakaoTalk is a major means of 

daily communication in South Korea. In addition to being able to send and receive free messages 

and make and receive free calls, KakaoTalk users can share photos, videos, location, voice 

messages, and contact information. Also, they can use a variety of free and paid (animated) 

stickers and emojis in their instant messaging. The most distinct feature of KakaoTalk, among 

other features, is that all exchanged messages, including the name of the sender and date and 

time sent, are automatically stored in the database of all involved participants' accounts. 

Information about whether or when a message is read and by whom is not stored, although 

KakaoTalk offers a message-read notification in real-time. The participants can access and 
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download the entire instant message interaction anytime, unless they leave a chatroom. When 

downloaded, messages are converted to a text file and each message appears with its time sent 

and its sender's name. Besides making data collection convenient, this feature helps to minimize 

any possible concerns caused by "the observer's paradox,” or the idea that the presence of a 

researcher or recording equipment for data collection does not allow linguists to access to "how 

people speak when they are not being observed" (Labov 1972:97). I requested participants to 

download and submit to me instant message exchanges that had already happened in the past, 

and these were thus truly naturally-occurring.  

 In Korean linguistics, KakaoTalk has become a popular research site as it shows how 

Korean language use and communication are technologically mediated. Those studies include the 

exploration of listenership among Korean female friends I present in Choe (2018); Shi and Jang's 

(2017) comparative study on writing styles between Korean generations in their 20s and 60s; 

Hur's (2017) examination of college students' gender-specific patterns of language; and Kang 

and M. Kim's analyses on usage of Korean discourse markers (2017) and honorific final endings 

(2018). However, relatively less studied are how different multimodal resources such as photos, 

videos, and stickers are used in creating interaction and making meanings in KakaoTalk, along 

with language; the practices of a wider population of KakaoTalk users, especially older people; 

and how family members, in intergenerational family relations in particular, utilize KakaoTalk to 

interact with families in diverse contexts. My research addresses these gaps by examining 

KakaoTalk interactions among Korean families(-in-law) and therefore illuminates a newly 

emerging and increasingly popular type of family discourse in the digital age. 
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3.1.2. Korean honorific system: Korean speech levels and honorification 

 Korean honorifics explicitly express a speaker's respect for an addressee (addressee 

honorification) and for a referent (referent honorification) (see Sung 2007; Yoon 2010). 

Addressee honorifics determine a form of sentence ending (e.g., speech level markers), whereas 

referent honorifics are produced with honorific suffixes and words. When the referent and the 

addressee are the same, the use of the referent honorific suffix -si usually honors the addressee. 

 Given that Korean follows the SOV structure (Subject-Object-Verb), the sentence ending, 

attached to a predicate, is considered the most important honorific feature in Korean. Among 

sentence final particles in Korean, a speech level marker marks different degrees or levels of 

politeness and/or formality that the speaker shows to the addressee and is often interchangeably 

used with the term “speech style marker” (see M. Park 2012). In this research, I discuss the 

presence (or absence) of such honorifics, while consistent in using the term, speech level 

markers. 

 Scholars propose various classifications of speech level markers (see Hwang 1990) and 

different numbers of clause types in Korean ranging from five to eleven (see Pak 2008). In Table 

1 below, I borrow the classification of six speech levels from Yoon (2010), adapted from Sohn 

(1999), as it clearly differentiates honorific speech levels from non-honorific ones. I also classify 

into five types clauses used in my data, as outlined in Mun (2013), because the five-level 

classification is generally accepted.   
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NOTE: DEC (Declarative), INT (Interrogative), IMV (Imperative), EXH (Exhortative), EXC (Exclamative) 

                      Clause type 

Speech level 
DEC INT IMV EXH EXC 

+honorific 
deferential -supnita -supnikka -sipsio -sipsita - 

polite -a/eyo/ 

-honorific 

blunt -o, -wu -o, -wu -o, -wu -sipsita -kwulye 

familiar -ney -nunka -key -sey -kwumen 

intimate -e/a 

plain -ta -nya, -ni -ela -ca 
-kwuna, 

-kwun 

Table 1. Korean speech levels by clause types 

 

Deferential and polite speech levels are often used in similar situations. They address an equal or 

superior adult and they can be intermixed by the same interlocutors in the same discourse (see 

Sohn 1999:413). S. Choi (2008), cited in Yoon (2010), notes that the blunt level is very rare in 

contemporary Korean and is known to be used in more limited contexts and used by an adult in a 

position of power addressing an adult in a position of less power, especially when such 

interactions are between men. Sohn (1983) notes that the familiar level is used by a person of 

higher status speaking to a person of lower status. Elsewhere, Sohn (1999) mentions that the 

familiar, intimate, and plain speech levels can be intermixed with each other in the same 

discourse with the same person. Sohn (1983) and Yu (1996) highlight how Korean honorifics 

reflect the seesaw relation between power and solidarity in interpersonal relationships. 

 Traditionally, the use of Korean honorifics is related to the formality of a situation and is 

generally determined by social factors such as age, socioeconomic status, and gender (see Sohn 

1999 and Sung 2007 for details). As Agha (1998:153) explains, however, honorific speech can 

serve to accomplish "control and domination, irony, innuendo, and masked aggression, as well as 

other types of socially meaningful behaviors that native ideologies of honor or respect do not 

describe." For instance, Hwang (1990:48) lists four Korean utterances that are deferential and 
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polite, deferential but impolite, non-deferential but polite, and non-deferential but impolite. 

Different speech level markers, coupled with pragmatic features, can encode different 

“metamessages” (to use Bateson’s 1972 term) in on-going interaction.  

 Moreover, as Martin writes (1964:411), "a Korean may open up a conversation with the 

deferential style, slip into the polite style, and then occasionally throw in a deferential form." 

Speech level shifting within and between honorific or non-honorific levels is very common in 

Korean and many scholars address this phenomenon in Korean media discourse (e.g., Eun and 

Strauss 2004; Yoon 2010, 2015; S. Chang 2014; Brown 2015b). Speech level shifting occurs in 

Korean TV shows to change a tone from serious (honorific) to playful (non-honorific); manage 

the on-going interaction between onstage (honorific) and offstage (non-honorific); and control 

information status among participants (the deferential mostly occurring with non-shared 

information and creating a "formal presentational stance" in Brown's [2015b:56] words, and the 

polite conveying personal insights into the current topic and marking the speaker’s affective 

stance). Moreover, J. Lee (1996), in his analysis of telephone conversations between chief 

officers of the Korean army, presents how and why the style shifting occurs. Military rank and 

year of commission of the two officers are the same, but one officer is in a higher position in the 

command system. In J. Lee’s excerpts, the two officers start with the intimate speech level 

marker to talk about a situation that the chief of staff was involved in. But then the officer of 

higher rank strategically uses the honorific speech markers when he orders the other to control 

the capital mechanized unit, which leads the other office to also employ the honorific. Also 

noteworthy is that Korean parents do speech style shifting from non-honorific to honorific when 

they teach children honorification including social norms and manners (e.g., Sung 2007). 

However, there is still a lack of studies on how each speech level marker creates different 
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meanings and performs various functions in discourse. An exception includes Yoon's (2010:98) 

consideration of the polite speech level marker (-a/eyo) as "a soft affective stance" in Korean 

media discourse. 

 

3.2. Families 

 I collected instant message interactions having occurred in 5 KakaoTalk chatrooms of 5 

Korean families(-in-law) – 17 adult participants in total. The first two chatrooms are among 

families of Jia and Taewoo: One involves the couple, plus Jia's parents and brother (5 

participants) and the other is among the couple, plus Taewoo’s parents and older brother's couple 

(6 participants). The third chatroom is among Sara, her husband, his mother, and his younger 

brother (4 participants). The fourth one is between Phillip and Eunbyul, a married couple. The 

last one is between Minchan and his mother-in-law. There are four family representatives who 

communicated with me on behalf of their families regarding data collection and interview 

arrangements: Jia, Sara, Phillip, and Minchan.  

 Data were collected with Georgetown IRB (Institutional Review Board) approval and 

informed consent. All participants' ages are at the time the data were collected and any 

identifiable information of the participants including names, jobs, and locations are adjusted to 

protect their privacy, except for cities that the participants live in. Below is a detailed description 

of each family. I only introduce family members who participate in the chatrooms used for this 

research or those who are mentioned by the family members in the chatrooms. Note that each 

family member is introduced based on her or his family relationship with the family 

representatives. 
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3.2.1. Chatrooms of families of Jia and Taewoo 

 In these families, Jia is the family representative. She is 29 years old and her husband, 

Taewoo, is 31 years old. They were married in January 2014. Jia and Taewoo have two family 

group chatrooms and they participate in both chatrooms: One is among Jia’s immediate family 

including Jia's younger brother Jun (27 years old) and her parents (58-year-old father and 54-

year-old mother). The other is among Jia’s family-in-law (i.e., Taewoo's family) including Jia's 

parents-in-law (63-year-old father-in-law and 61-year-old mother-in-law), her older brother-in-

law Taemin (Taewoo's 34-year-old older brother), and her older sister-in-law Doyoon (Taemin's 

wife as well as Taewoo's older sister-in-law, 32 years old).  

 Taemin and Doyoon have three children (two sons and one daughter), whose names are 

Haneul (oldest son, 7 years), Harim (second oldest son, 5 years old), and Hyori (youngest 

daughter, 3 years old). Jia and Taewoo have a daughter, Sohee (10 months old).  

 All of the four nuclear families within Jia's larger extended family – 1) Jia, Taewoo, and 

their daughter Sohee; 2) Jia's parents (Taewoo's parents-in-law) with her younger brother Jun; 3) 

Jia's parents-in-law (Taewoo's parents); and 4) Taemin, Doyoon, and their three children  –  live 

separately but in the same district in the southern part of Seoul, the capital of South Korea. The 

instant messages in Jia's family chatroom are considered in Chapters 4 and 5 whereas those in 

Jia's family-in-law chatroom are featured in Chapter 5.  

 

3.2.2. Chatroom of Sara's family-in-law (Insung's family) 

 Sara is the second family representative. She is 37 years old and has been married to 

Insung, who is 38 years old, since June 2013. Sara and Insung have a 4-year-old son, Kihong.  

Sara's family-in-law chatroom (i.e., Insung's family chatroom) consists of Sara, her husband 
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Insung, her mother-in-law (62 years old), and her younger brother-in-law (i.e., Insung's younger 

brother) Inseok (37 years old). Sara, Insung, and their son live in a city in northeast South Korea 

while Sara's mother-in-law (i.e., Insung's mother) and her younger brother-in-law (i.e., Insung's 

younger brother) reside together in a city in eastern South Korea, approximately two and a half 

hours away from Sara and Insung’s by car. Sara's interactions with her mother-in-law in the 

chatroom are considered in Chapters 4 and 5. 

 

3.2.3. Chatroom of Phillip and Eunbyul 

 Phillip is the third family representative. He married Eunbyul in October 2015, and their 

baby daughter Jisu is 9 months old. Both Phillip and Eunbyul are 34 years old. The couple 

resides in Seoul, the capital of South Korea, and Eunbyul's parents live in Busan. Busan is 

located on the Southeastern tip of the Korean peninsula and Seoul is located in the northwest of 

South Korea (See Figure 2). The distance between Busan and Seoul is 325 kilometers 

(approximately 200 miles). The couple’s interaction appears in Chapter 6 and their residential 

locations are important to my data analysis because they profoundly shape the couple's 

interaction. 
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Figure 2. Locations of Seoul and Busan (source: Google Maps) 

  

 Eunbyul had a career break to take care of Jisu, but there was much work for her to 

handle on her own. She suggested, to her parents and Phillip, living at her parents' in Busan for a 

month to receive help from her parents in caring for their baby. As her parents and Phillip were 

already aware of her struggle, they agreed with her doing so. Eunbyul's original plan was to stay 

in Busan for one month, but it ended up being three months (July 2017 through September 2017) 

until she resumed her career. Phillip lived alone at the couple's residence in Seoul while Eunbyul 

and Jisu stayed in Busan. Members of the couple occasionally visited each other, but most of the 

time they lived apart during this period. However, after the three-month stay in Busan, Eunbyul 

came back to Seoul, leaving Jisu to be cared for by her parents. She went to Busan to see Jisu 

almost every weekend. Eunbyul and Phillip’s long-distance interaction via KakaoTalk is 

addressed in Chapter 6. 
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3.2.4. Chatroom of Minchan and his mother-in-law 

 Minchan is another family representative. He has been married to Taeri since March 

2016, and both are 33 years old. They reside in the Gwangjin district, the northern part of Seoul. 

Minchan’s mother-in-law is 60 years old and lives in Gyeonggi Province that surrounds the 

capital, 30 minutes away by car from Minchan’s. Minchan has a one-to-one chatroom with his 

mother-in-law. Instant message interaction between Minchan and his mother-in-law is 

considered in Chapter 4. 

 

3.3. Data collection and display method 

 In section 3.3.1, I describe how I collected the data, from participant recruitment to 

translation. Separately, in section 3.3.2, I explain in detail one of the research methods used for 

data analysis, playback interviews, which is commonly used in interactional sociolinguistics. 

Lastly, I also explain how I present Korean language-based data in the study. 

 

3.3.1. Data collection 

 I recruited study participants in person and by posting a recruitment post on Facebook. I 

asked those interested in my project to download and share with me their family KakaoTalk 

conversation(s) by email. All family members who appear in the data, including the family 

representatives, agreed to participate in my study. Although I asked the family representatives to 

submit at least one month of their instant messages, I let them decide the exact length of and time 

range of their interaction. Families of Jia and Taewoo each offered me 19 months months-long 

instant messages (December 2015-January 2017 and September 2017-January 2018); Sara's 

family-in-law did 28 months (September 2014-January 2017); Phillip and Eunbyul did 5 months 
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(August 2017-December 2017); and Minchan and his mother-in-law did 7 months (June 2016-

January 2017). Although I did not exactly count instant messages exchanged per family, it is 

very obvious that Phillip and Eunbyul exchanged many more instant messages than Minchan and 

his mother-in-law did. The couple communicated with each other almost every single day for the 

entire 5 months, whereas there were several months when Minchan and his mother-in-law never 

interacted with each other in their one-to-one chatroom. 

 When downloaded, the messages automatically converted into a .txt format. In this 

format, unfortunately, audio and visual multimodalities such as photos, videos, emojis, and 

stickers are displayed in words with brackets in the downloaded files. A photo, for example, 

would display as <photo>. Because of this, I had to ask the participants to capture and send to 

me screenshots of the conversations wherein multiple modalities were used. There were some 

cases that old multimodal resources were no longer available (and thus could not be seen or 

directly analyzed), for example 1) when the participants re-installed KakaoTalk on their phones, 

previous audios and visuals were automatically deleted unless downloaded or backed up 

beforehand; or 2) the participants voluntarily deleted them after having received them. In this 

kind of situation, I relied on the context of the exchanged instant message conversation and the 

participants’ memories and explanations of those audio and visual materials.  

 Due to the physical distance between where I resided at the time data analysis was 

conducted (the United States) and where the participants lived (South Korea), I first received 

their informal permission via KakaoTalk to collect their data. But before collecting the data, I 

met each family representative in-person in Korea between December 2017 and January 2018 to 

receive signed consent forms from all family members of each family who were in the 

chatrooms. 
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3.3.2. Playback interviews 

 As mentioned in Hamilton and Hamaguchi (2015:712), a possible drawback of analyzing 

online discourse where the researcher is not part of it is that the researcher does not have insights 

as an insider, which may lead to a situation where the researcher "understands what is going on 

but actually does not, or will have only a superficial understanding of the discourse." Since all 

collected data took place before my participant recruitment for this project, I was very limited in 

how I could gain knowledge about participants and contexts of the interactions they exchanged 

via KakaoTalk. When family participants met me in person to sign the consent forms, I was able 

to learn more about each family’s attitudes about and approaches to communication via 

KakaoTalk as well as about participants’ characteristics, including their ages, occupations, and 

relationships to other members who are present in family chatrooms that comprise my dataset. 

 To help me understand interactional contexts, and as Hamilton and Hamaguchi (2015) 

suggest, I conducted playback interviews to obtain participants’ insights, confirm my analytical 

interpretations, and minimize any biased judgments on the given data. Playback interviews are 

widely used in discourse analysis studies (e.g., Tannen 2005; Johnston 2008; Gordon 2009; 

Georgakopoulou 2014; Sierra 2016). Playback interviews are traditionally undertaken by playing 

some excerpts from a recording; and asking participants for their thoughts and comments (e.g., 

Labov and Fanshel 1977; Tannen 2005). Due to the nature of my data – instant messages –it is 

impossible to 'play back.' Instead, my participants and I 'scrolled back' through chatrooms to talk 

about certain instant messages and shared audiovisual materials.  

 Also, because I resided in Washington D.C. in the United States most of the time the 

study was conducted and all my participants lived in different cities in Korea, I used various 

channels of communication to carry out playback interviews. While in the United States, I used 
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KakaoTalk (voice)chat and email. When I visited Korea, on the other hand, the interviews were 

mostly done by phone-call. I also conducted on-site playback interviews when scheduling 

aligned, although this happened only three times (with different participants). 

 

3.3.3. Data display 

 Instant messages are linearly presented, although on an electronic device, all messages 

sent from the device appear on the right side and the others received on the left. My display 

method retains the linear nature of instant messages, in terms of turn-taking. In my transcripts, 

each message is numbered, appearing next to its sender's name and its date and time sent. I 

provide four-layer data display: Original messages (in Korean) are followed by Romanized 

Korean, linguistic glossary translation (see appendix A), and English idiomatic translation. Both 

glossary translation and English idiomatic translation were reviewed by Korean linguists and 

Korean-English bilinguals, respectively. Please refer to the appendix A attached for 

abbreviations used in the linguistic glossary translation. 

 The Romanized Korean was transcribed in the Yale Romanization system, except for 

proper nouns such as names of participants and places. The system is the standard Romanization 

of the Korean language in the field of linguistics. Not only does it make my study compatible 

with other Korean language-related linguistic studies but also it enables me to present how 

certain linguistic items are used throughout interaction, especially when it comes to repetition; 

otherwise, it would be hard for non-native speakers of Korean to grasp where and how repetition 

is created throughout interaction. This is because other Romanized systems reflect phonological 

change depending on surrounding environments, which display consonants and vowels 

differently in different contexts, even though they are the same. On the other hand, the Yale 
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system provides a consistent way of displaying the phonemic value of each consonant and vowel 

in Korean, regardless of phonological change, although the system does not exactly show the 

ways each letter sounds.  

 Messages that consist of photos and videos are described in English, only without the 

four-level translations. Sticker messages appear as they were shown in chatrooms and I describe 

them in English when they are mentioned in analysis. I provide additional information of given 

instant messages with an asterisk symbol in italics, if necessary, for a better understanding of the 

context. I also include, in the transcripts, Korean online language (e.g., typed actions of laughing 

and crying) without offering their English equivalents. Please refer to the appendix B attached 

for their meanings.  

 My analysis draws from this family chatroom dataset to illuminate how these family 

members use KakaoTalk to engage in family talk. Through the analysis of select examples, in 

this research I identify and explicate how family talk is formulated and fostered online through 

language, technological affordances, and multimodalities.  
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CHAPTER 4 RE:FRAMING AND INTERTEXTU@LITY IN SHARING EVERYDAY 

PHOTOS AND VIDEOS 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 Chapter 4 examines everyday photo-/video-sharing via instant messages to show how 

meaning-making occurs in this context. It also highlights the importance of the notion of 

entextualization in exploring intertextuality and framing, especially when everyday family 

experiences are brought online in the form of visuals and texts into family chatrooms and their 

meanings are gradually developed through continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality.  

 Across family chatrooms, in my data, I notice there are two tendencies for sharing and 

responding to everyday photos and videos, when interaction proceeds: First, shared photos and 

videos often come along with comments (i.e., captions). In the comments, senders describe what 

the photos and videos are about or express certain feelings or memories the shared visuals evoke 

to the senders. I note these captions serve to provide focused attention (i.e., a frame), which 

guides receivers into how to properly understand and appreciate shared photos and videos. 

Second, senders send photos and videos without comments. In the case of uncaptioned photos 

and videos, there is no focused attention offered by senders in language. This often tends to lead 

receivers to create their own frames within which they make and interpret (meta)messages of 

shared visuals with open assessments.  

 I note captioned and uncaptioned photo-/video-sharing display different trajectories of 

meaning-making and thereby affect the ways in which meanings of shared visuals unfold. My 

preliminary observations thus suggest 1) that captions often make clear what a sender intends to 

convey with shared photos and videos, and affect the receiver participation that follows; 2) that 
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receiver participation is expected in meaning-making of shared visuals; and 3) that receiver 

participation (i.e., responding to shared visuals) crucially crafts meaning-making. 

 In psychology, various scholars (e.g., Cupchik, Shereck, Spiegel 1994, Millis 2001, 

Leder, Carbon, and Ripsas 2006) demonstrate that presenting titles together with artworks affects 

how those artworks are interpreted by viewers. For example, in Franklin, Becklen, and Doyle 

(1993), viewers were shown the same painting under different titling conditions and the 

researchers found viewers' interpretive readings of the artworks to be affected by descriptions of 

the paintings because a change of title affects semantic processing. I propose the psychology of 

reading artwork also plays out in everyday photo-/video-sharing via instant messages. Depending 

on whether senders send photos and videos with or without captions (i.e., whether or not a frame, 

or focused attention, is provided by senders), shared visuals raise different expectations about 

defining what is going on in them and suggest different pathways of making and understanding 

their meanings.  

 Everyday photo-/video-sharing therefore highlights how visuals and texts work together 

to accomplish meaning-making. This idea is not new but has been extensively addressed in 

online research on GIFs and memes in social media (Bourlai and Herring 2014), text messages 

(Tolins, Jackson, and Samermit 2016), and online forums (Gordon forthcoming), as well as in 

the offline contexts of computer manuals (Iedema 2003), children's in-class drawings with 

written reports (Kress 2000), picture books and comics (Bateman 2014), magazine covers, maps, 

and textbooks (Kress and van Leeuwen 2006[1996]), and public signage (R. Scollon and S. 

Scollon 2003). Extending such work, the current chapter aims to demonstrate how family 

members make use of everyday photos and videos (visuals) and instant messages (texts) to 

formulate online family talk. 
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 To do so, I build upon Gordon (2009:13), who demonstrates that "framing and 

intertextuality should be viewed as inextricably intertwined." In particular, among the different 

kinds of framing phenomena Gordon (2008, 2009) identifies – reframing, and creating 

overlapping, blended, and embedded frames (see Chapter 2 for details), I further delve into 

reframing (also see Tannen 2006a). Using KakaoTalk chatrooms of 1) Jia's family (Taewoo's 

family-in-law), 2) Jia's family-in-law (Taewoo's family), 3) Sara's family-in-law (Insung's 

family), and 4) Minchan and his mother-in-law, I thus examine how family members 'show and 

tell' everyday photos and videos and how this activity contributes to creating different 

trajectories of meaning-making. 

 Bateman (2014) proposes "meaning multiplication," prompted by Lemke (1998), or the 

idea that we can get more information from a combination of different modes of meaning than 

from a single mode. In everyday photo-/video-sharing via instant messages, participants make 

integrated use of multimodal components to 'show and tell', and this, I argue, creates what I term 

'continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality' in meaning-making through actions and 

interactions; between online and offline; and with visuals and texts.  

 Reframing (following Tannen's [2006a] concept of reframing) continuously occurs when 

people talk about 1) what is going on in shared visuals and 2) what is going on in the current 

interaction. Intertextuality is enriched 1) paradigmatically as moments from everyday life are 

chosen to be captured with a smartphone, discursively and visually crafted via visuals and texts, 

and transformed from offline to online to be shared, and 2) syntagmatically as family members 

build up prior instant messages and shared visuals. I argue transformation and connection 

through continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality illuminate how entextualization is a 
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fundamental part of the framing-intertextuality connection, especially when interaction is 

multimodal and technology-mediated. 

 Technological affordances and multimodalities make feasible continuous reframing and 

enriching intertextuality, thus facilitating and fostering online family talk. Moreover, they offer 

alternatives to using traditional "contextualization cues" (Gumperz 1982), diversifying ways to 

participate in meaning-making during everyday photo-/video-sharing via instant messages. This 

illuminates that 'text' in the notion of intertextuality is not just language-based, but multimodal, 

as different modes are reciprocally used as resources in interaction; add specificity; and develop 

meaning-making. 

 Everyday photo-/video-sharing also shows how senders and receivers jointly construe, 

understand, and make sense of shared photos and videos. Orienting toward Tannen's 

(2007[1989]) sense of mutual participation that creates involvement between speakers (or 

writers) and listeners (or readers), I also draw from other relevant studies – including C. 

Goodwin's (1986) "audience diversity"; Erickson's (1986) "listener influence"; Gordon's (2003) 

"supportive alignments" that contribute to the construction of an interactional team; and my 

study (Choe 2018) of "online listenership" in instant messages – to highlight how family 

members, as senders and receivers, create "ties of cooperation, collaboration, and agreement" 

(Gordon 2003:397) during everyday photo-/video-sharing via instant messages. 

 In my data, there exist two ways of mutual participation between senders and receivers, 

which, I suggest, indicates Bakhtin's (1981) discussion that languages are produced in either 

monologism (convergent voice) or heterglossia (divergent voice) by centripetal forces (pushing 

things toward a central point) or centrifugal forces (pushing things away from a central point and 

out in all directions), respectively. To be specific, when daily visuals are sent with captions by 
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senders, centripetal forces, exerted through captions, integrate and unify how receivers read and 

interpret visuals through which senders capture and frame everyday moments in certain ways. 

Receivers use the captions as guideposts to develop meanings of shared visuals, which presents 

supportive alignments and that shows engaged listenership. In contrast, when everyday photos 

and videos are sent without captions, centrifugal forces, in uncaptioned visuals, decentralize 

receiver participation in making and understanding meanings. Receivers exert "listener 

influence" (see Erickson 1986) to show various interpretations of shared photos and videos in 

response, and it creates "audience diversity" (C. Goodwin 1986) that orients toward Bateson's 

(1979:31) idea that "every experience is subjective," in terms of meaning-making.  

 Moreover, mutual participation between senders and receivers offers a glimpse of how 

family members negotiate "power and solidarity" (Tannen 1994a, 2007, 2014) and perform 

familial identities. For example, when parents respond to photos and videos, they tend to act as a 

team by using their shared identity as parents who take care of their own (grand)children, and 

thus to jointly and sequentially make and develop meanings of shared visuals.  

 The organization of the chapter is as follows. In section 4.2, I examine three sets of 

instant message interactions where photos and videos are sent with captions. When focused 

attention is explicitly offered in language, i.e., when a photo or a video is captioned, receivers 

correspond to the given focused attention and develop meanings out of it. In section 4.3, I 

analyze three sets of instant message interactions where photos and videos are sent without 

captions. When focused attention is not given in language, or uncaptioned, receivers make 

assessments of shared visuals in their own ways. This also indicates how highly senders expect 

and rely on receiver participation in meaning-making.  
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 I conclude the chapter by discussing two main components of photo-/video-sharing: In 

section 4.4.1, I expand on how the presence or absence of captions creates different trajectories 

of meaning-making, by drawing from Bakhtin's (1981) idea that language has centripetal and 

centrifugal forces. This discussion gives a better understanding of how each individual's different 

perceptions, expectations, and interpretations in meaning-making are realized, either being 

centralized or decentralized by a sender's focused attention. In section 4.4.2, I discern functions 

of everyday photos and videos, which, I argue, are ambiguous and polysemous. The shared 

visuals function as objects, interactional resources, and/or alternatives to language: As objects, 

they are topics to talk about. As interactional resources, they open, manage, and achieve online 

family talk. Lastly, as alternatives to language, they offer visual details that carry multiple 

meanings.  

 

4.2. When photos and videos are sent with captions 

 Analyzing three examples that involve two videos and one photo, I show how receivers 

tend to use captions as guideposts to follow for meaning-making, when focused attention is 

explicitly given by senders in language. In other words, a sender's focused attention directs 

receiver participation toward a certain frame, from which meanings are gradually developed. In 

this meaning-making process, participants use a variety of linguistic, discursive, and multimodal 

resources and strategies to show and tell meanings of shared photos and videos. They include 

stickers, pretend-play, prior instant messages, prior conversations (having occurred offline), 

evaluations, and questions.  
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4.2.1. Kihong at his great-grandfather's birthday 

 In Sara's family-in-law chatroom, Sara, her husband (Insung), his younger brother 

(Inseok), and his mother are present. One day, Sara sends two videos of her son, Kihong, that she 

recorded at her grandfather's birthday party (i.e., Kihong's maternal great grandfather's birthday). 

In the videos, Kihong was sitting next to his maternal great grandparents. While family members 

were singing the birthday song, Kihong was clapping and trying to sing along. Then, he blew out 

the birthday candles on his great grandfather's cake, and the family was laughing. In the 

following interaction, Sara and her mother-in-law (i.e., mother of Insung and Inseok) interact 

with each other. 

 

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Sara 
June 27, 2015, 5:32PM 

Two videos of Kihong at his maternal great grandfather's birthday party 

2 Sara 

June 27, 2015, 5:33PM 

오늘   기홍   외증조할아버지                생신이셔서  

onul  Kihong oy-cungco-halapeci         sayngsin-i-sy-ese 

today Kihong maternal-great-grandfather birthday.hon.-be-SH-so 

 

평창에          갔네요. 

PyeonChang-ey  ka-ss-ney-yo 

PyeongChang-to go-PAST-APR-DEC.POL 

 

'Today was Kihong's maternal great grandfather's birthday so we went to 

PyeongChang.' 

 

기홍이      외삼촌도             오고...  

Kihong-i   oy-samchon-to       o-ko 

Kihong-SUF maternal-uncle-also come-and  

'His uncle also came...' 

 

그런데    기홍이가         주인공이              되었네요  

kulentey Kihong-i-ka     cwuinkong-i         toy-ess-ney-yo 

but      Kihong-SUF-NOM  main character-NOM  become-PAST-APR-DEC.POL 

'But it looks like Kihong is the center of attention here' 

 

다들    기홍이      보고    웃어서.. 

ta-tul Kihong-i   po-ko   wus-ese.. 

all-PL Kihong-SUF see-and laugh-so 

'He made everyone laugh..' 

 
*PyeongChang is the name of the city where Kihong's great grandparents live 
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In this example, continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality are constructed between and 

within visuals (shared videos and a sticker) and texts (instant messages) through two-level 

mutual participation: 1) between a sender (Sara) and receivers (her brother-in-law and mother-in-

law); and 2) between the receivers. 

 Right after sending the videos in line 1, Sara offers brief details in line 2, 'Today was 

Kihong's great grandfather's birthday so we went to PyeongChang. His uncle also came...but it 

looks like Kihong is the center of attention here He made everyone laugh…' Her message reveals 

what comes into her focus (i.e., Kihong) that frames the videos in her intended ways: what 

Kihong attended to (Kihong's great grandfather's birthday party), who else came (Kihong's 

maternal uncle), and what Kihong did at the party (acting like the birthday baby and making 

everyone laugh). 

3 

Inseok 

(Sara's 

brother-

in-law) 

June 27, 2015, 5:35PM 

 

4 

Sara's 

mother-

in-law  

(Inseok'

s 

mother) 

June 27, 2015, 5:53PM 

하루밤사이에도            기홍이가        크는     것     같다  

halwu-pam-sai-eyto     Kihong-i-ka    khu-nun  kes   kath-ta  

day-night-between-even Kihong-SUF-NOM grow-NOM thing seem-DEC.PLN 

'Kihong seems to be growing up overnight' 

 

씩씩한        모습보니            행복하구나  

ssikssikha-n mosup-po-ni        hayngpok-ha-kwuna  

energetic-RT figure-see-because happiness-do-EXC.PLN 

'I'm so happy to see him energetic and active' 

 

진정한       행복은         가족이      모여서  

cincengha-n hayngpok-un   kacok-i    moy-ese 

true-RT     happiness-TOP family-NOM gather-so 

 

맛있는        음식도     먹고    여담도      나누고    얼마나   좋아~~~~ 

masiss-nun   umsik-to  mek-ko  yetam-to  nanwu-ko  elmana coh-a~~~~ 

delicious-RT food-also eat-and chat-also share-and how    good-EXC.INTMT 

 

'True happiness comes from family gathering together and sharing good 

food and having fun How great it is~~~~' 
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 Sara's focused attention (i.e., Kihong) functions as a guide post that Sara's mother-in-law 

and Inseok (Sara's brother-in-law and Kihong's uncle) follow for meaning-making with the use 

of different means of communication – language by the mother-in-law and a sticker by the 

brother-in-law. In line 4, 'Kihong seems to be growing up overnight I'm so happy to see him 

energetic and active True happiness comes from family gathering together and sharing good food 

and having fun How great it is~~~~,' the mother-in-law's interpretation furthers Sara's focused 

attention. Kihong's actions at the birthday party (i.e., clapping, singing along, and blowing the 

candles on the birthday cake) is reframed as his growth and development. Inseok also aligns with 

Sara's focused attention through the sticker in line 3 (a cute character in a pink costume, winking 

and puckering its lips towards a red heart). Inseok's affective alignment toward Kihong's cute 

actions in the videos is represented in the sticker. Herring and Dainas (2017), in their study on 

Facebook comments, argue images such as stickers, GIFs, and emoticons, allow visual 

communication, which displays pragmatic and conversational meanings that users create, and I 

suggest that is what is being accomplished here.  

 Interpreting Inseok's sticker and what sense he makes from the videos requires looking at 

the shared videos and his sticker together. In other words, intertextual linkage is created between 

the visuals. Likewise, developing in words Sara's focused attention, the mother-in-law's message 

is based on what Sara shows (the videos) and tells (her caption), which contributes to continuous 

reframing and enriching intertextuality.  

 In responding to the shared videos, Sara's mother-in-law and Inseok could have talked 

about something else such as PyeongChang, Sara's grandfather, her brother, or the birthday cake. 

However, their responses, centering around Sara's focused attention, jointly and sequentially 

perform supportive alignments and make meaning of the videos. In this video-sharing, mutual 
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participation in meaning-making is constructed not only between the sender (Sara) and the 

receivers (her mother-in-law and Inseok) but also between the receivers.  

 

4.2.2. A video of Taeri's mysterious food 

 Minchan has a one-on-one chatroom with his mother-in-law. In the following example, 

Minchan creates play frames and imaginary footings to offer his focused attention, when he 

sends to his mother-in-law, with a caption, a video of Taeri's (his wife) cooking. In the play 

frames, he uses a reporting register to bring his mother-in-law's attention to the video. Then, the 

video is reframed as a guessing game where his mother-in-law tries to figure out what is 

happening in the video. Creating continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality, the ways in 

which Minchan captions the video not only create humor but also dramatize his intended 

metamessage of the video (having a happy marriage with Taeri). Moreover, the example 

illuminates how the sender's focused attention encourages and manages receiver participation in 

meaning-making, thus creating mutual participation. The interaction also suggests how a third 

person (i.e., non-present member of the chatroom), Taeri, is used as an interactional resource to 

strengthen solidarity and closeness between Minchan and his mother-in-law.  

 Before presenting the transcript, I should note that from a playback interview with 

Minchan, I learned that Minchan's mother-in-law once told Minchan about Taeri's inexperience 

with cooking before their marriage and that Minchan has usually prepared meals for himself and 

Taeri due to her inexperience with cooking. One day, Taeri tried to make dinner for Minchan. 

However, the dish she was cooking looked very different from the recipe she was using. 

Minchan recorded her cooking and the food she was preparing and sent it to his mother-in-law. 
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Note that Minchan's mother-in-law is addressed as mother-in-law in the transcript. In Korea, a 

kinship term is used to address and refer to someone in the family.  

 

 

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Minchan 

October 6, 2016, 9:49PM 

광진      셰프를       고발합니다         어머님 

Gwangjin syeyphu-lul kopalha-pnita    eme-nim 

Gwangjin chef-ACC    accuse--DEC.DEF  mother-HT 

'Attention mother-in-law I report on Chef Gwangjin for her food'  
 
*Gwangjin is the name of a district in Seoul where Minchan and Taeri live 
 *Chef Gwangjin is a nickname that refers to Minchan's wife (Taeri) 

2 Minchan 
October 6, 2016, 9:49PM 

A video of Taeri’s cooking 

3 

Minchan’s 

mother-in-

law 

(Taeri's 

mother) 

October 6, 2016, 9:52PM 

하하하 ㅎ ㅎ 

ha-ha-ha  

'Hahaha ㅎ ㅎ' 
 

뭐한건데?   

mwe-ha-n-ke-ntey? 

what-do-RT-thing-CIRCUM 

'What does she do? ' 
 

메뉴가     뭐야?   

meynyu-ka mwe-ya? 

menu-NOM  what-INT.INTMT 

'What's the menu? ' 
 

계란탕인가?   

kyeylan-thang-i-nka? 

egg-soup-be-FMLR.INT  

'Is it egg soup? ' 
 

아 웃겨 

a wusky-e 

ah funny-DEC.INTMT  

'Ah this is funny' 

4 Minchan 

October 6, 2016, 9:52PM 

맞춰보세요 ㅎㅎㅎ 

macchwe-po-sey-yo 

guess-try-SH-DEC.POL 

'Take a guess ㅎㅎㅎ' 

5 

Minchan’s 

mother-in-

law 

(Taeri's 

mother) 

October 6, 2016, 9:54PM 
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During a playback interview, Minchan mentioned that he wanted to share with his mother-in-law 

his happy newlywed life through the video. That is, Minchan frames the moment of his wife 

cooking as a microcosm of their newlywed life, signaling this metamessage through indirect and 

playful captions. In line 1, 'Attention mother-in-law I report on Chef Gwangjin for her food,' 

Minchan attracts his mother-in-law's attention through pretend-play through a reporting register, 

creating playful seriousness in interaction to tease Taeri's cooking ability. In this play frame, 

6 

Minchan’s 

mother-in-

law 

(Taeri's 

mother) 

October 6, 2016, 9:54PM 

버섯계란탕~~ 

peses-kyeylan-thang~~ 

mushroom-egg-soup 

'Mushroom egg soup~~' 
 

노력하는           셰프의      모습이      아름다워요 

nolyekha-nun      syeyphu-uy mosup-i    alumtaw-eyo 

make an effort-RT chef-RT    figure-NOM beautiful-DEC.POL 

'It’s beautiful to see the chef trying her best' 

7 Minchan 

October 6, 2016, 9:55PM 

ㅋㅋ 양파고기덮밥이에요 

    yangpha-koki-teph-pap-iey-yo 

    onion-meat-be topped-rice-be-DEC.POL 

'ㅋㅋIt's actually rice topped with meat and onion' 

8 Minchan 

October 6, 2016, 9:55PM 

셰프님       요즘        요리에        빠지셨어요 

syeyphu-nim yocum      yoli-ey      ppaci-sy-ess-eyo 

chef-HT     these days cooking-at   fall-SH-PAST-DEC.POL 

'The chef is really into cooking these days' 

9 

Minchan’s 

mother-in-

law 

(Taeri's 

mother) 

October 6, 2016, 10:10PM 

덮밥?            푸하하~~     웃어서    미얀^^~  

teph-pap?       phwu-ha-ha  wus-ese  miyan 

be topped-rice? bahaha      laugh-so sorry  

'Rice topped with meat and onion? Bahaha~~ Sorry that I laughed^^~' 
 

아무래도    김셰프가         나서는게                낫겠어^^  

amwulayto  Kim-syeyphu-ka nase-nun-key           nas-keyss-e^^ 

inevitably Kim-chef-NOM   take the lead-RT-thing better-will-DEC.INTMT 

'It seems like it would be better for Chef Kim to step up^^' 
 

비주얼도     맛도~~ 

picwuel-to  mas-to~~ 

visual-also taste-also 

'For better presentation as well as taste~~' 
 

*Kim is Minchan's last name 
*Chef Kim is a nickname that refers to Minchan 
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Minchan creates imaginary footings: a reporter for himself and a chef ('Chef Gwangjin') for his 

wife. Then, he uses his mother-in-law's initial response ('What does she do? What's the menu? Is 

it egg soup?') in line 3 to reframe the video now as a guessing game. This is specified in line 4, 

'Take a guess ㅎㅎㅎ' when Minchan invites his mother-in-law to identify the food Taeri is 

making in the video. Minchan's mother-in-law displays her supportive alignment toward 

Minchan's continuous reframing through pretend-play, by sharing her guess in line 6 ('Mushroom 

egg soup~~') and laughing in lines 3 ('Hahaha ㅎㅎ') and 9 ('Bahahaha~~'). 

 In addition, through imaginary footings such as a reporter in the reporting play and an 

answer-holder in the guessing game, Minchan lightens up any potential criticism, which would 

threaten the faces of his wife and his mother-in-law. Namely, the encounter is framed as teasing, 

not to be taken seriously.  

 Besides laughter in line 3, 'Hahaha ㅎㅎ' and line 8, 'Bahaha~~,' the imaginary footing 

'Chef Kim' (line 9) that is assigned to Minchan by Minchan's mother-in-law, also suggests she 

displays a supportive alignment toward Minchan's intended frame. Earlier, Minchan called his 

wife 'Chef Gwangjin' in line 1 to humorously criticize Taeri's cooking skills in the play frame. 

Related to this, his mother-in-law also makes use of the imaginary footing of the chef, calling 

Minchan 'Chef Kim' to continue his pretend play and suggest Minchan's cooking would have 

'better presentation as well as taste~~' in line 9. The mother-in-law commented later to me that 

she felt happy, when receiving the video from Minchan, to see her daughter and son-in-law 

having a happy marriage and that she even shared the video with her friends. Her comments 

indicate she understood the video in the exact way Minchan frames the video. 

 As mentioned earlier, Minchan and his mother-in-law have shared knowledge about 

Taeri's inexpert cooking skills. It enables Minchan, as a sender, to use Taeri's cooking moment as 
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an interactional resource in a playful way and his mother-in-law (Taeri's mother), as a receiver, 

to join his play frames, therefore creating successful mutual participation. I also note their 

established solidarity helps Minchan's mother-in-law to discern what Minchan actually intends 

through the video. In other words, intertextuality is enriched between online and offline when the 

previously discussed topic in offline spoken interaction is brought up again through the video 

and instant messages; and when Taeri's lack of cooking experience now creates another meaning 

that represents the couple's happy married life, creating playfulness.  

 

4.2.3. Summer house stair-ladder 

 The next example shows how family members work together to build upon one another's 

prior messages, and in so creating continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality of a shared 

photo. Jia’s parents own a summer house that is an hour and a half away by car from Seoul. Near 

the summer house, there is a stream flowing through from a mountain and Jia's family often 

spends time there. One day, Jia’s father sends to the family chatroom a photo of a stair-ladder, 

currently under construction, that Jia's parents are having installed so that the family will have 

better access to the stream from the summer house. The photo is followed by a caption that says 

the construction has started at the summer house. 

 Meanings of the photo are gradually built upon, as family members use each other's prior 

messages as resources. Through this collaborative process, intertextuality moves through time in 

sensemaking from the present (the installment of the ladder) to the future (time spent with 

grandchildren at the stream and the health of the parents); as Hodges (2011:86), building upon 

Bakthin (1986), notes, "intertextual relations are implicated in a speech chain that not only draws 

from the past but also anticipates the future." Participants in the current chatroom are Jia, her 
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husband (Taewoo), her younger brother (Jun), and the parents of Jia and Jun. During the time the 

following interaction took place, Jia and Taewoo did not have a child and Jun was not married. 

Note that periods appearing in line 8 (e.g., 'When Jia. Jun have kids in the future') refer to mean 

the conjunction, 'and.' 

 

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 
Jia and Jun’s 

father 

May 18, 2016, 5:23PM 

A photo of the ladder under the construction at the summer 

house 

2 
Jia and Jun’s 

father 

May 18, 2016, 5:23PM 

원주공사시작 

Wonju-kongsa-sicak 

Wonju-construction-start 

'Construction has started at Wonju' 
 

*Wonju is the city where the summer house is located 
*The family uses Wonju as a representative name of the summer house 

3 Jia 

May 18, 2016, 6:11PM 

무슨공사야                    이게? 

mwusun-kongsa-ya            i-key? 

what-construction-INT.INTMT be-thing 

'What’s this construction for?' 

4 
Jia and Jun’s 

mother 

May 18, 2016, 6:12PM 

우리집앞          계곡    바로     내려가게  

wuli-cip-aph    kyeykok palo     naylyeka-key 

our-house-front stream  straight go down-in order to 

 

사다리  놓는거야 

satali noh-nun-ke-ya 

ladder put-RT-thing-DEC.INTMT 

 

'We're installing a stair ladder from our summer house to the 
stream directly So we can have better access to it' 

5 
Jia and Jun’s 

mother 

May 18, 2016, 6:12PM 

집앞에          바로      내려가    계곡에서 놀게ᆞᆞ 

cip-aph-ey     palo     naylyeka kyeykok-eyse-nol-key 

house-front-at straight go down  stream-at-play-in order to 

'To go down directly and hang out at the stream.. ' 
 

계곡도       정비하고 

kyeykok-to  cengpiha-ko 

stream-also repair-and 

'Also doing some maintenance work for the stream' 
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In line 3, 'What's this construction for?,' Jia offers a question, in response to her father’s prior 

messages (lines 1 and 2: the photo and 'Construction has started at Wonju'), that offers a chance 

for him to add specificity to his caption. This question thus contributes to enriching 

intertextuality, as a result. Jia's parents, as a team, now collaboratively specify the given caption: 

First, the mother's response to Jia's question conveys the photo's literal meaning. She explains 

what the construction is about, why it is needed, and how the family can benefit from it in lines 4 

('We're going to install a stair-ladder from our summer house to the stream so we can have better 

access to it') and 5 ('To go down and hang out at the stream.. Also doing some maintenance work 

for the stream'). Second, building upon the literal meaning of the stair-ladder, the father frames it 

as what they can do, as future grandparents, with their future grandchildren. In line 8, he says 

10 
Jia and Jun’s 

mother 

May 18, 2016, 8:01PM 

손주랑           놀아줄만큼은                

soncwu-lang     nola-cwu-l-mankhum-un     

grandchild-with play-give-will-as much as-? 

 

건강해야지ㅎ 

kenkanghay-ya-ci 

stay healthy-must-SUP  

'We'll stay healthy enough to spend time with our 

grandchildrenㅎ' 

11 Jun 

May 18, 2016, 8:50PM 

홍삼드세용 

hong-sam-tu-sey-yo-ng 

red-gingseng-eat.hon.-SH-DEC.POL-CUTE 

'Have some Korean red ginseng' 

12 Jun 

May 18, 2016, 8:50PM 

 
(A sticker of a character being love-stricken and self-hugging 

with heart eyes) 

13 
Jia and Jun’s 

mother 

May 18, 2016, 8:51PM 

그려   ㅋ ㅋ ㅋ 

kulye 

okay 

'okayㅋ ㅋ ㅋ' 
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'When Jia. Jun [Jia and Jun] have kids in the future Dad. mom'll take the kids to the stream and 

play with them.' Note his use of 'Dad. mom' (intending to mean 'Dad and mom'). As parents of 

Jia and Jun, by typing as and for the team (his wife and himself) – following Gordon's (2003) 

sense of interactional team, which involves teammates speaking on behalf of the team – he not 

only suggests their co-anticipation toward having grandchildren but also develops meanings of 

the shared photo.  

 Next, to show a supportive alignment toward the current meaning-making, Jun (Jia’s 

younger brother) reframes his father's frame (being grandparents and having grandchildren) as 

'being aging parents,' saying that 'No Mom and dad would be too old to play with grandchildren' 

in line 9 and that his parents should work out, eat only healthy, and have Korean red ginseng 

(lines 9 and 11), a popular herbal supplement in Korea. When Jun does this, he uses the 

paralinguistic cue of laughter in line 9 (ㅋㅋㅋ), the linguistic cues of speech markers in line 11 

(CUTE and POL), and a multimodal cue in line 12, a sticker being love-stricken and self-

hugging with heart eyes, to indicate his message is teasing. In other words, his message should 

be read as playful sending out the metamessage of Jun's care and affection for his parents and his 

wish for their healthy life ahead as future grandparents. His mother's laughter in line 13 ('okay ㅋ 

ㅋ ㅋ') signals her understanding of Jun's reframing.  

 Recall the previous excerpt (4.2.2) where Minchan playfully teased his wife's cooking 

skills in the chatroom with his mother-in-law, to signal their happy married life. I note teasing is 

a discursive strategy that greatly contributes to creating continuous reframing and enriching 

intertextuality during everyday photo-/video-sharing, while also showing established solidarity 

between participants, as it draws from temporality: the past (previous offline interaction) or the 
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future (hypothetical scenarios) to make meanings of the present: what is happening in shared 

visuals as well as the current interaction. 

 So far, I have shown how shared photos and videos, followed by captions, help receivers 

navigate meaning making and how this contributes to creating continuous reframing and 

enriching intertextuality. I have also demonstrated how family members, as senders and 

receivers, engage in mutual participation with captioned photos and videos. In particular, 

receivers show supportive alignments toward shared visuals, by using senders' focused attention 

as guideposts to make and develop meanings. Now I turn to the case in which shared photos and 

videos are sent without captions. 

 

4.3. When photos and videos are sent without captions 

 Sara, one of the online family talk project participants, mentioned during a playback 

interview that 'we [Sara and her family-in-law] often catch up with each other through photos 

rather than in language […] You don't really talk about things that are too mundane  […] In this 

kind of case, one photo can open up conversation so we talk frequently through photos' (original 

message: “예전에는 언어로 하던 근황 전달을 사진으로 많이 하는 것 같아요 […]일상적인 내용이니까 잘 얘길 

안하게 되자나요 […] 그럴때 사진 하나면 소통이 되니까 자주 사진으로 소통하게 되요”). Sara's comments 

suggest that language is not necessarily needed to interact in instant messaging and that everyday 

photos and videos can fill in for verbal details in interaction. My analysis of data excerpts in this 

section shows how uncaptioned visuals steer a course of interaction and trigger mutual 

participation between senders and receivers, hence showing a different trajectory of meaning-

making and formulating interaction. When receiving photos without captions, receivers actively 
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create their own focused attention of shared photos through assessments including comparisons, 

which consequently makes continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality.  

 

4.3.1. Sohee eating baby puffs at the restaurant 

 In the following excerpt, Jia sends three photos of her daughter, Sohee (6 months old at 

that time), to her family chatroom which as mentioned includes Jia's parents, her younger brother 

(Jun), and her husband (Taewoo). The photos were taken by Jia, when she had lunch with her 

friend at a restaurant. In these photos, Sohee was sitting buckled up in a baby highchair that the 

restaurant provided. She was holding, looking down on, and finally eating baby puffs. As Sohee 

had recently started weaning, Sohee has only recently been exposed to baby snacks. Jia told me 

during a playback interview via email that she wanted to share with her family the moments 

when her daughter was eating the finger food by herself and behaving well at the restaurant.  
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Jia sends the photos from line 1 to line 3 without any descriptions in words. Nevertheless, the 

interaction progresses, and meanings are constructed and added as each of her family members 

(receivers of the photos) shows their own assessments about the photos. While it happens, each 

response displays how receivers build up and expand each other's prior message. Receiver 

participation thus highlights certain aspects of the photos – cuteness, health, nutrition, and 

parental feeding habits – and sends different metamessages about how their comments on these 

aspects are intended. As this occurs, continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality are 

sequentially and jointly achieved.  

 Specifically, in line 4, 'What is she eating again,' Jun (Jia's younger brother) focuses on 

Sohee's constant act of eating. At the surface level, his message is ambiguous because it could 

mean either his criticism of her continuous eating or his literal observation. I confirmed through 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Jia 
September 21, 2017, 3:04PM 

A photo of Sohee looking down on a snack she is holding 

2 Jia 
September 21, 2017, 3:04PM 

A Photo of Sohee eating the snack 

3 Jia 
September 21, 2017, 3:04PM 

A photo of Sohee bringing the snack to her mouth 

4 Jun 

September 21, 2017, 3:24PM 

뭘자꾸       먹어 

mwel-cakkwu mek-e 

what-again  eat-INT.INTMT  

'What is she eating again' 

5 
Jia and Jun's 

mother 

September 21, 2017, 3:24PM 

과자   너무  주지마                 하루에    한번만 

kwaca nemwu cwu-cim-a             halwu-ey han-pen-man 

snack too   give-not do-IMV.INTMT day-at   one-NC-only 

'Don't give her too much snack Only once a day' 

6 
Jia and Jun's 

father 

September 21, 2017, 3:26PM 

뚱뚱          소희!  조심해 

ttwungttwung Sohee! cosim-hay 

chubby       Sohee  be careful-do 

'Chubby Sohee! Be careful' 

7 Jia 

September 21, 2017, 3:31PM 

한개만       줬지 

han-kay-man cw-ess-ci 

one-NC-only give-PAST-SUP 

'I gave her just one' 
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a playback interview that he just described what his niece is doing in the photos, while also 

thinking she is cute. However, in line 5, 'Don't give her too much snack Only once a day,' Jia's 

mother picks upon Jun's critical voice and builds upon his message by sending a piece of advice, 

which, as Tannen (2006b) notes in her study on mother-daughter interaction, may entail caring 

and criticizing. Her focus rather lies on Jia's parental feeding practices whereas Jun's is Sohee's 

eating action. Then, the father, in line 6, 'Chubby Sohee! Be careful,' reveals his concern of 

potential health issues that may arise, if Sohee keeps snacking a lot, while also warning Jia not to 

let Sohee snack frequently. His message here functions as a warning about Sohee's health that 

may result from Jia's failure to provide balanced nutrition. Jia’s father proposes his focused 

attention by aligning with as well as building upon his wife's prior message. He therefore 

reframes her focused attention on Jia's feeding style and extends it to his granddaughter's health. 

Similar to excerpt 4.2.3 (Summer house stair-ladder) where Jia's parents display their 

(grand)parental identities by building upon each other's messages, in this example, they work as 

an interactional team, as (grand)parents, showing supportive alignments toward each other.  

 Receiver participation also suggests each receiver's familial identity: Jun, as Sohee's 

uncle, reads Sohee's cuteness in the photos, which, I note, is comparable with Inseok's affective 

alignment, presented through the sticker, toward his nephew in excerpt 4.2.1. Jia's parents 

display (grand)parental identities as they are Jia's parents as well as Sohee's grandparents, 

through the acts of directive-based evaluating Jia's parenting style. In family interaction, scholars 

find parental identities are displayed through evaluations and directives (e.g., Gordon 2007; 

Marinova 2007). Jia also performs her motherly identity in response to her parents. She could 

have ignored those responses and vocalized her original intention of sharing Sohee's photos. 

However, in line 7, 'I gave her just one,' she legitimates her feeding practice so that she 
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downplays any potential health risks that may happen to Sohee. Jia's identity work is shaped and 

displayed as she allows and conforms to receiver participation in making meanings of the photos. 

 In terms of where to put focused attention, there exist different perspectives between Jia 

(sender) and her parents and brother (receivers) as well as among these receivers. In particular, 

different foci of attention among the receivers create "audience diversity" (C. Goodwin 1986), as 

various perspectives of the photo are interactionally achieved by the participants. This can also 

be supported by Bateson's (1979:31) contention that "every experience is subjective." Jia 

reported taking and sending the photos of her daughter to her family because she wanted to share 

how Sohee behaved well at the restaurant and ate snacks by herself. However, she neither 

specifies her original focused attention nor corrects her family's focused attention. Jia said to me 

that she did not even think of doing it, but rather received the impression that her family 

members care about Sohee. If Jia revealed her focused attention in language, her receivers could 

have referenced and built upon it or chosen to ignore it to offer competitive understanding. Either 

way, receiver participation would have been constructed under the frame that Jia set up. How Jia 

initiated and handled the current interaction indicates how receiver participation is highly valued 

in making meanings. In other words, in uncaptioned photo-sharing, receiver participation plays 

an even more active role in offering frames and adding meanings to photos. 

 What follows is another excerpt from Jia's family chatroom. In this interaction, Jia's 

father makes a couple of comparisons to propose focused attention when he receives different 

photos from his wife and daughter (Jia), without captions. 
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4.3.2. The Hague, Leo, and Van Gogh 

 Jia's mother has been traveling in Europe with her friends. She sends photos and videos 

that she and her friends have been taking in European countries to her family chatroom where 

her husband, her children (Jia and Jun), and her son-in-law (Taewoo, Jia's husband) participate. 

When the following conversation occurs, Jia's mother is in The Netherlands at The Hague and 

then she goes to Amsterdam. The interaction consists of two parts: First, she sent scenic photos 

of The Hague without captions and Jia and her mother talked about her stay at The Hague. After 

the mother mentioned that the hotel where she stayed was pet-friendly, the topic was changed to 

their family dog, Leo. Jia then posted photos, without captions, of Leo playing at home. After 

three and a half hours (now Jia's mother is in Amsterdam), the conversation is resumed by Jia's 

father's participation. Then, Jia's mother sends photos taken at the Van Gogh Museum.  

 Please note that although it is true that Jia's mother captioned photos of Van Gogh's 

artworks when she shared it, as seen below in line 14, 'Van Gogh museum,' it is a small part of 

the overall interactional activity (uncaptioned photos-sharing) that I primarily consider: The 

photos of van Gogh's artworks are the only captioned ones out of four sets of photos (scenes of 

the Hague, Leo, Van Gogh's artworks, and Jia's mother). Thus, I regard the following interaction 

overall as uncaptioned photo-/video-sharing. 
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The photos of scenery in The Hague, Leo, and Van Gogh's artworks are brought together through 

Jia's father's comparison. Using his interpersonal relationships to Leo (family pet) and his wife 

(Jia's mother), he creates his own focused attention to the photos and thus adds new meanings, 

by making the comparison between the photos. First, employing a comparative adjective, 

'prettier,' in line 11, 'Leo's prettier than the scenery of The Hague,' Jia's father evaluates the 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Jia's mother 
October 3, 2016, 4:39PM 

Four scenic photos of The Hague 

(8 lines omitted) 

9 Jia 
October 3, 2016 4:45PM 

Four photos of Leo playing at home 

10 Jia's mother 

October 3, 2016 4:45PM 

좋네 ㅋ 

coh-ney 

good-APR 

'Looks good ㅋ' 
Three and a half hours later 

11 Jia's father 

October 3, 2016 8:07PM 

헤이그 풍경보다          레오가   더    예쁘네 

Hague phwungkyeng-pota Leo-ka  te   yeyppu-ney 

Hague scenery-than     Leo-NOM more pretty-APR  

'Leo's prettier than the scenery of The Hague' 

12 Jia's mother 

October 3, 2016 8:12PM 

나두    그렇게    생각해요 ㅋ 

na-twu kulehkey  sayngkakhay-yo 

I-also like that thinking-DEC.POL 

'I think so too ㅋ' 

13 Jia's mother 
October 3, 2016 8:13PM 

Two photos of Van Gogh's paintings 

14 Jia's mother 

October 3, 2016 8:13PM 

고흐박물관 

Gogh-pakmwulkwan 

Gogh-museum 

'Van Gogh museum' 

15 Jia's mother 
October 3, 2016 8:15PM 

Two photos of herself with Van Gogh's paintings 

16 Jia's father 

October 3, 2016 8:15PM 

당신외엔         미모가      없네. 

tangsin-oyey-n mimo-ka    eps-ney. 

you-except-TOP beauty-NOM not exist-APR  

'There's no beauty other than you in the photos' 

17 Jia's father 

October 3, 2016 8:15PM 

고흐 그림보다        아름답네 

kohu kulim-pota    alumtap-ney 

Gogh painting-than beautiful-APR 

'You look more beautiful than Van Gogh's paintings' 
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photos of scenery in The Hague and Leo. His comparison exaggerates Leo's cute appearance, 

strengthening his solidarity with the family pet and the family, by extension, which was far from 

the literal meanings of the photos previously addressed by Jia and her mother more than three 

hours ago: beautiful landscape of The Hague and Leo playing at home. I note what Herring 

(1999) calls "a persistent textual record" (allowing previous messages to remain accessible as 

long as participants stay in the chatroom) contributes to how shared photos are continuously 

reframed by participants throughout the interaction, thus enriching intertextuality among the 

visuals. 

 Second, when Jia's mother sends photos of Van Gogh's paintings and then herself at the 

Van Gogh museum, Jia's father draws another comparison between them and brings another 

focus of attention to the photos. In line 16, the father puts into focus his wife's appearance by 

saying that 'There's no beauty other than you in the photos,' and then more specifically, he 

compares his wife's looks with Van Gogh's art works in line 17, 'You look more beautiful than 

Van Gogh's paintings.' By doing this, the father displays his affective alignment toward his wife. 

Also, he creates intertextuality between the photos. 

 Sending photos without captions means there are no linguistic guideposts for receivers to 

follow in meaning-making, which allows the receivers to create their own frameworks to 

interpret the shared visuals. In this example, through the comparative assessments across the 

photos, the father creates his own focused attention, signaling the metamessage of his affection 

for his family as the father of the dog as well as the husband of Jia's mother. Showing his 

familial identities, this creates continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality among the 

photos.  
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 Next, I present an in-law interaction, excerpted from Sara's family-in-law chatroom, 

where a mother-in-law sends a photo of herself without captions and her daughter-in-law, a 

primary receiver, engages in meaning-making with her own assessments and interpretations. 

 

4.3.3. Chinese calligraphy 

 Sara's mother-in-law teaches Chinese calligraphy at a community center in her 

neighborhood. One day, she sends a photo of herself, taken by her student during the class, 

without captions to her family chatroom where her daughter-in-law (Sara) and her sons (Insung 

and Inseok) are present. Insung is Sara's husband and Inseok's older brother. In response to the 

uncaptioned photo sent by her mother-in-law, Sara, acting as a primary receiver, asks questions 

and makes assessments, and sends photos of her son, Kihong, with captions, in response. 

Although there are photos of Kihong sent with captions in the interaction, my research focus is 

on Sara's reaction to the uncaptioned photo of her mother-in-law that makes the interaction 

proceed. I thus consider the following example as uncaptioned photo-/video-sharing.  

 Please note the use of the pronoun, 'our' (wuli in Korean) in the following transcript (and 

others in later sections): In Korean, wuli does not always indicate first plural pronouns ('we,' 

'our,' 'us,' and 'ourselves' in English). Depending on the context, it also indicates intimacy and 

friendliness that a speaker displays toward someone the speaker refers to or addresses, while it 

can also function as a first singular possessive pronoun ('my' in English). For example, when a 

Korean speaker says 우리엄마 (wuli-emma: 'our mother' in direct English translation), s/he intends 

to mean her or his own mother, unless the speaker includes her/himself and one or more other 

people.   
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LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 
Sara’s 

mother-in-law 

October 1, 2014, 7:03 PM 

A photo of herself teaching Chinese calligraphy 

2 Sara 

October 1, 2014, 7:05 PM 

오~ 멋있으시네요!! 

o~ mes-issu-si-ney-yo!! 

oh cool-be-SH-APR-DEC.POL 

'Oh~ Looking cool!! ' 

3 Sara 

October 1, 2014, 7:05 PM 

어디   강의세요? 

eti   kanguy-sey-yo? 

where lecture-SH-INT.POL 

'Where did you give a lecture? ' 

4 
Sara’s 

mother-in-law 

October 1, 2014, 7:09 PM 

복지관이다. 

pokcikwan-i-ta. 

community center-be-DEC.INTMT 

'At a community center. ' 

5 Sara 

October 1, 2014, 7:12 PM 

수강생분들이              찍어줬나봐요~ 

swukangsayng-pwun-tul-i ccike-cw-ess-napw-ayo~ 

student-person-PL-NOM   take-give-PAST-EV.INFR-DEC.POL 

'Guess your student took the photo~' 

6 Sara 

October 1, 2014, 7:13 PM 

울  어머님     홧팅입니다^^ 

wul eme-nim   hwasthing-i-pnita^^ 

our mother-HT fighting-be-DEC.DEF 

'You're doing a great job My mother-in-law ^^' 

7 Sara 

October 1, 2014, 7:14 PM 

A photo of Kihong watching horses and sheep at the 

festival 

8 Sara 
October 1, 2014, 7:14 PM 

A photo of Kihong eating buckwheat noodles 

9 Sara 
October 1, 2014, 7:14 PM 

A photo of Kihong at a flower garden at the festival 
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Sara's focused attention is shown through multiple assessments of the photo, which creates 

continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality that gradually add meanings to the photo. 

First, Sara displays her overall impression about her mother-in-law in the photo, by saying in line 

2, 'Oh~ Looking cool!!' with exclamation marks. Then, she continues exploring the photo by 

asking a question in line 3, 'Where did you give a lecture?' and showing her guess in line 5, 

'Guess your student took the photo~,' which suggests how Sara approaches and adds specificity 

to the photo. In line 6, 'Keep up the good work Our mother-in-law ^^,' Sara gives words of 

encouragement to her mother-in-law (the carets are used to visually present smiley eyes). Up to 

this point, her focused attention gradually goes beyond what is happening in the photo and heads 

toward the sense she makes of it. This becomes clear when Sara sends three photos of Kihong in 

lines 7, 8, and 9, followed by the description in line 10, 'I took the baby to a buckwheat noodles 

festival near home this weekend. It's happy Kihong watching horses and sheep.'  

10 Sara 

October 1, 2014, 7:14 PM 

전    주말에     아기데리고  

ce-n cwumal-ey aki-teyli-ko 

I-TOP weekend-at baby-take-and 

 

근처    막국수축제            다녀왔네요.  

kunche makkwukswu-chwukcey tanyewa-ss-ney-yo. 

near buckwheat noodles-festival come in-PAST-APR-DEC.POL 

 

'I took the baby to a buckwheat noodles festival near 
home this weekend.' 
 

말이랑      양보고      좋아하는     기홍이네요 

mal-i-lang yang-po-ko coha-ha-nun Kihong-i-ney-yo 

horse-SUF-with sheep-see-and like-do-RT Kihong-NOM-APR-

DEC.POL 

'It's happy Kihong watching horses and sheep' 

11 
Sara’s 

mother-in-law 

October 1, 2014, 7:22 PM 

똘똘한       우리  기홍   자랑스럽다. 

ttolttolhan wuli Kihong calangsulep-ta. 

clever      our  Kihong proud-DEC.INTMT 

'I'm so proud of our cute and clever grandson Kihong.' 
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 At the message level, Sara's photo-sharing may appear to be a radical topic change. 

However, in a playback interview, Sara said to me 'My mother-in-law had a good day so I sent 

those photos to show her that I have also been doing well' (original message: “시어머니가 즐거운 

근황을 보내셨으니 저도 즐겁게 지낸다는 근황을 보냈고요”). Sara progressively reframes her mother-in-

law's photo as a good day in life and uses the photos of Kihong taken at the festival as matching 

photos to display her alignment toward her mother-in-law's photo. Sara's sending the matching 

photos can be seen as "mutual revelation," a phenomenon termed by Tannen (2005) in which one 

interlocutor elicits sharing and expressions of similarity with the other to strengthen solidarity.  

 The matching photos of Kihong show how the photo of Sara's mother-in-law leads to the 

posting of another photo, enriching intertextuality between two visuals. However, the mother-in-

law fails to read Sara's metamessage behind Kihong's photos (a good day in life). Instead, she 

uses Sara's captions (Kihong at the festival) as literal guideposts to read the photos of Kihong. In 

line 11, 'I'm so proud of our cute and clever grandson Kihong,' Sara's mother-in-law reframes the 

photos as Kihong's well-being by giving him praise. This still centers around Sara's captions 

(Kihong at the festival) but does not align with what Sara actually intends, in relation to Sara's 

responses to the photo of the mother-in-law. This photo-to-photo interaction demonstrates how 

captions serve as a navigator to frame and interpret shared visuals, in terms of meaning-making. 

Without captions, meanings of shared visuals are primarily developed from receiver 

participation.  

 In this section, I have so far demonstrated how receiver participation is formulated in 

response to uncaptioned photos. When visuals are sent without captions, meaning-making is, to 

some extent, an opportunity for receivers to scavenge untold focused attention, which highlights 

audience diversity in everyday photo-/video-sharing. Also, mutual participation is accomplished 
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between senders and receivers, as receiver participation (re)presents visual details that senders 

send, through texts.  

 

4.4. Discussion 

 I now broaden my analyses by discussing two prominent aspects of photo-/video-sharing, 

suggesting how sharing everyday photos and videos contribute to creating online family talk: 

First, drawing from Bakhtin's (1981) analogy, borrowed from physics, that language has 

centripetal and centrifugal forces, in section 4.4.1, I discuss how (un)captioning affects the act of 

reading shared photos and videos and thus creates two different trajectories of meaning-making. 

In section 4.4.2, I suggest three functions that everyday photos and videos perform in online 

family talk: they serve as objects, interactional resources, and alternatives to language. I claim 

that the functional versatility of everyday photos and videos creates ambiguity and polysemy in 

online family talk.  

 

4.4.1. Centrifugal and centripetal forces for showing and telling everyday photos and 

videos 

 As seen in the analysis I presented in the current chapter, there are two commonalities 

across families when family members share everyday photos and videos: Visuals are sent with or 

without captions. Depending on whether captions are given or not, two different trajectories of 

meaning-making are constructed. Illuminating how technological affordances and 

multimodalities facilitate and foster meaning-making, my analyses have focused on the linguistic 

devices and discursive strategies participants employ to show and tell shared visuals when they 
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are sent with or without captions, respectively, and thus how each trajectory of meaning-making 

accomplishes continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality.  

 It is now worth considering why captioning and lack of captioning differently affect 

meaning-making. I argue that this can best be understood in light of Bakhtin's (1981) use of 

centripetal forces (centralization) and centrifugal forces (decentralization) in language use. 

Centripetal force pursues unitary language in linguistic and stylistic thought, whereas centrifugal 

force develops different and separate tendencies in language. Bakhtin (1981:272) mentions that 

"[e]very concrete utterance of a speaking subject serves as a point where centrifugal as well as 

centripetal forces are brought to bear."  

 Human interaction, regardless of its form, is in continual tension between those two 

contrary forces. In other words, those two forces are not separable but co-exist, creating "two 

embattled tendencies in the life of language" (Bakhtin 1981:272). I suggest that language use in 

everyday photo-/video-sharing via instant messages gives insight into how such tensions can be 

multimodally (through visuals and texts) presented in technology-mediated environments. 

 Specifically, in examples of captioned photos and videos (sections 4.2), the captions 

serve as guideposts to a specific trajectory of meaning-making while also signaling certain 

metamessages that the senders intend through the given visuals, such as showing happy married 

life (excerpt 4.2.2) and looking forward to future grandparents and grandchildren (excerpt 4.2.3). 

The receivers follow such given frames to gradually develop meanings of the shared visuals (so 

that reframing continuously occurs and intertextuality is enriched throughout the interaction). 

Thus, a sender's focused attention through captions has centripetal force, centralizing a certain 
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view toward shared photos and videos in terms of meaning-making, as it sets up a certain frame 

to follow.  

 In contrast, uncaptioned visual materials can be understood as exerting centrifugal force, 

decentralizing each individual's expectations, perspectives, and interpretations. The centrifugal 

force thus reinforces receiver diversity in meaning-making. In excerpts featuring uncaptioned 

visuals (section 4.3), through open assessments, each receiver uses their own agency to express 

their own understanding and appreciation in reading shared visuals (while also accomplishing 

continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality). The lack of captions eventually encourages 

the receivers to savor and favor the photos and videos in their own ways and this makes different 

meanings branch out simultaneously.  

 Of course, there are certainly cases in my data of a photo being provided with a caption, 

and receivers offering their own focused attention, regardless, or not responding to it at all. Such 

cases corroborate that both centralization and decentralization are inseparable, as co-existing to 

compete and balance each other, even in everyday photo-/video-sharing. In my analysis, 

however, I particularly aimed to demonstrate how each force was exerted in making meanings 

with everyday photo-/video-sharing. Two different forces, by centralizing or decentralizing 

meaning-making, therefore, contribute to creating distinct discursive pathways of mutual 

participation between senders and receivers, in terms of showing and telling shared photos and 

videos via instant messages. Extending Bakhtin's dialogic perspective on the centripetal-

centrifugal flux into technology-mediated multimodal interaction, my analysis of everyday 

photo-/video-sharing via instant messages has illuminated how multimodalities (visuals and text) 

can jointly manage the dialogic struggle of those two forces (through the acts of showing and 

telling), thus accomplishing meaning-making, in technology-mediated everyday interactions.   
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4.4.2. Ambiguity and polysemy of everyday photos and videos shared via instant messages 

 Now, I turn to a discussion of what specific functions shared everyday photos and videos 

perform in creating online family talk. I argue that shared visuals function as objects, 

interactional resources, and alternatives to language.  

 As Tannen (1994a) identifies that power and solidarity in human interactions are 

ambiguous (either A or B) and polysemous (both A and B), I also notice that those three 

functions of shared everyday photos and videos (as objects, interactional resources, and 

alternatives to language) are not mutually exclusive and therefore create ambiguity and polysemy 

in instant message communication. Understanding ambiguous and polysemous functions of 

shared photos and videos in instant messages provides a rich understanding of how technological 

affordances and multimodalities facilitate and mediate how we make meanings in interaction.  

 First, everyday photos and videos function as objects. Objects are traditionally viewed as 

physical and sensory things that allow people to "conduct and accomplish ordinary practical and 

social activities" (Nevile, Haddington, Heinemann, and Rauniomaa 2014:4). The objects make 

activities or tasks doable and allowable. There are linguistic studies that examine objects and 

how they contribute to ongoing interactions, including dinnerware in Erickson (2004), a voice 

recorder in Gordon (2009) and a smartphone application for translation during multilingual 

family interaction in İkizoğlu (2019). These studies demonstrate how objects are constitutive of, 

and constituted through, face-to-face spoken interactions. Moreover, in Meinhof and Galasiński 

(2000), triggered by photographs that interviewers show, family members narrate living in a 

town on the border between the former GDR (German Democratic Republic) and West 

Germany. Similarly, in the examples considered here, shared visuals, as central objects, offer 
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topics to talk about. Family members make use of everyday photos and videos to share what is 

happening in their everyday lives. 

 Second, everyday photos and videos function as interactional resources. Interactional 

resources can be referred to as discursive practices and reference tools people use to construct 

interaction. As a type of discursive practice, everyday photos and videos open up, manage, and 

thus achieve family talk. They facilitate the organization of the family interaction: Family 

members initiate talk using daily photos and videos, and the current talk proceeds, as people 

create and develop meanings of shared visuals. As a reference tool, shared visuals evoke certain 

memories, images, feelings, or events to which family members relate and thus they can fill in 

details in making meanings.  

 Lastly, everyday photos and videos function as alternatives to language, which 

technology affords. Instead of typing instant messages, people can simply send photos and 

videos. In my research of time- and space-dependent closings in instant messages among family 

members (Choe 2015), I note that a message-read notification, in part, supplants verbal closing 

rituals. In a similar sense, shared photos and videos can fill in for verbal details, offering visual 

details. For example, we saw Jia simply sending photos of her daughter without captions 

(Excerpt 4.3.1). But the interaction proceeded as her family members responded to the photos. In 

Excerpt 4.3.3, Sara responds to her mother-in-law's photo by sending her son's photos to align 

with the theme of having a good day, otherwise she could have mentioned in words. In online 

family talk, everyday photos and videos 'speak for' what is and will be talked about, taking the 

place of language. In other words, paradigmatic intertextuality is constructed, during everyday 

photo-/video-sharing, in terms of choosing one medium over another for communication to 
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transfer and bring moments of everyday experiences into family chatrooms with photos, videos, 

and language in instant messages. 

 However, it is hard to tell which single function emerges in any given moment. It is 

because those functions are not mutually exclusive. They can be simultaneous as well as ever-

changing, depending on how each participant approaches and uses shared photos and videos to 

participate in meaning-making. 

 Aaltonen, Arminen, and Raudaskoski (2014) examine how a digital camera and 

photographs in the camera augment the conversation between an aphasic speaker and non-

aphasic speakers. When the participants pass and receive the cameras to talk about the photos in 

it, the photos not only govern the organization of the talk as well as its topical flow but also 

pragmatically and semiotically help to complete incomplete language. Moreover, the authors 

note how "the digital images contained in the camera and the mobility of the artefact aided the 

aphasic speaker's communicative competence" (139). Similarly, in instant messages, family 

members who are physically apart from each other make practical use of everyday photos and 

videos to formulate, manage, and talk to each other online. Through the acts of showing and 

telling, everyday photos and videos create virtually and multimodally shared family lives and 

thus construct online family talk. Also, along with instant messages, the functional versatility of 

everyday photos and videos facilitates interaction and enriches meanings within the interaction. 

Visuals and texts are used in concert to make and understand meanings. More importantly, those 

three ambiguous and polysemous functions indicate that everyday photos and videos are not 

supplemental in formulating online family talk. Rather, they are principal as they invite and 

empower participants to multimodally and discursively create meanings. 
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 In this chapter, I have considered how captioned and uncaptioned visuals contribute to 

making two different trajectories of meaning-making, using different forces, what functions 

everyday photos and videos perform in meaning-making and their ambiguity and polysemy. 

These alert us to understand a certain aspect of digital discourse in which visuals and texts are 

combined to make meanings and achieve understanding with the help of technological 

affordances and multimodalities.  

 In summary, by explicating how everyday photo-/video-sharing contributes to making 

meanings in online family talk via instant messages, this chapter allows us to see the landscape 

of family discourse, which has been radically reshaped in the context of new technological 

affordances and multimodalities. Photo-/video-sharing has become an everyday activity in which 

a variety of relations contribute to creating online family talk. Specifically, within photo-/video-

sharing, technological affordances and multimodalities contribute to creating continuous 

reframing and enriching intertextuality in meaning-making through actions and interactions; 

between online and offline; and with visuals and texts. Also, in this meaning-making process, 

family members not only interact but sometimes perform as a team in which they supportively 

align and negotiate with each other through showing and telling, thus creating mutual 

participation between senders and receivers. These complex and dynamic relations in online 

family talk ultimately indicate online and offline worlds are not isolated but rather are linked to 

each other, creating a continuum in our everyday lives. 
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CHAPTER 5 POWER AND SOLIDARITY IN INTERGENERATIONAL FAMILY 

RELATIONSHIPS: PARENTS(-IN-LAW), ADULT CHILDREN(-IN-LAW), AND 

GRANDCHILDREN 

 

5.1. Introduction 

 In this chapter, analyzing eight examples, excerpted from chatrooms of Jia's family-in-

law, and Sara's family-in-law, I show how family members, during everyday photo-/video-

sharing, assume "footings" (Goffman 1981), or alignments, in their chats, thereby enacting 

various familial identities by using language in patterned ways in recurring interactional 

activities that include requesting photos and videos of family children, having imaginary 

conversation with non-present family children, and reporting on babysitting. This suggests how 

intergenerational family experiences are multimodally and virtually constructed in family 

chatrooms through the interplay of photos, videos, and text, in relation to Tannen's (1994a, 2007, 

2014) sense of power and solidarity dynamics as well as gendered and parental identity work in 

family interactions (e.g., Gordon 2007; Marinova 2007; Kendall 2008).  

 I begin with the example of a set of instant messages sent by Sara's mother-in-law that 

highlight the family relationships I explore in this chapter: those between parents(-in-law), adult 

children(-in-law), and grandchildren. Sara's mother-in-law lives 4 hours away by car from her 

oldest son's family: Inseok (oldest son), his wife (Sara), and Kihong (son of Inseok and Sara, he 

was 4 years old at the time the data were collected). She sometimes asks for photos of her 

grandson, Kihong, in her family chatroom where her two sons (Inseok and Insung) and her 

daughter-in-law (Sara) are present. Although the mother-in-law does not usually specify an 

addressee when issuing these requests, Sara (daughter-in-law) always fulfills them. When the 

mother-in-law clearly indicates the target of her request, it is also always Sara. Her requests are 
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direct in the form of imperatives and explicitly mention the Korean word, 사진 (sacin: 'photo' in 

English). In her requests, she occasionally identifies what kind of or how many photos she would 

like to receive. Also, her request messages are sometimes sent with politeness markers such as a 

polite speech level marker (-a/eyo) and apologetic expressions that include 미안 (mian: ‘sorry’ in 

English) in order to minimize her face-threatening acts.  

 To read the collected instant messages below, which were collected across many 

exchanges between Sara and her mother-in-law, please note that nouns in the Korean language 

do not require determiners and plural marking and bare noun phrases thus have multiple 

meanings. For example, 사진 (sacin: 'photo' in English) has four different meanings: a photo, the 

photo, photos, and the photos. Due to this linguistic feature, I do not indicate (in)definiteness and 

singularity/plurality of the Korean word, 사진 (sacin: ‘photo’ in English), in the English idiomatic 

translations, unless Sara's mother-in-law otherwise explicitly mentions the number of photos she 

would like to receive.  
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5.1.1. Daughter-in-law's new house chore: Sending photos and videos of family children 

 

 

DATE 
COLLECTED 

EXAMPLE 
DIRECT REQUESTS 

November 11, 

2014, 6:31PM 

 

1 

기홍    얼굴사진       한장       보내주면        고맙겠네. 

Kihong elkwul-sacin  han-cang  ponay-cwu-myen komap-keyss-ney. 

Kihong face-photo    one-NC    send-give-if   thank-will-

DEC.FMLR 

'I would be thankful if you send me one photo of Kihong's face. ' 

December 18, 

2014, 6:55PM 

 

2 

미안하지만            기홍       정면          사진    부탁해요 

mianha-ciman   Kihong  cengmyen sacin pwuthakhay-yo 

sorry-although Kihong  front    photo reqeust-DEC.POL 

'I am sorry but please send me photo of Kihong facing front' 

October 1, 

2016, 5:50PM 

 

3 

며느라                        기홍      사진보내줘요 

myenul-a           Kihong sacin-ponay-cw-eyo 

daughter-in-law-AP Kihong photo-send-give-DEC.POL 

'Daughter-in-law Send me photo of Kihong' 

February 11, 

2015, 6:33PM 

 

4 

미안하지만            기홍      사진     보내다오 

mianha-ciman   Kihong sacin ponayta-o 

sorry-although Kihong photo send-IMV.BLNT  

'I am sorry but send me photo of Kihong' 

February 26, 

2015, 4:51PM 

 

5 

오늘   찍은         사진은         카톡으로            보내다오 

onul ccik-un  sacin-un  KaTalk-ulo    ponayta-o 

today take-RT photo-TOP Katlk-through send-IMV.BLNT 

'Send photo taken today through KaTalk' 
 

*KaTalk is short for KakaoTalk 

September 

14, 2015, 

7:16PM 

 

6 

며느라                         

myenul-a            

daughter-in-law-AP  

'Daughter-in-law'  

 

기홍      멋진사진           있으면         다음에             보내줘 

Kihong mescin-sacin iss-umyen taum-ey      ponay-cw-e 
Kihong cool-photo   exist-if  next time-at send-give-IMV.INTMT 

'If you have great photo of Kihong Send it to me next time' 

 

내    휴대폰에             다시    바꿀려고 

nay hyutayphon-ey tasi  pakkwul-lyeko 

my  cellphone-at  again change-in order to  

'I am going to change my phone's background' 

December 30, 

2015, 2:47PM 

 

7 

기홍      얼굴      사진       한장           보내봐 

Kihong elkwul sacin  han-cang  ponay-pw-a 

Kihong face   photo  one-NC    send-try-IMV.INTMT 

'Send me one photo of Kihong's face' 

May 29, 

2015, 8:27PM 

 

8 

며느라                        기홍      사진    보내주게                      미안 

myenul-a           Kihong sacin ponay-cwu-key      mian 

daughter-in-law-AP Kihong photo send-give-IMV.FMLR sorry 

'Daughter-in-law I'm sorry but send me photo of Kihong' 
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The direct requests of Sara's mother-in-law are ambiguous and polysemous in terms of power 

and solidarity, especially when interpreted in the context of family-role identities. The highest-

ranking woman in the family hierarchy is the mother of Insung and Inseok; she is also Sara's 

mother-in-law and the grandmother of Kihong. Using directives, she exerts power and exercises 

her place in the hierarchy to make requests. But she also mitigates the face-threat by strategically 

using the polite speech level marker (POL) in examples 2 ('I am sorry but please send me photo 

of Kihong facing front') and 3 ('Daughter-in-law I am sorry but send me photo of Kihong') and 

by adding apologetic expressions in examples 2 and 4 (sorry-although: 'I am sorry but'), as well 

as 8 (sorry: 'I am sorry'). Some of the request messages explicitly address the mother of the child 

as the addressee. For instance, in examples 3, 6, and 8, Sara's mother-in-law initiates her request 

messages by directly addressing Sara ('Daughter-in-law') with the addressing particle (-a: the 

particle that a speaker uses to address someone who is younger and/or lower than the speaker). 

Whether the requests are mitigated or not, all are a display of power, but they are also a display 

of solidarity: They show interest in and connection to Kihong and his parents. 

 Omnipresent in my data are family elders (usually mothers-in-law) seeking photos and 

videos of grandchildren, and mothers of children (usually daughters-in-law) granting those 

requests. Sharing visuals of children, the mothers not only facilitate child-oriented interaction 

among members of the family (mostly via instant messages), but also help strengthen virtual 

solidarity between grandparents and grandchildren. Behind this practice, I note, are gendered 

perceptions of newly emerging household chores that mothers of children are expected to do 

(i.e., taking photos or videos of the children and sharing them to the family chatroom, especially 

for family elders) in the digital age. The perception that mothers facilitate interaction among 

family members is found in other cultures as well. In Ochs and Taylor (1992), for instance, 
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American mothers typically set up a narrative stage for their children to narrate stories and share 

their daily experiences with fathers (who are the main audience), by saying "You wanna tell 

Daddy what happened to you today?" (103). This sets up an opportunity for fathers to weigh in 

and evaluate what is narrated, as Ochs and Taylor emphasize, but also, as Tannen (2007, 2014) 

highlights, invites the fathers to be engaged in their children's everyday lives and thus build 

solidarity with the children. Through such discursive moves, women discursively achieve their 

familial identities as mothers and wives, as, in Tannen (2001), mothers become "communication 

central" by relaying and mediating information among family members. 

 Moreover, the specificity in Sara's mother-in-law's requests plays out as a "power 

maneuver" (following Tannen's 2007 sense) that directs how her requests should be managed. 

For example, she specifies how many photos (e.g., 'one photo' in examples 1 and 7) and what 

kind of photos (e.g., 'Kihong's face' in examples 1 and 7; 'Kihong facing front' in example 2) she 

would like to receive, along with when the requested photo should be taken ('Send photo taken 

today through KaTalk' in example 5). However, those photo requests can also be intended as her 

'solidarity maneuver' (Tannen 2007). It can be interpreted that she does this as part of her identity 

work as the grandmother of Kihong. She requests photos of Kihong to stay in touch with her 

grandson's everyday life and therefore to establish deeper family bonds with him over physical 

distance. In this sense, under the dynamics of power and solidarity, her act of requesting photos 

of Kihong is ambiguous with regard to her identity work as a mother-in-law as well as a 

grandmother. It is also polysemous because both maneuvers are inextricably connected. 

 By taking and sending photos of her son, Sara, as a daughter-in-law, aligns with her 

mother-in-law's power acts. Whenever Sara receives such requests, she promptly sends her son's 

photos with captions (that usually describe what is happening in the shared photos). I note this is 
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the expected hierarchy-related interaction between in-laws, as Sara accomplishes the requested 

family-related chore. But Sara's doing so can be perceived as her solidarity maneuver. Sara takes 

up a footing of an intermediary to help her son and his grandmother stay connected while also 

facilitating the virtual interaction and virtually creating closeness between them. This too entails 

both power and solidarity.  

 Analyzing examples such as these, in this chapter, I thus explore the multimodal and 

virtual construction of intergenerational family experiences and relations in family chatrooms, 

with regard to power and solidarity dynamics, during everyday photo-/video-sharing. In section 

5.2, I particularly demonstrate female family elders performing their grandmotherly identities 

such as doting grandmothers, which I term 'do(t)ing grandmother.' I do this by borrowing 

scholarly understanding that identity is not something already given but rather something that 

has to be practically achieved, because identity is a product of interaction (see Bucholtz and Hall 

2005), which is usually characterized in Conversation Analysis research as 'doing (being) XYZ,' 

such as "doing being ordinary" (Sacks 1984), "doing family" (Aronsson 2006), and "doing 

identity" (Stommel 2009).  

 The female family elders accomplish do(t)ing grandmother using "ventriloquizing(-like 

constructed dialogue" (Tannen 2003, 2007[1989]). Family members (mothers-in-law or 

daughters-in-law) type to, for, through, or as family children who are physically non-present in 

chatrooms, but who are visually present in shared photos and videos. Specifically, I show how: 

1) Mothers-in-law construct their voices as grandmothers, creating imaginary conversations with 

their non-present grandchildren (i.e., directly typing to grandchildren) and 2) daughters-in-law, 

as the mothers of the children, type for and as the children so that their mothers-in-law can have 

these imaginary interactions with them. In this sense, showing the construction of familial 
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identities coupled with power and solidarity, this type of constructed dialogue, when interpreted 

in light of theorizing on power and solidarity in family discourse, demonstrates how everyday 

photo-/video-sharing features what Gordon (2005:192) refers to as "interpersonal, imaginative, 

active, and evaluative dimensions," thereby constructing family relationships. The female elders 

in the family create ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue) as their solidarity maneuvers by 

using contextualization cues (Gumperz 1982) such as the term, halmi (similar to grandma in 

informal American English); -a (a particle a speaker uses to address someone who is younger 

and/or lower in status than the speaker); and -a/eyo (polite speech level marker). This makes the 

in-law interaction as if the elders were directly talking to their grandchildren who do not 

participate in the family chatrooms. 

 Dialogue is also constructed when daughters-in-law 'type for' their children (in Schiffrin's 

1993 sense of speaking for another) to their mother-in-law (grandmother to the children). The 

daughters-in-law animate the voices of the children using certain lexical items such as oppa and 

ollim. By doing so, each daughter-in-law performs as an intermediary to create a virtual 

grandmother-grandchild interaction. This can be understood as a hierarchy-inflected ritual 

between in-laws because the daughters-in-law use the same discursive strategy to align with their 

mother-in-law. However, it can also be intended and understood as a solidarity move. When a 

daughter-in-law acts as an intermediary, it not only supports solidarity in the grandparent-

grandchild relationship but also indirectly creates intimacy between in-laws as they jointly 

accomplish ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue). 

 The use of constructed dialogue makes the photo-/video-viewing activity performative 

and vivid, and both halmi and the polite speech level marker (-a/eyo) also show how those 

grandmothers, ranked highest in the family hierarchy, lower their power vis-à-vis their 
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grandchildren, ranked lowest in the family. This is "a reversal of the expected hierarchy-related 

exchange" (Tannen 2014:494) and it builds solidarity and displays affective alignments toward 

grandchildren. I claim, in section 5.4, that such linguistic maneuvers of power and solidarity are 

similar to the act of kneeling down that adults make when talking to children in face-to-face 

interaction; in doing this, adults meet children at their eye level. I term this 'kneeling-down 

power and solidarity.'  

 In section 5.3, I present three examples where family elders are babysitting family 

children and communicate with the children’s parents on KakaoTalk. Even though the 

babysitters can be viewed as a lower-status role (parents are in charge), grandparents are higher-

status in that they are at the top of the family. Thus, the examples illuminate how power and 

solidarity maneuvers, to use Tannen's (2007) terms, are employed to manage the inherent 

tensions in the situation. The family elders employ babysitter register toward the parents of the 

children by 1) reporting what has happened during babysitting through sending captioned photos 

and 2) in the captions, employing the overt use of the polite speech level marker, -a/eyo- (by a 

grandmother) and nominalization (by a grandfather). As mentioned in section 4.4.2 in Chapter 4, 

everyday photos and videos function as alternatives to language. My analysis in this section 

suggests the babysitter register is facilitated by technologies and multimodalities.  

 Such registers, multimodally presented through the interplay of photos, videos, and text, 

highlight the elders' identities as babysitters whose actions are restrained by the children’s 

parents. However, there is some tension between the identity of babysitter and the identity of 

grandparent between overpowering babysitters (e.g., power acts of getting family children 

haircuts without notice in excerpt 5.3.2) and doting grandparents (e.g., solidarity acts of buying a 

robot toy for a whining family child in excerpt 5.3.3). Meanwhile, parents of children tend to 
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frame the babysitting situation as a face-threatening act toward grandparents; they impose 

childcare on their own parents(-in-law). Instead of exerting power maneuvers as parents of 

children, they rather express gratitude or offer indirect apologies to mitigate face threat.  

 In section 5.4, based on the findings demonstrated in the analysis, I apply Tannen's 

(1994a, 2007) multidimensional model to Korean in-law and grandparent-grandchild 

relationships. Explicating the intricacies of power and solidarity dynamics, I visually show how 

in-laws are 'so close, but yet so far' while grandparents verbally 'kneel down' to reduce hierarchy 

and show affection toward their grandchildren. I thus highlight how these multidimensional 

dynamics in maneuvering power and solidarity contribute to the construction and management of 

family-related identity work, and by extension, family dynamics. This illuminates how family 

members accomplish changing the capacity in which s/he is active, which Goffman (1981:145) 

refers to as "changing hats" in interaction, and how they manage simultaneous identities that 

illustrates "the dual, paradoxically related, dimensions of power and connection" (Tannen 

2014:491).  

 

5.2. Do(t)ing grandmother: Mother-in-law talking to photos and videos of grandchildren 

 My analysis of five examples, two excerpted from Sara's family-in-law chatroom and 

three from Jia's family-in-law chatroom, shows how each of the mothers-in-law, through lexical 

devices and discursive strategies, constructs and displays her identity work as a grandmother 

when she receives photos and videos of her grandchild(ren) from her daughter-in-law via 

KakaoTalk. To be specific, in section 5.2.1, the elder women of the families use certain lexical 

items like halmi, the polite speech level marker (-a/eyo), and the addressing particle (-a) to type 

as grandmothers and thus create imaginary conversations with their non-present grandchildren in 
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response to shared photos and videos of their grandchildren, as if they were directly talking to 

them. In particular, the grandmothers' use of halmi and the polite speech level marker present 

their management of power and solidarity to display affective alignments toward their 

grandchildren. As mentioned, the grandmothers are the highest-ranked whereas grandchildren 

are the lowest-ranked in the family hierarchy. Through such language use, grandparents lower 

their power to increase solidarity toward the family children. By doing so, the grandmothers 

achieve their family-related identity work as do(t)ing grandmother. 

 In section 5.2.2, besides sharing visuals of family children, daughters-in-law type for 

their children, which helps to allow their mothers-in-law to virtually interact with their non-

present grandchildren and accomplish do(t)ing grandmother. Lexical items such as ollim and 

oppa along with the polite speech level marker, are used as contextualization cues. They signal 

the current interaction should be read as one between a grandmother and a grandchild, rather 

than between in-laws. Also, the work that the daughters-in-law accomplish as intermediaries 

implies that the women, as the mothers of the children as well as daughters-in-law, are expected 

to send photos and videos of the children and to facilitate the virtual interaction between 

grandmothers and grandchildren.  

 

5.2.1. 할미 (halmi) 

 할미 (halmi) is an informal variant of the word, 할머니 (halmeni) that refers to 

‘grandmother’ in English. According to the Standard Korean Language Dictionary (2019), 

published by the National Institute of Korean Language, 할미 (halmi) is used when elderly 
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women refer to themselves when talking to their grandchildren, who are the direct addressees in 

interaction, while also lowering and humbling themselves.  

 In this excerpt, Sara sends to her family-in-law chatroom a video that she recorded when 

her son, Kihong was singing along with a children's song, called 'Ambulance and fire truck.' In 

this chatroom, Sara, Insung (Sara's husband), Inseok (Sara's brother-in-law, Insung's younger 

brother, and Kihong's uncle), and Sara's mother-in-law are present.  

 

Recall excerpt 4.2.1 where Kihong's uncle (Inseok) and his grandmother used different means –a 

sticker and language, respectively – to express their understanding and appreciation of the video 

of Kihong. In this example, the same pattern appears. Inseok aligns with the shared video by 

visually presenting what is emotionally evoked for him through the sticker in line 2 where a 

character in a white costume, surrounded by hearts, jumps with joy with its fingers pointing 

upwards and arms raised. In what follows, I focus on the response by Kihong's grandmother in 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Sara 

October 9, 2016 12:04AM 

A video of Kihong singing along a children's song, called 

'Ambulance and fire truck' 

2 

Inseok 

(Kihong's 

uncle) 

October 9, 2016 12:08AM 

 

3 
Kihong's 

grandmother 

October 9, 2016 09:36AM 

박자가    딱딱맞게         노래도     얼마나  잘부르는지  

pakca-ka ttakttakmac-key nolay-to  elmana cal-pwulu-nunci 

beat-NOM on beat-ly      song-also how well-sing-INTR.INTNT 

 

참   우리  손주     대단하다 

cham wuli soncwu   taytanha-ta 

EXCL our  grandson great-DEC.PLN 

'Oh my god Our grandson is great at singing perfectly on 
beat' 

할미   기쁨단다  

halmi kippum-tan-ta 

halmi happpiness-EV-DEC.PLN 

'Halmi is happy ' 
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line 3 ('Oh my god Our grandson is great at singing perfectly on beat Halmi is happy') to 

demonstrate how she accomplishes do(t)ing grandmother.  

 After she compliments Kihong's ability to sing the song with good timing and rhythm 

('Our grandson is great at singing perfectly on beat'), Kinhong’s grandmother displays her 

emotion by saying 'Halmi is happy.' In this message, she refers to herself as halmi, referring to 

herself in the third person and highlighting her identity as a grandmother. Moreover, the use of 

halmi creates imaginary conversation, as she makes the grandmotherly voice and brings non-

present Kihong into the family chatroom. In response to the video sent by her daughter-in-law, 

the mother-in-law's language use functions as a form of ventriloquizing(-like constructed 

dialogue) by typing to and through the non-present grandson. It is a strong contextualization cue 

that signals that Kihong's grandmother responds to the shared video, as if she were directly 

talking to Kihong, although Kihong is not present in the family chatroom. Tannen 

(2007[1989]:132) writes that "[b]y giving voice to characters, dialogue makes story into drama 

and listeners into an interpreting audience to the drama. This active participation in sensemaking 

contributes to the creation of involvement." The grandmother's imaginary dialogue toward her 

non-present grandson renders more vivid her understanding and appreciation of the video, while 

also virtually creating interpersonal involvement between Kihong and his grandmother (as well 

as the child’s parents).  

 Related to power and solidarity, through halmi, Kihong's grandmother takes a stronger 

and more affective alignment toward Kihong in the video. She could have displayed solidarity by 

simply complimenting his singing. However, by using the word, halmi, she discursively puts 

herself into the lower power position. This not only narrows hierarchical distance but also 
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strengthens solidarity between Kihong and his grandmother. Thus, the woman accomplishes 

do(t)ing grandmother.  

 In summary, the Korean word, halmi, performs two simultaneous functions: It creates 

ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue) with the non-present grandson, while also displaying 

heightened grandmother-grandchild solidarity.  

 

5.2.2. A-yo 

 Kihong's grandmother constructs dialogue toward her non-present grandson using two 

lexical items -a (addressing particle) and -a/eyo (polite speech level marker). The former signals 

constructed dialogue and the latter builds solidarity. 

 

5.2.2.1. -아 (-a): Addressing particle 

 The addressing particle, -a, according to the Standard Korean Language Dictionary 

(2019), is a particle attached to the full name or the first name of an addressee, who is younger 

than or the same age as the speaker. For instance, my friends of the same age would call me 

"Hanwoola." The particle -a can be modified to -ya (e.g., Sumiya), depending on the 

phonological environment of the last syllable of the addressed name. The addressing particle is 

usually used with the non-honorific speech level markers such as intimate and plain. 

 The video that is shared and discussed in the extract below grows out of a situation where 

Kihong repeatedly, and for a long time, had been trying to climb upon the sofa by himself, but he 

often ended up getting help from adults to climb. One day when Kihong was struggling to climb 

on the sofa, he put one of his legs on the couch with the other leg on tiptoe. Then, he stamped on 

the ground and finally managed to climb on the sofa on his own. Sara and her husband have 
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watched him doing this while also recording. When Kihong successfully makes it on his own, 

they shout for joy and clap, celebrating a milestone for Kihong. Sara then sends the video to her 

family-in-law chatroom.  

 

In line 2 ('He's 11 months old. Success in climbing up the sofa by himself!!^^'), Sara's 

excitement is expressed through the use of horizontal smiley eyes, ^^, and two exclamation 

marks. Her caption indicates that she frames the video as a developmental milestone to celebrate 

for Kihong at the age of 11 months old.  

 Aligning with Sara's message and the video, Kihong's grandmother gives a compliment to 

him, which appears in the form of ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue). In her message in 

line 3, 'Kihong I am so proud of you Halmi is sending you a big applause~~~,' both the 

addressing particle (-a) and halmi are used as contextualization cues to suggest that she brings in 

her voice as a grandmother, instead of a mother-in-law, and thus her message is constructed for, 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Sara 
December 13, 2014, 6:44PM 

A video of Kihong climbing up on the sofa on his own 

2 Sara 

December 13, 2014, 7:14PM 

11 개월.  

11 kaywel. 

11 month 

'He's 11 months old.' 
 

 

소파   위를   혼자   올라가는    거   처음  성공!!^^ 

sopha wi-lul honca ollaka-nun ke  cheum sengkong!!^^ 

couch up-TOP alone climb-RT thing first time success 

'Success in climbing up the sofa by himself!!^^' 

3 
Kihong's 

grandmother 

December 13, 2014, 7:23PM 

기홍아    장하다  

Kihong-a cangha-ta 

Kihong-AP proud-DEC.PLN 

'Kihong I am so proud of you' 
 

할미가     찬사의         박수를        보내마~~~ 

halmi-ka  chansa-uy     pakswu-lul   ponay-ma~~~ 

halmi-NOM compliment-RT applause-ACC send-PRM 

'Halmi is sending you a big applause~~~' 
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and aimed at, Kihong, although he is not present at the chatroom. She starts her message by 

directly addressing her grandson ('Kihong') with the use of the addressing particle, -a. Also, as 

seen in excerpt 5.2.1, Kihong's grandmother uses halmi to refer to herself in this message as 

well, as if she were sending her message to the grandson. These two lexical items suggest 

Kihong's grandmother puts down her power to display more affective alignment and thus create 

strengthened solidarity toward Kihong to celebrate his success in climbing up the sofa. Of 

course, Kihong’s parents are also "overhearers" (in Goffman’s 1981 terms) to this message, and 

it creates solidarity with them as well. 

 To summarize, the grandmother’s ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue) shows 

Kihong's grandmother successfully achieving 'do(t)ing grandmother': Through ventriloquizing-

like constructed dialogue with the two distinct lexical items, she not only displays her affective 

alignment toward Kihong to strengthen solidarity with him but also appreciate his developmental 

progress. Her identity work as do(t)ing grandmother is also supported through her embodied 

gesture in words, saying 'Halmi is sending you a big applause' with a series of tildes (~~~) that 

symbolically lengthen a final syllable. This specifies her pride in Kihong's accomplishment by 

evoking a certain image. 

 Next, I will present an excerpt where Kihong's grandmother uses a polite speech level 

marker when constructing dialogue with non-present Kihong, which indicates her lowering 

herself in the family hierarchy to build stronger solidarity with her grandson.  

 

5.2.2.2. -아요/어요 (-a/eyo): Polite speech level marker 

 The Korean language has a polite speech level marker, -a/eyo, which indicates the 

politeness of a speaker (message sender in my data) toward an addressee (message receiver in 
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my data). It is attached to the final ending of a predicate and can be changed to -yo, depending on 

the phonological environment that surrounds it. As it is not translatable in English, it is not 

included in the idiomatic English translations. However, you will see the linguistic label, POL 

used to indicate the polite speech level marker in the word-by-word linguistic glossary 

translations in the transcript.  

 In the following excerpt, Kihong's grandmother constructs dialogue using the polite 

speech level marker in her response to a photo of Kihong that Sara sent. In the photo, Kihong 

whines and stretches his hand to grab a phone in Sara's hand. 

 

The polite speech level marker is used by both Sara (line 3) and her mother-in-law (line 2), but 

the purpose of their usage is different. In her message, Sara uses it to display respect and 

politeness toward her mother-in-law because the mother-in-law occupies a higher level in the 

family hierarchy and also is older than Sara. Her use of polite speech level marker is socio-

culturally expected.  

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Sara 

January 21, 2015 6:29PM 

A photo of tearful Kihong trying to grab a phone 

that Sara is holding 

2 
Kihong's 

grandmother 

January 21, 2015 6:29PM 

우리    손주가       왜    울상이고   

wuli soncwu-ka      way  wulsang-i-ko 

Our  grandchild-NOM why  tearful face-NOM-INTER.IE 

'What makes our grandson somber' 
 

할미   마음이    아파요 

halmi maum-i    aph-ayo 

halmi heart-NOM hurt-DEC.POL 

'It breaks halmi's heart' 

3 Sara 

January 21, 2015 6:34PM 

휴대폰      달라고       그래요 ㅎㅎ 

hyutayphon tal-lako    kulay-yo 

smartphone request-QT  do so-DEC.POL 

'He's whining so he can get my phone ㅎㅎ' 
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 Sara's mother-in-law (Kihong's grandmother) also employs the polite speech level marker 

in response to the photo, sent by her daughter-in-law, in line 2 ('What makes our grandson 

somber It breaks halmi's heart'). Considering Sara's reason to use of the polite speech level 

marker, her mother-in-law does not have to use it when interacting with Sara. However, Sara's 

mother-in-law makes use of the polite speech level marker in her message. She also utilizes 

halmi in the same message. 

  Both the polite speech level marker and halmi suggest that the recipient of Sara’s 

mother-in-law’s message is her grandson, Kihong, not Sara. Thus, her message is constructed as 

if the grandmother were directly talking to her grandchild. As seen in the previous excerpt in 

5.2.2.1 and the current example, Kihong's grandmother refers to herself as halmi, which I claim, 

linguistically and symbolically embodies her kneeling-down power and solidarity. To elaborate, 

she, as the highest-ranked family member, verbally lowers herself for her grandson, who is the 

lowest-ranked, in order to strengthen solidarity and thus show her affective alignment. The word, 

halmi, suffices to display her affective footing work as well as perform her identity work as a 

grandmother. However, with the addition of the polite speech level marker, the grandmother's 

emotive alignment toward Kihong becomes much stronger, while also reinforcing her empathetic 

understanding of tearful Kihong in the photo. In other words, these linguistic resources not only 

create ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue) and enhance interpersonal relationships, but 

also accomplish her identity work of do(t)ing grandmother. 

 There is more to be said about how such linguistic maneuvers show grandmotherly love 

and care. While conducting playback interviews, I asked (grand)parent participants in the study 

and various parents and grandparents in Korea about what motivates family adults to use 

honorifics including the polite speech level marker when speaking to family children. The 
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(grand)parents said to me that they intentionally use it in spoken interaction for the educational 

purposes of teaching manner and respect in language use (see Sung 2007 for Korean mothers' 

uses of the polite speech level marker to teach kids manners). But the analyzed examples are not 

the cases when (grand)parents have direct (face-to-face) interaction with family children for such 

an educational reason. Also, both the participants and other older Koreans mentioned to me that 

using honorifics to family (grand)children is because they deserve respect and love. One of them 

said to me that as children are human beings, adults owe them the same respect and kindness 

offered in any other relationship. These comments suggest that such language use is a powerful 

method for family elders to decrease hierarchical distance to build up solidarity (and by 

extension equality) with their grandchildren. But at the same time, it also can be interpreted as a 

power maneuver in that only family elders can exert it. If younger and lower-ranked family 

members use non-honorifics toward older family members for the exact same interactional goals, 

it would likely be perceived as rather rude and disrespectful.  

 Although Kihong and his grandmother live physically apart, she virtually accomplishes 

do(t)ing grandmother through the creation of ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue toward 

Kihong in her instant messages when receiving photos and videos of Kihong. Ventriloquizing(-

like constructed dialogue) contributes to creating more vivid and performative receiver 

participation. More importantly, it also reinforces intimacy and rapport between the grandmother 

and grandchild. In particular, halmi and the polite speech level marker used in the grandmother's 

ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue serve to reverse the expected power hierarchy in a 

grandmother-grandchild relationship and thus to strengthen solidarity, while also reinforcing her 

identity work as do(t)ing grandmother.  
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 Keeping in line with family child-oriented ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue), 

the following two excerpts focus on how two daughters-in-law coordinate and facilitate such 

virtual interaction between grandmother and grandchildren. Sending everyday photos of their 

children and typing as and for them, the women enact as intermediaries between a grandparent 

and grandchildren, while also constructing and displaying their identity work as daughters-in-law 

as well as mothers of the children. 

 

5.2.3. Intermediary between a grandparent and grandchildren 

 The following two excerpts are drawn from Jia's family-in-law chatroom where Jia and 

Doyoon (both are daughters-in-law) share photos of their children. In this extended family 

chatroom, three nuclear families are present: Jia and her husband (Taewoo); Doyoon and her 

husband (Taemin); and parents of Taewoo and Taemin (i.e., parents-in-law of Jia and Doyoon). 

Jia is Doyoon's younger sister-in-law and Taewoo is Taemin's younger brother.  

 Taewoo and Jia have a baby daughter, Sohee (9 months old at the time the following 

interaction happened). Taemin and Doyoon have three children (two sons and one daughter). 

Two of Doyoon's children are mentioned in the following transcripts: Harim (oldest son, 6 years 

old at the time) and Hyori (youngest daughter, 2 years old at the time).  

 In excerpt 5.2.3.1, Jia, Doyoon, and their mother-in-law create ventriloquizing(-like 

constructed dialogue) when photos of family children are shared. In excerpt 5.2.3.2, Doyoon 

borrows the voice of her daughter (Hyori) to send a thank-you message to her mother-in-law for 

buying Hyori a new dress. In both excerpts, ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue) is 

signaled through the use of the polite speech level marker (by the mother-in-law), question 

marks (?), and lexical items such as halmeni, oppa and ollim (by the daughter-in-law). 
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 In the messages, Jia and Doyoon take up footings of intermediaries by borrowing the 

voice of the family children to type for them. I note their footing as the interactional 

intermediaries strengthens their family-related identity as daughters-in-law who accommodate 

imaginary interaction between a grandmother and her grandchildren. It also simultaneously 

creates intimacy with their mother-in-law by creating playfulness in the current interaction.  

 

5.2.3.1. 오빠 (oppa) 

 오빠 (oppa) is a gender-specific term in Korean that younger women use to address and 

refer to their older male friends, older romantic partners, and older brothers. It can be either used 

alone or added to the end of the name of an addressed and/or referred to man, such as Harim 

oppa, seen in the transcript below.  

 Right before the following conversation, Jia sent a series of photos of her daughter, 

Sohee, to her family-in-law chatroom. The photos were taken during the weekend while Sohee 

was playing at home, and earlier that day when Jia and her husband, Taewoo, took Sohee outside 

to show her snow in the afternoon. When Sohee's grandmother (Jia's mother-in-law) received 

these photos from Jia, she was babysitting Doyoon's son, Harim. Harim is a nephew of Jia and 

Taewoo as well as an older cousin to Sohee. In the transcript below, please note that the mother-

in-law of Jia and Doyoon is marked as ‘Sohee & Harim's grandmother.’ 

 Jia and her mother-in-law use a range of lexical items including polite speech level 

marker (-a/eyo), oppa, and addressing particle (-a) to construct dialogue by animating different 

voices such as family children, an aunt, and a grandmother. It gives their interaction different 

layers (i.e., typing for, to, and as family children) and helps to accomplish diverse family-related 

identity work. For instance, through ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue), Jia directly 
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types to Harim as his aunt, while her mother-in-law types for Harim to respond to Jia's aunt-

voiced message as well as to have imaginary talk with Harim's cousin, Sohee. Also, the mother-

in-law directly types to Sohee as her grandmother. In these multiple constructions of 

ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue), Jia and her mother-in-law type for, to, and as family 

children and thus accomplish identity work for the family’s children as well as themselves. Also, 

how Jia and her mother-in-law construct dialogue manages power and solidarity dynamics 

between in-laws. 
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LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Jia 

December 18, 2017, 8:29PM 

Eight photos of Sohee eating, playing with a pink ball, and 

standing next to a chair at home 

2 Jia 

December 18, 2017, 8:30PM 

Three photos of Sohee wearing a pink parka with a white hat on, on 

a stroller, and on a snowy field  

3 Jia 

December 18, 2017, 8:31PM 

주말에       찍은거랑             오늘   눈와서  

cwumal-ey   ccik-un-ke-lang     onul  nwun-wa-se    

Weekend-on  take-PAST-thing-and today snow-come-because  

 

소희랑       나가서 

Sohee-lang  naka-se 

Sohee-with  go out-and then   

 

찍은        사진    보내드려요^^ 

ccik-un    sacin   ponay-tuly-eyo 

take-PAST  photo   send-give.hon.-DEC.POL^^ 

 

'I have sent photos that we took during the weekend and photos taken 
today with Sohee when it snowed' 

4 Taewoo 

December 18, 2017, 8:34PM 

 

5 

Sohee & 

Harim's 

grandmo

ther 

December 18, 2017, 8:36PM 

눈구경하러                      나온 

nwun-kwukyeng-ha-le           nao-n  

Snow-watching-do-in order to  come out-PAST  

 

우리  소희  너무   예쁘네요. 

wuli Sohee nemwu yeyppu-ney-yo  

our  Sohee very  pretty-APR-DEC.POL 

 

'So cute is our Sohee going out to see the snow.'  
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6 

Sohee & 

Harim's 

grandmo

ther 

December 18, 2017, 8:36PM 

엄마랑     맞는          첫    겨울   풍경이  

emma-lang mac-nun      ches  kyewul phwungkyeng-i  

mom-with  celebrate-RT first winter scenery-NOM   

 

포근한     듯   한      모습이네♡♡♡ 

phokunhan tus  ha-n   mosup-i-ney 

warm      seem do-TOP figure-be-APR 

 

'The first snowy scenery that Sohee enjoyed with her mom looks warm 
♡♡♡' 

7 

Sohee & 

Harim's 

grandmo

ther 

December 18, 2017, 8:39PM 

하림이     오빠가    소희  너무   귀엽대요 

Harim-i   oppa-ka  Sohee nemwu kwiyep-tay-yo 

Harim-SUF oppa-NOM Sohee very  cute-QT-DEC.POL 

'Harim oppa says Sohee is so adorable' 

8 

Sohee & 

Harim's 

grandmo

ther 

December 18, 2017, 8:39PM 

 

9 Jia 

December 18, 2017, 8:39PM 

소희랑       잘   놀아주는  

Sohee-lang  cal  nolacwu-nun         

Sohee-with  well play for someone-RL  

 

하림이     보고싶네요^^ 

Harim-i   po-kosiph-ney-yo 

Harim-SUF see-want to-APR-DEC.POL^^ 

 

'I miss Harim who plays with Sohee well^^' 

10 

Sohee & 

Harim's 

grandmo

ther 

December 18, 2017, 8:42PM 

 

11 

Sohee & 

Harim's 

grandmo

ther 

December 18, 2017, 8:42PM 

'하림이도         소희랑       작은 엄마     보고싶어요'라고 

'Harim-i-to      Sohee-lang  cakun emma   po-kosiph-eyo'-lako 

'Harim-SUF-also  Sohee-with     aunt      miss-want to-DEC.POL'-QT  

 

하림이가       전해달래요 

Harim-i-ka    cenhay-tal-lay-yo 

Harim-SUF-NOM convey-request-QT-DEC.POL 

 

'Harim asks me to pass on 'Harim misses Sohee and his aunt too' to 
you' 

12 Jia 

December 18, 2017, 8:43PM 

곧  만나자         하림아 

kot manna-ca      Harim-a 

soon meet-EXH.PLN Harim-AP 

'See you soon Harim' 

13 Jia 

December 18, 2017, 8:43PM 
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Both women use the polite speech level marker, -eo/ayo. But what it intends to deliver is 

different for each sender, similar to how in excerpt 5.2.3.2 Sara and her mother-in-law use the 

polite speech level marker for different reasons. In line 3 ('I have sent photos that we took during 

the weekend and photos taken today with Sohee when it snowed'), Jia uses the polite speech 

level marker (POL), as Sara did, to exhibit respect toward her addresses. Since she is the 

youngest adult family member in the chatroom by age and family hierarchy, her using the polite 

speech level marker is expected toward her family-in-law members in the chatroom.  

 Sohee's grandmother (Jia's mother-in-law) also uses the polite speech level marker in 

lines 5 ('So cute is our Sohee going out to see the snow'), 7 ('Harim oppa says Sohee is so 

adorable'), and 11 ('Harim asks me to pass on to you 'Harim misses Sohee and the aunt too'') in 

response to the shared Sohee's photos. Unlike Jia, her use of the polite speech level marker is 

marked since all possible addressees who are actually in the current chatroom are younger and 

lower than her. Along with other contextualization cues such as oppa and the situational context, 

however, it becomes clear that she employs the polite speech level marker to perform solidarity 

acts and thus signals she is currently constructing dialogue toward her grandchildren.  

 Specifically, in line 5 ('So cute is our Sohee going out to see the snow'), Sohee's 

grandmother compliments her granddaughter. But by using the polite speech level marker, she 

suggests her message is directly sent to Sohee, thus creating ventriloquizing(-like constructed 

dialogue). Through the polite speech level marker, the elder displays affective alignment toward 

her grandchild, while also downgrading her hierarchical power to create stronger solidarity with 

Sohee. This therefore contributes to accomplishing her identity work as do(t)ing grandmother.  

 Now, the grandmother constructs dialogue by bringing into the chatroom the voice of her 

grandson (Harim) to interact with Sohee, as his cousin, and also with Sohee's mother (Jia), as his 
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aunt. In doing so, she takes up a footing of an intermediary to facilitate imaginary interactions 

between the grandchildren (Sohee and Harim) and between the cousin (Harim) and his aunt (Jia). 

In line 7 ('Harim oppa says Sohee is so adorable'), the grandmother animates the voice of her 

grandson to give another compliment to Sohee. Along with the usage of the polite speech level 

marker, the grandmother addresses (or refers to) Harim as 'Harim oppa' in her indirect message 

sent to Sohee. Since Harim is older than Sohee, she will have to address and refer to Harim as 

'(Harim) oppa' when she starts speaking. We do not know whether the grandmother volunteers to 

animate the voice of Harim to type such a message or Harim actually asked her to type that 

message (at age 6, he is old enough to have done so). But either way, her message is constructed 

as if it came from him. 

 In line 11 ('Harim asks me to pass on to you 'Harim misses Sohee and his aunt too''), the 

grandmother continues taking up the footing of an intermediary, now to create an exchange 

between Harim and his cousin (Sohee) and aunt (Jia). She uses single quotation marks, which 

clearly shows that she borrows the voice of Harim and thus signals that the message is sent from 

Harim to Sohee and his aunt. In the unquoted part of her message, she sets up what is ahead as 

dialogue, while also using the polite speech level marker to deliver Harim's imaginary message 

to Sohee (his cousin) and Jia (his aunt). 

 Jia chimes in by typing to Harim in line 10, 'See you soon Harim' with the addressing 

particle (-a). In this message, Jia directly talks to Harim through the use of the addressing 

particle, performing her identity work as his aunt. Jia's message is technically a response to her 

mother-in-law's constructed message in line 11 ('Harim asks me to pass on to you 'Harim misses 

Sohee and the aunt too''). However, since the mother-in-law's message includes Harim's voice 
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(the single quoted part), Jia aligns with it by sending a direct message to Harim (as his aunt), not 

to her mother-in-law (i.e., not as her daughter-in-law).  

 Worth noting is that the meaning of the polite speech level marker in Jia's message in line 

9 ('I miss Harim who plays with Sohee well ^^') is ambiguous and polysemous. It is a response to 

her mother-in-law's constructed message in line 7 ('Harim oppa says Sohee is so adorable'), but 

the polite speech level marker actually reveals Jia's simultaneous construction of two identities. 

First, the polite speech level marker is used in the same way in which her mother-in-law uses in 

line 7, as ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue) from Harim (Sohee's older cousin) to 

Sohee. In this case, Jia's message can be read as if Jia, as the aunt of Harim, directly talked to 

Harim. Second, the polite speech level marker could be interpreted with its literal meaning, as 

Jia's response to her mother-in-law's message in line 7 ('Harim oppa says Sohee is so adorable'). 

If so, Jia's use of polite speech level marker is expected as a display of respect toward her 

mother-in-law, therefore constructing her identity as a good daughter-in-law. The marker 

arguably accomplishes both at once. 

 At the surface level, the current interaction depicted in the extract in this section is 

between in-laws (Jia and her mother-in-law). But, as the participants borrow the voices of family 

children and produce different voices such as of an aunt and of a grandmother, their interaction 

becomes multi-dyadic: between a grandmother and grandchild, aunt and nephew, and cousins. 

Importantly, this multi-layered ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue) is accomplished by 

the women's use of discursive strategies that adjust footings in the interaction. They act as 

interactional intermediaries to perform diverse family-related identities: a daughter-in-law, an 

aunt, a nephew, cousins, and a grandmother. This demonstrates how the in-laws discursively 
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manage power and solidarity dynamics of different family relationships, while also creating 

playfulness and intimacy. 

 

5.2.3.2. 올림 (ollim) 

 올림 (ollim) is a noun form of a verb, 올리다 (ollida); it means ‘to raise’ in English. The 

verb, 올리다 (ollida) means an act such as a younger person or a person lower in a hierarchy 

giving either a letter or a gift to an older or higher person. The word, ollim, is also used as a letter 

closing that comes after a letter sender's name (e.g., “Hanwool ollim”). Ollim is used only when 

the hierarchy is clearly distinguished between a sender and a recipient. That is, a recipient must 

be on a higher level in the hierarchy than a sender either by age or social relationship. It may 

perform a similar pragmatic function to English closing signatures such as 'humbly.' To keep the 

pragmatic meaning and function of ollim, it is presented as it is in the translated portion in the 

following excerpt. 

 In the following interaction, Doyoon sends three photos that show her daughter, Hyori, 

wearing new clothes that her grandmother (Doyoon's mother-in-law) bought her.  

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Doyoon 
April 18, 2016, 5:42PM 

Three photos of Hyori in new clothes 

2 Doyoon 

April 18, 2016, 5:43PM 

할머니       옷       감사합니다~      효리올림!! 

halmeni     os       kamsaha-pnita~ Hyori-ollim!! 

grandmother clothes  thank-DEC.DEF~ Hyori-ollim!!  

'Grandmother Thank you for the clothes~ Hyoriollim!!' 

3 
Hyori's 

grandmother 

April 18, 2016, 6:33PM 

애궁     예뻐라~       숙녀    다  됐네요^^ 

aykwung yeyppe-la~   swuknye ta tway-ss-ney-yo^^ 

EXCL    pretty-EXCL~ lady    EM become-PAST-APR-DEC.POL^^ 

'Oh So pretty~ You look like a lady^^' 
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After sending the photos, Doyoon animates the voice of her daughter, and thus constructs 

dialogue within her message. She does this by addressing her mother-in-law as halmeni 

(‘grandmother’ in English) and uses her daughter's name, Hyori, followed by the letter closing, 

ollim, to sign off her message. Without those lexical items, her message would be read as one 

sent by Doyoon to her mother-in-law.  

 However, Doyoon is typing for her daughter, Hyori, to her grandmother, as if Hyori were 

writing a thank-you letter to the grandmother. Doyoon's constructed message thus powerfully 

expresses sincere gratitude to her mother-in-law (Hyori's grandmother) for buying Hyori the new 

dresses. Given the age of Hyori (2 years old at the time), who was born in 2014, it is obviously 

Doyoon who sends this grateful message to her mother-in-law. But by borrowing her daughter's 

voice, displayed through the use halmeni, ollim, and Hyori’s name, Doyoon strengthens the 

metamessage of thankfulness. Also, through the use of ollim, Doyoon's message signals 

formality from the lowest-ranking family member to the highest-ranking one. Note however that 

the meaning of the deferential speech level marker (DEF) used in Doyoon's message is 

ambiguous on its own and thus does not fully determine whether her message is ventriloquizing(-

like constructed dialogue) or not. This is because Doyoon is also expected to use that speech 

level marker when talking to her mother-in-law. This is similar to the ambiguous and 

polysemous use of the polite speech level marker in Jia's message appearing in excerpt 5.2.3.1. 

 In line 3, 'Oh So pretty~ You look like a lady^^,' the mother-in-law pays a compliment to 

Hyori. In her message, she also constructs dialogue to align with her daughter-in-law's voicing of 

Hyori. She does this by adding the polite speech level marker so that her message should be read 

as granddaughter-directed, while also displaying her affective alignment.  
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 In summary, the section illustrates how do(t)ing grandmother is accomplished through 

ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue), especially when grandmothers receive everyday 

photos and videos of grandchildren from their daughters-in-law over instant messages. Also, the 

daughters-in-law type for and as their children and shift their footing and act as intermediaries. 

They not only coordinate imaginary interaction between grandparents and grandchildren but also 

help their mothers-in-law to achieve do(t)ing grandmother. By typing for and as their children, 

the daughters-in-law join their mother-in-law's ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue) and 

thus cooperate building up grandmother-grandchild solidarity. Both in-laws work together to 

jointly accomplish this phenomenon and thus add playfulness into their interaction. When one 

initiates ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue), the other appropriately aligns with it by 

doing the same. Thus, intimacy is reinforced between them in interaction.  

 In the next section, I present three examples where family elders babysit family children 

and talk to parents of the children (children of the family elders) via instant messages about what 

has happened during babysitting. I investigate how power and solidarity dynamics among three 

generations unfold, while also illuminating their complexity. 

 

5.3. Between grandparenting and babysitting 

 In Korea, it is not unusual among dual-income married couples that their parents and 

parents-in-law babysit grandchildren. Analyzing excerpts from Jia's family-in-law instant 

message interactions, in this section, I investigate how family elders manage the ambivalent 

situation between babysitting and grandparenting when they take care of Doyoon and Taemin's 

three children. As previously mentioned, the family elders are the parents of Taemin as well as 

parents-in-law of Doyoon, and Taemin is the older brother of Jia's husband (Taewoo). 
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 The family elders use a specific babysitter register toward parents of children, when 

sharing their babysitting in the family chatroom through reports and details with captioned 

photos and videos they took during babysitting. When they do so, Doyoon's mother-in-law (who 

is also Taemin's mother) tends to use a polite speech level marker (-a/eyo) as well as a 

deferential speech level marker (-supnita). Both are usually described as honorifics, but the 

deferential marker is traditionally considered more formal, masculine, and higher while the polite 

speech level marker is informal, feminine, and not fully deferential (see Brown 2015a, 2015b for 

different usage of those markers). She also types her captions read as quotations, indicated as QT 

in the word-by-word glossary translation, which strengthens the act of reporting, although she is 

involved first-hand in the babysitting activities. Doyoon's father-in-law (Taemin's father), 

however, tends to nominalize words when reporting his babysitting to the parents of the children. 

Their different ways of reporting may be related to gender. 

 The family elders present two simultaneous identities: overpowering babysitters and 

doting grandparents. I note this results in and from the ambiguous and polysemous nature of 

discourse strategies in terms of power and solidarity. In my data, parents of children seem to 

frame this ambivalence as face-threatening, taking up a footing of someone who is imposing. 

They just express gratefulness in response to the family elders' babysitting reporting messages to 

lighten their face threat. Although the parents of children are stakeholders in the childcare 

arrangement and thus are entitled to exert power over babysitters, they are also the children of 

the family elders who act as babysitters. This family relationship thus makes the parents of the 

children treat family elders as their parents(-in-law) rather than babysitters of their children. In 

other words, the participants are greatly affected by family hierarchy. This family hierarchy-

oriented interaction also illustrates how Korea's culturally- and socially-imposed expectations 
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and anticipations, based on age and family-related identities, complicate weaving the web of 

power and solidarity among three generations.  

 In the following interactions, the main participants are Doyoon (daughter-in-law), 

Taemin (Doyoon's husband), Doyoon's parents-in-law (Taemin's parents), and the children of 

Doyoon and Taemin (Haneul, Harim, and Hyori), who do not participate in but are mentioned in 

the chatroom by those adult family members. Doyoon and Taemin are working parents. 

Although they hire a part-time professional babysitter to take care of their children while they go 

to work, Taemin's parents also help them to look after their grandchildren whenever they need 

extra help. The first example presents the babysitter register the grandparents use to construct the 

babysitter footing. The next two examples show to what extent something can be seen as either 

babysitting (conveying identities as overpowering babysitters) or grandparenting (conveying 

grandparent identities), which highlights ambiguity and polysemy of power and solidarity, or 

both at once, among three generations. 

 Note that in transcripts, I identify Doyoon and Taemin as daughter-in-law and son, 

respectively, and family elders are identified as their parents(-in-law). Children of the couple are 

identified with their pseudonyms (Haneul, Harim, and Hyori). 

  

5.3.1. Babysitter register toward parents of children 

 Following Ochs' (1993:288) idea that speakers construct social identities of themselves 

and others through "verbally performing social acts and verbally displaying certain stances," 

Gordon (2007) examines how a woman linguistically constructs and displays the identity of a 

mother in an interaction that involved her brother describing to her and her husband how their 

daughter (mis)behaved when he was babysitting her earlier in the day. Gordon illustrates how the 
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mother, during the conversation, uses certain interactional patterns – 1) requesting details about 

the babysitting; 2) providing details about the child; 3) providing assessments of the child’s (and 

babysitter’s) behavior; and 4) accounting for the child's misbehavior – to create her identity as a 

mother, which, Gordon argues, is linked to sociocultural perspectives on and expectations for 

parents, women, and mothers.  

 In my data, as found in Gordon (2007), reporting and seeking out details and providing 

assessments are conversational rituals that are created and maintained through talk in the context 

of babysitting. Unlike Gordon’s study, I focus on the discourse of the babysitters, the family 

elders (Doyoon's parents-in-law) who report details and provide assessments of the family 

children to the parents of the children, thus contributing to research on how the interactional acts 

of reporting and assessing are linguistically and multimodally accomplished. I show how the 

family elders send captioned photos and videos of the children that were taken during 

babysitting. In those captions, the mother-in-law uses polite as well as deferential speech level 

markers whereas the father-in-law employs nominalization. Instead of enacting power maneuver 

as the parents of children (who are entitled to critique the babysitter’s behaviors), they, however, 

show thankfulness, acknowledging what their parents(-in-law) experienced while babysitting, 

and thus minimizing face-threat toward their parents(-in-law). 

 Right before the following interaction, the grandparents were babysitting Haneul (5 years 

old at the time), the second child of Doyoon and Taemin. Haneul was not feeling well, as he had 

contracted hand-foot-mouth disease. The grandparents took him to the park in an art gallery 

nearby their place, to lift his mood. 
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Following photos she sent of Haneul taken at the park, the mother-in-law sends a message in line 

2 that functions as a caption. However, her caption not only indicates her focused attention 

regarding the photos, but also serves as a report on her babysitting. In her message, the mother-

in-law signals the metamessage that "I'm a babysitter" by using a couple of babysitter register 

features that I suggest can be conceptualized as constituting a 'babysitter register' toward parents 

of the child. First, she uses the deferential speech level marker (DEF). Given the mother-in-law's 

place in the family hierarchy and that the message is not sent to her grandchildren, her use of the 

marker stands out. The use of the deferential marker creates formality, which means the mother-

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Mother-in-law 

July 18, 2016, 6:20PM 

Nine photos of Haneul in front of the fountain at the Seoul Arts 

Center 

2 Mother-in-law 

July 18, 2016, 6:24PM 

지루하고       따분한            집을       떠나  

cilwuha-ko ttapwunha-n cip-ul ttena 

Boring-and     dull-RL    house-ACC leave 

 

예술의 전당                      나들이       다녀욌답니다. 

yeyswuluy centang     natuli   tanye-oyss-ta-pnita 

The Seoul Arts Center outing   gO.cOME-PAST-QT-DEC.DEF    

 

'We went on an outing to the Seoul Arts Center to make a getaway 
from home.' 
 

수족구로                             입안까지                좀             헐었지만  

swu-cok-kwu-lo          ip-an-kkaci     com      hel-ess-ciman 

Hand-foot-mouth-because mouth-inside-to a little sore-PAST-although 

 

열은             없는                      하늘이랍니다.  

yel-un     eps-nun         Haneul-i-la-pnita.  

Fever-TOP  not exist-RT    Haneul-NOM-QT-DEC.DEF 

 

'Haneul got some cold sores in his mouth because of hand-foot-mouth 

disease, but he has no fever.' 

4 Daughter-in-law 

July 18, 2016, 6:30PM 

에고 ㅠㅠ     감사합니다 ㅠㅠ 

eyko      kamsaha-pnita 

Oh my god thank-DEC.DEF 

'Oh my god ㅠㅠ Thank you ㅠㅠ' 

5 Daughter-in-law 

July 18, 2016, 6:31PM 
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in-law lowers herself to produce a register that is proper in the typical babysitter-parent 

relationship (where parents are those who hold power over child care and hire the babysitter), to 

wear 'the babysitter hat' (in Goffman’s 1981 sense of "changing hats"). I notice that the mother-

in-law usually implements honorifics when talking to her child(-in-law) about her babysitting 

day. She, through the deferential marker, performs her situationally oriented identity work as a 

babysitter.  

 Second, the mother-in-law gives daily updates on the children's activities to the parents. 

In her message, she uses a quotation (QT) to report on the place where she took Haneul, and his 

current health condition, which, I note, strengthens her reporting act and highlights her babysitter 

identity. 

 Third, the mother-in-law's report is also visually presented through photos, which are 

followed by the caption. The mother-in-law always sends photos or videos of the children while 

babysitting. Doing so supplements her text-based report, as the visuals allow the family elder to 

be more accountable for her babysitting day and visually present the child's activities. In the 

context of babysitting, the mother-in-law always talks about any notable events or activities she 

initiated during babysitting. I note that this reporting can be derived from her love and care as a 

grandmother. Or possibly, it can be intended to show her active involvement and responsibility 

as the babysitter. It can also be both at once.  

 Although the mother-in-law strategically takes on and displays responsibility as a 

babysitter, the parents of children (Doyoon and her husband) rather frame her babysitting as a 

face-threatening act, as an imposition they have made. Specifically, Doyoon, as the mother of 

Haneul, in theory has the right to enact power over her babysitter. Instead, in line 3 ('Oh my god 

ㅠㅠ Thank you ㅠㅠ'), she expresses gratitude to her mother-in-law with crying eyes (ㅠㅠ). By 
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doing so, Doyoon preserves and conforms to the expected power dynamics in the parent(-in-

law)-child(-in-law) relationship, rather than bringing in the parent of child-babysitter 

relationship.  

 In the next example, Doyoon's mother-in-law reports that she got her grandchildren 

(Harim and Haneul) haircuts without asking Doyoon (i.e., the mother of Harim and Haneul), 

which also has implications for face and identity. 

 

5.3.2. Getting haircuts   

 The following example shows a grandparent's ambiguous and polysemous identity work 

in which her acts can be read as either power (as an overpowering babysitter of Doyoon's two 

sons, Harim and Haneul), or solidarity as a doting grandmother, or both at once. Meanwhile, 

Doyoon simply expresses gratitude, which again reflects her framing babysitting as face-

threatening to her in-laws. 

 While babysitting Harim and Haneul, the mother-in-law brought them to a hair salon and 

got them haircuts, although Doyoon, the mother of the sons, did not ask her mother-in-law to do 

this. The mother-in-law sends photos of them getting haircuts to the family chatroom and praises 

them for behaving well while getting haircuts. 
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The mother-in-law's use of the polite speech level marker shows ambiguity and polysemy in 

terms of power and solidarity: Her compliment is either (both) babysitter- or (and) grandmother-

voiced. It is a blend of (ambiguous and polysemous) power and solidarity acts as the babysitter 

(reporting) and grandparent (complimenting). Along with the photo, Doyoon's mother-in-law 

uses the polite speech level marker (POL) in line 2 ('Harim and Haneul are getting haircuts. Not 

moving but sitting peacefully~^^') to display her identity work as the babysitter. As the 

babysitter, she employs the polite speech level marker to align with the situational power 

hierarchy with the parents of Haneul and Harim, and reports the event experienced during 

babysitting through the photo with captions.   

 I suggest that the mother-in-law's message can be a blend of (ambiguous and 

polysemous) power and solidarity moves, and she can be interpreted as an overpowering 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Mother-in-law 
August 6, 2016, 6:09PM 

A photo of Harim and Haneul getting haircuts 

2 Mother-in-law 

August 6, 2016, 6:09PM 

하림     하늘이         머리      자르네요.  

Harim Haneul-i   meli  calu-ney-yo. 

Harim Haneul-SUF head  cut-APR-DEC.POL 

'Harim and Haneul are getting haircuts.' 
 

움직이지도        않구         예쁘게~^^ 

wumcikici-to anh-kwu  yeyppu-key~^^ 

move-EM      not-and  pretty-ly~^^ 

'Not moving but sitting peacefully~^^' 

3 Daughter-in-law 

August 6, 2016, 6:11PM 

  아   그렇지 않아도         잘라주려 했는데  

      a  kulehci-anhato  calla-cwu-lye hay-ss-nuntey  

      ah CONJ            cut-give-be going to-PAST-CIRCUM 

' Ah I was already about to get them haircuts' 

 

감사합니다 

kamsaha-pnita 

thank-DEC.DEF 

'Thank you' 
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babysitter (getting the children haircuts without permission from their mother) and/or a doting 

grandmother (taking care of the grandsons' hair). Getting children haircuts without asking their 

parents of the children can be perceived as a power maneuver because the elder decided on her 

own to get the children haircuts. This can be seen as overstepping the boundaries of baby care. 

However, it can instead (or also possibly) be seen as solidarity acts as it shows that she cares 

about the children (and that she wants to help out her daughter-in-law). During the playback 

interview with Doyoon's mother-in-law, she mentioned to me that she knows how busy her 

daughter-in-law (Doyoon) is and thus occasionally takes Doyoon's children to a hair shop when 

she thinks they need haircuts. It occurred to me that it is unspoken but mutually agreed upon 

between Doyoon and her mother-in-law that the mother-in-law, as another responsible person for 

childcare (as the grandmother of the children), can exert her own agency in making decisions 

regarding family childcare. 

 Doyoon's response in line 3 ('Ah I was already about to get them haircuts Thank you') 

suggests that she still frames the current situation as entailing face-threat. Doyoon aligns with her 

mother-in-law's reported act (taking her sons to the barber shop) rather than her sons' (behaving 

well while getting haircuts). She also saves face for herself by indicating that she was aware that 

the children were in need of haircuts. Just like excerpt 5.3.1, Doyoon accomplishes identity work 

as a daughter-in-law by showing appreciation of what her mother-in-law did for her children, 

thereby indicating her compliance with her mother-in-law's power moves. Also, her thank-you 

message can be intended to present solidarity toward her mother-in-law's care and love for Harim 

and Haneul. But at the same time, her response can entail both. 

 Possibly, given Korea's strict age and social hierarchy-based culture, Doyoon would not 

be able to directly confront her mother-in-law, even if she did not want her sons to get haircuts. 
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Moreover, it is her family-in-law chatroom where her husband (Taemin), her parents-in-law, her 

sister-in-law (Jia), and her brother-in-law (Taewoo) are co-present. By expressing gratitude 

rather than evaluating how her mother-in-law babysat her children, she chooses to save her own 

face and not threaten her mother-in-law's face in this semi-public space.  

 To summarize, the boundary between babysitting and grandparenting constructs, and/or 

is constructed by, the intricacies of power and solidarity dynamics between the women who 

engage in identity work as daughters-in-law, a mother-in-law, and a grandmother. In the next 

example, I illustrate how Doyoon's husband (Taemin) and his father approach and talk about 

babysitting. 

 

5.3.3. Buying a robot toy 

 The next KakaoTalk exchange occurred while Haneul (Doyoon and Taemin's second son) 

was being babysat by his grandfather. They had gone to a supermarket together and there, 

Haneul had whined, pouted, while grabbing and pulling his grandfather's arm, because he wanted 

a robot toy. They eventually went to a department store across the street and the grandfather 

bought Haneul a $70 robot toy after some negotiation. Haneul's grandfather took and shared a 

photo of Haneul with the robot toy to the family chatroom, as shown here.  
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The captioned photo sent by Taemin's father (Haneul's grandfather) visually reports what has 

been experienced during babysitting. Additionally, in his caption, Taemin's father (Haneuls' 

grandfather) nominalizes his reporting message that ends with the noun, hapuy (‘negotiation’ in 

English) in line 2 ('Negotiation made with a $70 robot after I went to a supermarket with Haneul 

but they did not have toys So we went to a department store across the street'). Without using any 

sentence-ending marker, or a speech level marker, in particular, his use of nominalization 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 

Taemin's 

Father 

(Haneul's 

grandfather) 

July 16, 2016, 4:31PM 

A photo of Haneul holding the robot toy 

2 

Taemin's 

Father 

(Haneul's 

grandfather) 

July 16, 2016, 4:31PM 

하늘이랑 시장 갔다가 장남감 없어서  

Hanul-i-lang    sicang ka-ss-taka cangnamkam eps-ese 

Haneul-NOM-with market go-PAST-TR toy        not exist-so 

 

건너편 백화점 가서  

kennephyen paykhwacem       ka-se 
across     department store go-and 

 

7 만원대 로보트로 합의. 
7man-wen-tay                                lopothu-lo hapuy 

7ten thousand-currency of South Korea-about robot-to   negotiation. 

 

'Negotiation made with a $70 robot after I went to a supermarket 
with Haneul but they did not have toys So we went to a department 

store across the street.' 

3 

Taemin 

(Haneul's 

father) 

July 16, 2016, 5:05PM 

너무        비싼거                         사주셨네요 

nemwu   pissa-n-ke          sa-cwu-sy-ess-ney-yo 

very    expensive-RT-thing  buy-give-SH-PAST-APR-DEC.POL 

'You didn’t have to buy him such an expensive one' 

 

하늘이가                힘들게            하나보네요  

Haneul-i-ka     himtul-key  ha-napo-ney-yo 

Haneul-SUF-NOM  hard-ly     do-EV.INFR-APR-DEC.POL 

'Haneul seems giving you a hard time' 

 

지금        효리데리고               갑니다 

cikum   Hyori-teyli-ko   ka-pnita 

now     Hyori-bring-and  go-DEC.DEF 

'I am on my way with Hyori' 
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strategically minimizes any perceived critical tone of Taemin's father (Haneul's grandfather) 

toward Harim's misbehavior.  

 Billig (2018), in his study on critical discourse, points out that nominalization, coupled 

with passivization, omits the agents of the action. Such a function of nominalization, in my data, 

serves to create ambiguity and polysemy of his identity work between an overpowering 

babysitter and a doting grandfather, putting an emphasis on reporting on what has happened 

instead of who made the negotiation. Specifically, his purchase of the robot toy for Haneul could 

be viewed as the act of an overpowering babysitter because he voluntarily bought the (expensive) 

toy without Doyoon's or Taemin's permission. But it can also be interpreted as an act of 

solidarity performed by a doting grandfather who indulged his grandson with the robot toy rather 

than discipline Haneul for misbehavior. This consequently causes the uneasy situation between 

grandparenting and babysitting. 

 Meanwhile, Taemin seems to orient to the situation more as grandparenting than 

babysitting, suggesting his child's grandfather (i.e., Taemin's father) is being indulgent. In line 3 

('You didn't have to buy him such an expensive one. Haneul seems giving you a hard time'), for 

example, Taemin frames the current situation as face-threatening and as caused by him and his 

son (Haneul), imposing babysitting on his father and Haneul (Taemin's son) misbehaves with his 

grandfather. The son (Taemin) also aligns with his father's reporting message by indirectly 

apologizing for Haneul's spoiled acts in line 3 ('Haneul seems giving you a hard time'). In fact, 

Taemin could have exerted power as the parent of Haneul toward the babysitter, such as by 

indicating that a babysitter should discipline the child, not buy him an expensive gift. However, 

his family relation with the babysitter (father-son) overpowers his situational one with him (the 
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child's parent-babysitter). This, I suggest, comes into play to manage power and solidarity 

maneuvers between Taemin and his father (Haneul's grandfather). 

 To sum up, I have presented so far two distinct babysitter registers that the family elders 

produce in their captions. In both examples (excerpts 5.3.2 and 5.3.3), the elders linguistically 

construct and exhibit identity work as babysitters. But in their actions, the family elders sit on the 

fence between grandparenting and babysitting, and display both identities, thereby creating 

ambiguity and polysemy in terms of power and solidarity – They care about and are close to the 

grandchildren; they want to help the parents; and they make autonomous decisions vis-à-vis the 

grandchildren.  

 In response, Doyoon and her husband approach the babysitting reports in different ways. 

Their alignment toward the family elders is constructed in line with their family identities as 

children(-in-law), rather than as the parents of the children. This is shown as they frame 

babysitting as a face-threatening imposition on their parents(-in-law). To minimize the face-

threatening act, thus, Doyoon and Taemin express appreciation and apology for their children's 

misbehavior, respectively. Doyoon and Taemin's acts illuminate how hierarchy is highly salient 

in the Korean family context. 

 Next, I bring together the two relationships that I have focused on throughout the chapter 

— in-laws and grandparent-grandchild relationships — to discuss how we can understand them 

in the context of Tannen's (1994a, 2007) multidimensional model of power and solidarity. 
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5.4. Discussion 

 Investigating particular examples of everyday photo-/video-sharing, my analyses have 

illustrated how adult members in in-law and grandparent-grandchild relationships discursively 

adapt, adjust, and accommodate their alignments and thus accomplish certain identities, 

depending on their interactional counterparts and their contributions to interaction.  

 As addressed in Chapter 2, Tannen (1994a, 2007) develops her multidimensional model 

of power and solidarity with an eye to the kinds of relationships that exist across cultural groups 

and diverse types of interactions. As Tannen notes, in American culture and relationships, there 

has been, in the literature, a tendency to see hierarchy and distance as going together, and for 

closeness and equality as going together. Tannen’s multidimensional model better captures how 

these dimensions are different axes that intersect, leading to four quadrants. On the grid, the 

vertical axis stretching between hierarchy and equality intersects with a horizontal axis stretching 

between closeness and distance. This multidimensional model has been frequently applied to 

American family interaction (as seen in Tannen, Kendall, and Gordon 2007) to reveal 

interactional dynamics of power and solidarity in diverse family contexts. It is now worth 

considering how this American face-to-face spoken discourse-based model can be extended to 

text-based online discourse of Korean families(-in-law). Tannen (1994a, 2007) proposes the 

multidimensional grid of power and solidarity, as seen in Figure 3 below.   
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Figure 3. Multidimensional grid (Tannen 1994a:171 and 2007:30) 

 

The closeness-distance dimension is placed on the horizontal axis while the hierarchy-equality 

dimension on the vertical axis. She argues that "the relationship between power (or hierarchy) 

and solidarity (or connection) is not a single dimension but a multidimensional grid" (Tannen 

2007:30). According to Tannen, a parent-child relationship is situated on the upper left.  

 Both Korean in-law and grandparent-grandchild relationships have the nature of a parent-

child relationship that Tannen featured, but my analyses reveal that those two familial 

relationships have more than that. Having the nature of a parent-child relationship (situated on 

the upper left), Korean in-law and grandparent-grandchild relationships also simultaneously 

show a hierarchy-distance aspect and a closeness-equality aspect, respectively, which, I claim, 

illuminates the complexity of power and solidarity in family relationships.  

 The application of Tannen's model to the present examples visually highlights how 

Korean family interaction, especially with honorifics, the essential component of Korean, is a 

blend of cultural and social expectations along with power and solidarity dynamics. In what 
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follows, visually presenting each relationship on Tannen's model, I discuss how digital discourse 

reveals the intricacies of power and solidarity dynamics in family context.  

 

5.4.1. In-laws: So close, but yet so far 

 What I found interesting across family chatrooms is that mothers-in-law (grandmothers) 

never asked for photos or videos of their daughters-in-law, although they frequently request 

those of their grandchildren. Moreover, when mothers-in-law ask for photos or videos of 

grandchildren, their requests are overwhelmingly sent to their daughters-in-law. I suggest that 

sharing photos and videos of family children is a newly emerging household chore that 

daughters-in-law are usually responsible for in online family interactions in Korea. I asked three 

children-in-law (who have children themselves) – Sara and Insung (married couple) and Jia – 

during playback interviews via phone call and email, if their mothers-in-law ever asked for 

photos and videos of them. Their initial reaction and follow-up comments (one of spoken 

reactions I received upon asking is 'what makes you think they would do that?' [original: "왜 

그럴거라고 생각하세요?"]) suggest to me that sharing one's photos and videos is a barometer to 

display closeness in interpersonal relationships. That is, in-laws are not usually close enough to 

share (or request) photos or videos of themselves just for the purpose of sharing everyday lives, 

unless there is a special occasion. For instance, although it is not included in my analysis here, in 

my data set, a son-in-law shares a photo of himself to express gratitude to his mother-in-law for a 

gift of money, which he used to buy a suit.  

 Across my dataset, women (i.e., mothers of children) are those who share photos and 

videos of the children to their own family chatrooms. They do this voluntarily regardless of 

whether they are asked or not by their own parents(-in-law). That being said, it is clearly shown 
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that sharing photos and videos of family children is what women (are highly expected to) do as 

maternal work in the epoch of digital media.  

 Sara defined in-laws as an indirect relationship in that mothers-in-law do not choose their 

daughters-in-law, and vice versa, to become family. She said in-laws get related to each other by 

their child's marriage (from the perspective of mothers-in-law), or marriage to their partner (from 

the perspective of daughters-in-law). Sara's husband, Insung, added to Sara's comments, saying 

'A son should exist first in order for a daughter-in-law to become a significant one to his parents 

and likewise, a daughter should exist first for a son-in-law to be a significant one to her parents' 

(original comment: "아들이 있어야 며느리가 의미가 있는거고 딸이 있어야 사위가 의미가 있는거죠"). His 

comment indicates the indirect formation of in-law relationships (through marriage) is what 

creates connection, but also the distance in the connection, between in-laws. In Korea, there is an 

expression that corresponds to such a view on distance between in-laws. For instance, a son-in-

law is usually described as 백년손님 (payk-nyen-son-nim), directly translated as ‘a visitor’ (son-

nim) ‘for 100 years’ (payk-nyen). It means that a son-in-law is a lifetime visitor, rather than a 

family member, meaning it is difficult to interact with the son-in-law in a comfortable way that 

family members do with each other, and that he should be treated cordially and with respect. 

According to Statistics Korea (2017), 7 out of 10 Koreans do not acknowledge as their family 

those who are related by marriage including children-in-law and parents of the children-in-law.  

 Furthermore, as seen in the presented examples, daughters-in-law are expected to (and 

overwhelmingly do) use honorifics such as deferential speech level marker (DEF) and polite 

speech level marker (POL) when interacting with their mothers-in-law because the mothers-in-

law are older by age and higher ranking by family role-identity. Using those honorifics indicates 

distance between in-laws as it highlights the interactional hierarchy between them. Also, the 
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mothers-in-law enact power by recruiting their daughters-in-law to act as intermediaries: The 

daughters-in-law are expected to share everyday photos and videos of family children and thus 

facilitate imaginary talk between grandparent and grandchild. Given such discursive acts, in-law 

relationships can be placed in the hierarchy-distance quadrant of Tannen's model. However, they 

can be situated in the hierarchy-closeness quadrant as well. In excerpt 5.2.2, in-laws type as 

family children to make an imaginary conversation between cousins during photo-/video-sharing 

activity. Their joint ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue), through the borrowing of family 

children's voices, consequently brings intimacy into their interaction. Otherwise, they would not 

have such an intimate conversation as themselves, being playful to each other.  

 Also, the babysitting excerpts present the intricacy of power and solidarity dynamics 

between in-laws. Specifically, family elders use honorifics as a babysitting register to their 

children(-in-law) who are the parents of the children, whereas the children(-in-law) do not 

perform their identity as the parents of the children as they understand the babysitting context as 

face-threatening toward their parents(-in-law). 

 Considering the in-laws' interactional dynamics across power and solidarity, I thus 

propose that Korean in-laws, especially between mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law, are 

situated primarily as a continuum on the upper left, closing toward the upper right (the distance 

grid) as seen in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. Korean: In-laws 

 

Korean in-laws discursively show the hierarchy-distance dimension, while rooted in the upper 

left, which is what I characterize as 'so close but yet so far.' On this continuum, Korean in-laws 

perform ambiguous and polysemous power and solidarity maneuvers by taking up certain 

footings like intermediaries and babysitters as well as footings that are family-role-related such 

as daughters-in-law, mothers-in-law, and (grand)parents simultaneously. 

 Next, I illuminate how what I call 'kneeling-down power and solidarity' plays a central 

role in characterizing grandparent-grandchild relationships and consider where the grandparent-

grandchild relationships can be situated on Tannen's multidimensional model. 
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5.4.2. Grandparent-grandchild relationships: 'Kneeling-down' power and solidarity 

 Sara, Insung, and Jia all said that grandparent-grandchild relationships are different from 

in-law relationships because 'Grandchildren are blood-related with their grandparents' (original 

comment: "손주는 혈육의 피가 통하니깐요"). The concept of 'flesh and blood' is very traditional and 

customary in defining what family means in Korea. It is still understood as a symbol of closeness 

that distinguishes grandparent-grandchild relationships from in-law relationships. Recall how 

female family elders linguistically and discursively exhibit identity work of do(t)ing 

grandmother (see sections 5.1 and 5.2). They strategically use certain lexical items such as halmi 

to lower their hierarchy power to display affective alignments. I characterize it as the linguistic 

display of 'kneeling down.' In general, when someone kneels, s/he does so to show reverence and 

submission toward someone else, which implies a certain hierarchical relation between the two 

parties. However, in everyday lives, it is commonly observed that adults put one or both knees 

on the ground when they talk to kids. Their doing so is a physical indicator that they are fully 

engaged with the kids and their interaction. Interacting with children on the same eye level is a 

strong indicator of engagement in interaction, thus strengthening solidarity.  

 As cited in Tannen (1994a, 2007), Wolfowitz (1991) addresses how grandparent-

grandchild relationships by Suriname Javanese shows what she identifies as "respect-politeness," 

which, Tannen (1994a:170) writes, indicates "a relationship that is both highly unequal and very 

close." This relational characteristic appears in everyday photo-/video-sharing, especially when 

family elders respond to photos and videos of their grandchildren. The grandmothers, highest-

ranked in family hierarchy, linguistically embody the act of kneeling down by using polite 

language toward their grandchildren, the lowest-ranked family members. When the 

grandmothers do this, it is as if they were discursively and symbolically kneeling down to be at 
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the grandchildren's eye level and looking at them in eyes, so that they can have eye-to-eye 

imaginary talk to their non-present grandchildren, while also showing their love and respect and 

orienting toward equality. Figure 5 below is a visual presentation of the grandparent-grandchild 

relationships on Tannen's model. 

 

Figure 5. Korean: Grandparent-grandchild relationships 

 

Grandparent-grandchild relationships can also be seen as an extension of parent-child 

relationships, as hierarchical and close. However, the grandparent-grandchild relationships can 

be extended downward toward the equality end of the axis when grandparents linguistically 

lower themselves and thus build up sameness, especially when grandparents display affective 

alignments toward their grandchildren. It is shown in my data when grandparents receive photos 

or videos of their grandchildren.  
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 In summary, as a part of family relationships, both in-law and grandparent-grandchild 

relationships display a hierarchy-closeness dimensions in common. But at the same time, each 

has its own distinct power and solidarity dynamics: The hierarchy-closeness dynamics between 

in-laws stretch into the hierarchy-distance dimension, whereas grandparent-grandchild 

relationships stretch into the closeness-equality dimension. Their cross-dimensional continua 

highlight the multidimensionality of interpersonal relationships, while also illuminating their 

intricacies in family relationships and interactions. My analysis identified discourse strategies 

that navigate these intricacies. 

 In my data, certain family-related identities are situationally achieved as family members 

adapt, adjust, and accommodate their alignments toward other family members and current 

contexts through "changing hats" (Goffman 1981:145), which is also linked to Korea's 

sociocultural expectations and norms about age and family hierarchy. The phenomena analyzed 

in the present chapter consequently support Bucholtz and Hall's (2005) idea that identity is 

relationally constructed and Schiffrin's (1996:198) understanding that "social identity is locally 

situated: who we are is, at least partially, a product of where we are and who we are with."   

  The current chapter has presented how family members accomplish 'doing family' in 

instant messages, with a particular focus on power and solidarity dynamics in 1) in-law 

relationships and 2) grandparent-grandchild relationships. I have demonstrated how different 

types of family-related identity work such as emphasizing one's identity as a doting grandparent, 

an overpowering babysitter, and an interactional intermediary are constructed through language 

as well as multimodal means (photos, videos, stickers, and emoji). I have also illustrated how 

this identity work represents certain aspects of power and solidarity dynamics. By proposing that 

Korean in-laws and grandparent-grandchild relationship are situated across dimensions on 
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Tannen's model, I thus have illuminated the context-specific connection between family-related 

identity work and power and solidarity dynamics; and the complexity of this connection. In 

doing so, the current chapter sheds light on how Tannen's multidimensional grid is a powerful 

mapping tool to understand Korean family interaction via instant messages, while also having 

provided insight to the relationships constructed among members of Korean extended families in 

their technology-mediated discourse. 
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CHAPTER 6 LIVING PHYSICALLY APART, BUT VIRTUALLY TOGETHER 

 

6.1. Introduction 

 Chapter 4 suggested and demonstrated interconnections between the concepts of 

entextualization, intertextuality, and framing through an analysis of everyday photo-/video-

sharing via instant messages. The chapter demonstrated how meaning-making is achieved 

through actions and interactions; between online and offline; and with visuals and texts when 

continuous reframing and enriching intertextuality occur during everyday photo-/video-sharing. 

Chapter 5 analyzed how family members virtually and multimodally construct familial identities 

in relation to power and solidarity dynamics during everyday photo-/video-sharing, with a 

particular focus on intergenerational experiences between in-laws as well as between 

grandparents and grandchildren.  

 Continuing to pursue and integrating those two research themes, Chapter 6 considers the 

idea that family discourse consists of ritualized linguistic patterns (what Gordon 2009 calls 

"extreme intertextuality") and recurring frames of family experiences. To do so, I examine 

instant messages exchanged, as well as everyday photos shared between members of a married 

couple in a long-distance relationship. In particular, focusing on the role that physical distance 

plays in the relationship between the couple, I show how entextualization, intertextuality, and 

framing are theoretically interconnected through the interplay of photos, videos, and text as well 

as between online and offline. Also, my analyses illuminate how the couple performs marital and 

parental identities in instant messaging, which ultimately contributes to (re)producing traditional 

and contemporary discourses of family and gender: According to Kendall (2007), asymmetrical 
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relations between men and women describe men as breadwinners and women as family nurturers 

while symmetrical ones depict men and women as egalitarian and supporting marriage partners. 

 As introduced in Chapter 3, Phillip and Eunbyul were temporarily in a long-distance 

marriage for three months (and on weekends afterwards). At the time the analyzed interaction 

occurred, the couple needed an extra pair of hands to take care of the couple's 9-month-old 

infant, Jisu, and Eunbyul's parents agreed to help them. Eunbyul and the couple's baby thus went 

down to Busan to stay at her parents' and Phillip lived alone in Seoul which is 325 kilometers 

(about 200 miles) away from Busan. The physical distance between Phillip and Eunbyul is very 

fundamental to understanding the couple's interaction: During this geographical separation 

period, Phillip and Eunbyul exchanged instant messages every single day from morning until 

night via KakaoTalk for 'the sharing of everyday life' ("일상의 공유" in original comments), as 

mentioned by the couple during a playback interview with me.  

 In this chapter, I integrate Becker's (1995:302) words that "successful interaction with the 

environment — nowadays we would say context — is mediated for humans [...] by language" 

and Gershon's (2010b:21) notion of media ideologies that communicative technologies shape 

"how people actually interpret the messages they receive." Together, they suggest that language 

use can be mediated by a platform and by extension, it contributes to shaping the form of 

interaction as well as meaning-making within it.  

 Building upon Gordon's (2009:26) findings that patterned language use with recurring 

interactional activities manifest "extreme intertextuality among members of a group that 

(re)creates specific frames," my analysis thus illustrates how Phillip and Eunbyul make use of 

their own interactional patterns in KakaoTalk to enact their married life and thus frame their 

instant messages as virtual married life.  
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 Therefore, I ultimately tease out how Goffman's (1974) anchoring of the activity, which 

explains how experience is framed, is accomplished in technology-mediated conversational 

discourse via instant messages. Specifically, I demonstrate the role of 1) episoding convention, 

or how members of the couple use morning and night interactions as frame boundaries; 2) 

appearance formulas, which refers to how the couple brings in and performs their marital and 

familial identities (offline) to online interaction to enact their married life via instant messages; 

3) resource continuity, or the couple's own style presented in the framed activity; 4) 

unconnectedness, which indicates the importance of context to understand how the couple's 

KakaoTalk interaction can be conceived as virtual married life; and 5) the human being, or the 

members of the couple who anchor and accomplish their virtual married life via a platform with 

visuals and texts by bringing online everyday life experiences. In addition to showing how 

instant messages (i.e., online discourse about offline discourse) are framed in a certain way 

through technological affordances and multimodalities, this ultimately highlights how 

entextualization, intertextuality, and framing work together in instant messages between two 

physically remote participants. 

 The chapters in Tannen, Kendall, and Gordon’s (2007) edited volume Family Talk 

demonstrated how members of four American families negotiate power and solidarity; perform 

their family-related identities, especially in relation to gender; and create 'family' in face-to-face 

spoken interaction. Kendall (2006) and Gordon (2009), emerging from the same family project, 

specifically show how family members 'frame' everyday life to create and maintain family power 

and solidarity. Building upon such work, in this chapter, I show how 'family' is created online, 

especially when members of a married couple, who are in a long-distance relationship and have a 

baby daughter, exchange instant messages.  
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 In instant messages between Phillip and Eunbyul, there are certain interactional patterns 

that frame their interaction as virtual married life. To elaborate further, in section 6.2, I first 

present the couple's opening and closing interactional rituals in their instant messages. I 

investigate how Phillip and Eunbyul open and close their daily communication by drawing on 

Goffman's (1974) concept of "episoding conventions" from his discussion of the anchoring of 

activity. The episoding conventions differentiate a framed activity from surrounding 

environments through opening and closing brackets. I examine how opening and closing 

brackets (external brackets) are discursively constructed through (prolonged) adjacency pairs in 

greeting, as well as repetition, establishing the boundaries of the virtual married life frame. I also 

note that the "persistent textual record" (see Herring 1999) of instant messaging contributes to 

creating ambiguity and polysemy of the brackets such that external brackets, following 

Goffman’s (1974) observation, can be perceived as internal brackets (temporal pause). 

 In sections 6.3 and 6.4, I illustrate two primary frames emerging in the couple's 

interaction: a couple-centered frame (see Kendall 2006 and Gordon 2009) and a parent-centered 

frame. A couple-centered frame occurs from "non-parental social relations" between Phillip and 

Eunbyul (Kendall 2006:424) while a parent-centered frame emerges from parental social 

relations between them. Equally constituting a virtual married life frame, each frame also 

highlights how the couple's family-related identities (marriage partners and parents) are 

linguistically and discursively accomplished.  

 Specifically, Eunbyul takes up the footing of a family nurturer to construct her identity as 

a wife in the couple-centered frame (section 6.3) and as a mother in the parent-centered frame 

(section 6.4) and the ways in which Eunbyul enacts the identity of a wife/mother is quite 

traditional. In the couple-centered frame, the couple's mention of food, especially Eunbyul's 
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assessments on her husband's food and eating, creates a virtual sense of togetherness and 

achieves digital commensality. Also, Eunbyul use weather talk as an interactional resource to 

take care of her husband and do long-distance housekeeping. In addition, the couple's mixed use 

of honorifics and non-honorifics contributes to closeness and equality in the couple-centered 

frame. First, their intentional use of the honorific speech level markers (e.g., deferential and 

polite) display respect and strengthen equality. This is because using those markers is very 

marked between Phillip and Eunbyul given that they are of the same age in a close interpersonal 

relationship (marriage partners). Second, the couple employs a cute marker and a final 

lengthener to add cuteness and playfulness to their messages, while also enhancing closeness.  

 Section 6.4 describes a parent-centered frame. Within this frame, members of the couple 

perform parental identities, using their baby as an interactional resource. By sharing maternal 

struggles with her husband, Eunbyul takes up the footing of a family nurturer and constructs her 

identity as a mother. Phillip does "ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue" (see Tannen 2003 

and Chapter 5 of this study) toward their baby, Jisu, who is not a participant in the couple's 

chatroom. Also, Phillip and Eunbyul work as a team to support each other's parental identity 

work – Phillip acting as a supportive husband to align with Eunbyul's maternal identity and 

Eunbyul acting as an interactional intermediary for Phillip to have imaginary interaction with 

Jisu (see Chapter 5 for relevant examples of a mother of a child, performing as an intermediary).  

 In section 6.5, to strengthen how and why the couple's interaction can be perceived as 

three frames (i.e., frame boundaries through morning and night interactions, a couple-centered 

frame, and a parent-centered frame), I further discuss five categories of Goffman's (1974) 

"anchoring of activity" – episoding conventions, appearance formulas, resource continuity, 

unconnectedness, and the human being – by applying them to those framed activities analyzed in 
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this chapter. This discussion illuminates my argument, at a grassroots level, that the couple's 

instant messages are framed as virtual married life, bridging online and offline. 

 

6.2. From good morning to good night 

 Every morning, Phillip and Eunbyul exchange messages to start the day. It usually 

happens around the time when Phillip is getting ready for work. Every night, they exchange 

closing messages of the day before going to bed. The couple's opening and closing messages not 

only represent their passionate commitment to daily interaction but also serve as opening and 

closing boundaries that set up the frame of the virtual married life via KakaoTalk.  

 In the field of conversation analysis (CA), there is a long history of research on opening 

and closing rituals in interaction that examines how opening and closing remarks are suggested 

and sequentially organized (e.g., Schegloff 1968, Godard 1977). Opening and closing rituals in 

interaction can be related to Goffman's (1974) notion of "episoding conventions" which function 

to anchor an activity. Accordingly, I consider how the couple's opening and closing messages are 

linguistically constructed and function as external brackets (i.e., frame boundaries). I claim those 

opening and closing messages, serving as frame boundaries, set up a frame of a virtual married 

life. Goffman (1974:251-252) explains how an activity is framed and thus perceived by 

participants: 

Activity framed in a particular way—especially collectively organized social activity—is 

often marked off from the ongoing flow of surrounding events by a special set of 

boundary markers or brackets of a conventionalized kind. These occur before and after 

the activity in time and may be circumscriptive in space [...] 

 

In framing a certain activity, according to Goffman (1974:252), episoding conventions mark the 

beginning and ending of the activity such as calling a meeting to order and adjourning it by 
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knocking a gavel on a table or opening and closing stage curtains on a theatrical stage. Those 

practices serve to establish the boundaries of a "strip of activity" – Goffman (1974:10) defines 

this as "any arbitrary slice or cut from the stream of ongoing activity" – and thus frame it, which 

is what Goffman characterizes as "external brackets." He also notes "internal brackets" that 

display a "temporary time-out" (Goffman 1974:260) such as intermission between the parts of a 

play and time-out during a sport game, within an on-going activity. These opening and closing 

moments are boundaries of the performed world on the stage, distinguished from the real world. 

Goffman (1974) also notes how bracketing conventions can be perceived differently. In 

Tannen's (1994a) words, they are ambiguous and polysemous. Specifically, in Goffman's 

example, the good-bye ritual suggests the end of a day at the office, seen as an external bracket, 

but also at the same time, it can be seen as an internal bracket as working in the office is the 

continuing performance throughout the work week, while being interrupted on weekends and at 

holidays. As interlocutors make use of certain contextualization cues to signal the on-going 

interaction is framed, those cues also allow the participants to recognize and realize when and 

how the framed activity opens and closes. Drawing from this sense of frame boundaries, I now 

turn to the couple's opening and closing messages to analyze their interactional functions as 

frame brackets and how they contribute to creating (i.e., opening and closing) the frame of a 

virtual married life.  

 

6.2.1. Opening 

 According to Goffman, (1974:257), the opening bracket "set[s] the stage and frame[s] 

what follows." The following example illustrates how the couple shares their morning moments 

with each other and thus how they open up the frame of their virtual married life. 
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The couple's morning interaction is very structured throughout the entirety of the data that I 

collected from them. Whoever starts the day and grabs a phone first, Phillip or Eunbyul, initiates 

morning interaction and it usually lasts until Phillip arrives at work. The first two greeting 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Phillip 

August 8, 2017, 08:38AM 

굿모닝         
kwus-moning   

good-morning  

"Good morning" 

난    일어나서   씻고       출근합니다  

na-n  ilena-se ssis-ko   chwulkun-ha-pnita                            

I-TOP wake-and wash-and  going to work-do-DEC.DEF   

'I woke up and got ready for work and I'm going to work ' 

2 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 08:38AM 

안녕     여보!  잘    잤어요? 

annyeng yepo!  cal  ca-ss-eyo? 

hi      honey  well sleep-PAST-INT.POL 

'Hi Honey! Did you sleep well?' 

3 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 08:39AM 

나는    일어나서  지수   새벽에 보다가  

na-nun ilena-se Jisu  saypyek-ey po-taka  

I-TOP  wake-and Jisu  dawn-at see-TR 

 

잠깐          잤다가        아침먹고            커피    마십니당 

camkkan      ca-ss-taka    achim-mek-ko      khephi masi-pnita-ng  

for a minute sleep-PAST-TR breakfast-eat-and coffee drink-DEC.DEF-CUTE 

 

'I woke up early in the morning to take care of Jisu and got back to 
sleep I'm drinking coffee after breakfast' 

4 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 09:01AM 

필립이       운전하고        가나보다 

Phillip-i   wuncen-ha-ko   ka-napo-ta 

Phillip-NOM driving-do-and go-EV.INFR-DEC.PLN 

'Guess Phillip is driving to work now' 

5 Phillip 

August 8, 2017, 09:16AM 

헤헤     커피타임이었군요 

heyhey  khephi-thaim-i-ess-kwun-yo 

hehe    coffee-time-be-PAST-EXC.PLN-DEC.POL 

'Hehe you're having coffee time' 

6 Phillip 

August 8, 2017, 09:16AM 

나는     사무실    도착했어용 

na-nun  samwusil tochak-hay-ss-eyo-ng 

I-TOP   office   arrival-do-PAST-DEC.POL-CUTE 

'I just arrived at work' 

7 Phillip 

August 8, 2017, 09:16AM 

운전하고        왔습니다 

wuncen-ha-ko   wa-ss-supnita 

driving-do-and come-PAST-DEC.DEF 

'I drove to work' 
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messages always make up an adjacency pair. For instance, when Phillip sends 'Good morning' in 

line 1, Eunbyul types 'Hi Honey!' in return. After the greetings, the interaction gears toward 

reporting what is happening at their separate physical locations. Eunbyul shares what she does in 

terms of baby care ('I woke up early in the morning to take care of Jisu') and her post-activities 

('[...] and got back to sleep I'm drinking coffee after breakfast') in line 3 when Phillip shares his 

getting ready for work in line 1 ('I woke up and got ready for work and I'm taking off now'). The 

couple's morning interaction is usually informative featuring their real-time morning activities.  

 The shared morning activities are, in fact, what they would see and know without trying 

if they lived together. The physical separation makes Phillip and Eunbyul more accountable for 

talking about such quotidian moments of life through instant messages. In other words, this 

opening ritual is an example that represents how their remote lives are presented in instant 

messages, creating a virtually shared morning and thus contributing to the shared frame of their 

virtual married life. In this regard, their opening interaction is not only phatic but also suggests 

the couple's shared discursive practice of collaboratively building involvement over physical 

distance. Moreover, this created involvement comes along with reciprocity, as when one reports 

on her or his morning, the other also reports their morning in response. Through such reciprocal 

interaction, Phillip and Eunbyul gain the mutual benefits of learning of the other's morning and 

staying connected throughout the day. In what follows, I present the couple's closing messages as 

an example of closing the frame of the virtual married life for the day. 

 

6.2.2. Closing  

 Goffman (1974:256) notes that the closing bracket "terminate[s] the influence of a frame" 

as epilogues "summarize what has occurred and ensure the proper framing of it." Schegloff and 
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Sacks (1973:70) identify closings in naturally occurring interactions as "achievements, as 

solutions to certain problems of conversational organization." They examine how people 

structurally and sequentially do "opening up closings," constituting pre-closings (e.g., "okay" and 

"well" to initiate closing interaction) and terminal exchanges (e.g., "good bye"), through turn-

taking. Other scholars examine how closings are organized in various contexts of technology-

mediated interaction. For instance, Raclaw (2008) notes that in AOL instant messages (AIM), 

people close in a way similar to face-to-face interaction through the use of pre-closings and 

terminal exchanges. But the users also often use automated messages, namely 'away messages' 

(e.g., Hanwool is away) and 'sign off messages' (e.g., Hanwool has signed off), provided by the 

messenger. Scholars have examined politeness and face work in online closings as well. Spiloti 

(2011) considers how young Greek people use closings as a politeness marker to avoid 

potentially face-threatening acts when refusing a request. Pojanapunya and Jaroenkitboworn 

(2011) find giving a signal to pre-close the interaction (e.g., "it's time for me to go") in Second 

Life (an online virtual game) suggests participants are still concerned about face-saving even in 

the virtual world where they are represented by digital avatars.  

 Building upon the findings of prior studies on closing in interaction, the following 

example illustrates how members of the couple discursively close their interaction, which serves 

as the closing brackets of their virtual married frame. Unlike the information-oriented morning 

interaction (i.e., sharing their morning moments), the night interaction is structured with the use 

of prolonged (pre)closings, messages of encouragement, and repetition to build up solidarity.  
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LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Phillip 

September 14, 2017, 10:09PM 

이제  좀       휴식의      시간을     갖겠습니다 

icey com      hyusik-uy  sikan-ul  kac-keyss-supnita 

now  a little rest-GEN   time-ACC  have-will-DEC.DEF  

'I will take some rest now' 

2 Eunbyul 

September 14, 2017, 10:09PM 

네  좋아요오 

ney coh-ayo-o 

yes good-DEC.POL-LENG 

'Yes Sounds great' 

3 Eunbyul 

September 14, 2017, 10:09PM 

고생했어요            내사랑 

kosayng-hay-ss-eyo  nay-salang 

hardship-do-PAST-DEC.POL  my-love 

'You've worked hard today My love' 

4 Phillip 

September 14, 2017, 10:09PM 

 

5 Phillip 

September 14, 2017, 10:09PM 

우리  모두  고생했드아 

wuli motwu kosayng-hay-ss-tua 

we   all   hardship-do-PAST-DEC.PLN.LENG 

'We've all worked hard today' 

6 Eunbyul 

September 14, 2017, 10:23PM 

난    먼저     자보도록      하겠습니당 

nan   mence   ca-po-tolok  ha-keyss-supnita-ng 

I-TOP first   sleep-try-to do-will-DEC.DEF-CUTE 

'I will go to bed first' 

7 Eunbyul 

September 14, 2017, 10:23PM 

우리필립이        푹    쉬다      자요 

wuli-Phillip-i  phwuk swi-ta   ca-yo 

our-Phillip-NOM deep  rest-TR  sleep-IMV.POL 

'Sleep after take a full rest Our Phillip' 

8 Phillip 

September 14, 2017, 10:23PM 

네이       푹     자요오 

ney-i     phwuk  ca-yo-o 

yes-LENG  deep   sleep-IMV.POL-LENG 

'Yes Sleep tight' 

9 Phillip 

September 14, 2017, 10:24PM 

부디     평안한         밤이        되길 

pwuti   phyenganha-n  pam-i      toy-ki-l 

please  peaceful-RT   night-SUB  become-NOM-OBJ 

'Have a peaceful night' 
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The night interaction is ritualized as is the morning one, but it involves repetitive (pre)closing 

rituals. Building upon Schegloff and Sacks (1973), based on spoken communication, I define 

pre-closings in my data as indirect messages that signal one's desire to end the current interaction 

(e.g., 'I'll take some rest now' in line 1). By closings in the couple's interaction, I refer to direct 

messages that bid the other goodbye (e.g., 'Good night' in line 13).  

 The couple repeats (pre)closings several times: There are 4 sets of pre-closing rituals and 

3 sets of closing rituals. The delayed (pre)closing rituals create structural repetition, making the 

interaction last longer. Specifically, in line 1 ('I'll take some rest now'), Phillip indirectly "opens 

up the closing" (following Schegloff and Sack 1973) through a pre-closing message. Although 

Eunbyul accepts his opening up the closing in line 2 ('Yes Sounds great'), she prolongs the 

current pre-closing ritual by acknowledging Phillip's day in line 3 ('You've worked hard today 

My love'). In response to her acknowledgement, with a sticker featuring two characters blushing, 

10 Eunbyul 

September 14, 2017, 10:24PM 

 

11 Eunbyul 

September 14, 2017, 10:24PM 

부디     그렇기를 

pwuti   kuleh-ki-lul 

please  do so-NOM-OBJ 

'I hope so' 

12 Eunbyul 

September 14, 2017, 10:24PM 

잘자요 

cal-ca-yo 

well-sleep-DEC.POL 

'Sleep well' 

13 Phillip 

September 14, 2017, 10:24PM 

굿나잇 

kwus-nais 

good-night 

'Good night' 
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hugging each other, and rubbing each other's faces in line 4, Phillip also acknowledges that 

Eunbyul has taken care of the couple's baby all day in line 5 ('We've all worked hard today'), 

using the pronoun, 'we.' Acknowledging each other's day, the couple mutually wrap up the day, 

which also contributes to bringing together their separate lives to make one virtually shared 

married life.  

 Eunbyul repeats the pre-closing ritual again in line 6 ('I will go to bed first') and then 

moves onto the closing ritual in line 7 ('Sleep after take a full rest Our Phillip') — Note "Our" in 

translation is not a first plural possessive pronoun, but rather an linguistic indicator that shows 

Eunbyul's intimacy, which is equivalent to "My Phillip" in English. To respond to her messages 

and close the interaction, Phillip sends closing messages in lines 8 ('Yes Sleep tight') and 9 

('Have a peaceful night's sleep'). To align with his messages, Eunbyul sends another closing 

message through the sticker of a brown-colored character waving its hand while grinning in line 

10. The actual closing is also delayed as the couple responds to each other's closing messages. 

Eunbyul answers in line 11 ('I hope so') to Phillip's closing messages. She then sends another 

closing message in line 12 ('Sleep well'). When Phillip responds to it in line 13 ('Good night'), 

the current closing ritual is finally terminated.  

 Also, to prolong the closing, three sets of lexical repetition are used, although there is 

slight variation of ending particles in them with the addition of a final lengthener (LENG) that 

adds playfulness to the messages. The repetitions occur in lines 3 (kosayng-hay-ss-eyo) by 

Eunbyul and 5 (kosayng-hay-ss-tua) by Phillip, which has to do with 'do hardship' in word-by-

word translation; in lines 7 (phwuk and ca-yo) by Eunbyul and 8 (phwuk  ca-yo-o) by Phillip, 

which has to do with 'deep' and 'sleep,' respectively; and in lines 9 (pwuti) by Phillip and 11 

(pwuti) by Eunbyul, which has to do with 'please.' Each member of the couple makes immediate 
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repetition of the other's messages and incorporates those lexical items into their responses. This 

also establish rhythmic patterns into their interaction.  

 Tannen (2007[1989]) demonstrates how repetition in discourse is an involvement 

strategy. According to her, 

 Repeating the words, phrases, or sentences of other speakers (a) accomplishes a 

 conversation, (b) shows one's response to another's utterance, (c) shows acceptance of 

 others' utterances, their participation, and them, and (d) gives evidence of one's own 

 participation. It provides a resource to keep talk going, where talk itself is a show of 

 involvement, of willingness to interact, to serve positive face (61). 

Both structural and lexical repetition are contextualization cues that create involvement in the 

couple's interaction. The uses of repetition also suggest the couple's interaction is discursively 

reciprocal: 1) One sends a (pre-)closing message and the other answers it with another (pre-) 

closing message. 2) One also repeats lexical items from the other's message. Through structural 

and lexical repetition, Phillip and Eunbyul display alignments toward each other and accomplish 

reciprocity. Their reciprocal use of language can also be found in couplects (see section 6.4.3). 

 

6.2.3. It is (n)either opening (n)or closing 

 Goffman (1974) mentions that the external brackets can be perceived as internal brackets 

(temporal pause). Recall the good-bye ritual example mentioned in Chapter 2. When colleagues 

exchange end of the day good-byes, this serves as an external bracket in the sense that it signals 

the end of the day, but considering it on the continuum of the ongoing work week, it can be 

conceived as an internal bracket.  

 Likewise, the availability of the "persistent textual record" (Herring 1999) in the couple's 

interaction, or the fact that previous instant messages between Phillip and Eunbyul still remain in 
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the chatroom and they can access them, makes opening and closing frame boundaries unclear. In 

instant messages between members of the couple, there are relatively clear-cut external brackets 

at the end of the day where they say good night. However, this episoding convention can also be 

understood in the context of what Goffman (1981:134-135) terms an "open state of talk" where 

participants have "the right but not the obligation to initiate a little flurry of talk, then relapse 

back into silence." In this sense, good night rituals are internal brackets. 

 In the following interaction, which demonstrates a “flurry of talk” (Goffman 1981:135) 

after the good night ritual where Philip and Eunbyul exchange good night instant messages. At 

this moment, Phillip is going to meet his old friends and Eunbyul is getting ready for bed. 

Almost three hours later, however, Phillip sends two instant messages. Then, nine hours later, he 

sends a good morning message. 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Phillip 

October 21, 2017, 10:05PM 

좋은   꿈    꾸어요 

cohun kkwum kkwu-eyo 

good  dream dream-DEC.POL 

'Have a sweet dream' 

(7 lines omitted) 

9 Eunbyul 

October 21, 2017, 10:05PM 

안뇽        내일      연락할게요 

annyo-ng   nayil     yenlakha-l key-yo 

bye-CUTE   tomorrow  contact-will-DEC.POL 

'Bye I will talk to you tomorrow' 

Almost 3 hours later 

10 Phillip 

October 22, 2017, 12:48AM 

나는    집에     들어가는        길이에요 

na-nun cip-ey  tule-ka-nun    kil-iey-yo 

I-TOP  home-at come in-go-RT  way-be-DEC.POL 

'I am on my way back home'  

11 Phillip 

October 22, 2017, 12:49AM 

동창들          오랜만에       우르르     많나서  

tongchang-tul  olaynmaney    wululu    manhna-se  

old friend-PL  after so long en maasee meet-so 

  

정신없었네요 

cengsin-eps-ess-ney-yo 

mind-not exist-PAST-APR-DEC.POL 

'It was crazy seeing a bunch of old friends after so long' 

Almost 9 hours later 
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12 Phillip 

October 22, 2017, 9:25AM 

굿모닝 

kwus-mo-ning 

good-morning 

'Good morning' 

In this example, Phillip and Eunbyul exchanged good night bids as usual with closing remarks 

such as 'Have a sweet dream' in line 1 and 'Bye I will talk to you tomorrow' in line 9. Their 

interaction appears to be over for the day. However, a few hours later, Phillip sends messages to 

Eunbyul indicating that he is on his way home (line 10) and describing his reunion with old 

friends ('It was crazy seeing a bunch of old friends after so long') in line 11. He sends these 

messages although he must have known that Eunbyul was asleep and would not respond 

immediately. Next, about nine hours later, Phillip sends a good morning message in line 12 

('Good morning'), which presumably indicates the couple's morning interaction functioning as an 

opening bracket. As Goffman (1981:135) notes, his late-night messages after the couple's night 

rituals have "no apparent ritual making" that does not delimit the beginning and end of the 

framed activity. His messages rather create blurriness of framing, highlighting murkiness of 

everyday interaction in instant messages. 

 Furthermore, Phillip's 'flurry of talk' can be an indicator of his good husband identity, 

while also showing the couple's "media ideologies" (Gershon 2010a, 2010b) about the use of 

KakaoTalk. Reporting on whereabouts is one of interactional activities that members of the 

couple highly expects one to do for the other as a marriage partner. There is an example in my 

data where Phillip was upset about Eunbyul's failing to send him good night messages. Also, 

using KakaoTalk to report his returning home reflects the couple's shared belief about what 

should be talked in the couple's chatroom, which ultimately contributes to their virtually enacting 

married life via instant messages. 
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 So far, I have illustrated how opening and closing messages are discursively constructed 

and serve as brackets, thus framing the couple's interaction as enacting their virtual married life. 

The couple's separate lives (offline) are brought together to create the virtual married life. This is 

accomplished through reciprocity and constructs involvement. Goffman's (1974) notion of 

bracketing conventions play out in the form of structural and temporal practices of discourse: 

opening in the morning interaction and closing in the night interaction. I also note the frame 

boundaries are blurry. This not only creates the couple's virtual married life frame but also 

bridges online and offline through technological affordances (i.e., starting and closing a day 

virtually together via KakaoTalk). In the following two sections, I explicate how the virtual 

married life frame is maintained in a couple-centered frame (section 6.3) and a parent-centered 

frame (section 6.4). 

 

6.3. Couple-centered frame 

 The current section explores how Phillip and Eunbyul, as a couple (husband-wife), enact 

their virtual married life. Building upon Kendall's (2006) and Gordon's (2009) analysis of 

couple-centered frames where "non-parental social relations" such as "married partners" 

(Kendall 2006:424) are evoked, I examine how the couple uses language to attempt to manage 

their couplehood. Eunbyul's messages show how her identity as a 'good wife' is presented 

through constructing a family nurturer footing. Eunbyul's identity work shows how traditional 

family expectations toward women as nurtures are discursively (re)produced in technology-

mediated conversational discourse. For example, through the mention of food, mealtime 

discourse is virtually constructed, where Eunbyul takes care of her husband's eating. Also, she 
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uses weather talk to virtually manage housework of the couple's house in Seoul such as changing 

out seasonal clothing and managing fine dust. Fine dust is a type of air pollution that South 

Korea experiences seasonally. The fine dust consists of tiny particles that cause respiratory 

diseases and pollute the air.  

 In addition, Phillip and Eunbyul strategically use speech markers. As mentioned, their 

use of honorific speech level markers (e.g., polite and deferential) in instant messaging is very 

marked in the sense that they are of the same age and their interpersonal relationship is close 

enough not to use those honorific markers; however, these markers work to linguistically 

strengthen equality in the marriage relationship. They also use a cute marker (CUTE) and a final 

lengthener (LENG) to add cuteness and playfulness in their messages, which linguistically 

enhances closeness. The couple-centered interaction presents a certain linguistic repertoire where 

Phillip and Eunbyul make their own way to frame as and integrate two geographically separate 

lives into virtual couplehood, sending "a metamessage of couple-ness" (Gordon 2009:62).  

 

6.3.1. Mealtime 

 Talking about food and eating is one of the most prominent activities that Phillip and 

Eunbyul take part in during their interaction via KakaoTalk. Eating is traditionally considered as 

a communal activity in Korea (see Bruno 2016; H. Kim 2006; Choe 2019, forthcoming). 

However, due to physical distance, Phillip and Eunbyul alternate talking about food and eating 

with actually eating together in person. Mass media (AFP/Relaxnews 2013; J. Choi 2015; Hu 

2015), cited in Choe (2019), note that Korea's millennials watch mukbang, a livestream of 

eating, when eating alone, because it evokes a sense of togetherness. Also, as addressed in 

Chapter 2, family mealtimes are one of the symbolic aspects of family life. It is where family 
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members have a variety of social interactions that include table talk, teaching and learning table 

manners, and collaborating with each other in evaluating food. In other words, family mealtimes 

are more than just eating together. Eunbyul and Phillip create mealtime talk where they talk 

about food that they will eat or that they (or Jisu) has eaten to maintain a virtual sense of 

togetherness while they eat apart from each other. This also highlights how important it is to eat 

together in Korea's food and eating culture. Moreover, through discourse about mealtime, 

Eunbyul uses language to make assessments of her husband's mealtimes (compliments on his 

eating and evaluation of his food) and it constructs and displays Eunbyul's gendered identity as a 

wife through the family nurturer footing. 

 

6.3.1.1. Weaning food and chicken 

 The following mealtime talk starts when Eunbyul shares with Phillip descriptions of 

Jisu's last meal of the day. Phillip has just come home from work and in his response shares with 

his wife what he is going to eat for dinner. 
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LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Eunbyul 

September 18, 2017, 6:17PM 

지수는    마지막   이유식        먹고     소화시키는        중 

Jisu-nun macimak iyusik       mek-ko  sohwa-sikhi-nun  cwung 

Jisu-TOP last    weaning food eat-and digesting-let-RT process 

'Jisu just had the last weaning food for today and I'm letting 
her digest it' 

2 Phillip 

September 18, 2017, 6:18PM 

 

3 Phillip 

September 18, 2017, 7:08PM 

나는    집에    와서  

na-nun cip-ey  wa-se  

I-TOP  home-at come-and 

'I just got home' 
 

어제       남은     치킨과      함께  

ecey      nam-un  chikhin-kwa hamkkey  

yesterday left-RT chicken-with together  

 

밥을      먹겠습니다 

pap-ul   mek-keyss-supnita 

meal-ACC eat-will-DEC.DEF 

 

'I am going to eat the leftover chicken and rice' 

4 Eunbyul 

September 18, 2017, 7:21PM 

지수가    잠들었습니당               

Jisu-ka  camtul-ess-supnita-ng   

Jisu-NOM fall a sleep-PAST-DEC.DEF-CUTE        

'Jisu just fell asleep' 
 

다소      일찍   자네용 

taso     ilccik ca-ney-yo-ng      

somewhat early  sleep-APR-DEC.POL-CUTE 

'She went to bed early today' 
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Eunbyul's messages in lines 1 ('Jisu just had the last weaning food for today and I'm letting her 

digest it') and 4 ('Jisu just fell asleep She went to bed early today'), are baby-centered. Reporting, 

as shown in Gordon (2007), is a common discursive act that mothers use when they talk about 

their babies. In fact, Eunbyul uses her daughter's mealtime as an interactional resource to invite 

Phillip to communicate about his mealtime. That is, assuming the footing of a family nurturer, 

she performs her dual familial identities as mother and wife. 

 In return, Phillip shares his mealtime moment-by-moment, as his dinner proceeds. When 

he does, Eunbyul chimes in with real-time comments, displaying her good wife identity. In line 3 

('I just got home I am going to eat the leftover chicken and rice'), he tells Eunbyul that his 

mealtime is about to start and what he will eat. Then, Eunbyul sends a positive wish message in 

line 5 ('Enjoy the food My love'). Later, Phillip informs her that he has finished his dinner in line 

6 ('I finished eating'). Eunbyul then gives a comment in return in line 7 ('Good job My love'). 

This mutual exchange highlights Eunbyul's family nurturer footing as she is the one who is 

responsible for knowing all family members’ eating. Moreover, Eunbyul's use of 'Good job' (cal-

hay-ss-eyo) strengthens her footing as the family nurturer because it has an evaluative effect and 

is also the commonly observed expression that Korean parents make to their children when they 

5 Eunbyul 

September 18, 2017, 7:22PM 

맛있게        먹읍시다      내사랑 

masiss-key   mek-upsita   nay-salang 

delicious-ly eat-EXH.DEF  my-love 

'Enjoy the food My love' 

6 Phillip 

September 18, 2017, 7:43PM 

잘먹었습니다 

cal-mek-ess-supnita 

well-eat-PAST-DEC.DEF 

'I finished eating'  

7 Eunbyul 

September 18, 2017, PM 

잘했어요              내사랑 

cal-hay-ss-eyo       nay-salang 

well-do-PAST-DEC.POL my-love 

'Good job My love' 
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finish their tasks, signaling her husband is the one she takes care of. Also, in Eunbyul's 

messages, "terms of endearment" (Gordon 2009) such as "My love" strengthen solidarity 

between Phillip and Eunbyul as a married couple. 

 

6.3.1.2. Nabe with beef brisket 

 In the next example, Eunbyul is eating out with her friends and Phillip had dinner at 

home. Eunbyul and her friends go to a Japanese restaurant to eat Nabemono, commonly known 

as Nabe. Nabe is a Japanese style hot pot dish that involves cooking a variety of vegetables, 

meat, and noodles at the table. Diners pick the cooked ingredients directly from the pot and eat 

them with the broth or a dipping sauce.   

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Phillip 

December 12, 2017, 7:16PM 

나는    집에    와서      우동   끓여       먹었어용 

na-nun cip-ey  wa-se    wutong kkulh-ye   mek-ess-eyo-ng 
I-TOP  home-at come-and udon   boil-and  eat-PAST-DEC.POL-CUTE 

'I came home and had udon' 

2 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:16PM 

잘했어요 

cal-hay-ss-eyo 

well-do-PAST-DEC.POL 

'Good job' 

3 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:17PM 

나는    도착해서       유진이      만났고               

na-nun tochak-hay-se Yoojin-i    manna-ss-ko           
I-TOP  arrival-do-and Yoojin-NOM meet-PAST-and  

 

 

소영기다려요 

Soyoung-kitaly-eyo 

Soyoung-wait-DEC.POL 

'I met Yoojin and we are waiting for Soyoung' 

4 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:17PM 

여기  메뉴판보니              우리  수타일 

eki  meynyu-phan-po-ni      wuli swuthail 

here menu-board-see-because our  style  

'Just checking out the menu I think the restaurant would be 
our type' 
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5 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:17PM 

 

6 Phillip 

December 12, 2017, 7:17PM 

 

7 Phillip 

December 12, 2017, 7:17PM 

맛나게         먹어용 

masna-key     mek-eyo-ng       

delicious-ly  eat-DEC.POL-CUTE 

'Have a great dinner' 

8 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:18PM 

담에           같이     오자          꼭 

tam-ey        kathi    o-ca         kkok 

next time-at  together come-EXH.PLN surely 

'We should come together next time' 

9 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:18PM 

맛보고         다시  알려줄게용 

mas-po-ko     tasi  allyecwu-l key-yo-ng 

taste-try-and again inform-will-DEC.POL-CUTE 

'I will let you know about the restaurant after I try the food' 

10 Phillip 

December 12, 2017, 7:19PM 

넵ㅎㅎ 

ney-p 

yes-CUTE  

"Yea ㅎㅎ" 

11 Eunbyul 
December 12, 2017, 7:35PM 

A photo of Nabe with beef brisket 

12 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:35PM 

기가막혀요       여보 

kikamakhy-eyo  yepo 

amaze-DEC.POL  honey 

'Honey The food is stunningly good' 

13 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:35PM 

필립이 완전 좋아할 듯 

Phillip-i   wancen     cohaha-l  tus 

Phillip-SUF completely like-will guess 

'Phillip would love it' 
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The couple's mealtime discourse begins when Phillip shares what he ate for dinner in line 1 ('I 

came home and had udon'). To show her alignment toward Phillip, Eunbyul gives an evaluative 

comment in line 2 ('Good job'). Similar to the previous example, the mutual exchange between 

Phillip and Eunbyul constitutes Phillip's report on his mealtime and Eunbyul's comments on it. 

This also strengthens Eunbyul's family nurturer footing. 

 In response to Phillip's messages related to his mealtime, Eunbyul shares her mealtime 

with her friends at the restaurant as it unfolds. Whereas Phillip mentioned a general food item 

(udon) and where he ate it (at home), Eunbyul's mealtime messages are more specific. For 

example, she indicates whom she eats with ('I met Yoojin and we are waiting for Soyoung') in 

line 3 and the ordered food ('Nabe with beef brisket') in line 15 with a photo in line 11. Eunbyul 

also enriches her food report through evaluations of the food ('Honey The food is stunningly 

9 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:18PM 

맛보고         다시  알려줄게용 

mas-po-ko     tasi  allyecwu-l key-yo-ng 

taste-try-and again inform-will-DEC.POL-CUTE 

'I will let you know about the restaurant after I try the food' 

10 Phillip 

December 12, 2017, 7:19PM 

넵ㅎㅎ 

ney-p 

yes-CUTE  

"Yea ㅎㅎ" 

11 Eunbyul 
December 12, 2017, 7:35PM 

A photo of Nabe with beef brisket 

12 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:35PM 

기가막혀요       여보 

kikamakhy-eyo  yepo 

amaze-DEC.POL  honey 

'Honey The food is stunningly good' 

13 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:35PM 

필립이 완전 좋아할 듯 

Phillip-i   wancen     cohaha-l  tus 

Phillip-SUF completely like-will guess 

'Phillip would love it' 

14 Phillip 

December 12, 2017, 7:48PM 

워후   뭔가요 

wehwu mwe-n-ka-yo 

whoop what-be-INT.FMLR-POL 

'Whoop What's that' 

15 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:49PM 

차돌박이       나베 

chatolpaki   napey 

beef brisket nabe  

'Nabe with beef brisket' 

16 Eunbyul 

December 12, 2017, 7:50PM 

여기 다 좋다               

yeki  ta   coh-ta         

here  all  good-DEC.PLN   

'The restaurant is good'   
 

분위기도        그렇고 

pwunwiki-to   kulehko 

ambience-also do so 

'So is its ambience' 

17 Phillip 

December 12, 2017, 7:58PM 

오 굿굿 

o  kwus-kwus 

oh good-good 

'Oh good good' 
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good') in line 12; the restaurant menu ('Just checking out the menu I think the restaurant would 

be our type') in line 4; and the restaurant ('The restaurant is good So is its ambience') in line 16. 

By extension, she expresses anticipation of coming together in line 8 ('We should come together 

next time') and Phillip's possible reaction in line 13 ('Phillip would love it').  

 Eunbyul's mealtime messages create a sense of togetherness, inviting Phillip to virtually 

participate in her mealtime. Aligning with this, Phillip also displays engaged listenership. For 

example, he chimes in with responses her messages in various ways that include the use of a 

sticker in line 6, minimal responses such as 'Yea' (line 10), 'Whoop' (line14), 'Oh good good' 

(line 17), and a question ('what's that' in line 14).  

 In summary, both mealtime examples illustrate how the couple-centered frame is 

formulated to create a kind of virtually shared mealtimes. In particular, Eunbyul contributes to it 

through real-time compliments and details, which highlights her identity as a wife who cares for 

her long-distance husband. Related to this, these two excerpts illuminate gendered patterns 

regarding talk about food and eating, which resonates with family-related and -linked identities 

and relationships – Eunbyul's gendered identity as a good wife vis-à-vis the family nurturer 

footing.   

 

6.3.1.3. 'I will cook something good for you when I come back' 

 The following excerpt highlights traditional aspects of a wife identity in which a woman 

is highly expected to "feed the family" (see DeVault 1991). One day, Phillip sends to his wife a 

photo of food he made for his dinner. In response to his photo, Eunbyul displays her gendered 

identity as a wife by framing it as her responsibility to prepare food for her husband. 
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When Phillip sends a photo of his dinner without captions, Eunbyul makes meanings of it (see 

Chapter 4 for details about everyday photo-/video-sharing without captions), which signals 

cooking and feeding are gender-based marital work. Taking up the footing of a nurturer of the 

family, Eunbyul evaluates his dinner as a 'healthy meal' in line 2 with the heart-shaped sticker 

that also displays her affective orientation toward the photo. 

 Phillip's message in line 3 ('Mmm it doesn't taste good though') can be interpreted in 

multiple ways: First, it can be a direct criticism about his own cooked meal. Second, it can be his 

face-saving act to be modest by rejecting Eunbyul’s compliment (see Eslami and Yang 2018). 

Possibly, his message can send the metamessage that he misses Eunbyul's home-made food, 

which, I suggest, contributes to a woman's traditionally expected duties as a wife. This is parallel 

to Eunbyul's next message in line 5 ('I will make something good for you when I come back'). In 

this message, she suggests cooking and feeding are a part of everyday caring that she is expected 

to do as a wife. 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Phillip 
September 7, 2017, 8:22PM 

A photo of Phillip's home-made food 

2 Eunbyul 

September 7, 2017, 8:22PM 

건강식  
kenkang-sik 

health-meal  

 

'Healthy meal ' 

3 Phillip 

September 7, 2017, 8:27PM 

음 맛은        없군 

um mas-un     eps-kwun 

um taste-TOP  not-EXC.PLN 

'Mmm it doesn't taste good though' 

4 Eunbyul 
September 7, 2017, 8:27PM 

ㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋ 

5 Eunbyul 

September 7, 2017, 8:27PM 

내가    가서  맛있는         것    해줄게에 

nay-ka ka-se masiss-nun   kes    haycwu-l key-ey  

I-NOM  go-and delicious-RT thing do something for someone-will-LENG 

'I will cook something good for you when I come back' 
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 To summarize, in three examples that include discourses about (and sometimes during) 

meals, Phillip and Eunbyul share their mealtimes with each other (and their daughter's as well 

when it is reported by Eunbyul). This takes the place of the practice of commensality, virtually 

creating involvement and maintaining couple togetherness. At the same time, their mealtime 

discourse primarily shows how Eunbyul, in evaluating her husband’s eating, demonstrates 

herself to be the family member in charge of 'feeding the family' while also acting in a way that 

creates solidarity.  

 Next, I present how Eunbyul employs weather talk to act as a wife who takes care of her 

husband as well as housework in the couple's residence in Seoul. This is also related to a 

woman's expected gendered role in traditional family interaction. 

 

6.3.2 Weather talk for everyday caring 

 Talking about the weather, as small talk, is a common topic for phatic communication. 

Malinowski (1972[1923]:149) says that "[...] comments on weather [...] are exchanged, not in 

order to inform, not in this case to connect people in action, certainly not in order to express any 

thought." Romaine (1994:23) also suggests the weather talk is "a safe impersonal topic that can 

be discussed between two strangers who want to be friendly but not too friendly." The weather 

talk also emerges between close people, serving as a segway to initiate and develop interaction, 

such as shown in Gordon (2006:562) where women friends talk about recent changes in the 

weather.   

 Phillip and Eunbyul actively keep each other informed of the current weather in their 

cities (Busan and Seoul). Sharing each city's weather helps the couple to find a way to make a 

virtual connection with each other. Particularly, Eunbyul uses weather talk as an interactional 
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resource to do distance everyday caring as a family nurturer that accomplishes her gendered 

identity as a wife. 

 

6.3.2.1. 'Time to take out fall clothes' 

 During the following morning interaction, Phillip and Eunbyul share the current weather 

of their cities. While Phillip's message is oriented toward information-sharing, Eunbyul links the 

weather in Seoul with doing a seasonal household chore. 

 

 

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Eunbyul 

September 11, 2017, 8:56AM 

여보   잘잤니                   안뇽  

yepo  cal-ca-ss-ni            anny-ong  

honey well-sleep-PAST-INT.PLN hi-CUTE 

'Hi honey Did you sleep well' 

 

부산에     비가    엄청     오네요 

pwusan-ey pi-ka   emcheng o-ney-yo 

Busan-at rain-SUB a lot   come-APR-DEC.POL 

'It's pouring rain in Busan' 

2 Phillip 

September 11, 2017, 8:59AM 

굿모닝 

kwus-moning 

good-morning 

'Good morning' 

3 Phillip 

September 11, 2017, 8:59AM 

서울은     비가      추적추적           내립니다옹 

sewul-un  pi-ka    chwu-cek-chwu-cek nayli-pnita-ong                   

Seoul-TOP rain-NOM come down-DEC.DEF-CUTE 

'It's drizzling in Seoul' 

4 Phillip 

September 11, 2017, 8:59AM 

쌀쌀해졌네요 

ssalssalhay-cy-ess-ney-yo 

chilly-become-PAST-APR-DEC.POL 

'It got chilly' 

5 Eunbyul 

September 11, 2017, 9:00AM 

감기 조심해야해요 

kamki cosimhay-ya hay-yo 

cold  be careful-must-DEC.POL 

'Be careful not to catch a cold' 

6 Eunbyul 

September 11, 2017, 9:00AM 

가을  옷들     꺼내주어야              하는데 ㅜㅜ 

kaul os-tul   kkenay-cwu-eya        ha-nuntey 

fall cloth-PL take out-give-have to do-CIRCUM 

'Time to take out fall clothes though ㅜㅜ' 

7 Phillip 

September 11, 2017, 9:04AM 

내가    꺼낼게용                     헤헤 

nay-ka kkenay-l key-yo-ng          hey-hey 

I-NOM  take out-will-DEC.POL-CUTE  hehe 

'I'll do it Hehe' 
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As illustrated in section 6.2, the couple opens up their virtual married life frame through 

greetings in lines 1 ('Hi honey Did you sleep well') by Eunbyul and 2 ('Good morning') by 

Phillip. Their opening interaction is developed with the weather talk that starts with information-

sharing: Eunbyul reports on the weather in Busan in line 1 ('It's pouring rain in Busan') and in 

reply to it, Phillip reports on that in Seoul in line 3 ('It's drizzling in Seoul'). Just like greetings, 

there are adjacency pairs in the weather talk (the weather in Seoul and the weather in Busan), 

creating reciprocity.  

 The couple's reaction to the other city's weather is different, which highlights Eunbyul's 

footing as a family nurturer and thereby her identity as a wife. When Phillip makes a weather 

report giving a description of the weather in Seoul by explaining that it’s 'drizzling' and that it 

'got chilly' (lines 3 and 4), Eunbyul makes weather talk personal by linking it to everyday caring. 

For example, she cares for Phillip's health in line 5 ('Be careful not to catch a cold') and 

indirectly gets Phillip to do housekeeping that she cannot do since she is not there in line 6 

('Time to take out fall clothes though'). Because she did not live in Seoul at the time the collected 

interactions occurred, she often did virtual everyday caring through Phillip. This suggests 

performing house chores is not something anybody does in the family, but a caring activity that a 

family nurturer of the family is expected to do. The couple's weather talk is not simply phatic to 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Eunbyul 

September 11, 2017, 8:56AM 

여보   잘잤니                   안뇽  

yepo  cal-ca-ss-ni            anny-ong  

honey well-sleep-PAST-INT.PLN hi-CUTE 

'Hi honey Did you sleep well' 

 

부산에     비가    엄청     오네요 

pwusan-ey pi-ka   emcheng o-ney-yo 

Busan-at rain-SUB a lot   come-APR-DEC.POL 

'It's pouring rain in Busan' 

2 Phillip 

September 11, 2017, 8:59AM 

굿모닝 

kwus-moning 

good-morning 

'Good morning' 

3 Phillip 

September 11, 2017, 8:59AM 

서울은     비가      추적추적           내립니다옹 

sewul-un  pi-ka    chwu-cek-chwu-cek nayli-pnita-ong                   

Seoul-TOP rain-NOM come down-DEC.DEF-CUTE 

'It's drizzling in Seoul' 

4 Phillip 

September 11, 2017, 8:59AM 

쌀쌀해졌네요 

ssalssalhay-cy-ess-ney-yo 

chilly-become-PAST-APR-DEC.POL 

'It got chilly' 

5 Eunbyul 

September 11, 2017, 9:00AM 

감기 조심해야해요 

kamki cosimhay-ya hay-yo 

cold  be careful-must-DEC.POL 

'Be careful not to catch a cold' 

6 Eunbyul 

September 11, 2017, 9:00AM 

가을  옷들     꺼내주어야              하는데 ㅜㅜ 

kaul os-tul   kkenay-cwu-eya        ha-nuntey 

fall cloth-PL take out-give-have to do-CIRCUM 

'Time to take out fall clothes though ㅜㅜ' 

7 Phillip 

September 11, 2017, 9:04AM 

내가    꺼낼게용                     헤헤 

nay-ka kkenay-l key-yo-ng          hey-hey 

I-NOM  take out-will-DEC.POL-CUTE  hehe 

'I'll do it Hehe' 
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fill the interaction. It is personalized by Eunbyul, to manage the couple-centered frame, while 

also acting as a wife. 

 

6.3.2.2. 'Make sure to put on a coat over the suit' 

 When the following interaction takes place, it is the wedding day of Phillip's cousin. 

Although the couple was invited to the wedding to be held in Seoul, Eunbyul is presently in 

Busan to take care of Jisu, so only Phillip attends the wedding. In line with previous excerpts 

about mealtime and house chores, this example shows Eunbyul virtually styling her husband who 

is attending the wedding ceremony. The excerpt shows another aspect of what women is 

traditionally expected to do as wives who care for their husbands. 

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Phillip 

November 11, 2017, 1:20PM 

세시쯤             나갑니다 

sey-si-ccum       naka-pnita       

three-time-around leave-DEC.DEF 

'I’m heading out at around three' 

2 Eunbyul 

November 11, 2017, 1:20PM 

그렇군요               정장      위에   코트입거       가요 

kuleh-kwun-yo         cengcang wiey khothu-ip-ke   ka-yo 

do so-EXC.PLN-DEC.POL suit over      coat-wear-and go-IMV.POL 

'Okay Make sure to put on a coat over the suit' 

3 Eunbyul 

November 11, 2017, 1:20PM 

오늘   날씨추워요  

onul  nalssi-chwuw-eyo 

today weather-cold-DEC.POL 

'It’s cold today' 
 

미세먼지도         안좋다니  

miseymenci-to    an-coh-ta-ni 

particulate-also not-good-DT-because  

 

환기도            가급적       시키지    말구용 

hwanki-to        kakupcek    sikhi-ci mal-kwu-yo-ng 

ventilation-also if possible let-should not-and-IMV.POL-CUTE    

 

'Also the level of particulate matter is pretty bad So try 

not to open the window' 
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Eunbyul utilizes the current cold weather as a reference to take care of Phillip and housework. 

Namely, she issues a directive to give advice on styling in line 2 ('Make sure to put on a coat 

over the suit') and also directs him to take care of the indoor air quality in line 3 ('It's cold today 

Also the level of particulate matter is pretty bad so try not to open the window'). Her messages 

indicate typical gendered behavior in family interaction, as she advises styling tips and cares for 

the housework. It is not what men would typically do as their gendered identity as a husband, 

following the traditional discourse of family and gender among heterosexual couples where a 

man assumes the footing of a breadwinner and the woman manages childrearing (see Kendall 

2007). Making use of the current weather in Seoul, Eunbyul performs her wife identity through 

the footing of a family nurturer. 

 

6.3.3. Couplect 

 Discourse analytic studies of family interaction such as by Tannen (2004b) and Gordon 

(2009) identify patterns of language use that construct and display family identities, which is 

what Søndergaard (1991) calls familylect in his study on code-switching in multilingual families. 

Of particular interest of family in this section is couplect. Gordon (2009:61) examines how 

words of endearment, for example, "dear," "my love," "lovie," and "my dove" are used as 

"reciprocal pairs" among two members of a married couple to create a couple-centered frame. In 

my data, Phillip and Eunbyul also use such words of endearment (e.g., 'My love' and 'Our Phillip' 

in example 6.2.3.1). Also, addressing the other using the third person – for example when 

Eunbyul sends a message that says 'Guess Phillip is driving to work', and when she sends a 

similar message using his name with an intimate pronoun (our), 'Sleep after a full rest Our 

Phillip' – creates playfulness as well as closeness in the couple-centered frame.  
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 Among these, the most distinct aspects of the couplect shared by Phillip and Eunbyul are 

speech markers including (non-)honorifics, a cute marker, and a final lengthener. Their couplect 

not only strengthens closeness and equality in the couple-centered frame but also illuminates 

how the couple linguistically manage their power and solidarity dynamics. As mentioned in 

Chapter 3, one of the most salient features of the Korean language is its highly developed 

honorific system (see Sohn 1999, Yoon 2015). Sentence endings including speech level markers 

as well as clause type markers make the most important contribution to the honorific meaning of 

the whole sentence (Yoon 2015:99). Interestingly, as previously mentioned, Phillip and Eunbyul 

engage in the marked practice of using honorific markers when instant messaging each other.  

 I suggest that the couple's mixed-used of honorific and non-honorific speech level 

markers including the cute style marker and the final lengthener reveal different interpersonal 

aspects of their marital relationship. The couple's intentional use of honorific speech level 

markers shows equality, given that they are of the same age, especially in the context of Korea's 

age-centered culture and language use. Meanwhile, the couple also discursively creates solidarity 

through the cute speech level marker and the final lengthener, which add cuteness and 

playfulness into the couple's messages. In addition, those two solidarity-related markers indicate 

how prosodic features of spoken language such as nasalization can be presented in instant 

messages, usually related to cuteness (see Moon manuscript), and lengthening a sound or a final 

syllable.  

 Note however, in Korea where language use is greatly determined by social factors such 

as age, role hierarchy, and closeness between a speaker and an addressee (or a recipient) and the 

use of honorifics is usually designed to display respect and deference in such social relationships 

(see Chapter 3), the couple's using honorifics means more than reciprocity; it goes beyond one 
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person using an honorific and the other doing the same in return. When I asked the couple about 

their motivation for using honorifics during a playback interview, Phillip and Eunbyul mentioned 

to me that they have engaged in this practice since dating to display respect to one another, 

regardless of whether they are communicating online and offline. The couple's intentional use of 

the honorific speech level markers illuminates how language use plays a vital role in framing the 

couple's marriage as an equal relationship in the couple-centered frame. 

 Additionally, in Korean, an utterance or a sentence has one clause type marker and one 

speech level marker, for instance, DEC-POL (Declarative-Polite). However, there is an 

interesting case that the couple uses two conflicting speech level markers simultaneously 

(FMLR-POL, or Familiar-Polite) — see excerpts 6.3.1.2 (used by Phillip) and 6.3.3.1 (used by 

Eunbyul). According to Sohn (1983), the familiar speech level marker is used by a person of a 

higher status speaking to a person of lower status. By adding the polite speech level marker at the 

end, however, Phillip and Eunbyul eliminate such a function that the familiar marker has in their 

messages and thus creates equality in their relationship. 

 

6.4.  Parent-centered frame 

 Kendall (2006) and Gordon (2009) explore the construction and maintenance of child-

centered footings and frames, respectively, in family discourse. Kendall's (2006:418) concept of 

child-centered footings is constructed when family members "focus on the child by speaking 

from the child's perspective or by making the child the focus of interaction" in dinnertime 

homecomings, a broader dinnertime that includes one parent's homecoming from work and 

eating while the other parent is already home with the child, having had dinner. Gordon's (2009) 

concept of child-centered frames is more related to parenting tasks where family members 
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monitor, direct, and assess a child's behavior and elicit stories from, and tell stories about, the co-

present child. The construction and maintenance of both child-centered footings and frames are 

in the child’s presence and the child is one of participants in interaction. Both also foreground 

how the adult family members perform their identities as parents, and by extension work as a 

team of parents.  

 Building on these two studies, in this section, I examine a parent-centered frame. 

Contrasting with the child-centered frame from Kendall (2006) and Gordon (2009), in the parent-

centered frame, a child is not present in interaction. Phillip and Eunbyul rather talk about the 

child through "troubles talk" (Tannen 1990), or narrative-like problem sharing where typically 

women share troubles or secrets to build up rapport, and ventriloquizing-like constructed 

dialogue, in ways that highlight their parental identities. However, the interaction is still child-

centered because the child is used as a main interactional resource by adult family members to do 

virtual parenting: The parent-centered frame also shows how Phillip and Eunbyul work as a team 

to support each other's parental identities (Phillip’s as a supportive husband and Eunbyul’s as an 

interactional intermediary in the family – a mother and wife).  

 

6.4.1. Mother struggling 

 The current section features Eunbyul communicating about her maternal struggles and 

creating an identity as a mother. As mentioned earlier, reporting and sharing details about a child 

is a way that parents, and mothers especially, portray strong parent-child relationships and 

positive parental identities. Since Phillip and Eunbyul live apart, Eunbyul commonly shares 

details about Jisu in her instant messages to Phillip in a narrative-like way and Phillip usually 

displays diplomatic listenership to show support and solidarity. She presents multiple aspects of 
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her maternal identity such as a protective mother, an overreacting mother, and an independent 

and agentive mother.  

 There is also an intergenerational struggle when Eunbyul experiences conflict between 

acting as a good mother (nurturing Jisu in her own way) and a good daughter (following her 

parents' styles of [grand]parenting). Similarly, Phillip faces two contrasting identities between 

performing as a supportive husband (supporting Eunbyul's parenting) and performing as a good 

son-in-law (avoiding criticizing his parents-in-law's grandparenting styles).  

 

6.4.1.1. My mom rubbed her face on our daughter with makeup on 

 Eunbyul's mother occasionally rubs her face, while wearing makeup, against her 

granddaughter's (i.e., Jisu's) face. When she does this, makeup stains are left on Jisu's face and 

clothes. This is an issue that has been raised repeatedly by Eunbyul. She told her mother several 

times to stop doing this when she wears makeup, and her mother has indicated that Eunbyul is 

being too sensitive. One day, Eunbyul saw her mother rubbing her face against Jisu’s and they 

got in argument. Although this has happened before several times, this time Eunbyul shares what 

happened with her husband.  
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LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Phillip 

August 8, 2017, 1:53PM 

은별이는         뭐하나요옹? 

Eunbyul-i-nun   mwe-ha-na-yo-ong? 

Eunbyul-SUF-TOP what-do-INT.FMLR-POL-CUTE 

'What is Eunbyul doing?' 

2 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 1:58PM 

난   이제  수영      가려고          나왔어요 

na-n icey swuyeng  ka-lyeko       naw-ass-eyo 

I-TOP now swimming go-in order to come out-PAST-DEC.POL 

'I just left home to go swimming' 

3 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 1:58PM 

엄마가   자꾸       화장한채로  

emma-ka cakkwu     hwacanghan-chay-lo 

mom-NOM repeatedly wear makeup-state-as 

 

지수 볼에      살    부벼서 

Jisu pol-ey   sal  pwupye-se 

Jisu cheek-on skin rub-because 

 

옷이랑           지수  피부에     화장품       묻어서  

os-i-lang       Jisu phipwu-ey hwacangphwum mwut-ese 

clothes-TOP-and Jisu skin-on   cosmetics    stain-so 

 

왕    성질냄... 

wang sengcilnay-m 

very have a temper-NOM 

 

'I made a fuss about mom because she kept rubbing her face on 

Jisu's cheeks with makeup on Her makeup was all over Jisu's 

clothes and skin...' 

4 Phillip 
August 8, 2017, 1:58PM 

ㅋㅋㅋㅋ 

5 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 1:59PM 

몇번           그러는    거    싫다고  

myech-pen     kule-nun ke    silh-ta-ko  

several-times do so-RT thing hate-DEC.PLN-QT 

 

하지말라고                  말씀드렸는데 

ha-ci mal-lako           malssum-tuly-ess-nuntey 

do-should not-QT         word.hon.-give.hon.-PAST-CIRCUM 

 

'I told her several times I hated that' 

6 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 1:59PM 

난     아직  한참              멀었어 

na-n   acik hancham           mel-ess-e 

I-TOP   yet for a long time   far-PAST-DEC.INTMT 

'I still have long way to go' 
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6 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 1:59PM 

난     아직  한참              멀었어 

na-n   acik hancham           mel-ess-e 

I-TOP   yet for a long time   far-PAST-DEC.INTMT 

'I still have long way to go' 

7 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 1:59PM 

내일      고해성사       봐야겠다 

nayil    kohaysengsa   pwa-ya-keyss-ta 

tomorrow confession    make-must-will-DEC.PLN 

'I should go to confession tomorrow' 

8 Phillip 

August 8, 2017, 1:59PM 

화장품이        안 좋긴          하겠죠ㅠ 

hwacangphwum-i an-coh-kin      ha-keyss-c-yo 

cosmetics-NOM  not-good-indeed do-will-SUP-DEC.POL 

'To your point Cosmetic products would not be good to the 

babyㅠ' 

9 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 1:59PM 

너무   싫단              말이예요 ㅠㅠㅠㅠ 

nemwu silh-ta-n         mal-iyey-yo 

too   hate-DEC.PLN-RT  word-to be-DEC.POL 

'I hate it so much ㅠㅠㅠㅠ' 

10 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 2:00PM 

휴....  

hyu.... 

'Sigh....' 

 

그래도   아기 봐주시는            내  엄만데 

kulayto aki pwacwu-si-nun      nay emma-ntey 

although baby take care-SH-RT my  mom-CIRCUM 

'My mom is the one who takes care of my daughter though' 

11 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 2:00PM 

내가    말을     밉게     하면     안되겠죠 

nay-ka mal-ul   mip-key ha-myen an-toy-keyss-c-yo   

I-NOM  word-ACC mean-ly do-if   not-become-will-SUP-DEC.POL 

'I should not be mean to her Right' 

12 Phillip 

August 8, 2017, 2:00PM 

그래용  

kulay-yo-ng 

yes-DEC.POL-CUTE 

'Right' 

 

민망하시지 않게  

minmang-ha-si-ci anh-key 

embarrassing-do-SH-not-ly 

 

지속적으로      말하는 게        중요할 듯ㅋ 

cisokceku-lo  malha-nun key   cwungyoha-l tus  

continuous-ly say-TOP  thing  important-will guess 

 

'I think it would be important to keep reminding her without 

making her feel embarrassedㅋ' 
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Eunbyul's troubles talk creates her dual (but conflicting, in this case) identities as a good mother 

and a good daughter. First, Eunbyul explains the event from her perspective as a mother in line 3 

('I made a fuss about mom because she kept rubbing her face on Jisu's cheeks with makeup on 

Her makeup was all over Jisu's clothes and skin'), followed by a negative evaluation about her 

mother's act, such as in lines 5 ('I told her several times I hated that') and 9 ('I hate it so much,' 

accompanied by crying eyes "ㅠㅠㅠㅠ") because it leaves makeup stains on Jisu's skin and 

clothes. 

 Second, while acting as a caring mother, in lines 6 ('I still have long way to go') and 11 ('I 

should not be mean to her'), Eunbyul also displays her identity as a daughter through her own 

self-evaluation about, expressing regret over showing her angry feelings to her mother, because 

her mother is 'the one who takes care of [Eunbyul's] daughter though' in line 10. Here, the 

identity conflict between being a good mother and being a good daughter comes into her 

storytelling, highlighting the complexity of power and solidarity relations among the three 

generations. Eunbyul, as a good mother, wants to exert power over her own mother to protect her 

13 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 2:00PM 

맞습니당 

mac-supnita-ng 

right-DEC.DEF-CUTE 

'You're correct' 

14 Eunbyul 

August 8, 2017, 2:00PM 

짜증내거나 하지말아야자 

ha-cimal-aya-ca 

do-should not-LENG-EXH.INTMT 

'I should try to not get irritated' 

15 Phillip 

August 8, 2017, 2:00PM 

수영하면서           기분     리프레쉬 하고  

swuyeng-ha-myense  kipwun  liphuleyswi ha-ko  

swimming-do-during feeling refresh do-and 

 

오도록 해용 

o-tolok hay-yo-ng 

come-in order to do-IMV.POL-CUTE 

'I hope swimming makes you feel a little better' 
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daughter, Jisu, from makeup stains. But she also, as a good daughter, does not want to go against 

her mother because the rubbing act is her mother's display of affection toward her grandchild, 

and further, as a daughter she is not expected to critique her mother. Eunbyul rather addresses 

and negotiates these conflicting identities by bringing the problem into the context of religion in 

line 7 ('I should go to confession tomorrow') — Eunbyul is Catholic — and also by engaging in 

self-reflection in line 14 ('I should try to not get irritated').  

 In response to Eunbyul's storytelling, Phillip acts as a supportive husband, while also 

being diplomatic to avoid criticizing his mother-in-law. His first reaction to Eunbyul's problem 

sharing is laughter in line 4 ("ㅋㅋㅋㅋ"), although Eunbyul does not present the problem as 

funny. He then sides with his wife in line 8 ('To your point Cosmetic products would not be good 

to the baby') with a crying eye ("ㅠ"), while also making suggestions to resolve the current 

situation in lines 12 ('Right I think it would be important to keep reminding her without making 

her feel embarrassed' with nervous laughter 'ㅋ') and 15 ('I hope swimming makes you feel a little 

better'). Particularly important in terms of identity work is where he puts focus on Eunbyul's 

problem sharing. He sympathizes with Eunbyul, which creates his identity as a supportive 

husband. But, at the same time, he also shows his good son-in-law identity, by not directly 

mentioning what his mother-in-law did to their daughter in line 8 ('To your point Cosmetic 

products would not be good to the baby' with a crying eye 'ㅠ') but showing indirect agreement 

with his wife in line 12 ('Right I think it would be important to keep reminding her without 

making her feel embarrassed' with laughter that indicates embarrassment 'ㅋ'). Also note the 

linguistic glossary translation in line 12 (embarrassing-do-SH-not-ly). Phillip does not directly 

refer to his mother-in-law, the object of the verb, 'to embarrass' in his message. Given that 
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omission in Korean language is common and one motivation for it appears to mitigate 

assertiveness in speech (see Sohn 1999), I suggest that Phillip is attending to the face of both his 

wife and his mother-in-law, which serves to handle this dual, and contradictory, identity dilemma 

of his wife and his mother-in-law, and his own identity dilemma of being a supportive husband 

and a good son-in-law.  

 My interpretation is supported by Phillip’s comments during a playback interview I 

conducted via email where he writes 'I would of course like to avoid things that are not good for 

the baby as much as possible, but I think it would not be good either to confront the mother-in-

law and interfere in every single thing she does' (original comment: "아기에게 안 좋은 거는 최대한 

피하고 싶은 게 당연한 마음이지만, 그것을 일일이 관여하고 체크하는 건 장모님께도 좋은 게 아니라고 

생각해서요"). Just like Eunbyul, Phillip shows awareness that confronting his mother-in-law is not 

morally good and it to some degree indicates how the power relation is connected to parent-child 

relationships is extended to an in-law relationship, as it seems to overpower the power he holds 

as the father of Jisu. In other words, in this example, both Eunbyul and Phillip manage multiple 

identities and relationships in their instant messages 

 What follows is another example showing Eunbyul as a mother struggling; it is another 

instance of family identities and relationships being negotiated in communication with Phillip on 

KakaoTalk. This time, her identity conflict is as to what type of mother she wants to be, a 

protective mother or an overreacting mother.   
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6.4.1.2. Protective mother vs. overreacting mother 

 Eunbyul took Jisu to morning mass and after the mass, elderly members of the church 

came to Eunbyul to see the baby. They touched Jisu's face without asking for permission and 

without first washing their hands. After this, Jisu's face turned red. Eunbyul explains this to 

Phillip, and describes how, when she shared with her parents what happened at the church and 

said that from now on she will stop people from touching her child’s face, her parents responded 

that this would make Eunbyul look like she was overreacting.  

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Eunbyul 

September 2, 2017, 3:48PM 

어르신들이     우리지수   너무만져서  

elusin-tul-i wuli-Jisu nemwu-mancye-se 

elder-PL-NOM our-Jisu  too-touch-and 

 

얼굴이    울긋불긋해졌엉.............. 

elkwul-i wulkuspwulkus-haycy-ess-e-ng.............. 

face-NOM colorful-become-PAST-DEC.INTMT-CUTE 

 

'Our Jisu's face got red because elders touched her face so 

much..............' 

2 Eunbyul 

September 2, 2017, 3:48PM 

싫어 ㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠ  

silh-e 

hate-DEC.INTMT 

'I hate that ㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠ' 

 

곧    나아지겠지만                  싫어요  

kot  naa-ci-keyss-ci man          silh-eyo 

soon get better-SUP-will-although hate-DEC.POL 

'Her skin will get better but I still hate it' 

 

손안씻고            애기만지는          거  

son-an-ssis-ko     ayki-man-ci-nun   ke  

hand-not-wash-and  baby-touch-SUP-RT thing 

 

너무너무너무        싫어요 

nemwu-nemwu-nemwu silh-eyo 

very-very-very    hate-DEC.POL 

 

'I hate it very very very much that people touch the baby without 

washing their hands' 
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3 Eunbyul 

September 2, 2017, 3:48PM 

내가 얘기한다고 하니까  

nay-ka yaykihan-ta-ko  ha-nikka 

I-NOM  tell-DEC.PLN-QT do-and 

 

엄마빠가     유난스러워    보인다고     

emma-ppa-ka yunansulewe poin-ta-ko       

mom-dad-NOM particular  look-DEC.PLN-QT     

 

하지말라고         하는데  

ha-ci mal-lako    ha-nuntey 

do-should not-QT  do-CIRCUM 

 

난    앞으로       얘기하겠음            부들부들  

na-n  aphulo      yaykiha-keyss-um    pwutul-pwutul 

I-TOP from now on tell-will-END       trembling  

 

애기들이 세균에 얼마나 약한데ㅠㅠ 

ayki-tul-i  seykyun-ey elmana yakha-nteyㅠㅠ 

baby-PL-NOM germ-at    how    weak-CIRCUM 

 

'When I told mom and dad that I will tell people not to do it They 

said that I will look like I'm overreacting But I am so upset that 

I will just say it from now on Babies are so weak with all germs' 

4 Phillip 

September 2, 2017, 3:51PM 

 

5 Phillip 

September 2, 2017, 3:51PM 

우리  이쁜이     지수  피부 

wuli ippun-i    Jisu  phipwu 

our  pretty-NOM Jisu skin 

'Our cute Jisu's skin' 

6 Eunbyul 

September 2, 2017, 3:51PM 

속상해요 

soksanghay-yo 

upset-DEC.POL 

'I'm so upset' 

7 Phillip 

September 2, 2017, 3:51PM 

엄마  마음  찢어진다 

emma maum  ccic-eci-nta 

mom  heart break-become-DEC.PLN 

'It breaks mom's heart' 

8 Eunbyul 
September 2, 2017, 3:51PM 

ㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠ 

9 Eunbyul 

September 2, 2017, 3:52PM 

극성엄마            안되고싶은데  

kukseng-emma       an-toy-ko siph-untey 

overprotective-mom not-become-want to-CIRCUM 

'I don't want to become an overprotective mom' 

 

진짜 이런건 어쩔 수 없나봐요 

cincca ilen-ken   ecce-l swu eps-napwa-yo  

really this-thing how-cannot help-EV.INFR-DEC.POL    

'But I can't help it' 
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This touching issue (similar to the rubbing faces issue with her mother) has happened several 

times before. When Eunbyul takes Jisu outside, elders sometimes reach out and touch Jisu's face 

without permission (to show affection) and Eunbyul gets stressed out about this. In how Eunbyul 

discusses this with Phillip, she constructs her identity as a mother that vacillates between a 

protective mother and an overreacting mother. 

 Eunbyul's protective mother identity is constructed by showing how much she hates 

people randomly touching Jisu without washing their hands, in line 2 ('I hate that Her skin will 

get better but I still hate it I hate it so much that people touch the baby without washing their 

hands'). Her strong disalignment toward what she perceives as careless acts of touching Jisu is 

strengthened by the repetitions of the words, 'hate' and 'very' in line 2 ('I hate that'; 'I still hate it'; 

and 'I hate it very very very much') and the Korean letter, ㅠ, to indicate crying eyes 

(ㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠ). Her maternal identity as a protective mother is also enhanced by her mention 

of how weak the baby's skin is in line 3 ('Babies are so weak with all germs'). But, at the same 

time, Eunbyul also displays her identity as an overreacting mother, implying that her reaction to 

those people might be excessive in line 9 ('I don't want to become an overprotective mom but I 

can't help it'), as her parents said she is 'overreacting' in line 3. 

 Responding to Eunbyul's troubles talk, Phillip sends a crying sticker in line 4 for 'Our 

cute Jisu's skin' in line 5. Showing his awareness that touching Jisu without permission 'breaks 

10 Phillip 

September 2, 2017, 3:52PM 

나는 지수 얼굴 잘 안 만지는데ㅠ 

na-nun Jisu elkwul cal   an  manci-nunteyㅠ 

I-TOP  Jisu face   often not touch-CIRCUM 

'I don't really touch Jisu's face thoughㅠ' 

11 Eunbyul 

September 2, 2017, 3:53PM 

그러니까요 잉잉 

kule-nikka-yo ing-ing 

so-because-DEC.POL sob-sob 

'I know Sob sob' 
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mom's heart' in line 7, Phillip sympathizes with Eunbyul. He also mentions he doesn't 'really 

touch Jisu's face' in line 10 to differentiate himself from those touching people, which can be 

interpreted as his indirect criticism toward the elders including his parents-in-law, who seem 

oblivious to the possible problems touching a baby’s face could cause. In his messages, Phillip 

performs as a supportive husband and reinforces Eunbyul's identity as a mother who cares for the 

couple's daughter. In fact, his supportive discursive acts frame Eunbyul's storytelling as her being 

a protective mother, which becomes clear in an email message to me where Phillip wrote that 'I 

didn't think my wife was overreacting and as I personally do not like my face being touched by 

someone, I showed compassion toward her. But I think I didn't want to rant with her but just 

empathize with her' (original comments: "아내가 유난스럽다는 생각은 안 했고, 개인적으로 얼굴 피부를 

누가 만지는 걸 싫어하기 때문에 공감을 하고 있는 상태입니다. 그런데 적극적으로 같이 욕을 하고 싶지는 않고, 

공감만 해주고 싶었던 듯 하네요."). I note, similar to the previous example, his avoidance of direct 

criticism about elders, including his parents-in-law, comes from his being diplomatic to save face 

for everyone involved (i.e., himself, his wife, and his parents-in-law). 

 

6.4.1.3. 'I will do it my way' 

 While two previous excerpts illustrate Eunbyul discursively portraying the identity 

struggles, in the following problem sharing, she constructs and shows an independent and 

agentive motherly identity. After giving a bath to Jisu and putting to bed, Eunbyul sends 

messages to Phillip via KakaoTalk to share Jisu's bath time. Eunbyul also tells Phillip that she 

has resumed sleep training, which refers to teaching a baby how to fall asleep on their own. 

Eunbyul failed at sleep training in the past because Jisu ended up crying for a very long time 

before falling asleep, and Eunbyul's parents felt this was too stressful for the baby. Due to 
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different views about sleep training between Eunbyul and her parents, Jisu's sleep training had 

been derailed until now.  

 

 

 

 

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Eunbyul 

September 17, 2017, 6:57PM 

난    지수  목욕시키고        마지막   맘마타임 

na-n  Jisu mokyok-sikhi-ko macimak mamma-thaim 

I-TOP Jisu bath-let-and    last    momma-time 

'I just gave a bath to Jisu and now is the last momma time of the 

day' 

 

* 맘마타임 (momma time) is a compounding word with Korean baby talk, momma, meaning a 

meal, and English word, time. It refers to a baby's mealtime in Korean.  

2 Eunbyul 

September 17, 2017, 6:57PM 

일찍      잘거니이 

ilccik    ca-l ke-ni-i  

early     sleep-will-INT.PLN-LENG 

'Are you going to sleep early' 

3 Eunbyul 

September 17, 2017, 6:57PM 

밥은       먹고자야지이 

pap-un     mek-ko-ca-ya-ci-i 

meal-TOP   eat-and-sleep-must-SUP-LENG 

'You should get some food before bed' 

4 Phillip 

September 17, 2017, 7:02PM 

네이   좀만     누워있다가용 

ney-i com-man  nwuw-e iss-taka-yo-ng  

yes-LENG       lay-stay-TR-DEC.POL-CUTE 

'Yes after I take some rest' 

5 Phillip 

September 17, 2017, 7:02PM 

지수  목욕했으니  

Jisu mokyok-hay-ss-uni 

Jisu bath-do-PAST-because 

 

이제  슬슬    잠이       쏟아지겠군 

icey sul-sul cam-i     ssotaci-keyss-kwun 

now  slowly  sleep-NOM fall-will-EXC.PLN 

 

'Guess Jisu would be sleepy now after taking a bath' 
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6 Eunbyul 

September 17, 2017, 7:25PM 

그렇죵  

kuleh-c-yo-ng 

so-SUP-DEC.POL-CUTE 

'Yes' 

 

방금      막   눕혔어요          

pangkum  mak  nwuphy-ess-eyo  

just now EM   lay-PAST-DEC.POL  

'I just put her to sleep' 

 

다시   수면교육            시작         

tasi  swumyen-kyoyuk     sicak 

again sleeping-education start  

'I have restarted her sleep training' 

7 Phillip 

September 17, 2017, 7:26PM 

 

8 Eunbyul 

September 17, 2017, 7:26PM 

엄마빠가     또    난리지만 ㅋㅋㅋ  

emma-ppa-ka tto   nanli-ciman 

mom-dad-NOM again mess-although 

'My mom and dad made a fuss about it again ㅋㅋㅋ' 

 

내가    애를     키우므로         내    방식대로 하겠음 

nay-ka ay-lul   khiwu-mulo     na-y  pangsik-taylo ha-keyss-um 

I-NOM  baby-ACC raise-because  I-GEN style-as do-will-END 

'Since I'm the one who takes care of her I will do it my way' 

9 Phillip 

September 17, 2017, 7:26PM 

엄마가        왕이다! 

emma-ka      wang-i-ta 

mom-NOM      king-be-DEC.PLN 

'Mom is the king!' 

10 Phillip 

September 17, 2017, 7:26PM 

지구는 지구애미가 지킨다 

cikwu-nun cikwu-aymi-ka cikhi-nta 

earth-TOP earth-mom-NOM protect-DEC.PLN 

'Moms save the world' 
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The interaction suggests Eunbyul, as the mother of Jisu, wants to be more agentive when it 

comes to Jisu's night sleep. Despite her parents' disagreement with sleep training, she has 

'restarted her sleep training' (as she explains to Phillip in line 6). Though Eunbyul's maternal 

identity construction in the previous examples involved identity struggles, the current example 

shows Eunbyul constructing her identity as an independent, agentive mother as seen in line 8, 

'Since I'm the one who takes care of her I will do it my way.' She continues to say 'She's my 

daughter I love the most and adore the most' in line 11 to emphasize her agency as the mother of 

Jisu in baby care. Note that in this extract, Eunbyul also expresses care for Phillip, encouraging 

him to eat before going to bed in line 3 ('You should get some food before bed'), similar to what 

was shown in the mealtime excerpts (6.4.1).  

 In this extract, Phillip reinforces Eunbyul's identity as a mother. In addition to agreeing 

with Eunbyul's power maneuvering as a mother in line 12 ('Right on'), he compares Eunbyul to 

an absolute ruler ('Mom is the king') in line 9 and a superhero who 'saves the world' in line 10. 

His supportive discursive acts send out the metamessage that Eunbyul should be the decision-

11 Eunbyul 

September 17, 2017, 7:26PM 

그럼요      

kulem-yo   

right-DEC.POL 

'Sure' 

 

내가    제일  사랑하고  

nay-ka ceyil salangha-ko 

I-NOM  most  love-and 

 

내가   제일    예뻐하는       내딸이니까 

nay-ka ceyil yeyppe-ha-nun nay-ttal-inikka 

I-NOM  most  pretty-do-RT  my-daughter-because 

 

'She's my daughter I love the most and adore the most' 

12 Phillip 

September 17, 2017, 7:28PM 

맞아요 

mac-ayo 

right-DEC.POL 

'Right on' 
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maker in baby care (as Kendall 2007 notes, a traditional discourse). Although Phillip still does 

not directly criticize his parents-in-law who apparently have different ideas about parenting than 

his wife, his acting as a supportive husband not only maintains the parent-centered frame but also 

strengthens her maternal identity.   

 

6.4.2. Father talking the baby 

 Drawing from the notion of constructed dialogue (see Tannen 1986, 2007[1989]) and 

building on the literature on animating the voice of another in family talk (e.g., Tannen 2003, 

2004b; Gordon 2009), this section illustrates how Phillip virtually acts as a father. Due to the 

family’s living situation, he is limited to interacting with the couple's baby, Jisu, unless he visits 

Busan. When Phillip receives daily photos and videos of Jisu from Eunbyul or when Eunbyul 

shares her parenting struggles, he often produces ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue, as a 

father, by talking through and toward his non-present daughter Jisu. Constructing Phillip's 

identity as a good, caring, and understanding father, his use of ventriloquizing-like constructed 

dialogue is his own way of virtual parenting to build up solidarity with as well as to discipline 

her. It is also similar to family elders' use of it in response to photos and videos of grandchildren 

sent by their daughters-in-law (see Chapters 4 and 5).  

 In other words, Eunbyul, as an interactional intermediary, helps Phillip's virtual parenting 

by sharing troubles talk about her rough days with Jisu; sending photos and videos of the 

couple's daughter; and typing for and as Jisu. Eunbyul's doing so is similar to daughters-in-law in 

Chapter 5, who act as intermediaries between grandparents and grandchildren by sending the 

children's photos and videos and typing for and as them. The couple uses linguistic devices such 

as Jisu's nickname (Jisyu) and other lexical items that signal a parenting register.  
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6.4.2.1. To the visuals 

 Chapter 4 included examples of multiple grandmothers creating ventriloquizing-like 

constructed dialogue toward shared photos and videos of their grandchildren, as if they were 

directly talking to them. Mothers of children, as daughters-in-law to those family elders, are 

expected to send daily photos and videos of family children and also act as interactional 

intermediaries between grandparents and grandchildren by typing for and as the family children. 

Something similar happens in the current excerpt. Eunbyul sends an uncaptioned photo of Jisu to 

Phillip after she went to a farmers and seafood market with Jisu and Phillip responds to the photo 

through ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue.  

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Eunbyul 
August 25, 2017, 4:30PM 

A photo of Jisu in Eunbyul's arms 

2 Phillip 

August 25, 2017, 4:33PM 

지슈   어디  가니이 

Jisyu eti   ka-ni-i  

Jisyu where go-INT.PLN-LENG 

'Jisyu Where are you going' 

3 Phillip 

August 25, 2017, 4:34PM 

얼굴이    화면의      4분의 1인      

elkwul-i hwamyen-uy 4 pwun-uy-1-in 

face-NOM screen-RT  4 quarter-of-1-RT 

 

지슈 어딯가니이 

Jisyu e-tih-ka-ni-i 

Jisyu where-go-INT.PLN-LENG 

 

'Jisyu whose face is taking up a quarter of the screen 

Where are you going' 

4 Eunbyul 

August 25, 2017, 4:34PM 

콧구멍 ㅇㅅㅇ 

khos-kwumeng 

nose-hole 

'Nostrils ㅇㅅㅇ' 

5 Eunbyul 

August 25, 2017, 4:35PM 

농수산물                      시장    다녀왔어요 

nong-swu-san-mwul           sicang tanyewa-ss-eyo 

agriculture-marine-products market come in-PAST-DEC.POL 

'We went to a farmers and seafood market' 
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Eunbyul acts as intermediary, sending a photo of Jisu. This offers an opportunity for Phillip to 

virtually act as a father: In response to the photo he creates an imaginary interaction with Jisu, 

thus building up rapport as well as bringing playfulness into the current interaction. In lines 2 

and 3, he speaks directly to his daughter, calling her 'Jisyu.' The ways in which he addresses his 

daughter is a contextualization cue: He uses a father register in that the daughter's name, Jisu is 

now typed as 'Jisyu.' In other words, he adds a semi vowel, [y], to the second syllable of his 

daughter's name to create baby talk. Note that in the pseudonym I use for the couple's daughter, 

vowel addition (to the second syllable) is the same that occurs with her actual name. By 

addressing Jisu as Jisyu, Phillip not only constructs dialogue but also shows an affective 

alignment toward his daughter. Also, by lengthening his messages in lines 2 and 3 ('Where are 

you going') with a final lengthener (LENG), he makes his messages more playful to build up 

solidarity with his daughter (and Eunbyul). 

 In lines 2 and 3 ('Where are you going'), Phillip's ventriloquizing-like constructed 

dialogue is marked along with his non-honorific speech level markers such as plain (PLN). His 

plain speech level marker is a powerful contextualization cue that signals his messages are sent 

to Jisu, not his wife, Eunbyul. The polite speech level marker, as seen in section 6.4, is the 

marker the couple uses to each other, while establishing equality between Phillip and Eunbyul. 

He instead uses the plain speech level marker when having imaginary conversation toward Jisu, 

which signals his performance as his father as well as a hierarchical relation between father and 

daughter. Next, I present another example of constructed dialogue where Phillip playfully and 

verbally disciplines his daughter. 
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6.4.2.2. 'Because dad understands everything' 

 Jisu keeps scratching her face and while Eunbyul tries to stop her from doing it, Jisu 

continues scratching, thus leaving scars on her face. Eunbyul sends a message to talk about Jisu's 

scratching habit. Phillip, through playful ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue, not only 

virtually disciplines Jisu but also shows his fatherly identity as an understanding and indulgent 

father. 

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Eunbyul 

November 6, 2017, 1:15PM 

이제        얼굴만       좀  안긁었으면 ㅜㅜ 

icey        elkwul-man com an-kulk-ess-umyen 

from now on face-only  EM  not-scratch-PAST-if 

'I wish she'd stop scratching her face ㅜㅜ' 

2 Eunbyul 

November 6, 2017, 1:15PM 

필립이는         점심     뭐먹었나요? 

Phillip-i-nun   cemsim  mwe-mek-ess-na-yo 

Phillip-SUF-TOP lunch   what-eat-PAST-INT.PLN-POL 

'What did Phillip have for lunch?' 

3 Phillip 

November 6, 2017, 1:21PM 

백반     먹었어용 

paykpan  mek-ess-eyo-ng 

meal     eat-PAST-INT.POL-CUTE 

'I just had some rice, soup, and side dishes' 

4 Phillip 

November 6, 2017, 1:24PM 

이쁜 얼굴에       계속       상처내는  

ippun elkwul-ey kyeysok    sangchenay-nun 

pretty face-on  repeatedly hurt-RT         

 

지슈는     각성하라 

Jisyu-nun kaksengha-la 

Jisyu-TOP realize-do-IMV.PLN 

 

'Jisyu End scratching It is scarring your pretty face' 

5 Phillip 

November 6, 2017, 1:25PM 

할미랑      엄마가    속상해한다  

halmi-lang emma-ka  soksanghayha-nta 

halmi-and  mom-NOM  feel upset-DEC.PLN 

'Halmi and mom are upset' 

 

아빠는    괜찮다 

appa-nun kwaynchanh-ta 

dad-TOP  okay-DEC.PLN 

'Dad is okay with that though' 
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Phillip uses constructed dialogue two ways. First, he uses it as the father of Jisu by typing 

directly to Jisu and for Eunbyul to discipline the baby, specifically to stop her from scratching 

her face. Phillip addresses his daughter using baby talk register ('Jisyu') in line 4. Also, he uses 

kinship terms from his daughter's perspective in line 5: Halmi, which is the term that female 

elders use to address themselves when talking to children by lowering themselves (see Chapter 5 

for a discussion of the term). Also, Phillip addresses or refers to himself and his wife as mom and 

dad. His way of using such kinship terms indicates his message is sent, as the father, to Jisu, not 

Eunbyul. Moreover, in line 4 ('End scratching'), Phillip brings a protester register into his 

ventriloquizing-like constructed message. The phrase in line 4, "각성하라" (kaksenghala, 'to 

realize' in English), is a formulaic chant that protestors shout in the context of Korean 

demonstration. His protester-voiced message creates a vivid and playful image of Phillip holding 

a protest against Jisu who keeps scratching her face. He thus not only virtually and humorously 

does parenting for baby discipline, but also lightens his critical voice toward Jisu.  

 In line 5 ('Halmi and mom are upset' and 'Dad is okay with that though'), Phillip also 

creates another father-related identity. Indirectly criticizing his wife and his mother-in-law 

(Halmi in the transcript) who are too worried about Jisu's act of scratching her face, he playfully 

6 Eunbyul 

November 6, 2017, 1:36PM 

아빠는    왜   괜찮은가! 

appa-nun way  kwaynchanh-unka 

dad-TOP  why  okay-INT.FMLR 

'Why dad is okay with that!' 

7 Phillip 

November 6, 2017, 1:47PM 

아빠는    다  이해한다 

appa-nun ta  ihayha-nta 

dad-TOP  all understand-DEC.PLN 

'Because dad understands everything' 

8 Eunbyul 

November 6, 2017, 1:59PM 

흥 

hung 

huh 

'Huh' 
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constructs his father-related identity as an understanding and permissive father. His humorous 

and indirect criticism also mitigates his face-threatening acts toward his wife and his mother-in-

law.  

 

6.4.2.3. 'Knock knock' 

 Eunbyul initiates the following conversation with a knock-knock joke. It is developed 

through ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue between Phillip and imaginary Jisu enacted by 

Eunbyul through certain linguistic and discursive cues, such as the name Jisyu, the polite speech 

level marker (POL), and the topic of talk. Ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue enables 

Phillip to build up solidarity with his daughter and therefore he virtually accomplishes his 

identity as the father of Jisu. It also adds playfulness into the couple's interaction.   

 

 

 

 

 

LINE SENDER MESSAGE 

1 Eunbyul 

August 20, 2017, 9:37PM 

똑똑 

ttok-ttok 

knock-knock 

'Knock knock' 

2 Phillip 

August 20, 2017, 9:37PM 

예이 

yey-i 

yes-LENG 

'Yes' 

3 Philip 

August 20, 2017, 9:37PM 

누구십니까 

nwukwu-si-pnikka 

who-SH-INT.DEF 

'Who's there' 
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4 Eunbyul 

August 20, 2017, 9:38PM 

지슈예요 

Jisyu-yey-yo 

Jisyu-be-DEC.POL 

'It's Jisyu' 

5 Eunbyul 

August 20, 2017, 9:38PM 

카톡을      쓸  수 있게     되었어요 

kaTalk-ul  ssu-l swu is   key toy-ess-eyo 

KaTalk-ACC use-can        become-PAST-DEC.POL 

'I learned how to use Katalk' 

 

*KaTalk is short for KakaoTalk 

6 Philip 

August 20, 2017, 9:38PM 

지수구나 

Jisu-kwuna 

Jisu-EXC.PLN 

'Jisu it is' 

7 Eunbyul 

August 20, 2017, 9:38PM 

키워주셔서              감사합니다 

khiwe-cwu-sye-se      kamsaha-pnita 

raise-give-SH-because thank-DEC.DEF 

'Thank you for raising me' 

8 Philip 

August 20, 2017, 9:38PM 

안자니 

an-ca-ni 

not-sleep-INT.PLN 

'Are you not sleeping' 

9 Philip 

August 20, 2017, 9:38PM 

애들은      자라 

ay-tul-un  ca-la 

kid-PL-TOP sleep-IMV.PLN 

'Go to bed Kids' 

10 Eunbyul 

August 20, 2017, 9:38PM 

마지막   우유를    먹고있죠 

macimak wuyu-lul mek-koiss-c-yo 

last    milk-ACC eat-PROG-SUP-DEC.POL 

'I'm drinking the last milk for today' 

11 Eunbyul 
August 20, 2017, 9:38PM 

ㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋ 

12 Eunbyul 

August 20, 2017, 9:38PM 

먹자마자                 다시   잘겁니당 

mek-camaca              tasi  ca-l ke-pnita-ng 

eat-as soon as possible again sleep-will-DEC.DEF-CUTE 

'I'll go back to sleep as soon as I finish drinking' 

13 Philip 

August 20, 2017, 9:39PM 

우유는    먹고     자야지          미안 

wuyu-nun mek-ko  ca-ya-ci       mian 

milk-TOP eat-and sleep-must-SUP sorry 

'Of course You should drink some milk before sleeping 

My bad' 
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First, I consider the contextualization cues that are used to signal the 'this is play' frame. In line 1 

('Knock knock'), Eunbyul initiates pretend play by animating the sound made on a door. In 

interaction, people make the knock-knock sound to attract someone's attention to initiate an 

interaction or to introduce a question-and-answer joke. Eunbyul's knock-knock message 

performs both discursive purposes: 1) It initiates the interaction with Phillip in which they will 

talk about Jisu and 2) it creates playfulness. Her knock-knock joke is supported by Phillip's 

response in lines 2 ('Yes') and 3 ('Who's there'), even though he knows who the sender is. His 

response indicates his alignment toward Eunbyul's joke and thus members of the couple co-

create constructed dialogue-based interaction.  

 Second, this pretend-play strengthens the parent-centered frame where Phillip constructs 

his identity as a father. The talk is topically child-centered as the couple uses their daughter as an 

interactional resource in their imaginary conversation, which highlights Phillip's father identity. 

To be specific, Phillip performs his parental identity as a father and Eunbyul coordinates it by 

assuming a footing of Jisu by animating her voice. Phillip uses the plain speech level marker 

(PLN) to signal that the recipient of his messages is Jisu, not his wife. Also, he issues a directive 

such as 'Go to bed Kids' in line 9 to perform a power maneuver that also entails solidarity in his 

role as a father.  

 Eunbyul, in line 4, she identifies herself as 'Jisyu' (Jisu's nickname), which is the couple's 

baby talk register. She also takes on the footing of a KakaoTalk novice in line 5 ('I learned how 

to use Katalk'); 'I' is Jisu, who is too young to handle technologies. Moreover, Eunbyul's next 

message ('Thank you for raising me') enhances the parent-centered frame, while also enhancing 

Phillip's identity as a father. The expression ('Thank you for raising me') might sound awkward 

in American English, but it is a formulaic expression that Korean children use to express 
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gratitude for their parents' love and care. It thus sends the metamessage that Eunbyul is 

animating the voice of Jisu. Also, Eunbyul's use of the first person pronoun, I, followed by action 

verbs such as 'drink' and 'sleep' in lines 10 ('I'm drinking the last milk for today') and 12 ('I'll go 

back to sleep as soon as I finish drinking'), signals her messages are Jisu-voiced, although it is 

Eunbyul who feeds Jisu and puts her to bed. This language usage dramatizes Eunbyul's 

constructed dialogue as if Jisu were directly talking to her father, and thus strengthens Phillip's 

identity as a father and this also builds solidarity between members of the couple in that Phillip 

and Eunbyul share in parenting Jisu. 

 Ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue is Phillip's distinct style of parenting via instant 

messages. Importantly, without Eunbyul's conjoined participation through sending photos and 

videos of Jisu and typing as and for Jisu, Phillip's virtual identity work as a father for parent-

child socialization would not be able to take this form. Thus, exchanges such as these also 

highlight how the members of the couple work as a team for virtual parenting.  

 

6.5. Discussion: The anchoring of virtual married life activity 

 Using a variety of resources and strategies such as everyday topics (mealtime and 

weather); sentence ending markers such as honorifics, the cute marker, and the final lengthener; 

problem-sharing; and ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue, in their chatroom Phillip and 

Eunbyul shared remote everyday life and showcased multiple aspects of their family-related 

identities as marriage partners (wife-husband) and parents (mother-father). The couple's family-

related identity work through the sharing of everyday life contributes to creating and maintaining 

two frames – a couple-centered frame and a parent-centered frame – via instant messages. 
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 In this section, to strengthen my understanding of the couple's interaction, using 

Goffman's (1974) discussion of anchoring of activity, I reconsider my analyses at a grassroots 

level to explain how and why their KakaoTalk interaction can be framed as virtual married life. 

Goffman (1974) explicates five categories that constitute framing: 1) episoding conventions, 2) 

appearance formulas, 3) resource continuity, 4) unconnectedness, and 5) the human being, which 

is what he terms "the anchoring of activity." Those five categories, together, show "the relation 

of the frame to the environing world" (Goffman 1974:248), indicating how individuals 

understand what it is that is going on and fit their actions to this understanding. Bringing together 

my analyses of the couple's instant messages, in this section, I explain how those five categories 

are realized in technology-mediated discourse via instant messages and contribute to how the 

couple's instant messages are conceived as doing virtual married life. Also, the anchoring of 

activity in KakaoTalk interaction illuminates how "online discourse about offline discourse" (see 

Gordon forthcoming) is constructed, bridging online and offline, which, I argue, suggests 

important theoretical connections among framing, intertextuality, and entextualization in 

understanding meaning-making . 

 First, as presented in section 5.2., the couple's opening and closing rituals constitute 

episoding conventions. They bracket the couple's interaction as a frame within which Phillip and 

Eunbyul create and maintain a married life virtually, signaling the metamessage that "this is our 

married life." In opening interaction in the morning, Phillip and Eunbyul exchange greetings, 

while also sharing their morning moments in words; this is conducted through real-time reports 

and is usually fairly short. In closing interaction at night, Phillip and Eunbyul bid each other 

good night, exchanging words of support and encouragement to acknowledge how the other has 

spent a day. The night interaction is usually prolonged due to repetition. Each interaction 
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functions as (metacommunicative) opening and closing boundaries, respectively. They thus 

generate "a realm that is more narrowly organized than that represented by everyday life" 

(Goffman 1974:262), which I characterized as a kind of virtual married life frame. 

 Second, instant messages between Phillip and Eunbyul illustrate "appearance formulas," 

which indicate the connection between a role and a person (i.e., a framed activity and ongoing 

reality in a larger sense). According to Goffman (1974:284), when an actor is cast as a certain 

role, typecasting is put into consideration because "part-appropriate behavior in the stage" of the 

actor comes from the actor’s offstage behavior, which is, for the actor, 'natural.' That is, the 

couple's interaction is closely tied in with their offline marriage relationship. For example, 

talking about everyday topics such as mealtimes and weather are linked to taking care of the 

family and doing house chores. Narrative-like problem sharing about the couple's daughter and 

Eunbyul's conflicts with her own parents represents the couple's parental and spousal relations. 

Such interactional activities contribute to creating couple-centered and parent-centered frames 

wherein Phillip and Eunbyul perform couplehood and parenthood, respectively, thus 

accomplishing familial identities as marriage partners (husband-wife) and parents (father-

mother) online.  

 Third, alongside appearance formulas, Goffman (1974:287) mentions that in an organized 

stream of activity, any material that comes from the world is traceable, or involves 'resource 

continuity.' That is, the material maintains its own "expressive identifiability," or "style" (288) in 

a framed activity. In my data, diverse resources and strategies formulate the couple's own style, 

which creates and enhances the frame of the couple's virtual married life. For instance, morning 

and night interactions create unique interactional patterns in the couple's instant messages. 

Talking about everyday topics such as mealtimes and weather are central parts of the couple-
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centered frame and contributes to the couple's own interactional style as marriage partners. 

Moreover, the couple's couplect including the polite speech level marker, the cute speech marker, 

and the final lengthener, is a linguistic example of resource continuity, while also strengthening 

the couple-centered frame, with relation to closeness-equality (in the sense of Tannen's 1994a 

multidimensional model). In the parent-centered frame, Phillip and Eunbyul use their infant, Jisu, 

as an interactional resource to act as parents. Also, narrative-like problem sharing and 

ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue (typing to and as Jisu) represent the couple's specific 

ways of using language as parents. Their discourse contributes to making baby-centered 

interaction and thus creating the parent-centered frame. 

 Fourth, Goffman (1974:292) notes "unconnectedness" to highlight an activity can be 

framed in any way. In other words, framing is rather 'unanticipated' and 'happenstance.' Related 

to resource continuity, according to Goffman (1974:293), we can trace back where a chair comes 

from – "to the tree from which its wood came, but the tree did not grow so that the particular 

chair could be made." Namely, this suggests how important context is in making an activity 

meaningful and allowing us to understand ways in which the activity becomes framed in certain 

ways. In the couple's instant messages, the physical distance between Phillip and Eunbyul helps 

create an important context for their KakaoTalk virtual married life. It contributes to shaping 

KakaoTalk as a place to, and encourages the couple to, interact with each to enact virtual married 

life. It is absolutely true that some married couples, living together, may communicate 

throughout the day via instant messages to check in throughout the workday; inform the other of 

urgent emergency; report on whereabouts; or ask to run errands. However, to borrow Tannen's 

(2005:14) frosting metaphor for conversational styles to highlight style is not something extra 

but central to constituting interaction, the couple's KakaoTalk is not something extra, added to 
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their everyday interaction, just like "frosting on a cake." Their instant messages are "the stuff of 

which" their 'married life' "cake" is made. For instance, every morning and every night, the 

couple exchanges good morning and good night; and report on and make running comments 

about what is currently happening. Phillip and Eunbyul make use of KakaoTalk to achieve what 

'no-distance marriage' couples would do without trying.  The couple's parenting is replaced with 

doing troubles talk about, sharing photos and videos of, and having imaginary conversations with 

Jisu. Their remote lives start with, are verbally and visually presented through, and end with 

kakaotalking to the other. This, I argue, illuminates entextualization, intertextuality, and framing 

of the couple's married life through actions and interactions; between online and offline; and 

with visuals and texts, while also showing their identity construction as marriage partners and 

parents. 

 Lastly, "the human being" anchors doings in the world. As Goffman (1974:293) remarks, 

"[e]ach utterance or physical doing that the individual contributes to a current situation" is based 

on and developed from a participant's identity. Through various discursive strategies such as 

assessments including compliments, reports, narrative-like problem-sharing, and ventriloquizing-

like constructed dialogue, Phillip and Eunbyul create and maintain their virtual married life in 

instant messaging. By creating two primary frames as they do this, the couple supports the 

construction and display of their marital and parental identities.  

 Orienting toward Goffman's (1974) account of the anchoring of activity, the chapter has 

demonstrated how five elements constitute the couple's instant messages and how they anchor 

the couple's virtual married life, which is also deeply related to their identity work as marriage 

partners and parents. Demonstrating how the couple's KakaoTalk is embedded in ongoing 

reality, connecting Phillip and Eunbyul together and bridging online and offline, this chapter 
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shows the couple's sharing of everyday life, via instant messages, happening in two physical 

locations constitutes 'online discourse about offline discourse.' My analyses in this chapter 

therefore shows how entextualization is an essential concept to understand better the formulation 

of online family talk in which the couple creates a unique repertoire of their language use that 

comes along with recurring interactional activities. 
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CHAPTER 7 SUMMARY AND FINAL DISCUSSION 

 

7.1. Summary of findings 

 In this section, I summarize the findings and significance of each chapter. The data 

analysis chapters make different, but related, contributions to the greater goal of the study: to 

demonstrate 1) how technologies and multimodalities facilitate and foster online family talk 

(making meanings); and 2) how family members share their everyday lives and perform familial 

identities, which includes the negotiation of power and solidarity dynamics (creating family). 

Alongside identity construction in online discourse and family interaction, my analyses 

interweave the theoretical notions of entextualization, intertextuality, and framing, as introduced 

in Chapter 2. 

 

7.1.1. Chapter 4: Everyday photos and videos in online family talk 

 Performing three ambiguous and polysemous functions (being used as objects, acting as 

interactional resources, and standing in for language) in the instant messaging communication of 

the families whose discourse I examined, everyday photo-/video-sharing was the means of 

sharing everyday life and a primary contributor to the formulation of online family talk. 

Specifically, I investigated what strategies and resources (e.g., linguistic, discursive, and 

multimodal) are used in sharing and responding to everyday photos and videos. In doing so, I 

have demonstrated how different trajectories of meaning-making are constructed depending on 

whether senders send everyday photos and videos with or without captions (i.e., with or without 

the provision of a frame that offers focused attention). With or without captions, the photos and 

videos raise different expectations in terms of defining what is going on in the visuals and 
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suggest different pathways of making and understanding meanings of the photos and videos. 

This demonstrates how senders and receivers jointly construe, understand, and make sense of 

shared visuals, creating mutual participation. To be specific, senders' captions on shared photos 

and videos exert centripetal force (following Bakhtin's 1981 sense in language use), serving as a 

guiding frame; receivers reference and build upon the captions to participate in meaning-making. 

In contrast, without captions on shared photos and videos, centrifugal force (in Bakhtin's 1981 

sense as well) is at play: receivers use their own understanding and appreciation to make and 

understand meanings. 

 In everyday photo-/video-sharing, technological affordances and multimodalities not only 

offer alternatives to using traditional contextualization cues (Gumperz 1982), but also diversify 

ways to participate and thus accomplish meaning-making in interaction. Ultimately, the activity 

of everyday photo-/video-sharing promotes creating what I call continuous framing and 

enriching intertextuality between online and offline, and with texts and visuals. First, reframing 

continuously takes place when participants communicate on KaokaoTalk about 1) what is going 

on in shared visuals and 2) what is going on in the current interaction regarding the shared 

visuals. Second, intertextuality is enriched paradigmatically when participants discursively and 

visually transform moments from one's physical life into visuals (photos and videos) and situate 

them within texts (instant messages), as well as syntagmatically when participants build upon 

prior messages and shared visuals. This phenomenon of continuous reframing and enriching 

intertextuality is tangible evidence of how technological affordances and multimodalities 

contribute to further diversifying meaning-making beyond language.  
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7.1.2. Chapter 5: In-laws and grandparent-grandchild relationships 

 Chapter 5 paid special attention to how two intergenerational family experiences – 

between in-laws and between grandparents and grandchildren – are managed and negotiated 

when daily photos and videos of family children are shared between the mothers of the children 

(i.e., daughters-in-law) and the family elders (i.e., grandparents). When those intergenerational 

family experiences are multimodally transformed and shared from visuals to texts as well as 

from offline to online in family chatrooms, recurring patterns of interaction (e.g., requesting, 

sharing, and responding to photos and videos of family children; having imaginary conversation 

with non-present family children; and reporting on babysitting) appear to frame instant messages 

between in-laws as those between grandparents and grandchildren. This illuminates power and 

solidarity dynamics between in-laws as well as between grandparents and grandchildren 

simultaneously.  

 Drawing on Tannen's (1994a, 2007) multidimensional model, the chapter thus locates 

Korean in-law and grandparent-grandchildren relationships’ positions within the model: Both 

relationships are inherently situated on the upper left (hierarchy-closeness) as they have the 

nature of parent-child relationships, but I note that the in-law ones are extended toward the 

distance axis while the grandparent-grandchild ones are extended downward toward the equality 

axis. This highlights the complicated web of power and solidarity in family relations.  

 To further explicate this, I analyzed how family members use language and other 

modalities to create and maintain those relationships and experiences in instant messages. I note 

that everyday photo-/video-sharing becomes a new household chore that mothers of children 

(i.e., daughters-in-law) are expected to be responsible for in the digital age. Acting as 

intermediaries, they facilitate a place for virtual solidarity building between grandparents and 
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grandchildren. When receiving daily photos and videos of family children, family elders 

(mothers-in-law, in particular) create ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue), with the use of 

lexical items such as halmi, the addressing particle (-a), and the polite speech marker (-e/ayo), 

and animate the voice of a grandmother, as if they were directly talking to their grandchildren. 

Through ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue), the mothers-in-law display affective 

alignments toward the grandchildren, accomplishing do(t)ing grandparents and showing 

'kneeling-down power and solidarity.' The daughters-in-law, as intermediaries, sometimes join 

their mothers-in-law by typing for and as the children. This also creates intimacy between in-

laws as they jointly accomplish ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue). This pattern fits in 

with existing research examining offline interaction showing how mothers often facilitate family 

communication (e.g., by prompting children to tell stories to fathers; see Tannen 2007). 

 Babysitting is a household responsibility that family elders are increasingly involved 

with, since dual income married couples with children are common in the contemporary Korean 

society. In my data, family elders created a babysitter register when communicating with parents 

of children through nominalization and reports (e.g., sending photos of family children taken 

during babysitting, with captions about how the day was spent) using the polite speech level 

marker. The use of the polite speech level marker and nominalization framed the power 

difference between a parent(-in-law) and a child(-in-law) as a babysitter-parent relationship. But 

at the same time, the ways the elders take care and report taking care of family children are 

located between overpowering babysitting (e.g., getting grandchildren haircuts without 

permission of the children's mother) and doting grandparenting (e.g., purchasing an expensive 

robot toy for a pestering grandson). Meanwhile, the parents of the children framed the elders' 

baby care as a face threat that they imposed on their parents(-in-law). 
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7.1.3. Chapter 6: Out of sight, but not out of mind 

 Chapter 6 examined the everyday instant messages exchanged between members of a 

long-distance married couple. The couple entextualizes their couplehood and parenthood 

experiences in their chatroom wherein they are resemiotized with everyday photos and videos as 

well as language in instant messages. By doing so, Phillip and Eunbyul virtually create and 

maintain their virtual married life as marriage partners and parents. This life consists of couple-

centered frames and parent-centered frames, through which the members of the couple construct 

and display various aspects of marital and parental identities. Also, the couple's KakaoTalk 

interaction lends insight into how Goffman's (1974) anchoring of activity is realized in 

technology-mediated multimodal interaction via instant messages. To be specific, the couple's 

opening (morning interaction) and closing (night interaction) rituals serve as frame boundaries, 

thus framing their daily interaction as virtual married life. In the couple-centered frame, Eunbyul 

makes use of everyday topics such as mealtimes and the weather to create a virtual sense of 

togetherness, take care of her husband, and manage housekeeping, while also performing a ‘good 

wife’ identity through taking up the footing of the family nurturer. Also, as married partners, 

Phillip and Eunbyul utilize various sentence ending markers, including polite, deferential, cute, 

and final lengthener, to enhance closeness and equality in their interpersonal relationship.  

 In the parent-centered frame, the two members of the couple construct different aspects 

of parental identities, while also using their daughter as an interactional resource to manage 

parental relations and support each other's parental identity work. Through storytelling-like 

problem sharing, Eunbyul constructs her mother identity as good, protective, overreacting, and 

independent. Phillip acts as a supportive husband, showing rapport to support his wife's identity 

as a mother. Phillip also creates ventriloquizing-like constructed dialogue to have imaginary 
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interaction with the couple's daughter, Jisu, for addressing baby discipline as well as creating 

playfulness, in order to perform an understanding and good father identity. Eunbyul, as an 

intermediary, facilitates Phillip's parental identity construction by sharing photos and videos of 

and typing as Jisu. 

 The couple's instant messages, as online discourse mostly about offline discourse, show 

how the physical distance contributes to virtually connecting the participants living apart, 

ultimately bridging online and offline. Living physically apart creates an essential context that 

helps explain the why and how of the couple's dedicated, daily interaction, framing it as a virtual 

married life. In this sense, their interaction is another example that shows how entextualization 

ties in with the connection between intertextuality and framing, especially in technology-

mediated multimodal environments.  

 

7.2. Final discussion 

 Corresponding to and furthering research themes addressed in Chapter 1, in this section, I 

weave the findings of this study together and discuss implications of them for: 1) understanding 

the connection between entextualization, intertextuality, and framing; 2) taking sociolinguistic 

approaches to discursive functions of the Korean polite speech level marker; and 3) addressing 

what it means to make meanings and create family in instant messaging. 

 

7.2.1. Entextualization, intertextuality, and framing in online family talk 

 Analyzing face-to-face family interactions, scholars have identified how framing and 

intertextuality are deeply related to each other in meaning-making (see Tannen 2006a; Gordon 

2009). My analyses build upon and further explicate this idea through the examination of online 
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family discourse via instant messages. Joining the discussion of 'what is a text?' in the area of 

intertextuality, this study shows how everyday photos and videos function as a new 'text' in 

making meanings in the digital age, while also illuminating paradigmatic and syntagmatic 

aspects of meaning-making in consideration of the relationship among entextualization, 

intertextuality, and framing.  

 In particular, everyday photo-/video-sharing in instant messages captures how meaning-

making is not only paradigmatic but also syntagmatic, as shared visuals and the current 

interaction are continuously (re)framed. Participants choose between photos, videos and text to 

capture and share everyday experiences, creating paradigmatic relations, and responses to shared 

visuals could be in the form of text or another visual, which thus contributes to creating and 

continuing online family talk. Syntagmatic relations are constructed in that online family talk 

proceeds as it is continuously threaded by family members when they build upon each other's 

messages and visuals.  

 Illuminating how online family talk is formulated between online and offline as well as 

with visuals and texts, I thus emphasize that entextualization should be considered together with 

intertextuality and framing, especially in technology-mediated multimodal discourse, as it is 

capable of explicating their intertwinement in meaning-making. Entextualization is a powerful 

concept that captures transformation and connection in meaning-making, especially when 

meaning-making accompanies technological affordances and multimodalities and is 

accomplished through both actions and interactions as well as with visuals and texts, while also 

bridging online and offline.  

 As technology digitizes and advances our everyday lives, technological affordances and 

multimodalities pave the way for producing and mediating what to say and how to act, between 
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online and offline. This has been illustrated through simultaneous peer interaction via an instant 

messenger and classroom conversation (Aarsand 2008), online discussions about offline 

encounters with a doctor (Gordon 2015a, forthcoming) and offline eating practices (Gordon and 

İkizoğlu 2017), multilingual family interaction facilitated by a smartphone-based translating 

application (İkizoğlu 2019), and livestream-based interaction (Graham and Dutt 2019; Choe 

2019, 2020). Keeping in line with these studies, my research has demonstrated the seamlessness 

between online and offline in the context of family discourse. 

 In my data, similarly, such transformation and connection constantly occur when offline 

moments of everyday life are brought online through texts and visuals. Their meanings are 

sequentially and jointly changed and developed by family members as the interaction proceeds 

and chatrooms become 'a virtual house' where family members continue living everyday life 

such as sharing meals, (grand)parenting, doing house chores, and interacting. To understand how 

online family talk is facilitated and fostered, the notion of entextualization is thus fundamental to 

explaining how and why intertextuality and framing are conceptually interconnected in digital 

contexts. 

 

7.2.2. Discursive functions of the Korean polite speech level marker (-a/eyo) 

 In my data, it is no wonder that adult children(-in-law) employ the honorific speech level 

markers (polite and deferential) when interacting with their parents(-in-law), because the adult 

children(-in-law) are younger and lower in the family hierarchy than their parents(-in-law). As 

addressed in Chapter 3, studies on honorific speech level markers in Korean have been 

traditionally related to deference and politeness, "reflecting a prevalent language ideology in 

Korean society that 'honorifics are respectful and polite'" (Ahn 2019:2). They are powerful 
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linguistic devices in Korean that reflect and regulate power (hierarchy) and solidarity 

(connection) relations between speakers and addressees in consideration of social factors such as 

age and social role (see Sohn 1983; Yu 1996). Yoon (2010), in his study on Korean media 

discourse, demonstrates how the polite speech level marker can index "soft affective stance" (98) 

expressing friendliness, intimacy, or closeness. Building upon his analysis, I investigate 

discursive functions of the polite speech level marker in my data. Family members, regardless of 

their age and family roles, strategically make use of the polite speech level marker (-a/eyo) as 1) 

an egalitarian marker, 2) a face-saving marker, 3) a footing change marker, and 4) an affective 

marker, in order to accomplish various interactional goals. The polite speech level marker, as a 

"contextualization cue" (Gumperz 1982), shows how family members linguistically orient to the 

current interaction, while also managing power and solidarity with other participants.  

 First, -a/eyo functions as an egalitarian marker in discourse. In Chapter 6, Phillip and 

Eunbyul, a same-aged married couple, constantly use the polite speech marker to each other in 

instant messages (as well as face-to-face interaction, mentioned in their playback interviews). 

Their use of the polite speech level marker is very marked. As addressed in Chapter 3, Koreans 

often use the polite speech level marker to older or hierarchically higher acquaintances or when 

they just meet. But it is rare for interlocutors close to each other to use the marker, especially 

when they are of the same age. In the interviews, the couple mentioned to me that it is their own 

interactional habit to display respectfulness toward the other as a partner, which, I note, supports 

the construction of the discourse of egalitarian marriage in their instant messages. Their using the 

polite speech marker is strategic, which contributes to distinguishing their familial identities as 

marriage partners versus as parents. For instance, Phillip does use the non-honorific when having 

imaginary conversation with the couple's daughter through ventriloquizing-like constructed 
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dialogue. The couple's use of -a/eyo could be understood as one aspect of their "couplect" or 

familylect. 

 Second, -a/eyo functions as a face-saving marker in discourse. In Chapter 5, I highlight 

how taking and sharing photos and videos of family children has become a new household chore 

that daughters-in-law are usually expected to take responsibility for in the digital age. Recall 

from Chapter 5 that Sara's mother-in-law uses the polite speech level marker to ask for photos 

and videos of her grandson, Kihong, and her requests were sent to Sara, her daughter-in-law (see 

section 5.1). In this kind of context, a mother-in-law reduces her face-threatening acts through 

the use of the polite form, although her requests were made in directives. The use of the polite 

speech markers for face-saving acts can function similarly to indirect speech acts in which a 

speaker mitigates their own self-assertion. 

 Third, -a/eyo functions as a footing change marker in discourse. In Chapter 5, Doyoon's 

mother-in-law employs the polite marker as part of a babysitter register when she reports how 

the day was spent during babysitting. In theory, the mother-in-law does not have to use the polite 

marker since she is older and higher status in the family chatroom. However, by using the polite 

speech level marker, she discursively puts down her power as a family senior and indicates her 

situational alignment as a babysitter, which eventually frames the current interaction as a 

babysitting reporting frame (from the family elder's perspective). This usage is similar to 

"register shifting" in Tannen and Wallat (1993), where a pediatrician employs an exaggerated 

tone, high pitch, and childlike voice when examining a child to calm her down, which comes 

along with frame shift (from a reporting frame for non-present medical students to a medical 

examination/interaction with the child frame).  
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 Fourth, -a/eyo functions an affection marker in discourse. Chapters 4 and 5 present 

grandparents employing the polite speech level marker when responding to photos and videos of 

their grandchildren who are not physically present in family chatrooms. By using the polite 

speech level marker, the family elders create ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue) in 

responding to shared photos and videos of their grandchildren. Therefore, they discursively 

perform what I call 'kneeling-down power and solidarity' that reinforces solidarity with their 

grandchildren.  

 In this discussion, by explicating different context-specific usage of the polite speech 

level marker, I illuminate how the Korean honorific marker, as a contextualization cue, is 

discursively negotiated and strategically used in online interaction for various discursive 

purposes, thus contributing to our understanding of how family members performing diverse 

footings and identities in this context. 

 

7.2.3. Instant messaging everyday lives, making meanings, and creating family  

 My study has featured Korean families; while the language of American, Italian, and 

other family groups has received a great deal of research attention, Korean family discourse is 

relatively understudied. I have also examined familial relationships and interactions that are not 

limited to marital and parental bonds (e.g., husband-wife and [older] parent-[adult] child), 

including in-law, grandparent-grandchild, aunt-nephew, and cousin-cousin. Some of those 

relationships emerge through ventriloquizing(-like constructed dialogue) in my data. 

Furthermore, my analyses have illuminated how technologies turn an instant messaging 

application into a 'new dinner table' where contemporary family talk occurs. Instant messages 

reshape and create technology-mediated ways of continuing everyday family lives. However, 
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how they enter into the daily life, especially of extended families, is still uncharted territory (see 

Taipale 2019), especially in discourse analytic research. Introducing everyday photo-/video-

sharing as a main family activity, I have demonstrated not only the formulation of online family 

talk but also how it extends beyond language to multimodal resources, thus expanding Gordon's 

(2009:196) view that "the family is not just a biological, legal, financial, or societal construct but 

also a discursive one."  

  Many communication and media studies on family in the digital age focus on 

generational differences. The younger generation in the family is conventionally described as 

tech-savvy, who are knowledgeable and familiar with digital devices; members of this generation 

teach older family members how to use them and become central in terms of digitalized 

housekeeping (see Taipale 2019). This is true in part, but what should be also considered in the 

context of digital families is that family members, regardless of generation, may additionally 

share "media ideologies" (Gershon 2010a, 2010b), showing their own ways of achieving their 

family rituals and values, performing familial identities, and interacting with each other. In this 

sense, my analyses have illuminated how shared media ideologies among family members 

contribute to creating online family talk, with the help of technological affordances and 

multimodalities.  

 As presented in Kendall (2007, 2008), the traditional discourse of family and gender 

produces a stereotypical image of women, as mothers and wives, in charge of caring for family 

members and managing household chores. I have shown how online family talk continues such 

traditional ideologies of family and gender in technology-mediated ways. For instance, women – 

primarily mothers of children – are held responsible for sharing everyday photos and videos of 

their children, acting as intermediaries. I have also presented how this traditional belief is 
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enhanced by Korea's socioculturally pervasive ideas that the young should respect the elderly 

and the old and that the young should know their place (see Yoon 2004). For instance, when it 

comes to (grand)parenting, in my data, parents of children often encounter identity struggles 

between being a good parent and being a good child(-in-law) to their parents(-in-law). Also, 

ambiguity and polysemy between babysitting and grandparenting result in family elders acting as 

something between overpowering babysitters and doting grandparents.  

 Simultaneously, online family talk also shows aspects of modern family where marriage 

partners create and strengthen closeness and equality through language use and support each 

other's parental identity work. Online family talk provides a unique context for examining how 

traditional and contemporary aspects of family and gender unfold. Studying such discourse 

shows how technological affordances and multimodalities make possible the work of 'doing 

family' with everyday photos and videos as well as language in instant messages.   

 Weaving together technology, identity, and discourse, this study has demonstrated how, 

in instant messages, 1) everyday photo-/video-sharing, with a primary focus on captions and no-

captions, constitutes online family talk and make meanings; 2) intergenerational family 

experiences between in-laws as well as between grandparents and grandchildren are managed in 

relation to power and solidarity dynamics; and 3) members of a married couple in a long-

distance relationship virtually experience marital and parental bonds.  

 In addition, my analytical foci have illuminated the familial role women, as wives, 

mothers, grandmothers, and daughters-in-law, play in family chatrooms, which contributes to 

showing simultaneous aspects of traditional and contemporary discourse of family and gender. 

 Opening the doors of the private (chat) rooms where family members virtually continue 

their everyday lives with everyday photos and videos as well as language in instant messages, 
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my research has provided a linguistic prism through which Korean family cultures and values 

refract, especially along with language use, in technology-mediated multimodal environments.  
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APPENDIX A ABBREVIATIONS 

The following abbreviations are used in data analysis chapters to label each Korean word a 

linguistic role in the word-by-word glossary translations in the transcripts. 

 

Acronym Meaning 

ACC Accusative particle 

  

AP Addressing particle 

  

APR Apprehensive mood 

  

CIRCUM Circumstantial 

  

CMP Complementizer suffix 

  

CONJ Conjunction 

  

CUTE Cute 

  

DEC Declarative (clause type) 

  

DEF Deferential (speech level) 

  

EM Emphasizer 

  

END Sentential ending 

  

EV Evidentiality 

  

EXC Exclamative (clause type) 

  

EXH Exhortative (clause type) 

  

FMLR Familiar (speech level) 

  

GEN Genitive particle 

  

hon. Honorific word 

  

HT Honorific title 
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IE Informal ending 

  

IMV Imperative (clause type) 

  

INFR Inferential 

  

INT Interrogative (clause type) 

  

INTMT Intimate (speech level) 

  

LENG Final lengthening 

  

NC Numeral classifier 

  

NOM Nominative particle 

  

PAST Past tense 

  

PL Plural 

  

PLN Plain (speech level) 

  

POL Polite (speech level) 

  

PRM Promissive 

  

PROG Progressive 

  

QT Quotative particle 

  

RT Relativizer suffix 

  

SH Subjective honorific suffix 

  

SUF Suffix 

  

SUP Supportive 

  

TOP Topical particle 
  

TR Transferentive suffix 
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APPENDIX B KOREAN ONLINE LANGUAGE 

The following describes Korean online language consisting of Korean letters and special 

characters used throughout the presented data. 

  

Character Meaning 

~ Tilde Final lengthening 

   

ㅎ Korean consonant, [h] laughter 

   

ㅋ Korean consonant, [k] laughter 

   

^^ Two carets Smiling eyes 

   

^^* Two carets with an asterisk Smiling eyes with a blushed cheek 

   

ㅠ Korean vowel, [yu] Two tears from the eye 

   

ㅜ Korean vowel, [u] One tear from the eye 

 

NOTE: The internet language above is frequently used with repetition for emphasis (e.g., ㅋㅋㅋ, 

ㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠㅠ, or ^^^^^) and it can also have context-specific meanings. 
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